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FOREWORD 

Every significant correctional commission and criminal justice 

task force since the historic American Prison Associatit::m Congress 

in 1870 has emphasized the poor performance of our penal institutions 

as agencies of offender rehabilitation. Yet despite a uridespread 

loss of confidence in American prisons and their rehabilitation 

goals, Erisons remain essentially unchanged and grow i~ populatio~ 

more rapidly than at any other time in our history. Their total 

growth has been over 10 percent annually since 1973. They are more 

overcrowded, more chaotic, and more costly than ever before. And 

whether they meet either the goals of criminal justice or our social 

needs is a subject of national debate. The report of the National 

Planning Association on the 'INational Manpower Survey - Criminal 

Justice System," issued in December 1976, projects an increase in 

the total number of state prisoners from 217,000 in early 1976 to 

243,JOO in 1980 and 252,000 in 1985. Thus, the explosive prison 

population growth of the past three years is expected to continue for 

another decade--a frightening concept from nearly every perspective. 

In 1976, more than half of the nation's 9.2 mill ion state and 

local government employees were members of labor unions. In examining 

the growth and development of public employee unions in state 

correctional agencies, the MERle project team sought evidence that 

this movement has contributed to the improvement of conditions in 

prisons. The findings have been disappointing in this regard: 
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1. Prison management has been we~kened, both directly through 
the establishment of employee-centered rights such as 
seniority job assignment and indirectly through close 
political relationships between elected state officials 
and union leaders. 

2. The direct and indirect costs of security manpowerc have 
increased significantly, often to the detriment of other 
program components of the prison system. 

3. The correctional unions have shown a proclivity for opposing 
most of the correctional reforms. recommended by the National 
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. 
The unions' objective of protecting and increasing prison 
employment has often inhibited the development and use of 
prison furloughs, work release, community-based programs, 
and sentencing reforms. 

Research for the MERle project tracked prison labor relations 

in nearly all states with experience in collective bargaining. Efforts 

were made to see through the eyes of the professional labor relations 

specialist as well as the professional correctional administrator. 

Almost from the start, the scope of the analysis appeared too narrow. 

Corrections is only one part of a total state system, and only by 

adopting a broad perspective is it possible to understand the workings 

of organized employee representation in state corrections. 

For example, in one state a union contract called for a fifteen-

minute rest period within each four-hour work period. The corrections 

agency could not conform to this provision, yet it was directed to 

meet the terms of the contract by an arbitrator's decision. Only by 

knowing that the master agreement had been negotiated by a statewide 

official--not by a corrections official--could this blunder be under-

stood. Only through familiarity with the state labor relations 

structure and its political aspects could it be appreciated why the 

governor's office refused to consider financing the resulting costs 
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to the department. The department had to negotiate with the union 

fo~ a trade off cost which amounted to one salary step for correc

tional officers and others. The corrections administrator was made 

the scapegoat by being required to absorb the several million dollar 

cost of this error from within the department's existing appro

priations. This administrator resigned and was replaced by a new 

director who had the support of labor. 

Democracy is not a neat and orderly process. By design, central 

authority is divided to provide checks and balances on poWer. By 

design, the elective and legislative processes enable pluralistic 

representation in both the formal structure and in the manner in 

which the state administers its services. The unions cannot be 

faulted for pursuing so energetically the objectives of their member

ship. If public sector employee organizations, in some iNstances, 

have had undue or unfavorable impact on state government operations, 

it is perhaps largely because policy-makers in the executive and 

legislative branches, while responsive to the political demands 

of labor, have failed to consider related but broader issues of 

concern to all groups. 

The problem is how to make public sector labor negotiations 

work more in the interest of the general public. The public employee 

union movement has already reached a majority of states, but the 

system is still young. Unions very likely will survive whether 

or not many changes occur in their relationships with government. 

But union members and their families have as large a stake in 

government as the rest of us, and in the future this may become 
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an increasingly important consideration for publ ic employee union 

leaders. 

Violators of the criminal law are sent to prison as the ultimate 

expre5sion of societyls insistence that its members be held account

able for their conduct. Management, labor, and government in general 

must also demonstrate accountability to each other and to the precepts 

of justice. 

The principal author of this management guide is M. Robert Montilla, 

whose experience includes state correctional administration, state 

central personnel management, and public employee labor relations. 

He has written this guide in the language of the professional correc

tional administrator. The straightforward presentation, often candid 

to a degree that risks criticism from all sides, is intended to provide 

realistic and accurate description and analysis without either exag

geration or understatement. The various topics covered 'are broken 

down into issues as an aid to the reader. 

Portions of this report have been taken from two other' reports 

of the MERIC project: the final report, entitled, uPrison Employee 

Un i on i sm--I ts I mpact on Correct i ona 1 Adm in is trat j on and P rog ramsll, 

and IICollectivc Bargaining in Corrections--an Instructional Guide. 11 

Use of this guide depends on the identity of the reader, his 

particular agency or organization, and the current status of collec

tive bargaining in his jurisdiction. The corrections administrator 

with extensive experience in collective bargaining and labor 

relations may wish to go directly to the issue(s) in which he has 

a special interest.- It is our judgment, however, that most people 

will benefit by reading the document as a book--from beginning to 
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end, skipping nothing. In this way, regardless of prior experience t 

the reaQer may obtain some important new information or special 

insights which could permit his agency to avoid some of the costly 

mistakes of others. It is hoped that use of this guide will facili-

tate intelligent and responsible management within the context of 

public sector labor relations. 

Sacramento 
February 1977 
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Richard A. McGee 
President 
American Justice Institute 



The sources whence our suffering comes: 

The inadequacy of regulations which 

adjust tlie mutual relationships of 

human beings in the family, the state 

and society. 

Sigmund Freud, 1927 (from Civilization and its Discontents, W. W. Norton, 
New York, 1962). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Unionization of public employees at all levels of government 

is here to stay. It is not a new phenomenon, as unions have been 

recognized for over 40 years in some states (e.g" Connecticut) and 

for approximately 20 years in others (e.g., New York and Washington). 

Public agency bargaining at the local level began in the industrial 

cities of the East and spread to cities in the South and West. 

Collective bargaining for public employees at the state level has 

evolved more slowly. In the past ten years, however, more than 

twenty states have formally authorized collective bargaining for 

their employees. It is reasonable to expect that in the next ten 

years nearly all states will be similarly organized. 

While most of its principles and techniquBs have been drawn 

from the experience of private sector unions, collective bargaining 

in the public sector is unique in some ways. For example, the power 

to strike the public employer is o~viously much more controversial 

than it is in the private sector. When this pO\'Jer is used, there is 

no risk of putting the employer out of business, but the results 

generally inconvenience and everl endanger a greater number of people, 

and new costs can often be felt by all through tax increases. 

The development and execution of policy in a publ ic agency is 

believed to be much more complex than in private enterprise. 

Management-employee relations are also more complex. In the public 

sector, the unions not only deal with professional administrators 
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in pursuit of theit- interests., but they also have the political power 

to influence the election of government leaders, Lncluding the chtef 

executive, other elected officials, and polttically responsive 

commission member5. 

The impact of ~nionization on state correctional agencies and 

their programs has been dramatic, primarily because of the unique 

characteristics of prisons and of interactions among management, 

staff, and inmates within them, and also because of the authoritative 

structure of the state correctional organization. The purposes of 

collective bargaining are similar in both the public and the private 

sector, but the results may be qu1te different. 

Purposes of Collective Bat-gaining in the Public Sector 

• To establish and protect employees' rights 

• To improve working conditions and benefits 

• To establish and maintain more harmonious employer
employee relationships 

• To establish,a participative role for employees in 
management decisions which affect employees 

Perceived Results in State Agenci~ 

" Employees have more Ilrightsll expressed by contract; hence, 
they depend less on the good wtll of the employer. Due to 
increased emphasis on seniority as a factor in most personnel 
decisions,incentives are somewhat diminished for those 
employees with greatest ability and motivation to work and 
advance. This tends to intensify the adversary aspE}cts of 
the relationship between management and employees. 
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• Substantial new employment has been created for union and 
management employees engaged in the process of management
employee relations. 

• An independent. well-financed political force of union 
organizations has emerged to bear on elected officials and 
legislators and to encourage the establishment of public 
policy supporting the interests of dominant employee groups. 

• Costs of public agency activities have increased, primarily 
through increased direct and indirect costs of personnel. 

• Management authority has diminished, making administrators' 
jobs more difficult and, because their responsibilities have 
not decreased, causing them to be insecure and less satisfied 
with their own employment. 

• Some merit-principle aspects of civil service systems have 
been weakened, and the discharge, demotion, or transfer of 
employees for disciplinary or administrative reasons tends 
to be even more difficult. 

Current Problems Facing State Correctional Administrators 

Emergence of the employee union is but one of the many problems 

facing correctional managers today. The administrator can do little 

to directly affect the first five p~oblems listed below. The sixth, 

employee organization for collective bargaining, is a problem with 

which the skillful administrator can work. Its resolution can be the 

basis for modifying public opinion and achieving political changes 

needed in solving the first five problems. 

• Public ambiguity, apathy, and doubts about corrections' role 
and methods 

• Overcrowded, deteriorating fac;l ities and inadequate 
resou reeS 

• Diminished interest in rehabilitation without sufficient 
alternatives to prisoner id'ieness 
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• Unfavorable changes in prisoner characteristics and attitudes 

• New constituHona1 issues raised by courts 

• Employee organization for collective bargaining, causing: 

Reduction of management's powers 

Increased costs of operations without productivity 
offsets 

• Diminished organizational teamwork, lack of employee 
motivation, and reduced rapport with prisoners 

Resistance to affirmative action programs 

BASIS FOR THE MANAGEMENT GUIDE 

The focus of the study underlying this management guide is on 

state prison administration, with adult probation and parole opera-

tions t,~ juvenile corrections covered only peripherally. This 

emphasis reflects major corrections activity in collective bargaining. 

For a variety of reasons, the prior existence of employee organiza-

tions and the large number of employees in prisons have made prison 

employee organizations the predominant group in the corrections field. 

Management-Employee Relations in Corrections (MERIC) Project 

This guide is based on a project funded by LEAA-NILECJ in 

1975-76 which targeted on a comprehensive analysis of the scope, 

processes, and impact of collective bargaining in state correc-

tiona1 agencies. The project was carried out by the American 

Justice Institute under Richard A. McGee, project director, and 
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John M. Wynne, Jr., associate project director. The final report 

of this project is a separate document filed with LEAA-NILECJ in 

March 1977. 

The MERlC PI"oj ect conducted a rna i 1 quest ionna i re survey of all 

states and territories. Subsequently, sixteen states with a substan-

tive history of significant current developments [n formal collective 

bargaining Were subject to bi-discip1inary team field investigations. 

In each case, the field teams represented expertise in both correc-

tiona1 administration and in management-labor relations. All planning 

and survey phases of the project Were reviewed closely by a National 

Advisory Panel composed of distinguished authorities whose experience 

was highly pertinent to the project. 

In addition to the final report of the study. the grant required 

production of a management and resource guide for correctional ad-

ministrators. This guide, written by project staff and consultants, 

is designed for use by correctional administrators whose employees 

already have or are about to be included in a collective bargaining 

agreement. 

Project Emphasis on State Prison Administrations 

The MERIC project initially focused on all state correctional 

agencies. However, the most significant developments were found in 

the adult prison component of the state correctional system. In 

some states, of course, this represents nearly all of the state's 

correctional functions, while in others the state correctional agency 
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also is responsible for juvenile institutions, probation, and after

care, as well as adult probation and parole. 

Wh i 1 e a 1 I aspects of state correct ions were subj ected to some 

field investigation, budgetary restrictions required certain limita

tions on scope. Principal emphasis Was on high-security state 

prisons. The findings and recommendations nonetheless seem to have 

universal applicability within a state system. City and county 

correctional administrators should find that most of what is covered 

is also pertinent to local government services with some interpola

tion to account for local conditions. 

Style Comments 

This guide is written expressly for state corrections adminis

trators who have responsibility for the operation of state prisons. 

To facilitate readership, there is a minimum of source evidence cited 

and a minimal explanation of technical correctional terms. The use 

of the masculine "him" or "he" is meant to include both genders. 

TRENDS IN STATE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

The trend toward expansion of public agency collective bargain

ing is irresistible because of the congruence of interests among 

state political leaders, unions, and employees of state government. 

Thirty-three states and more than half of all state correctional 

workers are now represented by collective bargaining agreements. 

Table 1 lists the states which have some degree of collective 

bargaining. 
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TABLE 1 

SCOPE AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF STATE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

BARGAINING SCOPE 
STATE COMPREHENS I VE 

HEET-AND- NONWAGE COLLECTIVE 
EFFECTIVE DATE 
(By Legislation 

Except as Noted) CONFER BARGAINING BARGAINING 

ALASKA 

CAL I FORN I A'~ 
CONNECT! CUT* 
DELAWARE 

FLORI DA* 
HAWAII 

ILLINOIS* 
INDIANA)~ 

IOWA 
KANSAS 

KENTUCKY 

LOUISIANA* 
MAINE 

HASSACHU?ETTS* 
MICHIGAN* 
MINNESOTA 
HI SSOURI 

MONTANA 
NEBRASKA 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

NEW JERSEY" 
NEW YORK>', 

NORTH DAKOTA 
OHIO", 
OREGON)~ 

PENNSYLVAN 1M' 

RHODE ISLAND* 
SOUTH DAKOTA 
VERMONT 

WASHINGTON" 

WEST VIRGINIA 
WI SCONSI N* 
WAS HI N GTON, D.C. 

x 

x 
X 

X 

x 

x 

X 

X 

x 
*State coverej by field survey 

**Unconstltutlonal by State Court, 1976 
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x 

x 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x 
X 

X 

X 

X 

x 
X 

1972 

1971 
1951 CASE LAW 
1965 

1973 

1970 • 
1973 EXECUTIVE ORDER 
1973 A. G. & CASE !-AW>'''~ 

1976 

1973 
1966 CIVIL SERVICE BOARD 

1974 A.G. & CASE LAW 
1974 

1973 
1971 CIVIL SERVICE BOAR[ 

1971 
1967 

1973 
1947 
1969 
1941 

1967 
1951 
1959 A.G. & CASE LAW 

1963 
1974 
1941 

1969 
1969 
1971 EXECUTIVE ORDER 

1974 A.G. & CASE LAW 
1966 
1970 EXECUTIVE ORDER 

Note: A.G. = Atty. General) 

I 
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.;;: 

Three different degrees of collective bargaining are commonly 

found: 

1. ~ Meet-and-confer: While technically not a type of collective 
bargaining, meet-and-confer is clearly a step toward such 
bargaining. Meet-and-confer is a formalized process whereby 
correctional admtnistrators and union repre~entatives meet 
to discuss employee working conditions, benefits, organIza
tional and operational procedures, and other matters affect
ing employees. A meeting agenda is prepared and minutes are 
maintained. In addition to the communications value of such 
meetings, management is expected to make some affirmative 
response to union requests. However, there is no procedure 
to resolve disputes by involvement of third parties, and no 
contracts results from this process. 

2. Nonwage Collective Bargaining: Formal bargaining over all 
matters except compensation rates. It can include economic 
issues such as pol icy on overt ime. Impasses are resolved 
by referral to medi~tion, fact-finding, and arbitration. 

3. Comprehensive CollectIve Bargaining: Formal bargaining 
and impa$se resolution procedures on all employee matters, 
including wages and salaries but usually excluding retire
ment plans. 

Table 2 lists the correctional employee unions and associations 

in the sixteen states surveyed by the MERIG project team; the 

AFSCME/AFL-CIO is active in each of these states, with the excep-

tion of Cal ifornia. 

LABOR RELATIONS IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR 

Labor relations in the public sector can be clearly differen-

tiated from labor relations in the private sector in three major ways: 

(1) the primary context of the union-management relationship in the 

public sector is pol itical rather than economic; (2) the union-manage-

ment relationship in the public sector tends to be multilateral rather 

than bilateral; and (3) bargaining in the public sector involves the 

imposition of political as weli as economic costs. l 
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TABLE 2 

CORRECTIONAL EMPLOYEE UNIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS IN 16 STATES 

(Nurses, Teachers, and Craft Unions Excluded) 

EMPLOYEE 
UNIONS 

AND 
SSOCIATIONS 

STATE 

CALI FORN I A X X X 

CONNECTICUT X X X X 

FLOR IDA X 

ILLINOIS X 

I NOlANA X X 

LOUISIANA X 

MASSACHUSETTS X X 

MICHIGAN X X X 

NEW JERSEY X XX 

NEW YORK X X 

OHIO X X X X X 

OREGON X X 

PENNSYLVANIA X X 

RHODE ISLAND X X 

WASHINGTON X 

WISCONSIN X X 

AFSCME - American Federation of State, County and 
Municipal Employees 

SEIU - Service Employees International Union 
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The political context of public sector labor relations is 

obvious. First, state systems generally are administered by indi

viduals appointed by and serving at the pleasure of the state's 

governor. Elected officials and their appointees are acutely aware 

of the political context in which they operate. Second, govern

mental organizations usually do not sell their products in a com

petitive market. Most frequently, the state operates a monopoly 

with respect to the provision of services, and agency programs are 

financed from general tax revenues. The determination of tax rates 

and the allocation of tax revenues to the various governmental 

organizations are highly political processes. 

The political nature of public sector bargaining is magnified 

by the complexity of negotiations between management and employees. 

In contrast to collective bargaining in the private sector which 

is essentially bilateral (management versus employees), public sector 

bargaining is multilateral since more than two groups are involved 

in the bargaining process. Public sector bargaining cannot be viewed 

as a series of discrete bargaining relationships between a management 

and a single employee unit. Instead, coalitions of bargaining 

units and employee representatives negotiate for their common and 

diverse interests with a multifaceted management. Even where single 

bargaining unit negotiations take place, negotiations with one unit 

are influenced by negotiations with others. Further complicating 

the situation, state legislatures, courts, and, to some extent, 

the general public are participants in the bargaining process. 
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In such a political context, the power of employee groups 

resides in their ability to confer political advantages or to impose 

political costs on elected officials and governmental administrators. 

The imposition of political costs can take many forms, e.g., a lack 

of political support during an election campaign or opposition to 

programs which a particular administration is attempting to implement. 

Clearly, employee organizations seek economic benefits for their 

membership. However, in the public sector the balance sheet for 

elected officials and their appointees often is more of a political 

than an economic statement. Juris and Feuil1e have described the 

political nature of public sector labor relations: 

The union management relationship in the public 
sector is shaped immediately by the constraints imposed 
by political markets rather than economic markets •••• 
Thus, the union's bargaining power in the public sector 
consists of its ability primarily to ma~ipulate the 
political costs of agreement and disagreement of the 
various managers rather than the economic cost manipula- 2 

tion that characterizes union power in the private sector. 

Many stete and local political candidates place major emphasis 

on law enforcement and criminal justice issues, and the support or 

opposition of correctional employee organizations can a-feet the 

outcome of an election. During the early 1970s in Massachusetts, 

adult and juvenile correctional philosophy was a hotly contested. 

pol itical topic. The organized opposition of correctional employee 

groups to the state correctional program contributed to the defeat 

of the governor in a reelection attempt. 

Pol itical costs also may be imposed on the internal organizations 

of both union and management. Public sector management can inflict 
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internal political costs on the leadership of employee organizations 

by the way in' which it responds to employee collective bargaining 

demands and in the daily operation of the contract administration 

process. Likewise, employee organizations can affect the internal 

organizational structure of governmental agencies. Increasingly, 

public employee organizations are attempting to influence the appoint

ment or removal of administrators. In Massachusetts, for example, 

prison employee organizations publicly demanded the firing of a 

corrections commissioner who was attempting to mOVe the department 

from an institutionally-based to a community-based program emphasis. 

In Pennsylvania, a national public employee organization attempted, 

albeit unsuccessfully, to dissuade the governor from appointing a 

liberal correctional reformer to head the state's juvenile correc

tional programs. 

The political context and the relatively heavy political costs 

associated with public sector collective bargaining have tended to 

overshadow the economic aspects. Economic considerations commonly 

have been dealt with as nonpolitical, secondary issues to the 

detriment of publ ic agencies and programs and, ultimately, of the 

fiscal stability of state governments and the public interest. 
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LABOR RELATIONS IN STATE PRISON ADMINISTRATION 

With respect to planning for collective bargaining, carrying it 

out, and living with what has been negotiated, every state department 

encounters problems which it regards as different, greater, or more 

complex than those of other agencies. For example, health agencies 

point out that many issues of concern to employees directly or 

indirectly affect the quality of patient care, and medical costs 

have already increased to the point where public interest is univer-
I 

sally aroused. Transportation, police, welfare, employment services, 

education, and other state agencies also have special problems of 

similar dimensions. 

The state corrections agency--in some cases "agencies" is more 

appropriate because many of the functions are separate and may be 

the responsibility of local jurisdictions--also has unique problems 

which affect the character of management-labor relations. For 

example, it is the only government agency which: 

• Cannot select its clients. (To be sure, a mental hospi;tal 
may be required to accept court-committed patients, but 
the hospital determines when patients are well or otherwise 
ready to return to the community.) 

• Has little or no control over release of its clients. 

• Serves clients who are there against their will. 

• Relies on clients to do most of the work in the day-to-day 
operation of the institution and to do so by coercion and 
without fair compensation for their work. The prison would 
come to a halt without the cooperation of its prisoners. 
The courts and administrators have done much in recent years 
to clarify and improve on the interpretation of prisoners' 
rights. Prisoners, however, do not yet have the right to 
organize and be represented in their grievances by a union 
of their choice. 
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• 1sually has no clear, comprehensive law defining what it 
should do with its clients. State statutes rarely provide 
direction as to what prisons are to do and how they should 
do it. And, whatever the prison is supposed to accompl ish, 
it ra re 1 y is p ro\d ded with the necessa ry resources. Custom 
and the historical precedents of legislative appropriations 
establish a de facto program and policy for corrections. 
The more comprehensive the overall program, the more 
uncertain the reconciliation of conflict among program 
elements. Maintaining security conflicts to some extent 
with the responsibility to assist prisoners to prepare 
for eventual return to society. 

• Does not have its respon::ibilities defined in IIsys tems" 
terms. Corrections is ari integral part of the system of 
criminal justice, primarily in the post-adjudication phase 
of the process. What corrections is expected to do is 
largely determined not by statutes, but by its relation
ships to the criminal courts and law enforcement agencies 
(primarily in local jurisdictions of the state). Correc
tions is often referred to as the weakest component of the 
system, and it is easily blamed for the mistakes and 
failures of the others. 

• Can have its capacity grossly overloaded. Prison populations 
may exceed capacity by 100 percent or more. This almost 
invariably occurs without adequate financial augmentation. 
A prison may be operating contrary to all state standards 
with respect to housing space, sanitary facilities, medical 
care, etc. It may even be found by the courts to constitute 
cruel and unusual punishment, prohibited under the Constitu
tion of the United States, but none as yet have been closed 
as a result of such a finding. 

• De ends on the maintenance of satisfactory relationshi s 
between its clients prisoners and its staff. The keepers 
and the kept need and depend on each other. The staff 
(who are basically unarmed and unprotected from the 
prisoners) know that the majority of prisoners will 
cooperate with the system in order to leave prison as 
early as possible. The prisoners also know who they 
fear the most: other prisoners. The police can be at 
"warll with criminals, and the language and styl? of police 
planning is similar in many ways to that of the military. 
Corrections, however, cannot be allowed to adopt a warring 
stance, with the plant and work force a fortress whose 
strength is turned not outward to an attacker, but inward 
on itself--against prisoners and staff alike. Correctional 
management and employees must cooperate to some extent 
and they must also obtain at least some support from 
their clients, for conflict among these different groups 
may be exceedingly costly to all. 



An LEAA study of the "Impact of Pol ice Unions" 3 s.howed that 

the members of the police union are equal to the police department 

minus management. In contrast, the prison is a micro-city, self

contained behind a wall or fence and heavily policed. The superin

tendent is Ilmayoril to both prisoner and staff populations. Like the 

city, the prison has its own churches, hospitals, schools, and 

industry. And, as do city residents, its population has laundry 

and food services, showers, and television. Prisoners have canteens 

for their small purchases and their own bank accounts (run by the 

prison and called "trust accounts ll ). The prison usually has its 

own source of water, treats its own sewage, operates its own tele

phone system, often generates its own electricity, and may provide 

much of its own food such as vegetables, meat, and milk. Like the 

city, the prison also has its racial ghettos and racial strife. 

Unemployment is very high since there is rarely enough work to 

occupy the entire population. There is a considerable amount of 

crime--much of it unreported; even when it is reported, it is 

frequently unsolved. 

The superintendent can Il run" his city no more than does the 

mayor of any city. Both preside over an amalgam of groups and sub

groups. Prisoners represent various racial, ethnic, and religious 

subgroups, as do the correctional officers and other employees who 

may also be members of different unions. Various professional groups 

are represented, including medicine, education, and social service. 
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In this complex organizational environment, employee unions may 

demand inappropriate solutions to correctional problems and substan

tial benefits and work changes which compensate them more for doing 

less. For example, good prisoner morale is maintained by an active 

daily schedule for all prisoners, yet this is difficult to maintain 

from correctional officer response to conditions of prison oVercrowd

ing. With overcrowding, inmate activities are diminished; inmate-to

inmate contact increases; and staff-to-inmate contact decreases. In

mate fears lead to the organization of gangs and alliances and the 

acquisition of weapons for self-defense. Risks of disturbance, riot, 

and escape are perceived to be greater and staff tensions increase 

when they feel in danger of losing control. 

Higher pay for correctional officers, more fringe benefits, 

and eVen more correctional officers usually will not alter the 

drift toward prison rebellion. Yet correctional officers tend to 

seek not only an increase in their numbers, but also a "shortening of 

the line~' {e.g., speedup of meals, reduced visitation periods, less 

recreation time, and restricted access to the prisoner canteen}. 

This tends to aggravate relationships in the prison between prisoners 

and staff as well as among the vario!!:; staff groups) as correctional 

officers conflict with counselors, teachers, foremen, and instructors 

whose work has increased or been made more difficult by the tighten

ing of security and resulting tensions. 

IMPACT OF PRISON EMPLOYEE UNIONIZATION· 

The emergence of correction workers· unions, with the typical 

employee union interest in job security, working conditions, and 
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other benefits, has provided the direct and indirect power to narrow 

management discretion and to influence the policies and programs of 

correctional institutions. The impact of these changes is difficult 

to assess since correctional agencies, and prisons h par'ticlllar, 

are so highly interactive with other parts of the criminal justice 

system and the social and economic conditions in urban areas of the 

state. Most of the historic struggles of corrections over the past 

century are being replayed and the outcome is uncertain, but it is 
': 

likely that the changes taking place will permanently alter correc-

tional management. 

It should be stressed that the problem is not collective 

bargaining itself, but rather the way in which it is carried out. 

More often than not, state administrations have performed their 

functions ineptly, without appropriately qualified staff, without 

adequate arrangements for input from and feedback to the line 

operating departments, and without cancern for future administrations. 

Also, state-union contracting procedures usually do not provide for 

the participation of, and full disclosure of contract cost implica-

tions to, the legislative branch or the publ ic. Correctional agencies 

often have been forced to absorb the costs of new contract provisions 

which have not been provided for in the state budget. In the fiscal 

crunch typical of state agencies in the mid-1970s, obtaining addi-

tional funds to support provisions of union contracts generally has 

been given priority over the physical and program needs of prisons 

and prisoners--and sometimes has increased these needs. 
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The advent of collective bargaining for employees is a frus

trating event to the corrections commissioner and superintendent. 

It is especially frustrating if it occurs during a period when 

prisons are overcrowded. Unfortunately, in most recent cases 

(Florida, Louisiana, Mas.sachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, 

Pennsylvania, and Washington, D.C.), this is exactly when collective 

bargaining has been instituted. 

Generally, in those states which have concluded union contracts, 

there has been little, if any, opportunity for the chief correctional 

executive to affect the basic organization of the bargaining struc

ture. The governor and his labor relations special ists usually have 

proceeded to develop the collective bargaining structure without 

adequate consideration of the interests and problems unique to 

institution-based correctional agencies. As a result, some regret

table mistakes have been made--some irreparably and others at an 

extravagant and unnecessary cost to the state. In some cases, the 

quality of the overall correctional program and its prospects for 

improvement have been seriously damaged. 

While some of their methods may be subject to criticism and 

possible regulation, the unions cannot be blamed for being so skilled 

at their job: maintaining their own existence and seeking gre~ter 

benefits for their members. It is the task of correctional adminis

trators to improve their skills and knowledge of the collective 

bargaining process and to work to achieve a proper balance between 

the welfare of their employees and that of the agency as a wbole, 

its clients, and the general public. 
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CHAPTER I 

GENERAL ISSUES IN COLLECTIVE BARGArNING , 

There are a number of processes basic to the authorization and 

execution of neW policies enabling collective bargaining for state 

employees. How these processes are undertaken will largely determine 

the problems that the corrections administ~ator will face in negotiatin! 

an agreement and living with its provisions. Figure 111Tustrates 

the steps of the collective bargaining process in state government. 

FIGURE 1 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING PROCESSES IN STATE GOVERNMENT 

INFORMAL STAGE 
EMPLOYEE REPRE

SENTATION Wlo 
BARGAINING RIGHTS{ 
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Political-Socioeconomic Impact of Publ ic Sector Collective Bargaining 

The average American family earned $5,000 a year in 1953 and 

paid 12 percent of that amount in taxes. In 1975, the average 

family earned $14,000 and paid a combined tax of 23 percent. Over 

the same period of time, state and local taxes increased by 

533 percent, property taxes by 82 percent, and social security 

taxes by 436 percent. The average pay of federal employees has 

increased by 194 percent during the past twenty years, as opposed 

to an increase of 142 percent for those employed in the private 

sectors of the economy.l 

Collective bargaining between state correctional agencies and 

employee unions has resulted in the wasteful expenditure of public 

funds almost beyond belief. The problem is not collective bargain

ing itself, but rather the overwhelming dominance of political over 

administrative power, which ensures that short-term partisan 

political advantage is obtained at the expense of the quality of 

public service and the economic welfare of the entire community. 

A contributing factor, unfortunately, has been the naivete or 

ignorance of the executive branch's negotiators and the operating 

agencies which they represent. This naivete may come from several 

sources: (1) 1 ittle experience in bargaining in the publ ic sector; 

(2) high turnover in top elected and appointive executive branch 

officials who believe that labor support at any cost is essential 

to achievement of their other short-range objectives; (3) low turn

over of union officials assuring broader and deeper political skills 
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and power sources, and the ability over time to purge their enemies 

from public service positions; and (4) insensitivity of governors 

and their labor relations directors to the consequences of weakening 

management authori.ty in the operating departments by valuing new, 

costly, and complex labor relations processes over all other manage-

ment functions. 

Theoretical analyses of collective bargaining in both the public 

and the private sector have long recognized great differences between 

the two, especially with respect to the power of labor in the public 

sector to impose political benefits or costs as opposed to the economic 

benefits or costs imposed in the private sector. "Benefits" in this 

equation usually have been impl ied under "costS.I' But a low- or 

no-cost contract is not a benefit to management if its provisions 

rest,ict management powers, inhibit timely response to new conditions 

and problems, and diminish accountability for results of the public 

service delivery system. An added distinction must be that the 

elected chief executive's political interests often override his 

managerial responsibilities, especially since few elected governors 

have had prior managerial experience. 

Apparent success with politically inspired and directed labor 

negotiations can be accomplished if two conditions exist: 

1. The true economic and program service costs of various 
ne90tiatcd new provisions (most obvious examples being 
retirement benefits and leaves with pay) are concealed. 

2. Through political rewards, the cooperation of the legis
lative branch is obtained in near-secret contract 
ratification procedures. 
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An almost universal problem in all public agencies in the United 

States today derives from the past practice of using pension enrich-

ments as 

... an attractive alternative to granting salary hikes 
demanded in public employee bargaining .... Typically 
it is the next generation of politicians and taxpayers 
who must foot the bi 11 for commi tments made i.n the past. 
Today we in California have become the IInext generation. 1I 

In a recent four year period, current pension costs rose 
380% in medium-sized cities and 348% in large cities. 
Cal-Tax estimates that at least two-thirds of the 
$22 billion state-local budget goes to employee salaries 
and benefits. Public employee retirement now absorbs 
more than one out of five state and local tax dollars .. 

"The drastic underfunding of many pension plans for 
government employees is one of the biggest scandals of 
ou r time, II acco rd i ng to Dan McG ill of the Wha rton Schoo 1 . 
Pension f~nds are short billions* of dollars in states 
and localities where officials frequently gave in to 
workers pension demands, but never raised taxes enough 
to cOVer the prospective payments .... 

Senator Thomas Eagleton draws this conclusion from 
a major congressional study of public pensions: "For 
states and municipalities, retirement costs over the next 
quarter century may force choices between crushing tax 
increases and bankruptcy." Nor is the picture at the 
federal level any better. Civilian pension funds were 
$101 billion in the hole in March 1976, while military 
retirement had an actuarial deficit of $172 billion, 
The latter plan has no financial reserve; instead, money 
comes directly from the defense budget--$8.4 billion 
this year. The Brookings Institution believes military 
pension benefits wiJl soon begin to siphon off funds 
necessary for national defense, while the U.S. Civil 
Service Commission projects a 1000% increase in its 
pension payments between 1970 and 1980. 2 

Many pension benefit plans were not established in response to 

union demands, and the benefits are not necessarily raised as a 

result of collective bargaining. The impact of bargaining has been 

primarily in terms of achieVing a decrease in employee contributions 
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to such plans. A plan initially funded on a basis of equal 

contributions of employer and employee can now be over 90 percent 

employer funded and 10 percent employee funded; in jurisdictions 

such as New York City, it can be 100 percent employer funded. 

Retirement plans are also changed through collective bargain

ing to achieve reductions in the retirement age. Of course, this 

increases the length of time the benefits will be paid out. Other 

factors in increased, unfunded pension costs are: (1) greater 

1 ife expectancy, (2) reduction in employee turnover, and (3) salary 

escalation and inflation. 

Structural Problems and Reform Needs 

The example above reveals that publ ic sector labor relations 

have been steadily corrupted by the neglect, if not opportunism, 

of public agency chief executives, top management, and the legis

lative branch. It is difficult to fault the respective unions for 

being so skille0 in maintaining their existence by obtaining greater 

benefits for their members. However, their methods may be criticized 

or subject to regulation (as lobbyists) to reveal and possibly modify 

their pol itical activ; _ies. 

The issues in this chapter review the basic structures and 

operations of collective bargaining in state government. To 

some extent, the weaknesses and needed modifications are also 

identified. 
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1.00 ENABLING LEGISLATION 

Issue: What provisions are desirable in enabling legislation? 

\4hat problems have developed from the presence or absence 

of specific statutory provisions in states with collective 

bargaining experience? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

The most common and preferred approach to the initiation of 

collective bargaining for state employees is through enabling 

legislation. Often the content of the legislation is developed 

through the work of a governor1s commission or appropriate standing 

committees of the legislature. Where this occurs, the corrections 

administrator may have the opportunity to present information and 

arguments in support of some favorable provisions. 

1. It is preferable that the act define the bargaining 
units rather than define the principle(s) which will 
guide determination of the bargaining units. (See 
Issue 1.02.) 

2. The act should clearly provide that supervisors, if they 
choose to be represented, be in a bargaining unit separate 
from that of the workers they supervise. 

3. The act should define and exclude from representation in 
any bargaining unit or process all managerial employees 
and their confidential staff. 

4. The act should provide that correctional officers, along 
with any other public safety employee group (such as state 
police), are expressly denied the right to strike or engage 
in related job actions. 
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5. The act should prohibit certain matters from negotiation, 
including the retirement plan, position classifications, 
recruitment, civil service examinations, and certification 
policy changes. Additionally, it is desirable to prohibit 
the full-time relief from state work of union officers to 
attend to union business, as well as to provide a policy 
statement dealing with union officers' relief for union 
business, including state and national conventions (usually 
on the basis of time off without pay scheduled at the 
agency's convenience and discretion). 

6. The act should provide for union financial disclosure and 
independent aUdIts, in addition to the reporting of 
contributions to state-elected officials or candidates. 

Commentary 

The above recommendations represent not a consensus of expert 

opinion, but the considered conclusions of project staff. 

Statutory prohibition of the right to strike is not as effec-

tive a deterrent as might be expected. Employees covered by such 

restrictions have walked off the job in many jurisdictions--often 

suffering no severe penalty. 

The considerations which determine the position classification 

plan are reviewable and sometimes even appealable, but the deter-

mination of classes and their pay relationships is no more negotiable 

than the component items in a profit-and-loss statement. 

While union financial disclosure requirements were found in 

state legislation only in Florida, it was reasoned that since union 

officials are active in political lobbying and public elections, 

their political investments should be known to union members and 

the pub1 i c. 
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Origins of Collective Bargaining Problems 

The steps taken to achieve collective bargaining in government 

agencies are, in many cases, the origin of management difficulty 

with the bargaining process at a later stage. Many problems at the 

bargaining table or during contract administration arise because 

of faulty decisions made when the structure of the bargaining units 

was determined. Thus, problems involving the assignment and authority 

of correctional lieutenants may derive from the decision to include 

them in the bargaining unit with officers and sergeants. 

Further problems also may result from actions taken by employees 

or by management during the period before collective bargaining is 

instituted. In anticipation of enabling legislation, employee 

groups affiliated with unioll organizations may do a number of things 

to enhance their position with respect to the representational elec-

tions and construction of the bargaining units. While there is 

little opportunity for correctional managers to deal affirmatively 

with the actions of unions during this period, it may be helpful if 

they recognize and understand their purposes. 

Developing "Historical" Relationships 

In the determination of bargaining units, consideration is 

given to established relationships of occupational groups. Correc-

tional officers, realizing that they may be placed in a bargaining 

unit with state security guards, hospital attendants, or fish and 
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game wardens, may ~ttempt to Join with state police, state investi-

gators, or other groups which provide a more powerful bargaining 

position. 

An existing union group also may attempt to create a depart-

mental bargaining unit by organizing membership from within other 

prison Job classifications. This is natu,ally an outcome desired 

by many correctional administrdtors and disliked by management-

labor relations specialists. 

Developing a Track Record 

Unrecognized unions can seek to gain broad employee support--

necessary to win a representation election--by highly visibl~ 

advocacy of employee concerns. Vigorous representation of employee 

causes before the civil service commission, testimony to legislative 

committees, press conferences decrying prison employment conditions, 

attacks on "permissivenessL:ln correctional policy, and criticism 

of state officials (including the corrections commissioner, a prison 

superintendent, or the governor) are all ways to achieve desirable 

notice. 

Establishing Harmonious Relationships with the Existing 
Correctional Organizations 

It is axiomatic that the climate of contract negotiations and 

its subsequent administration will reflect the attitudes of manage-

ment toward employee relations and the characteristics of employee 
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groups prior to the passage of enabling legislation and the. 

representational elections. Evidence that management is sincere 

in attempting to deal with the informal representational process 

during this period generally will help the union achieve its 

objectives and facilitate formalized relationships in the future. 

Supervisors' Bargaining Unit 

In the pre-collective bargaining period, corrections management 

should hold to the position that correctional officer supervisors, 

preferably the correctional sergeant and higher ranks, should be 

represented by a bargaining unit separate from that which includes 

the line correctional officer. (See also Issue 1.02.) 

Correctional supervisors are management employees in the 

administration of grievance procedures and employee discipline, 

and in operational assignments in the event of correctional officer 

strikes, lawful or otherwise. Even though supervisors currently 

may belong to the union with correctional officers, management will 

need to make clear to these employees why, under formal collective 

bargaining, supervisors should not be in the same union. At the 

same time, supervisors ioUst be made aware whether or not they are 

entitled to union representation through a separate bargaining 

unit. While the supervisors and others in the unit may elect the 

same union which represents the correctional officers, the purpose 

of the separation is still achieved. 
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Employee Relations by Executive Order 

In most states, the goVernor has the authority to issue 

executive orders creating new administrative policy and as such 

can confer on state employees under his jurisdiction the right to 

collective bargaIning. Where this has occurred, there has been 

some history of legislative consideration and ultimate rejection 

of an enabling statute. 

Whi le it is debatable whether the objective justifies the 

means, it is doubtful that the results of collective bargaining 

by executive order will be nearly as satisfactory as those obtained 

through legislative authorization. Under the former conditions, 

the corrections administrator rarely will have much opportunity 

to influence the governor's decision. Once the executive order is 

promulgated, however, the tasks of the correctional administrator 

will be identical to those under legislative authorization. 

It must be understood that whatever is agreed to in negotia

tions may not be honored by the legislature. Legislators may 

simply refuse to provide the funds needed to implement the pro

visions of the agrAements •. cr by resolution or statute they may 

abolish the force and effect of the executive order. EVen where 

there are indications of executive-legislative confrontation on 

such an issue, the correctional administrator should take 

seriously the ensuing contract negotiations. The results may 

stand; and j f they do not and 1 e9 i slat i ve enactment eventuall y 

occurs, previous agreements will be difficult to rescind. 
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IMPACT 

Future amendment of the enabling legislation to remove or 

modify provisions which have caused problems for correctional 

administrators under negotiated agreements cannot be planned for 

or expected. The best advice on handl ing problems arising from 

the enabl ing legislation may be the fol'lowing: 

1. Explore other ways to deal with t.he problem, get the 
facts and analyze them, and discuss the problem with 
the union and with the state employee relations director. 
Determine whether it would be feasible to make some 
changes at the next renegotiation sessions where they 
may be exchanged for a new benefit 6r procedure given 
high priority by the union. 

2. Learn from the experience of other states. A problem may 
be best avoided by dealing with it in the legislative 
drafting period. 

Related Issues 

Virtually all issues discussed in this guide have some relation-

ship to the enabling legislation and to the various suggestrons 

offered here. 
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1.01 ~INING UNIT DETERMINATION 

Issue: How should bargaining units be determined? \IIould correc-

tions be better off if all employees were in the same 

bargaining unit? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

One of the most important and controversial aspects of collec-

tive bargaining in governmental agencies concerns the proper 

number and size of bargaining units. In general, the horizontal 

structure of units based on similarity of jobs is preferred over 

the vertical structure, such as a departmental or divisional unit 

in which the departmental function is the prime consideration. 

Either structure can result in excessive numbers of bargaining 

units, but such fragmentation is greatest where vertical structure 

is adopted. Ideally, jobs should be grouped to produce the largest 

reasonable units. A typical statute provides: 

In determining the appropriateness of bargaining 
units, the board shall: 

(1) Take into consideration [the fact that] public 
employees must have an identifiable community of 
interest, and the effects of over-fragmentation. 

(2) Not decide that any unit is appropriate if such 
unit includes both professional and non-professional 
employees, unless a majority of such professional 
employees vote for inclusion in such unit. 
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(3) Not permit guards at prisons and mental hospitals, 
employees directly involved with and necessary to 
the functioning of the courts ••• , or any 
individual employed as a guard to enforce against 
employees and other persons, rules to protect 
property of the employer or to protect the safety 
of persons on the employer's premises to be 
inclUded in any unit with other public employees. 

(4) Take into consideration that when the [state] is 
the employer, it will be bargaining on a state
wide basis 

(5) Not permit employees at the first level of super
vision to be included with any other units of 
public employees but shall permit them to form 
their own homogeneous units. In determining 
supervisory status, the board may take into 
consideration the extent to which supervisory 
and non-supervisory functions are performed. 

In every state where bargaining unit policy has begun with a 

statement of principles, a battle among unions (and nonunion 

employee groups) and protracted negotiations with state employee 

relations directors and publ ic employee relations commissions have 

ensued. As a result, the guiding principles Were sometimes ignored 

and structurally undesirable decisions were made. 

In one state, for example, the state employee relations 

director conceded in personal negotiations with the union head that 

correctional sergeants were not supervisors on the basis of the 

union's representations that they were not. No hearing by the 

employee relations commission was held, and the corrections depart-

ment was given no opportunity to comment. 

In another state, a separate bargaining unit was provided for 

truck drivers, when heavy equipment operators, bus drivers, and 

mechanical shop personnel were included in another unit. Such a 
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policy of free unit determination may produce a series of separate 

deals with interested unions, thus setting up a bargaining structure 

which is almost impossible to change. 

The bargaining unit structure of the sixteen MERIC project 

states is summarized in Table 4. 

The Wisconsin Model 

Wisconsin, the first state to devise a comprehensive plan for 

collective bargaining, established the bargaining unit structur~ 

in the enabling act. This approach has not been emulated by many 

other states even though most of its intended purposes have been 

achieved. Hawaii is the only other state we know of which has 
i 

followed the Wisconsin model. Pertinent sections of the \o./isconsin 

act are: 

(a) It is the express legislative intent that in order 
to foster meaningful collective bargaining, units 
must be structured in such a way as to avoid exces
sive fragmentation whenever possible. In accord
ance with this policy, bargaining units shall be
structured on a statewide basis with one unit for 
each of th~ following occupational gn:lI.:ps: 

1 • Cleri ca 1 and related 

2. Blue co 11 a rand nonbui iding trades 

3. Building trades crafts 

4. Security and pub 1 i c safety 

5. Technical 
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TABLE 4 

BARGAINING UNITS FOR STATE CORRECTIONAL EMPLOYEES IN SIXTEEN STATES 

Ca 1 i forn i a 

Connecticut 

Flori da 

111 i no i s 

Indiana 

Louisiana 

Massachusetts 

Michigan 

New Jersey 

New York 

Ohio 

Oregon 

Pennsylvania 

Rhode Island 

Washington 

Wi scons i n 

No bargaining units 

Currently being established 

Currently being estab1 ished 

Agency bargaining unit -
Department of Corrections' emp1Qyees 

Currently being established 

Agency bargaining unit -
Department of Corrections' employees 

Statewide bargaining units 

No bargaining units 

Statewide bargaining units 

Statewide bargaining units 

Agency bargaining units -
Department of Rehabilitation and 
Correction's employees 

Institutional bargaining units -
Employees at each institution within 
the Corrections Division form a 
bargaining unit 

Statewide bargaining units 

Agency bargaining units -
Department of Corrections i employees; 
also statewide bargaining units 

Agency bargaining unit -
Department of Social and Health Services' 
institutional employees 

Statewide bargaining units 
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------ ---------------------------

6. Professional 

a. Fiscal and staff services 

b. Research, statistics and analysis 

c. Legal 

d. Patient treatment 

e. Patient care 

f. Soci a 1 services 

g. Education 

h. Engineering 

i. Science 

(am) Notwithstanding par. (a), the legislature 
recognizes that additional or modified statewide 
units may be appropriate in the future. Therefore, 
after July 1, 1974, the employer or employee organi
zations may petition the commission for the estab
lishment of additional or modified statewide units. 
The commission shall determine the appropriateness 
of such petitions, taking into consideration both 
the community of interest and the declared legis
lative intent to avoid fragmentation. whenever 
possible. 

(b) The commission shall assign eligible 
employees to the appropriate statutory bargaining 
units set forth in par. (a) . 

. . . (d) Although supervisory personnel are not 
considered employees for purposes of this subchapter, 
the commission may consider petitions for a statewide 
unit of professional supervisory employees and a 
statewide unit of non-professional supervisory 
employees, but the certified representatives may 
not be affiliated with labor organizations represent
ing employees assigned to the statutory units set 
forth in Sect. 111.81(3)(a). The certified repre
sentatives for supervisory personnel may not bargain 
on any matter other than wages and fringe benefits 
as def i ned inSect. 111.91 (1) . 2 
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Although collective bargaining authority has existed in Wisconsin 

for ten years, no unions have been certified to represent the super

visors or the professional subunits for fiscal and staff services. 

Departmental Bargaining Units in Corrections 

Almost every correctional administrator, both with and without 

a union contract, expresses strong preference for a departmental 

bargaining unit, as opposed to the mUltiplicity of unions involved 

in horizontal bargaining units. 

Departmental Unit in Illinois 

In 111!rIOiS, departmental or vertical bargaining units have 

been established on the basis of similarity of jobs. Classification 

plan job titles in the corrections budget included the typical 

titles--correctional officer, clerk, carpenter, cook, storekeeper, 

etc. These all became related by adding JJcorrectionaJlJ in front 

of each title (i.e., correctional clerk, correctional carpenter, 

correctional cook, correctional storekeeper, etc.). 

It remains to be seen whether or not the Personnel Department 

will continue to treat these as distinct correctional classes or 

special working conditions and selective certification basis for 

the general classes of clerk, carpenter, cook, storekeeper, etc. 

The decision may have considerable impact on the employees in these 

classes and the state position classification plan as a whole. 
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pepartmental Unit in Washington, D.C. 

A variation of the departmental unit is found in Washington, 

D.C., where the bargaining unit is defined as Illall employees of 

the Department. excluding professional, managerial and super

visory employees and employees engaged in personnel work of a non

clerical nature. 1I 

Under the contract, however, the II " Union is the exclusive 

representc:.tive of all employees. and recognizes its respon-

sibilityof representing the interest of all employees without 

discrimination and without regard to membership in the union. 1I 

In this contract, correctional sergeants are considered non

supervisors. Only nonsupervisors are eligible to hold elective 

offices in the union. No unusual problems have been reported under 

this contract which was first signed on 14 October 1969 and 

,enegotiated on 16 November 1971. Since that time, a union security 

clause was added providing a service charge to the union for all 

employees who are not union members. Representation was 1 imited to 

members and to those who paid the service charge. 

Multiple Unit Representation 

In states where several employee bargaining units are repre

sented by the same union, some of the problems of fragmentation 

are el iminated by negotiation of a IImas ter agreement" ~:overing all 

of the separate units. A separate portion of the agreement covers 

issues particular to each unit. These individual agreements often 
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are appended to the printed master agreement for the convenience 

of both management and employees. 

In nearly every organized state correctional system, regardless 

of the number of bargaining units) the unit which includes correc

tional officers is the largest. There are always sufficient employees 

for this unit at each institution so that the unit usually can be 

subdivided into institutional locals. This will not always be the 

case for the units representing the other classifications, which will 

sometimes form locals on a regional basis. 

Each local will have its own president, vice presidents, and 

shop stewards, and each is expected to take care of its own relation

ship with the prison. Professional staff rom the union are dis

patched to aid local officers if they request assistance. Thus, 

locals can and do IInegotiate" informal agreements with their prison 

superintendents whenever they choose. Such informal agreements are 

developed to make mutually acceptable modifications of the strict 

rules on seniority assignment, overtime, and other matters. Informal 

agreements, however, cannot be grieved in their breacl1; they simply 

are not recognized by state union officers and the state administra

tion. 

IMPACT 

Bargaining unit formation is more of a political or administra

tive "art" than a "science." Further innovation in this area can be 

expected in the next several years. 
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In some large states, bargaining units have followed relatively 

classical line$. Because state prisons include so many occupations 

on their staffs, prison superintendents may have to deal with twelve 

to twenty different union locals. Generally, however, one union 

dominates the others, representing 75 to 85 percent of all state 

employees. Thus, it is not uncommon for most units to be represented 

by the same union. 

A case could be made for establishing a single corrections 

bargaining unit for all nonsupervisory employees as was done in 

Illinois. It is still too early to evaluate the advantages and 

disadvantages of such a bargaining unit structure. 

Generally, the correctional officers union will dominate other 

prison employee groups in negotiations and in contract administra

tion. This will be true whether the correctional officers are 

represented by their own union or by a more comprehensive union 

in which their members are predominant. 

References 

1. Pennsylvania P~ic Emp~oyee Relations Act, Sec. 604. 

2. Wisconsin State Employment Labor Relations Act, Ch. 612, L. 1966. 

Related Issues 

All issues in Chapter I 

2.19 - Retirement Benefits 

3.00 - Emergency Plans Related to Strikes and Job Actions 
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1.02 COLLECTIVE BARGAINING NEGOTIATIONS 

Issue: How should the corrections department be represented in the 

bargaining process? Can the impact of specific provisions 

be assessed prior to agreement to them? How is barsaining 

affected by the bargaining unit structure? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

The negotiation of collective bargaining agreements to cov~r 

all employees within a state department of corrections is complex. 

MUltiple organizations exist on both sides of the bargaining table. 

State correctional employees often are included within more than 

one bargaining unit and are represented by more than one employee 

organization. In order to develop contracts covering correctional 

personnel in a particular jurisdiction, state management repre-

sentatives must negotiate with several different bargaining units, 

and unions. Further complicating the negotiations, state legisla-

tures, courts, labor relations neutrals, public employee relations 

commissions, and the general public are, to some degree, participants 

in the process. 

Employer Organization for Collective Bargaining 

In all of the states researched with comprehensive public sector 

collective bargaining, a designated department or division is charged 

with negotiating agreements with state emp~oyee organizations. Although 

the titles of these divisions or departments vary, in a majority of 
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cases they are referred to as an "office of employee relations." 

The exact placement of these offices within the state govern-

mental hierarchy also varies, but two models are predominant. 

In the states of Florida, Indiana, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, 

Rhode Island, and Wisconsin, the Office of Employee Relations is 'i 
, 

a division of the state's Department of Administration. State 

departments of administration generally report to the governor 

and have policy-making, compliance, and review functions with 

respect to budgetary and personnel matters of the executive 

branch. In the second organizational model, the office of 

employee relations reports directly to the governor. This 

pattern is apparent in Illinois, New York~ New Jersey, and 

Oregon, I;/here the Office of Employee Relations is located 

within the Executive Office of the Governor. 

In the states referred to above, the employee relations office 

is responsible for negotiating all labor relations agreements with 

state employee bargaining units. In such negotiations the employee 

relations office represents the various state departments as chief 

negotiator for contracts covering employees under their jurisdiction. 

The trend toward development of statewide rather than agency bargain-

ing units has meant that the employee relations office most often 

negotiates collective bargaining agreements which cover employees 

of more than one state agency. For example, a negotiated contract 

between the New York State Office cf Employee Relations and the 
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Administrative Services Bargaining Unit would cover clerical 

pers.onnel throughout the state service, regardless of the agency 

in which they work. 

In three states (Louisiana, Ohio, and Washington) which allow 

only nonwage collective bargaining for state employees, the primary 

responsibility for collective bargaining is structured quite 

differently. In these states, bargaining units have been determined 

essentially on an agency basis, and primary responsibility for correc~ 

tional employee collective bargaining rests with the agency director 

and his appointed representatives. In Louisiana, the director of 

the Department of Corrections and two subordinates negoti~ted the 

department1s first contract with correctional employees in spring 

1975. In Ohio, representatives of the director of the Department 

of Rehabilitation and Correction negotiate collective bargaining 

agreements with correctional personnel subject to the director1s 

approval. In Washington State, representatives of the secretary 

of the Department of Social and Health Services negotiate collective 

bargaining agreements covering personnel who are employed at the 

24 state institutions under the jurisdiction of the secretary. 

Manageme~t structure has important implications for collective 

bargaining. In states with comprehensive collective bargaining for 

state personnel, the chief management negotiator usually is from 

an office of employee relations organizationally located within 

either the executive office of the governor or a state department 

of administration. Those responsible for negotiating collective 
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bargaining agreements covering correctional personnel thus have no 

formal operational responsibil ity within a correctional agency, nOr 

are they organizationally responsible to the director of a correc

tional agency. 

In negotiations, the responsibility of state negotiators is to 

maximize political and program benefits for their employer--the 

governor. In addition, the government negotiator relates to and 

re.lies on a constituency of labor relations professionals for support 

and advancement in this rapidly evolving and growing field. These 

two facts are extremely important. The concerns of the statels 

negotiator in negotiating with bargaining units which include correc

tional employees are broader than and different from those of a 

director of a department of corrections. As a result, it is possible 

for a state's negotia~r to enter into collective bargaining agree

ments which, while they effectively respond to the governor's total 

program and political needs, have a significantly negative impact 

on correctional programs. 

There are other reasons for the negotiation of contract items 

with potentially adverse effects on the operation of correctional 

agencies. First, state labor relations negotiators generally are 

unfamiliar with operational factors unique to correctional agencies. 

And although attempts may be made to consider correctional administra

tion concerns during the negotiation process, communications tend 

to break down under the stresses of fi na 1 contract negot i at ions. 

Input from agency administrators is reduced as the statels negotiator 



interacts with his superiors in the determination of final manage-

mcnt positions. Also, correctional administrators characteristically 

have been unconcerned about or even unaware of the sign i ficance of 

the bargaining process until it is over. 

Where collective bargaining units are organized horizontally, 

or statewide, reliance on a state negotiator could be considered 

the most reasonable approach since it allows for the implementation 

of statewide labor relations policy and assists in the equalization 

of employee benefits throughout the state. However, problems for 

management of operating agencies may arise under this arrangement. 

Occasionally the state negotiator has entered into collective 

bargaining agreements with employee groups without the knowledge 

or against the wishes of the correctional administrator. Where 

this has happened there often has been a signitcant impact on the 

operation of the state's correctional facilities. Three cases will 

assist in reinforcing this point: 

(1) In early 1971, just months prior to the tragic riot 
at Attica State Prison in upper New York State, the new 
director of the New York State Department of Correctional 
Services was faced with the employee organization bargaining 
demand that all correctional officer assignments, both specific 
post assignments and shift assignments, be based on a seniority 
bidding system. The director, feeling that he and his ~uperin
tendents could not adequately administer the state's prisons 
under such a contract provision, informed the state's chief 
negotiator, the director of the Governor's Office of Employee 
Relations, that he would accept a strike rather than agree to 
that demand. The director of the Department of Correctional 
Services then proceeded to implement a strike contingency plan 
and notified his superintendents that a strike by correctional 
officers was imminent. On the last evening of negotiations 
prior to the scheduled correctional officers' strike, the 
director was called by the state's chief negotiator to the 
bargaining table. 
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Unable to reach a resolution with the union, the director 
left the negotiations table and notified staff to expect a 
correctional officers' strike the next morning. Reportedly, 
in the early morning hours, the state negotiator, unknown to 
the director, discussed the situation with the governor and 
entered into a collective bargaining contract with the union 
which included a seniority bidding system for post and shift 
assignments. This action was taken without the approval of 
the director of the Department of Correctional Services. On 
waking in the morning, the director was informed that the 
union seniority job bidding demands had been accepted. The 
contract provision was to have the effect of significantly 
reducing the discretion of management to place correctional 
officers on posts and shifts based on correctional officer 
skills and pro~ram needs. The criterion for determining 
assignment to a specific job became seniority. 

(2) In 1973, the Bureau of Labor Relations, a division 
of the Pennsylvania Department of Administration, entered into 
a multi-unit contract covering ten bargaining units repre
sented by the American Federation of State, County and 
Municipal Employees (AFSCME). Correctional officers and 
psychiatric security aides composed one of these ten bargaining 
units. Included within this multi-unit agreement was a 
section that stated: IIAII employees' work schedules shall 
provide for a fifteen-minute paid rest period during each 
one-half work shift. The rest periods shall be scheduled 
whenever possible at the middle of such one-half shift. The 
employer, however, shall be able to vary the scheduling of 
such period when, in its opinion, the demands of work require 
such vari ance." 1 

Administrators of the Pennsylvania Bureau of Correction 
indicated that they had no prior knowledge of or input into 
the development of this contract provision. Whereas for most 
state agencies the implementation of fifteen-minute rest 
periods twice a day for each employee would not provide an 
undue scheduling and economic burden, the situation was quite 
different for the Bureau of Correction. The bureau found 
that it had neither the personnel nor financial resources to 
relieve correctional officers from such posts as the cell 
blocks and the perimeter towers for fifteen-minute rest 
periods twice every shift. 

As a result of the bureau's i~abil ity to comply with this 
contract provision, AFSCME filed a grievance which subsequently 
reached binding arbitration. The arbitrator found for the 
employees. The decision required that the commonwealth 
include in the work schedules of correctional officers two 
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fifteen-minute rest periods to be taken away from their posts. 
In addition, those correction officers who had been required 
to remain on duty during their rest periods were to be compen
sated an appropriate rate of overtime pay retroactive to the 
date of the initial grievances. Since the Bureau of Correction 
was still unable to comply with the contract provisions 
because of a lack of resources and scheduling diffic~lties, 
Pennsylvania negotiated an agreement with the union that 
correctional employees: pay would be raised one state pay 
grade in lieu of the rest periods. 

The arbitration decision and contract provIsion buy-out 
cost the Bureau of Correction approximately $1.4 mi 11 ion in 
fiscal year 1973-74. However, the salary payments to correc~ 
tional personnel were not made until fiscal year 1974-75 and 
came out of the bureau's normal $48-mi11ion operating budget 
for that year. Of course, in addition to the one-time cost, 
the bureau continued in subsequent years to have increased 
salary expenditures due to the buy-out provision of increasing 
correctional employees' wages one state pay grade. 

Several important observations emerge from this example. 
The first concerns the ability of a state negotiator, without 
the knOWledge of correctional administrators, to enter into 
contractual agreements with employee organizations which 
could have a profound effect on the operation of a correc
tional system. The program impact and economic cost of this 
current provi s ion to the Bureau of Cor'rect ion was not under
stood or known by the management negotiators in Pennsylvania. 

Second, the Bureau of Correction was offered no budgetary 
relief, either by the executive branch or by the legislature, 
in terms of increased personnel positions or additional salary 
appropriations in order to implement this contract provision. 
Already in an exceedingly tight budgetary position and faced 
with increasing prison popUlations, the Bureau of Correction 
absorbed the arbitration award and increased salary expenditures 
of almost $1.4 million out of its 1974-75 operating budget. 

In order to absorb this unbudgeted expense, the bureau 
was required to reduce program activities, to leave unfilled 
budgeted personnel positions, and to use correctional personnel 
overtime wh'en the reduced staffing became critical. The 
problems caused by the rest period contract provision were 
enormous. The director of the Bureau of Correction was even
tually fired, reportedly for poor financial management. 
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(3) In December 1975, 111 inois' chief labor relations 
negotiator, from the Executiye Office of the Governor, nego
tiated a collective bargaining agreement with AFSCME covering 
employees within the Illinois Department of Corrections. Among 
other economic provisions, the contract called for an average 
7 percent pay increase for state correctional personnel. 
Estimates of the total cost of the collective bargaining 
agreement ran as high as $4.5 million. The day after the 
contract was signed, word came from the governor's office to 
the director of the Department of Corrections that it did not 
appear that the legislature could approve funding for the wage 
increases and that the department would have to finance out 
of its current operating budget any increased costs resulting 
from this collective bargaining agreement. 

The director ~nd his appointed superintendents Were 
required to curtail and cut back on programs and services in 
order to finance the contract provisions. Faced with stagger
ing popUlation increases, antiquated facilities, and inadequate 
educational, health care, and rehabi1 itative programs for 
prisoners, the Department of Corrections was forced to tighten 
its belt even further. 

The situation in Illinois is complex. The governor, 
facing a primary election which he eventually lost, was seek
ing support from organized labor. The framework for collective 
bargaining was not the result of legislative action, but 
rather a gubernatorial executive order. Thus, the state 
legislatures had not approved collective bargaining for state 
employees. The collective bargaining agreement was signed in 
the mIddle of a fiscal year, effective immediately, and thus 
was out of step with the normal state budgetary procedures. 

The examples above do not necessarily imply that changes in 

job assignment procedures in New York State were undesirable; that 

a rest period twice a shift for Pennsylvania correctional employees 

was totally inappropriate; or that correctional employees in Illinois 

did not deserve or require a wage increase. The important points 

relate to the nature of the collective bargaining process as it has 

evolved in many states. First, some decision-making authority has 

shifted from the correctional administrator to the state's chief 
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labor relations executive, which may cause serious problems for 

the operation of correct tonal programs. Second, the bargaining 

process tends to force reallocation of correctional resources to 

finance the negotiated contract, without regard for the heeds and 

plans of the correctional service and without such legislative 

review as is undertaken for expenditures planned through the state 

budget. 

With bargaining units which cross state agency 1 ines, the 

placement of negotiating authority for the state in an office of 

employee relations makes administrative sense for a number of 

reasons. However, three potential problem areas must be addressed 

through the administrative policies discussed below. 

Three Administrative Policies Needed 

First, some arrangements should be made for timely meetings 

and communications between the office of the state negotiator and 

the directors of state agencies. The corrections commissioner 

should be able to suggest and to react to alternate collective 

bargaining positions and contract clauses. Second, an appropriate 

management dispute resolution procedure should be developed through 

which conflicts between agency administrators and the state nego-

ttator can be resolved. This may require the creation of a process 

of appeal to the governor of the state or his designee. Third, 

contract provisions must be adequately casted to determine additional 

budgetary appropriations needed. Such an analysis might take the form 
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of an operational and fiscal impact statement which, if contested by 

an agency administrator, would be reviewed through the management 

dispute resolution process. Impact statements should allow for both 

the realistic costing of collective bargaining agreements and for 

the development of financial and operational relief for affected 

agencies. 

The above suggested management procedures are intended to 

assist in unifying the labor relations and program philosophies of 

state government. The potential burden that fragmentation of 

authority can impose on operating programs clearly indicates a 

need for a dispute resolution process at the highest executive 

level of government to mediate conflicting labor relations and 

operating programs goals. 

Labor relations management procedures also should be imple

mented at other organizational levels. For example, there is a 

need to provide for communications between prison superintendents 

and the director of the departrrlent of corrections with regard to 

the impact of potential contract provisions on the institutions. 

Employee Organization for Collective Bargaining 

Once bargaining units are determined, the selection of an 

employee representative organization begins. Most states which 

have enacted collective bargaining laws for state employees have 

provided for exclusive representation in bargaining and contract 

administration for the organization chosen by a majority of employees 
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in the appropriate unit. Generally, statutory provisions indicate 

that once an employee organization is certified as the exclusive 

agent of a bargaining unit, Its status cannot be challenged by 

another employee organization for a period of one year after 

certification or while there is a valid collective bargaining 

agreement in effect. 

An employee organization can achieve exclusive representation 

rights in one of two ways: (1) the organization can submit evidence 

that it represents a majority of employees within a particular 

bargaining unit and can request voluntary recognition by the 

employer; or (2) if a question of representation exists, a publ ic 

employee relations commission or its equivalent can conduct a 

confidential study to determine the desires of employees with 

respect to a representative organization. 

Generally, a state or national union or association wins 

representation rights for bargaining units which include state 

correctional personnel. The union or association then has respon

sibility for contract negotiations with input from regional and 

local organizaticns. The contract, of course, is subject to eventual 

ratification by rank-and-file membership. 

Patterns of development of state, regional, and local organiza

tions vary. AFSCME, which represents more correctional officers 

than any other employee organization, generally structures institu

tional locals which are responsible to the state council either 

directly or through a regional organization. The state council is 

responsible for negotiations with the state employer representative. 
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State councils vary in terms of the numbers of employees and 

the types of bargaining units they represent. For example, in New 

York State, the AFSCME state council represents, only the security 

bargaining unit which includes approximately 10,000 employees. In 

Pennsy1vania,the council represents ten state employee bargaining 

units and approximately 76,000 state employees. In other states, 

the predominant situation is for the leadership of the state office 

of the organization to represent state employees at the bargaining 

table. Relationships between employee organizations and bargaining 

units can become quite complex. In Massachusetts, an all iance of 

AFSCME and the Service Employees International Union (SEIU) won 

representation rights for a majority of the eleven state employee 

bargaining units. These two AFL-CIO unions jointly negotiate at the 

bargaining table for the employees they represent. 

In Pennsylvania, the AFSCME state council negotiates for ten 

statewide bargaining units through a process called multi-unit 

bargaining. The Pennsylvania AFSCME state council negotiates a master 

collective bargaining agreement for all the employees it represents, 

as well as appendices to the agreement with special provisions 

applying to employees in each of the separate bargaining units. 

Multi-unit bargaining is a common practice. The AFSCME-SEIU 

alliance in Massachusetts engages in multi-unit collective bargain-

ing. In New York State, although each of the Civil Service Employees 

Association1s bargaining units has a separate contract, they are 

~irtua11y identical and are the result of a multi-unit bargaining 

process. 
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In addition to multi-unit collective bargaining for state 

personnel, there also exists a process referred to as coalition 

bargaining. In coalition bargaining, employee organizations repre

senting separate bargaining units jointly engage in ne~otiating a 

collective bargaining agreement. 

Bargaining over different issues at different levels of the 

employer hierarchy is referred to as multi-tiered bargaining. The 

New York State Civil Service Employees Association has written into 

the contract for its four bargaining units that there shall be 

departmental and institutional bargaining over local employment 

issues in addition to statewide collective barga1ning over general 

employee concerns. 

There are advantages and disadvantages associated with multi

tiered bargaining. Faced with the departmental negotiation of local 

employment issues after economic negotiations have already concluded 

at a statewide bargaining table, the correctional administrator is 

at a disadvantage with respect to bargaining power since the important 

economic issues have already been resolved. On the other hand, in 

local negotiations the correctional administrator has greater control 

over the setting of management priorities for negotiations. Conceiv

ably, there would be less chance of negotiating a contract clause 

without a full understanding of the potential impacts on departmental 

operations. From the employees' point of view, multi-tiered bargain

ing offers a second chance to attain bargaining demands not won in 

the state-level collective bargaining process. 
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IMPACT 

The impact of [nadequacies in organization and process may be 

particularly serious for the operating agencies since they must live 

with the changes virtually forever. On the other hand, if the 

unions fail to obtain a new policy or benefit, they can return to 

the contract renegotiation tn two or three years and try again. 

Especially onerous contract provisions, of course, can be 

reopened by correctional management if the political climate at the 

time will support this action. To assume such an active role, 

corrections management must depend primarily on administrative 

analyses which document the costs, delays, division of manpower, 

etc., resulting from a particular policy or procedure. A provision 

which alters the overall institutional program to the disadvantage 

of prisoners, for example, can be related to an effect on their 

post-release performance. 

Reference 

I. AFSCME Locals 467, 2497 and 2496 v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 
Arbitration Opinion and Award on Grievances 73-744, 73-767, and 
73-768 (hearings held 4 February 1974). 

~rNote: Pages 42-54 are taken from the MERIC final report, f.!:ison 
Employee Unionism; The Impact on Correctional Administration 
and Programs, by John M. ~/ynne, Jr. 

Related Issues 

1.03 - Contract Evaluation 

1.04 - Contract Ratification by the State Legislature 

1.05 - Funding Contract Provisions 

r.08 - Contract Renegotiation 
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1.03 CONTRACT EVALUATION 

Issue: How should a proposed contract be evaluated? And who should 

undertake the evaluation? The correctional administrator? 

The legislature? Can the evaluation be concluded before 

approval? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

In private industry contract negotiations, both parties even-

tua11y arrive at a point where the cost of the package becomes 

crucial to reaching an agreement. 1 

Costing out contract provisions should also be undertaken in 

government agency negotiations. Several types of costs are examined 

in this process: (1) direct payroll costs (cost of work-paid time); 

(2) changes in costs which are a direct result of changes in the 

direct salary cost (retirement, disability leaves, sick leave, 

vacation, etc"); (3) nonpayrol1 costs; and (4) costs of non-work-

paid time. 

An example of an accounting form is shown in Table S. This 

form should be completed by listing every existing benefit which 

costs something (e.g., clothing allowance, overtime, meals, military 

-
leave, holidays, and sick leave). The analysis of total changes can 

be extended to annual increase by function (custody, education, 

administration) and on a multi-year basis. Summary analysis also 

should include a tabJe of prior year increases by combined categories 

(direct payroll, indirect payroll, nonpayroll). 
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TABLE 5 

COSTING OUT CHANGES IN CONTRACT TERMS 

Changes in Costs 

1. Direct payroll-annual 

Straight time earnings--5% general increase/l,OOO employees 
Premium earnings--night-shift differential--62.5¢ an hour 
Overtlme--overtime cost increased by l~ times rate 

Total. inc1'ease ii _ di:r>eat payro U costs 

2. Added costs directly resulting from higher payroll costs-annual 

Added state contr'ibution to reti rement fund 
1,000 employees: 5% x $400,000 

Total. additional. di:r>ect pay!'ol.l. costs 

3. ~onpayroll costs-annual 

Insurance--(a) increase state portion to health insurance 
(b) increase sta~e portion to life insurance 

M i sce 11 aneous 
Tuition reimbursements (addition) 
Suggestion awards (addition) 
Personal safety equipment (addition) 

Total. additional, nonpay:r>oU costs-annual, 

4. Changes in non-work-paid time 

Paid lunchtime--~ hour at straight time 
Paid time (Iff for union activity-new 

1 hour a week for 20 shop stewards x $5:80 shop steward 
average new wage 

Paid time off for safety or training--20 hours per man 
added x 1,000 employees x $5.50 average 

Total, change ir.. hoU!'s paid fa!' but not wa:r>ked--annuat. 

S. Financial data derived from costing out (Items 1-4, above) 

$ 

Inc:r>eased 
Cost 

400,000 
220,000 

60,000 

680,000 

20,000 

20,000 

50,000 
100,000 

6,000 
3,500 

12,000 

171,500 

605,000 

6,032 

110,000 

721,032 

Total increa~;e in contract costs (Item 1 + Item 2+ Item 3+ Item 4) 1,592,532 
Average total increase in contract costs per employee payroll hour 

Total increase ~ 220,000 hours 7.24 

6. Pro'ection of benefits for other em and 
other unrepr~sented employees 

(a) Pay increase (5%), or $410 per employee, x 300 equals annually: 
(b) Overtime pay not allowed supervisors, but,for 180 other 

nonsupervisors aw~unts to: 
(c) Retirement fund ccntributlon by state for the 300 employees 

is similar: 
(d) Paid lunchtime would be the same for 190 other employees 

(including custodial supervisors): 
(e) Health insurance improvements for 300 employees: 
(f) All other benefits-none 
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123.000 

43,200 

6,150 

125,000 
30,000 
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In the example used, it is assumed that a medium-sized state 

corrections department has 1,000 employees composed of correctional 

officers and other line workers in crafts, blue-collar trades, and 

culinary services--all of whom are under a union contract. Sergeants 

and other supervisors are excluded. 

Pay In~rease: A 5 percent pay increase was negotiated for the 

1,000 employees whose salaries were increased an average of $400 

a year. Employees also received a night-shift differential of $5 

for each shift which included normal work between the hours of 

6:00 P.M. and 6:00 A.M. There are 200 employees who would be 

el igible for this benefit in an average working year of 220 days. 

While no additional retirement benefits were negotiated, the 

base pay increase produces direct increases in the state!s share 

of the retirement fund. This is calculated as a 5 percent increase 

in the state's share based on the gross amount of pay increases. 

Overtime Pay: Overtime was authorized at the premium rate 

of l~ times the regular rate for all work which had previously been 

paid at Lhe straight time rate. For the previous year, actual 

overtime expenses raised 5 percent for the pay increase divided by 

50 percent would indicate the new cost of the premium pay rate. 

Insurance: Insurance costs to the employee were reduced, and 

the state's share was increased by $100 for each employee every year. 

Tuition Reimbursement: State payment of tuition for part-time, 

off-duty, college-level education was provided. 
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Suggestion Awards: Employee suggestions adopted would be 

rewarded at the rate of 25 percent (versus 10 percent under the 

current plan) of the first twelve months' savings estimated. 

Safety Equipment: Personal alarm signaling devices to be 

carried by correctional officers in housing and work areas will be 

provided to officers in 104 posts. At $65 each, in addition to 

fifteen area receivers at $200 each, the first year's cost will be 

$9,760. Service agreements with the supplier will increase this 

one-time annual cost to $12,000. 

Lunchtime: Paid lunchtime for correctional officers not fully 

relieved during their shift for lunch was agreed upon at ~ hour 

a day (regular time). The 1,000 employees will receive approximately 

~ hour additional pay for 220 days at $5.50 an hour average new 

wage ($605,000). 

Training The: Allocations were made providing for 20 hours 

training for each employee on off-duty time (1,000 x $5.50 x 20 = 

$110,000 annually). 

Nonunion Employees 

The cost analysis presented above introduces the related issue 

of nonunion employees, the largest group being the supervisory and 

management workers, but which also may include other small nonunion 

groups. 

It is likely that management would insist on maintaining 

desirable internal pay relationships in the salary and pay plan, 
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as well as extending comparable increases to other closely related 

employees--all of whom have some custodial responsibilities. To 

this extent, the union would be bargaining for all of these other 

employees. 

Management undoubtedly would contend that these employees were 

not discussed at the bargaining table and that the corresponding 

increases are only the consequences of such bargaining, ~ubsequently 

determined in the interest of equity and to maintain morale in these 

other groups. The union probably would hold that such increases 

were not necessarily justified since supervisors and managers had 

other compensations, including higher salaries, and that it would be 

unfair to attach to costs of what the union has negotiated the 

costs of what management has added for other employees. Management 

would most likely have to agree that the union position is reason

able and would separate the contract costs from costs recommended 

for other employees when presenting the contract for legislative 

ratification. Nonetheless, this is a matter of technique. When 

management later makes its case for similar benefits for the super

visors of employees who have had such a contract approved, the 

reasons will be obvious to both those requesting it and those 

approving it. 

Other Evaluation Criteria 

Over the period of contract administration (usually two or 

three years), the corrections agency should keep its own records, 
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aggregated by department and by facility, for each bargaining unit 

group on the following items: 

Grievances filed: 

Grievance area (shift assignment, overtime, etc.): 

Number of employees involved: 

Grievances settled at steps 1 and 2 (immediate supervisor 
and superintendent): 

Number to step 3 (commissioner): 

Settled at step 3: 

Pending at step 3 over 30 days: 

Number to step 4 (central employee relations director) : 

Sett led at step 4: 

Pending at step 4 over 30 days: 

Pending at step 4 over 60 days: 

Pending at step 4 over 90 days: 

Number to step 5 (arbitrator, fact-finder, etc.): 

Pending at step 5 over 60 days: 

Pending at step 5 over 120 days: 

Pending at step 5 over 6 months! 

Pending at step 5 over 12 months: 

For all grievance steps, the analysis also should show the 

outcome, whether rejected, approved, or compromised. 
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Step 5 settlements should be .aggregated to show costs of 

arbitration (department) share and costs of settlements. 

The data may be further analyzed for management1s internal use. 

Which superintendents seem to be having the most difficulty? 

Which have the least? Why? Which bargaining units have the most 

grievances and what are the differences by institution? Why? 

In Many ways, grievance procedures formalized under the union con-

tracts are a very useful management tool for evaluating performance, 

identifying problem areas for management review, planning training 

programs to improve performance, and dealing positively with 

cc~trollable deficiencies, etc. 

Such information also is useful for each superintendent1s self-

appraisal and use in his executive staff considerations, as well as 

in his periodic meetings w,ith union local officers. 

At the department level, the data also may be helpful for review 

with the state labor relations director. How does the department 

compare with others? What are the problems in d~lay of resolution 

at step 5? What could be done? 

Finally, problems of contract administration are a proper 

subject to take up at contract renegotiations. At this time, data 

collected on special problem areas also could be an important 

negotiati~g issue. Some contract provisions may require more 

precise clarification in light of past expereince. For example: 

Damaged clothing: The employer .agrees to pay the 
cost of repairing eye glasses, watches, or articles of 
clothing damaged in the line of duty (up to $50}.2 
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It may be necessary to define 1I1ine of dutyl' and to specify 

how it is verified--by inctdent or by accident reports--in order 

to reduce posstble abuse tf the amount of such claims lS excessive 

compared to the previous year or varies widely from institution 

to institution. This provision also may present problems for 

prison superintendents if it does not pertain to other bargaining 

units in the prison. 

Funding New Benefits 

Financing negotiated improvements in benefits should occur 

during and at the end of the negotiating sessions by feedback from 

each department represented at the bargaining table. The legis

lative use of financial analysis in contract ratification is 

discussed in greater detail in the following section (Issue 1.04). 

Many contract provisions would have no impact on program opera

tion if their new costs were identified and approval made contingent 

upon appropriation of additional funds specifically for the fin

ancing of the provisions. 

Any new costs of contract provisions may present serious 

operational problems if they are too much for the existing budget 

or inadequately provided for in the new budget. An example would 

be the new administrative costs of grievance procedures typically 

found in collective bargaining contracts. While the number of 

grievances submitted and the extent of staff organization prior 

to the grievance procedure are significant, a typical prison and 
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department will require at least one new staff position at each 

level. Unless new staff are provided, th~ grievance procedure 

will draw staff time from other assignments such as personnel 

transactions, timekeeping, accounting, finance, training, and 

related functions. 

In Wisconsin, one new cost item in the 1977-78 contract 

called for the full-time assignment to the union of two employees 

of the Division of Corrections (to be selected by the union). The 

director's office estimated this annual cost to be $30,000 in 

direct and fringe benefit costs. If the positions ar~ replaced 

by other employees on ove~time, the annual cost would be nearly 

$45,000. 
" 

While contract provision evaluation should be part of the 

initial contract negotiation and ratification process, it is 

most feasible to conduct such an evaluation during the period 

of administration under an approved contract. 

IMPACT 

The effects of collective bargaining--both generally and in 

terms of the provisions emerging from ~ontract negotiations and 

changes made outside the contracts--are: (1) to make correctional 

operat ions more e.xpens ive; (2) to lim! t management's authori ty 

and ~ccountabil ity; and (3) to alter the allocation of resources 

to various administrative, security, and treatment programs. The 
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full impact of the collective bargaining process and of the 

contracts or agreements negotiated should be made much more 

visible. 

Since impact information is needed by correctional adminis-

trators for management purposes, the development of contract 

evaluation methods and techniques need not await a request by 

the legislature or other agencies. However, the qual ity of the 

data collected will be enhanced considerably if the legislative 

ratification process requi res such assessment. 

References 

1. Reed C. Richardson, "Positive Collective Bargaining," in 
Dale Yoder and Herbert G. Heneman, Jr., eds., Employee 
and Labor Relations, American Society for Personnel 
Administration Series, Vol. 3 (Washington, D.C.: Bureau 
of National Affairs, 1976), p. 7-134. 
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14 September 1975 to 30 June 1977. 

Also see A Method to Cost-out Contract Proposals, a Training 
Module for School District Personnel, Unlvejsity of California, 
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work developed through an Intergovernmental Personnel Act 
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Related Issues 

1.02 - Collective Bargaining Negotiations 

1.04 - Contract Ratification by the State Legislature 

1.05 - Funding Contract Provisions 

1.08 - Contract Renegotiation 
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1.04 CONTRACT RATIFICATION BY THE STATE LEGISLATURE 

Issue: ShoUld state legislatures ratify state-union contracts? 

How is this accomplished in various states? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

Public sector co~lective bargaining legislation should include 

provisions which will discourage use of the system for highly partisan 

political advantage. To accomplish this, the negotiating process 

must be provided with greater insight concerning Its methods and 

results; executive approval of proposed contracts should be subject 

to objective financial impact analysis; the contract and analysis 

should be published on submission to the legislature which shall be 

required to hold public hearings on the contract; and there should 

be a reasonable period between contract publication and public 

legislative hearings. The legislative review should not be a second 

tier of negotiation, but instead a process of complete ratification 

or rejection with valid reasons. It also may be desirable to restrict 

the governor1s powers to establish collective bargaining by executive 

order. 

Organizational Background 

Aside from the various interested parties included within either 

employee organizations or the executive branch of government, perhaps 

the most important party to state employee collective bargaining is 
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the state legislature. Not only have state legislatures passed 

collective bargaining legislation in 25 states, but they also are 

the party responsible for enacting any legislation ~r appropriating 

any funds necessary for the implementation of a collective bargain

ing agreement. In all of the states which have enacted comprehensive 

collective bargaining legislation, the power to appropriate funds 

to meet the provisions of a state employee collective bargaining 

agreement still rests with the state legislature. In no state has 

the legisla.tive body delegated its appropriation authority to the 

executive branch. 

Although ultimate appropriation responsibility rests with state 

legislature, differences among the states exist in terms of the 

degree of legislative involvement in the ratification of state 

employee collective bargaining agreements. 

Examples of Ratification Policy 

In Pennsylvania, collective bargaining legislation mandates 

that any provisions of a collective bargaining contract requiring 

legislative action shall become effective only if such legislation 

is enacted. This includes not only budgetary appropriations, but 

also other areas requiring legislative approval. 

Collective bargaining legislation in Massachusetts indicates 

that the employer must submit to the legislature a request for an 

appropriation necessary to fund the cost items contained in any 

collective bargaining agreement. If th.:. legislative body rejects 
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,--------------------- --------

the request for such an appropriation, the cost items are returned 

to the parties for further bargaining. 

In Florida, upon execution of a collective bargaining agree-

ment, the chief executive is required to request the legislative 

body to appropriate amounts sufficient to fund the provisions of 

the collective bargaining agreement. If less than the requested 

amount is appropriated, the labor relations legislation mandates 

that collective bargaining agreements shall be administered by the 

chief executive officer on the basis of the amounts appropriated I ' 

by the legislative body. Unfunded or partially funded contract 

provisions are not sent back for additional collective bargaining; 

instead, the contract remains in effect at the reduced level of 

funding authorized by the legislature. 

In Wisconsin, collective bargaining agreements between the 

executive branch and any certified labor organization are considered 

tentati'~ until they have been submitted to a joint legislative 

committe~ on employee relations. This committee is required to 

hold a public hearing before approving or disapproving the tentative 

agreement. If the committee approves, it introduces any legislation 

required for implementation of the collective bargaining agreement. 

If either the joint committee or the full legislature fails to 

approve legislation required to implement the collective bargaining 

agreement, the tentative agreement is returned to the parties for 

renegotiation. Under the Wisconsin statute, no portion of a 

collective bargaining agreement can become effective separate 

from the entire agreement. The legislative review portion of the 

process seems to have been of less scope than the legislation implies. 
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Political Aspects of Ratification 

Although variations are found in specific procedures and in the 
'-. 

extent of required legislative approval of state employee collective 

bargaining agreements, state legislatures play an important role in 

the collective bargaining process. After a collective bargaining 

agreement has been negotiated with an employer representative, 

employee organizations often lobby to ensure approval of those con-

tract provisions requiring legislative action. Lobbying also occurs 

between appropri ate members of the eX€lcutlve branch and the members 

of the state legislature. 

The economic costs of government and government employee benefits 

in some cases have reached a high level of public visibility. 

Different types of economic settlements are characterized by varying 

degrees of visibility. Less visible settlements can reduce the 

political costs of the agreement to elected officials; highly visible 

settlements can increase such costs. 

The most visible economic settlements are cost-of-llving or 

general salary increases. These settlements require legislative 

approval and receive considerable publicity. Other types of economic 

settlements are Jess visible to the public. Some of these require 

di rect legislative approval; others do not. 

An example of a settlement requiring direct legislative approval 

is the provision of early publ ic safety retirement benefits for 

correctional officers. The placement of correctional officers in 

an early public safety retirement category, which has occurred 
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recently in many state jurisdictions, is a significant economic 

gain for this employee class. Although not necessarily included 

as ~ contract provision of collective bargaining agreements, such 

a change in retirement status is a result of negotiating and lobby

ing by an employee group with the executive and legislative branches 

of government. The tendency to include correctional officers in 

early public safety retirement is an affirmation of the power of 

correctional officer organizations. 

The general idea behind early public safety retirement i~ that 

law enforcement officers are less able to protect the public after 

reaching a certain age (in most jurisdictions, age 55). The motiVa

tion for placing correctional officers in early public safety retire

ment seems to be their lessened ability to protect themselves from 

prisoners after a certain age. Whether or not this is a valid 

argument, it is a questionable use of the public safety retirement 

concept specifically for the benefit of the correctional officer 

class. Many other employee groups (e.g., teachers, medical personnel, 

and shop instructors) also have direct inmate contact in institutions, 

yet these prison employment classifications seldom are included in 

early retirement provisions. 

In addition to economic settlements which require direct legis

lative approval, there also are low visibility economic settlements 

which require only indirect legislative approval. In New Jersey, 

in lieu of a highly visible pay increase which would have come under 

legislative and pub I ic review, a contract provision recently was 
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entered into which required that cOI"rectional offi.cers be paid time 

and a half for the overlap period subsequent to the ending of each 

sh iJt. Prio.r to th is contract prav i s ion F correct iona 1 offi cers were 

not paid for this period. This additional eighteen minutes of work 

each day paid at the overtime rate resulted in an increase in correc

tional officer pay approximately equal to the employees' wage increase 

demands. 2 

At issue here is the integrity of the collective bargaining 

process. Qranting salary increases by changihg a work rule and 

hiding increased salary expenditures within an increased overtime 

account clearly subvert the integrity of the system of checks and 

balances provided within most legal frameworks for pub] ic adminis

tration as well as public agency collective bargaining. 

UnfortunatelY, such administrative manipulation often is 

considered good management in the pub] ic sector. In a pol itical 

environment of adversary relationships, the pragmatic public manager 

often attempts to implement program and political goals by taking 

advantage of the legal ~nd administrative loopholes inherent in any 

organizational system. The recent ascendancy of an orientation 

wh i C\', stresses program imp 1 ementati on rather than i nteg ri ty of 

process is in need of searching review. 

rinimizing Visibility in Contract Ratification 

In e5tablishing the process of legislative ratification, legis

latures generally have either neglected their own policy or have 

been excessively trusting of the executive branch. The result has 
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often been less than informed approval of proposed collective 

bargaining agreements. 

Both the union and the state negotiator would prefer little 

publicity of new contract provisions. Accordingly, with low 

visibility, labor's supporters are pleased that a new contract 

has been concluded, whereas both labor's antagonists and the 

governor's political opponents can capitalize on specific 

"generos i t i es" of the contract. 

Low visibility is achieved by a number of means designed to 

assure minimum review by the legislature and minimum media coverage 

of the specific provisions. These include: 

e Keeping the contract provIsIons out of the governor's 
budget for the forthcoming year. This is done by prolong
ing the negotiations so that they are not concluded until 
the budget has been passed, or at least unti 1 it is too 
late for the results to be included in the budget review. 

• Arranging, if possible, for the union contracts to be 
reviewed and approved not by the regular budget committees 
(e.g., ways and means, appropriations), but by a group 
such as a joint committee on state employee relations 
whose majority membership consists of legisiators friendly 
to organized labor. 

• Obfuscating the costs by (1) not calculAting the expenses 
of noneconomic matters, such as more sick leave, vacations, 
holidays, and time off for union business; (2) understating 
direct C?sts by providing only partial-year fundi~g for the 
initial year of the contract; (3) excluding indirect costs, 
such as retirement, work space, ~quipment, and other 
benefits required for additional employees; and (4) fail
ing to estimate new manpower costs (including management 
time) needed for implementation of a new procedure, such 
as seniority assignment bidding. 

• Holding nonpublic legislative committee hearings without 
prior public notice and without publication of the proposed 
contract for public review before the hearings. 
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.. The governor di recting the state agency involved to "absorb'l 

all or some of the new costs of the contract. When this is 
done, the governor's statement that all additional costs will 
be met by management improvements, by cutting out the IIfat" 
in the administrative budget, and other prudent economies 
usually suffices to luI I legislative committee interest . 

.. Presenting, if possible, the entire contract to the legis
lature one or two days before scheduled adjournment. The 
contract must be approved before adjournment; otherwise, 
the governor may call the legislature back into an emer
gency session. 

Labor Relations Neutrals/as Ratification Surrogates 

Third-party neutrals also play an important role in the public 

sector collective bargaining process. These labor relations 

professionals, who stress their independence from both management 

and labor. frequently act as fact-finders or in a quasi-judicial 

role in settling disputes between employers and employees. In the 

private sector, their primary involvement has been in the settlement 

of rights disputes. Commonly called grievances, rights disputes 

usually involve the interpretation or applicati~n of an existing 

collective bargaining agreement. In the pubJ ic sector, labor rela-

tions neutrals increasingly are becoming involved in the resolution 

of interest disputes or disputes over the provisions of a collective 

bargaining agreement which is in the process of negotiation. 

Interest dispute resolution procedures have been developed in 

the public sector partially as an attempt to find an alternative to 

public employee strikes. In the private sector, the employee strike 

represents the ultimate power of the employee to pressure management 
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into reaching a mutually acceptable collective bargaining agreement. 

In the public sector, only in the states of Hawaii, pennsylvania, 

Vermont, and Alaska are public employees given even a limited right 

to engage in strike activities. 

Interest dispute resolution techniques range from third-party 

mediation, fact-finding, and voluntary or compulsory arbitration 

to combinations of mediation, fact-finding, and arbitration 

procedures. In most of the states studied, some form of impasse 

resolution procedure has been established for state employee 

interest disputes. Virtually all jurisdictions provide for some 

form of mediation followed by fact-finding. Connecticut and 

New Jersey have provisions for voluntary arbitration. The 

Washington State Personnel Board has binding authority over nonwage 

collective bargaining disputes. In New York and Florida, the 

state legislative body is speciffcally designated the final 

arbitrator of state employee contract negotiation impasses, after 

mediation and fact-finding have occurred. 

There also exist the binding arbitration provisions of collec-

tive bargaining legislation in Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Rhode 

Island. Rhode Island legislation sets forth provisions for binding 

arbitration on interest disputes in which the arbitration decision 

is binding on all contract issues except wages. Sucharbitration 

decisions are advisory only with respect to wage settlt::ments. In 

Oregon and Pennsylvania, special provisions are included within the 

labor relations legislation for public safety employees, including 

} 
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correctional officers. Compulsory binding arbitration, subject to 

eventual legislative approval, is mandated for correctional officer 

collective bargaining impasses in these two states. 

One of the areas of conflict surrounding compUlsory arbitra

tion concerns the delegation of legislative and executive authority 

to private individuals. Court challehges on this matter in the 

states of Michigan, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Wyoming have been 

rejected on the grounds that " •.. the arbitrators constitute publ ic 

agents or state officers when carrying out their arbitration 

function, or that the presence of standards in the statute for 

the guidance of the arbitrators is sufficient to overcome the 

delegation argument!ll 

Nevertheless, the use of arbitration procedures clearlY results 

in a further reduction of the correctional administrator's authority, 

as well as that of the legislature. Particularly in the case of 

compulsory arbitration, the correctional administrator is mandated 

by law to operate his agency under the contract provisions of a 

collective bargaining agreement determined by a neutral third party. 

This third party, of course, does not have to face the operational 

consequences of contract provision decisions and may not understand 

the operational environment of a correctional institution. 

The appropriateness of binding arbitration as an impasse pro

cedure in the public sector also is widely debated, Differences 

of opinion exist not only between management and employee groups, 

but also within each group. The essential issues are whether or 
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not public employees should have the right to strike and whether 

or not arbitration is preferable to public sector employee job 

action. As already noted, some states which grant state employees 

a limited right to strike do prohibit strikes by correctional 

officers. The legislative compromise provided to correctional 

officers in I ieu of the right to strike is compulsory binding 

arbitration. Yet prohibitions against strike activities by correc-

tional officers and the development of other dispute resolution 

mechanisms have not always prevented correctional officer strike 

activities. And compulsory binding arbitration for state employees 

is binding only to the extent that the state legislature enacts 

appropriate legislation COVering contract items requiring legislative 

approva 1. 

A number of alternatives are being tried throughout the country 

in an effort to develop more effective dispute resolution procedures 

for public sector bargaining. In a unique experiment taking place in 

Massachusetts, compulsory final offer arbitration is being used to 

settle police officer and fire fighter interest disputes. As final 

offer arbItration is implemented in Massachusetts, an arbitration 

panel is required to select either the final employer contract offer 

or the final employee contract offer in Its entirety. In one sense, 

this process will tend to increase the likelihood that the conflicting 

parties wi)) mediate their demands; yet it could result in some costly 

and inappropriate contract provisions which may severely hamper the 

operation of a public safety agency or ignore employee needs and rights. 
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IMPACT 

The ability of the correctional administrator to fulfill his 

legal responsibi1 ities for administering a state correctional system 

is dimInished by the labor relations process. Unfortunately, as 

growing prison populations and budgetary constraints aggra~ate the 

problems of state corrections, and as the public becomes more 

concerned about the effectiveness of correctional programs, the 

authority of the correctional administrator to deal with major 

operational problems and policy issues is being reduced by frag

mentation of authority over correctional operations. The courts, 

federal and state regulatory agencies, and labor relations profes

sionals are making policy and operating decisions which affect the 

administration of correctional facilities. While this fragmentation 

of authority has resulted in some positive changes, there are 

significant problems with this mode of agency operation. The 

correctional administrator is now faced with the task of operating 

correctional agencies with decreasing administrative authority. 

There are great temptations for governors to secure temporary 

pol itica1 advantages by incurring the indebtedness of organized 

labor for their immediate or future political support. In one 

particularly dramatic case, at the governor's direction, the collec

tive bargaining organization and procedure were suspended and a 

contract renegotiation was concluded by the governor's representative 

and a union negotiator behind closed doors. The contract resulting 

was viewed by state managers as extraordinarily generous to the union, 
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and the governor was reelected some five months later. This was 

the first experience of the governor's representative with collec-

tive bargaining. 

Other cases could be cited, but the one selected is especially 

pertinent. in this case~ the state previously had establ ished a 

participatory role in the bargaining process for the state legis-

lature, through a legislative joint committee. Under the legisla-

tion, the committee was required to submit a confidential estimate 

of the maximum total budget increase which could be allowed as the 

combined cost of all matters negotiated. The concluded agreement 

would not be binding on the state unless approved by the joint: 

committee. The department of finance Was to determine by analysis 

the first and subsequent years' costs of the contract. However, 

there was no procedure or practice for a public legislative hearing 

on such contracts to be approved; no hearings were held in 1975. 

The recommendation favoring restriction of the governor's 

powers to establ ish collective bargaining by executive order stems 

in part from experience with unsound, opportunistic, and abusive 

practices in cases where this was done. There are additional 

problems associated with collective bargaining authorized by 

executive order: 

I. Only employees who are directly responsible to the 
governor's office can be included. Departments headed 
by independently elected executives and commissions 
whose members are appointed for terms usually are not 
eligible for inclusion under the executive order. 
Recently, nearly one-half of a particular state's 
employees were excluded from the executive order. One 
group of employees received consideration for pay and 
other benefits. 
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2. Since collective bargaining agreements involve new costs 
to the state, these should be subject to the legislative 
branch1s approval through the appropriation process. This 
does not fully Qccur, however, if the new costs are covered 
by corresponding decreases in other areas or if only 
partial-year funding is provided for the first year~ If 
this is not a deception to the legislature, it is at least 
a significant program and policy change which has not been 
adequately reviewed before implementation. The next 
governor and legislature may be surprised to find the 
subsequent year1s budget obligated for considerably more 
than that of the preceding year. 

3. While unions and employees at the time may be willing to 
take the risks, the fact remains that the next governor 
can abolish the executive order and al I of the agreements, 
including any new benefits provided under the executive 
order bargaining. The legislature also can abolish or 
replace an executive order by legislation. 

Reference 

I. Benjamin Aaron et al., Final Report of the Assembly Advisory 
Council on Pub) ic Employee Reldtions, State of California, 
15 March 1973, p. 216. 

2. This scenario was repeated in 1976 when correctional officers 
were the only employee group to receive a full step pay increase 
by the device of further extending the shift overlap period. 

Related Issues 

1.03 - Contract Evaluation 

1.05 - Funding Contract Provisions 
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1.05 FUNDING CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

Issue: What can be done to discourage the funding of negotiated 

new employee benefits from the eXisting correctional depart-

ment budget rather than from additional appropriations for 

th is pu r~~ose? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

Issue 1.02 identified three modifications of the state nego-

tiating process required to overcome present difficulties. These 

recommendations were as follows: 

1. Timely meetings and communications must occur between the 
office of the state negotiator and the director of the 
various state agencies. 

2. An appropriate management dispute resolution procedure 
shouJd be developed through which conflicts between agency 
administrators and the state negotiators over contract 
items can be resolved. 

3. Contract procedures must be adequately costed prior to 
concluding an agreement. 

Issue 1.03 pointed out the need for full and accurate costing 

of the state-union contract as a prerequisite to legislative 

consideration of contract ratification. Issue 1.04 dealt with 

the need for more formal legislative review and approval of new 

collective bargaining agreements. 

The issue considered here deals with the heed to more fully 

incorporate collective bargaining into the state budgetary process. 

In this manner, the highly political bargaining process will become 
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more compatible with the separate powers of the executive and legis

lative branches. If the results of collective bargaining are 

identified as a budget expenditure component, these costs can be 

considered within the context of agency-wide operations and needs. 

A separate, final step of negotiations, therefore, would be to 

include the co~t of increased benefits as a budget item within the 

governor1s budget submission. Budget reviews and resulting appro

priations thus would determine the ultimate effectiveness of the 

new union contract provisions proposed by the governor. The cost 

of each benefit (or group of benefits) can be individually funded; 

those unfunded would remain unchanged until funded at a future date 

by budget supplementation or augmentation or in a subsequent fiscal 

year. Union lobbies, in concert with the governor1s budget and 

employee relations offices, would keep unfunded prOVisions alive 

for funding consideration at every opportunity. 

If the costs of negotiated benefits are submitted for budgetary 

review by the state l'egislature, these expenditures can be considered 

in the context of the total state correctional service and other 

state needs. Relative priorities can be set by the legislature. 

Increased costs of all procured items such as food, clothing and 

util ities, as well as the costs of institutional maintenance and 

prisoner rehabilitation programs, would be considered in conjunction 

with the costs of negotiated benefits, thus avoiding the need for 

cutbacks in institutional services to rpovide for the financing af 

employee benefits. The legislature may decide that in addition to 

review by established committees with jurisdiction over the correc-
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tional budget, union contract pro.visions must be reviewed by a 

standing committee on employee relations. 

In addition to assessing the economic im~act of the total 

proposed budget plan, the aggregate expenditure for personnel and 

other cost categories must be matched against state resources. 

Experience has shown that in the absence of such review and assess

ment, there has been a consistent pattern of erosion of the appro

priation base for correctional services. 

IMPACT 

The recommended procedures would affect the contract negotia

tion and renegotiation schedule since the provisions would have to 

be incorporated into the governor's budget. The governor would be 

obliged to seek appropriatEliohs to fund union contracts for whi ch he 

was responsible, and thus w(\uld be less inclined to underestimate 

new contract costs or to deceive the legislature by departmental 

absorption of new costs without specifying exactly how the increased 

employee benefits would be financed. 

Economic cost considerations would assume a larger role in 

public sector collective bargaining, although political costs and 

benefits would remain important. 

Some union leaders and professIonal employee relations neutrals 

can be expected to object to these proposals. Their work becomes 

considerably more difficult as the bargaining process is embedded 

in the budgetary review process. Some state budget directors also 

express reservations on the involvement of their offices in the 
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highly political negotiating process or its implementation through 

legislative ratifications with or without specific fiscal support 

by budget modification. 

Related Issues 

1.00 - Enabling Legislation 

1.02 - Collective Bargaining Negotiations 

1.03 - Contract Evaluation 

1.04 - Contract Ratification by the State Legislature 
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1.06 CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION 

Issue: What is involved in contract administration? How should it 

be carri ed out? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

What happens after the collective bargaining contract is 

finalized depends on the specific contract provisions, the representa

tional characteristics of the union and its local elected officers; 

and the climate of management-employee relations in the institutions. 

In almost every case, the major contract provisions dealing with 

contract administration are (1) requirements to meet-and-confer on 

any matter of administrative discretion which could affect the health, 

welfare, and safety of the union membership; and (2) the grievance 

procedure. 

A common component of all collective bargaining agreements for 

correctional personnel is the collective bargaining provision that 

sets forth an employee grievance process. Among the states studied, 

there are differences in the exact procedures used and in the areas 

of dispute which are eligible for resolution through the grievance 

process. In virtually all states, however, any grievance or dispute 

concerning the appli~ation, meaning, or interpretation of the collec

tive bargaining agreement is eligible for such resolution, unless 

otherwise specified. 

A common form of grievance procedure is a five-step process 

in which the final step is'arbitration. In a five-step grievance 
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procedure, the first step is the presentation of the grievance orally 

to the emp10yee ' s immediate supervisor. The s.econd step is an appeal 

in writing to the institution superintendent in the case of institu-

tional employees, or to the administrator of an equivalent organiza-

tional unit in the case of other employees. If resolution at the 

second st~p is unsatisfactory, the third step is an appeal to the 

department or agency head. The finaJ two steps are outside the 

administrative jurisdiction of the corrections department. The 

fourth step is an appeal to the state director of employee relations 

or to a person in a equivalent position, and the fifth step is 

arbitration by a third-party neutral. 

Not all grievance procedures for correctional employees follow 

the five-step format. Some states, while having a gl ievance procedure 

ending in binding arbitration, do not have review by a state labor 

relations official prior to the arbitration process. In these states, 

an appeal to the agency director may be followed by arbitration with 

a third-party neutral. 

Grievance procedures are described in greater detail in 

Chapter II (Issues 2.01 and 2.02). In this section, the primary 

concern is with the ways contract administration is affected by the 

existence of a grievance procedure mandated by a management-union 

contract. 

The Grievance Procedure 

If the corrections agency already has a grievance procedure 

prior t.o employee bargaining, the formal procedures of steps 1 to 3 
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will not be new or burdensome. However, a significant increase in 

the number of grievances can be expected, pdttly because of the 

availability of appeal to third parties at steps 4 and 5; and partly 

because there are many more areas of potential grievances under the 

union contract. 

The requirements of this new process for management are: 

(1) substantial training of supervisors, middle management, and 

top managers in handling grievances; (2) continuous feedback to 

managers on resolution of grievances, as well as pertinent policy 

and procedural changes; (3) a central office consulting and review 

capability in support of steps 2 and 3 grievance dispositions; and 

(4) a grievance accounting system for evaluation and tracking of 

the entire process. 

Since negative responses to g:ievances can be appealed to higher 

levels, one can expect a high percentage to be appealed to $ubsequent 

steps. Step 4 is usually the state office of employee relations; 

step 5 is the arbitration or fact-finding stage. At step 5, most 

systems develop a large backlog of cases. Since the state and 

unions pay one-half of the costs of st~p 5, as cases come up for 

assignment the union typically will withdraw more than half of the 

cases and accept the step 4 decision. 

In Wisconsin in 1975, 250 cases were appealed to step 5, but 

only 60 went to arbitration. This is the most troublesome stage 

of the process for two reasons. First, in many cases, some procedure 

or policy is virtually frozen pending disposition which may take 

sIx months to a year or more. Second, .the professional mediator 
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or fact-finder may know little about correctional administration 

problems, so there is always the risk of an adverse finding. 

Only serious and substantial issues should be scheduled for 

step 5. In most collective bargaining states, step 5 appeal cases 

by the union include a great number of almost frivolous matters 

the unions are not really serious about~ As an advocate of the 

employee, unions would rather not ge in the position of advising 

a member to accept an adverse conclusion by management at any step 

before the highest appeal. 

It must be remembered that in the grievance process, management 

has most of the advantages. It is the defendant and judge of its 

own actions. The union is the only party able to appeal to a higher 
I 

level. In some cases, however, the union carries a case for manage-

ment up the appeal ladder to an arbitrator1s award. 

Labor-Management Meetings 

The principle objective of management in dealing with the con-

tinuing processes of contract administration is to institutionalize 

a new managerial style in dealing with employees. This is perhaps 

best illustrated through the use of ]abor-manage~ent meetings. 
I 

The managerial role is more positive in laqor-management than 

in the grievance procedure. In meet-and-confer, managers will 

discuss actions under consideration with the union. The union is 

able to contribute information aiding in the analysis of the problem 

and can offer other possible solutions. If the discussion is genu-
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inely open and the union's input is considered in the final 

decision, the union is more likely to support the final action. 

Meet-and-confer usually occurs with some regularity between 

prison superintendents and local union leaders. Additional meet-

ings would be held on request of the superintendent or the union to 

consider some immediat~ problem. In some institutions, the meet-

and-confer process is fully satisfied by having the union local 

president attend all of the superintendent's staff meetings. This 

may be impossible, however, if there are several unions represent-

ing the institution's employees. In such cases, there is often 

enough good will among the several locals so that all can meet with 

the superintendent simultaneously. The superintendent typically will 

have an agenda prepared for regular meetings and will be accompanied 

by his top assistants for operations, treatment programs, and business. 

Also present will be his personnel or employee relations staff member 

and the training officer. Other staff may be present depending upon 

the items listed on the agenda. 

Some managers who have been successful with an authoritative 

style cannot tolerate questioning of their decisions without dis-

comfort. They will rind it difficult adjusting to the more open, 

participative management style of operational assessment and 

administrative planning involving rank-and-file employees. Substan-

tial training and supportive assistance from the department commis-

sioner and staff may be required;o reduce the tensions often 

produced by meet-and-confer and grievance procedures. 



Departmental Labor-Management Meetings 

Whether or not prescribed by the union contract, departmental 

meet-and-confer should be a regularly scheduled (perhaps bimonthly) 

meeting. State union officers and some staff members usually are 

present, as Hell as various local presidents. It is often desi rable 

to have in attendance the staff member of the state office of 

employee relations who normally will handle most step 4 corrections 

g r i evances. 

Ideally, the meeting will be structured so that there are two 

chairmen supported by thei!' respective staffs. The agenda may be 

prepared by either side, but there should be enough in(or~~lity 

so that matters important to either chairman can b~ put on the 

agenda at the meeting for at least a prelirnina,ry dis~ossion. 

\411 i I e the meet i ng agenda tends to re I ate to speci f i c p rob I ems, 

the principal hidden item is the development of rapport, mutual 

respectJ and trust between the two groups. Major policy anc opera

tional problems of the department should be brought up, particularly 

if outside pressure is developing, if substantial fiscal augmenta

tlon is sought, or if new legislation is being considered. Through 

its many po lit i ca I lines of commun i cat ,i on, the un i on can be a power

ful ally to departmental management. 

Multiple Unit Representation 

Where various unions represent departmental employees, it may 

be necess~ry for the commissioner to meet ;eparately with some of 
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them. \oJ'here several unions are repmsented by the same national 

or statewide union, all matters can be dealt with at one meeting 

if the state union officers agree. Special meetings and attendance 

plans may be arranged to deal with a critical topic such as hospital 

services" prisoner rebellion, or dl'.!istic budget cuts. 

IMPACT 

In addition to extensive adjl:,stments required in management 

style and procedure, the predominant impact of contract administra

tion is the new workload generated for management staff. This can 

be relieved somewhat if additional staff are provided fer employee 

relations assignments. Nonetheless t top adminIstrators will be 

devoting considerabiy more time to employee matters. 

Some departments have gone through the initial period of con

tract negotiations and the first year o~ contract administration 

without additional staff (other than a personnel office staff 

member assigned ,to the new functions) and later will have new 

positions allocated which bring experienced labor relations staff 

into the organization. This approach can have disastrous results. 

Specialized assistance is most critical at the beginning of the 

collective bargaining process in order to avoid as many problems 

as possible and to provide expert liaison with the state office 

of employee relations. 
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Related Issues 

1.03 - Contract Evaluation 

1.10 - Training in Employee Relations 

1.12 - Organization for Employee Relations 

1.13 Management Rights 

2.01 - Grievance Procedures, Steps 1-3 

2.02 - Grievance Procedures, Steps 4 and 5 
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1.07 INCREASING PRODUCTIVITY WITH MANAGEMENT-UNION COOPERATION 

Issue: 

Coro 11 ary 
Issue: 

Is it f(~asible to negotiate for increased productivity. 

or efficiency in state correctional operations to offset 

the employee contract costs? 

Is it fea'sible to continue expansion, enrichment, a~ 

diversification of correctional services--al1 of l~hich 

involve additional funding--in states where collective 

bargaining is establ ished? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

To many administrators, progressive development of state correc-

tions seems impossible under union contracts which ~ontinue to 

absorb most of the new appropriations to the corrections agency. 

The MERIC project surveys of state corrections r~vealed no Instances 
,I 

in which savings were accrued to offset new ben:;~fit costs. However, 

some interesting attempts have been made to solve this problem. 

In Pennsylvania's latest contract, as a partial offset to the 

pay increases negotiated for correctional officers, a new class of 

correctional officer trainees was created two steps lower than the 

beginning correctional officer salary. In this way, new employees 

not yet hired will pay for part of the increase in the pay of present 

employees. Unfortunately, since the pay rate of the new entry class 

is less than competitive for the qualifications sought, this could 

result in a reduction in the overall caliber of future correctional 

officers. 
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The 1975-77 contract between Wisconsin and AFSCME cOhtained 

an unusual provisioh: 

Within 30 days of the effective date of this con
tract, a joiht labor management commission to identify 
and help effect savings in the costs of the general 
operations of State government shall be established. 

The commission will consist of three (3) members 
selected by the Wisconsin State Employees Union Council 
24; three (3) members selected by the Governor; and 
one (l) public member mutually agreeable to both labor 
and management. The terms of thei r appointmJ?nt shall be 
the duration of this contract. 

The commission shall operate according to the 
following criteria: 

1. In order for the savings to be considered as 
a savings effected by the commission, the idea 
for the savings must: 

a. Be made by an employee of the bargaining 
unit to the commission, or 

b. Be identified directly by the commission. 

2. Savings must be documented and achieved before 
they become available to the commission. 

a. Savings may be achieved by: 

(1) Legislative action 

(2) Executive order 

(3) Administrative procedural change-
whichever is most appropriate 

b. Savings will be documented by a three
member committee consisting of the state 
budget director, the legislative auditor, 
and one designee of the Union. 

c. Savings can be audited by either labor 
or management at any time. 

3. Only those funds which are 1egally available 
for redistribution by the mechanisms indicated 
in 2a will be available to the commission. 
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4. No monies will be distributed without a 
majority vote of the full commission. 

5. Monies will be available for distribution 
according to the formula set out below. 

6. No specific initiatives taken by management 
prior to this agreement or initiatives formu
lated and implemented by management independent 
of the commission will be available for savings 
to the commission. 

If the BLS Consumer Price index-National Series 
(1967 ~ 100) increases less than 8% for the base periods 
described below, employees shall receive 25% of the 
savings for wage increases built into the base wage 
rate. If the BLS CPI increases 8% or more, 50% of the 
savings will be set aside for wage increases. No more 
than a sum equal to a 3% wage increase may be built into 
the base salary during any six (6) month period. How
ever, employees shall be entitled to all increases as 
a result of all designated savings. 

1. Base period for additional wage increases 
effective July 4, 1976: ~une 1975 to 
June 1976. 

2. Base period for additional wage increases 
effective January I, 1976: December 1974 
to December 1975. 

3. Base period for additional wage increases 
effective June 30, 1977: June 1976 to 
June 1977. 

If not enough money is saved in any period to finar.~e 
an increase, it will be carried over to the next period 
and added to any additional savings in the succeeding 
period(s). 

Full analysis of this provision cannot be undertaken until more 

experience with it has accumuiated. The incentive ttl achieve 

savings is substantial; the returns are permanent increases to the 

base salaries. However, it is possible that the multi-year carry-

over costs, which are added to retirement and other compensation 
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for time not worked, will equal or exceed all economies made. Thus, 

it is doubtful that this will become a significant means for off-

setting the extensive new costs of this AFSCME contract, Since the 

identified savings are calculated on the first year of savings and 

one-fourth to one-half of it is appl ied to employee pay increases 

in the subsequent year, it appears that Wisconsin will lose money. 

The pay increases will go on indefinitely. A new base is provided 

not only for cost-of-living increases, but also for calculation of 

indirect costs such as vacations, sick leave, retirement, and work-

men1s compensation. F-~,J(! , I 

'I' " ~>:":. :~-, \,- , : 
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Reportedly, a union has suggested that savings be achieved by 

eliminating a large number of management positions. This was not ... 

verified, but the report indicates the apprehension of management 

regarding the manner in which the unions will approach the off-
.' 

:=: I '. -
setting of new costs. The approach is not a unique one. The -'~" 

Trenton (New J~rsey) Police Department1s contract with the Police-
,. ,J 

men1s Benevolent Association for 1976 provided for the abolishment 
, 

:1 
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of as many officer positions as needed in order to finance the 

increase. Most-recent-hire was the basis for layoff, as would be 

expected. 

One means of achieving the support of unions in the effort to 

increase productivity is to establish machinery for union-management 

cooperation. A relevant provision of an AFSCME contract with a 

county hospital is shown: 



frrO'f 

Joint Committee to Improve Morale, Attendance 

and Deliver Better Patient Care 

The purpose of this article is to estab1 ish joint 
efforts to achieve improved relations between the 
parties so as to avoid future grievance, improve 
employee morale, improve productivity, improve attend~ 
ance and to deliver better patient care by establishing 
meetings\ and sessions between the parties by: 

(A) A better relations committee made up of six 
(6) employees at the City of Memphis Hospital, three 
(3) employees at Shelby County Hospital, and three 
(3) employees at Oakville Memorial Hospital and a 
like number of management representatives at each 
hospital of the Authority, to meet and discuss the 
above matters. A staff representative of the Union 
may be present if the employees so request. The 
Committee shall meet once each month for one hour 
during working hours. The meeting may be extended 
for an additional hour by mutual agreement. 

The committee shall meet without 105s of pay. 
There shall be no discussion of grievances which 
have been filed, or discussion concerning the appli
cation, meaning or interpretation of this agreement. 

The agenda for the meeting shall be agreed upon 
one week in advance of the scheduled meeting between 
the chairpersons for each side of the Committee. 

Additionally, the names of persons who will be 
on the employee committee will be presented to manage
ment one week in advance. Nothing agreed upon by the 
Committee shall change, alter, or amend the Memorandum 
of Understanding. In the event a harmonious atmos
phere cannot be maintained, either party may terminate 
the meeting at will, and the employees shall return to 
work.l 

Public Unions and the Need for Improving Productivity in State and 
local Government 

The long-standing problems of achieving an effective and 

efficient government are greater than the unions· 1 imited role 

could either cause or correct alone. Still, responsible union 

leaders recognize that their contributions and derived benefits 

are most satisfying in a public organization that is effective and 

efficient. 
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Figure 2 graphically illustrates the extraordinary growth 

of state and local government compared with the federal government 

whose cost has more than doubled in this period. State and local 

government purchases increased by over 700 percent, composing 

(as shown on the following page) 14 percent of the entire gross 

national product (GNP) of the United States. 

The challenge presented by this situation is to avoid the 

difficult choice between incr,easing taxes and reducing services, 

although many governments currently are opting for one of these 

alternatives. The third opt'ion, as presented by the CCimmittee for 

Economic Development, is "that more intelligent use be made of 

existing resources to achieve desired goals; that is, increase 

governmental productivity.lI~ 

Although the importance of this report is greatly understated 

by selecting only a few pertinent statements for presentation here, 

the 'following excerpts are offered for their relevance to the 

topic of government productivity. 

MEANING OF PRODUCTIVITY IN GOVERNMENT 

The concept of productivity implies a ratio of the 
quantity and/or qua!ity of results (output) to the 
resourCF\S (i nput) i nVl";sted to achi eve them. Government 
productivity has two dimensions: effectiveness and 
efficiency. 

Effectiveness concerns the extent to which govern
ment programs achieve their objectives. This presumes 
that decisions about what and how much governments 
do are based on considered judgments of the relative 
importance and cost of meetin~ public need~. Percep
tions of need, in turn) are presumably based on demands 
and expectations of voters and consumers as expressed 
through the political process ..•• 
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FIGURE 2 

GOVERNMENT PURCHASES OF GOODS AND S.ERVICES IN THE UNITED STATtS, 
1954 AND 1974~~ 

FEDERAL 

Federal government 
purchases of goods 
and services: 

1954 
1974 

$ 47 billion 
$ 1 16 b ill ion 

STATE 
AND 

LOCAL 

State and loca 1 
government purchases 

$200 
ill ions 

of 
current 
dollar's 

of goods an d se r'V ices : ~b~ 

1954 
1974 

$ 27 bill ion 
$192 bi 11 ion 

*Excludes transfer payments to individuals (social security, 
welfare, and so forih), which increased from $15 billion, 
or 4 percent of GNP, in 1954 to $134 billion, or 9.6 percent 
of GNP, in 1974. 

*~~Total includes purchases made with federal grants. 

SOURCE: Economic Report of the President (Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, February 1975) . 
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Efficiency concerns the organization of r~sources 
to carry out government programs and functions ati',~ 
minimal cost. Efficiency may be expressed in several 
ways, including output per manhour, capital-output 
ratios, and more broadly, least-cost combinations of 
resources. 

Productivity improvement, therefore, is an increase 
in the ratio of outputs to inputs, that is, providing 
more effective or higher-quality services at the same 
cost (or the same services at lower cost). 

The inputs to government are relatively easy to 
define. They are the goods and services purchased by 
government from individuals (mainly public employees) 
and from outside organizations (mainly private firms). 
They can be measured in conventional terms: manhours, 
machine time, or money costs per unit .... 

The outputs or results of government activity are 
more difficult to define. Some government services, 
such as refuse collection, are similar to those provided 
in the private sector; but because they are financed 
primarily by taxes, their objectives or value cannot 
be readily determined by market criteria, as in business. 
Government activities that aim to achieve broad social 
goals, such as creating a sense of physical security, 
are more difficult to define. In such instances, it 
is important to consider the full impact and consequences 
of government actions rather than just outputs, which 
refer to the immediate re~ults of program activity ... 
for the purpose of defining and improving productivity, 
we view government outputs in the narrow economic sense: 
as those goods and services that governments produce for 
consumers. 3 

THREE STEPS TOWARD GREATER PRODUCTIVITY 

Government productivity requires attention to each 
of the fhree steps in the process of transforming 
public desires and tax money into accomplishments: 
identifying goals and objectives, choosing among alter
native approaches to achieve objectives, and imple
menting programs. 

Identifying Goals and Objectives. Productivity 
must first be concerned with what government should 
or should not be doing to meet citizens' needs and 
desireS. In theory, such determinations are made by 
collective choice through the elected representatives 
of the people. In practice, however, the political 
process rarely ~rks so neatly .... 
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Most citizens are poorly informed about what 
government does, have infrequent personal contact with 
government bureaucracy, and become concerned only when 
there are apparent breakdowns of crucial public services. 
Public perceptions of the quality of a government service 
may be qUite at odds with what objective indicators reveal 
about that service. 

In the absence of more objective criteria, elected 
officials are likely to establ ish or modify goals on the 
basis of demands from pressure groups, levels of com
plaints, their own political ambitions, and views 
expressed through the media, which both reflect and 
create public attitudes. Few public officials consider 
what their respective government ought to be doing, 
focusing instead on the more immediate problems asso
ciated with what they are doing. Where questions of 
purpose and performance are raised, functional frag
mentation permits responsibility to be passed from 
agency to agency. Thus, the pol ice blame the courts 
for failure to punish criminal offenders; prosecutors 
~laim that the police fail to supply evidence needed 
for conviction; and all blame correctional institutions 
for not rehabilitating convicted felons. 

Such behavior can be explained to some extent by 
the nebulous and conflicting nature of public goals. 
However, to excuse nonperformance by government agencies 
on the grounds that many of their goals and objectives 
are intangible is to evade the primary issue. The 
ultimate objective of most activities, including those 
in the private businesssector, are intangible. With 
any activity, the essential priority is to devote---
continual attention to its major pUiJ?2se, however 
difficult that may be to define. Intangible goals 
must be redefined in terms of more specific and tangible 
objectives that can be measured. Only then can resources 
be allocated toward their accomplishment, strategies 
and activities planned and carried out, responsibility 
for actions assigned to specific people, and performance 
ultimately evaluated so that someone can be held account
able for results .• 

Choosing among Alternatives. In order to achieve 
basic goals and objectives, choices should be made 
among alternative approaches. Selection of approaches 
with the highest cost-effectiveness ratio presents the 
greatest opportunity for improving government produc
tivity. It also poses the most difficult problem of 
public management. How should housing be provided to 
low-income families: through government-constructed 
housing, rent supplements, or general income-maintenance 
programs? Which approach will more effectively hold 
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down crime rates: increasing the certainty of appre
hension, conviction, and punishment of offenders or 
providing job opportunities for unemployed teen-agers, 
who commit a disproportionate amount of crime? 

In practice, few jurisdictions systematically 
identify policy alternatives, let alone analyze their 
relative costs and benefits. Rather, agencies tend to 
persist in usi'ng time-honored if demonstrably ineffec
tive approaches and techniques simply because they do 
not know of better means or have no incentive to seek 
alternatives. Government agencies thus miss oppor
tunities both for improved achievement and for cost 
savings that can be realized by eliminating marginally 
useful activities. The unexamined life, said Socrates, 
is not worth living; in government, the unexamined 
program is frequently not worth maintaining. 

Implementation: The Business of Getting Things Done. 
The time-tested principles of organization, specializa
tion, supervision, communication, and establ ished 
procedures are still largely valid; the missing ingre
dient in many government agencies has. been the will anrl 
ability of managers to apply them. --

Many government operations, however, have become 
so large and complex that they require more sophisticated 
techniques of analysis, technological applic~tton, 3nd 
management ski 11 than those traditionally used by most 
governments. The problems of implementing government 
policy are currently little understood, involving as 
they do nebulous and often conflicting objectives, inter
action among numerous government and nongovernment groups, 
and the need to balance political with technical considera
tions. Policy guidance from top officials is often so 
broad and ambiguous (in some cases necessarily so) that 
it places great responsibility for policy making in the 
hands of lower-level administrators. In turn, policy 
implementation in key functions rests heavily with the 
individual employee (the policeman, teacher, social 
worker, and others) who actually delivers the service 
or otherwise represents government to the public. 
Management in many government operations is less a 
matter of issuing directives from central command posts 
and more a process of communication and persuasion among 
top management, middle-level supervisors, employees, 
and citizen-consumers. 4 

PROGRESS TOWARD IMPROVEMENT 

Only very crude estimates of overall state and 
local government productivity are possible with the 
data now available. Although some jurisdictions have 
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made significant progress, existing data suggest that 
productivity may have declined in other areas. There 
are great disparities in performance levels from city 
to city; for example, one city collects three times as 
much refuse per manhour as another of similar size and 
topography. The absence of comparable performance data 
itself suggests lack of interest in productivity on the 
part of local officials. The federal government has 
undertaken a major effort to measure its own output and 
reports that the 65 percent of the federal civilian work 
force whose performance can be measured quantitatively 
improved their productivity by an average of 1.5 percent 
annually from 1967 to 1974.5 This effort underscores 
the potential both for measuring and for improving 
government productivity. 

SOlne governments are paying greater attention to 
anaiyzing program benefits and costs and ways to improve 
and reduce the costs of operations in refuse collection, 
health care, police services, and other fUnctions. A 
few states have created machinery to handle metropolitan
wide problems in a number of areas. Several states and 
localities have developed outstanding records for effec
tive management. Such achievements can provide the 
momentum for further progress •... 6 

PRINCIPAL AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY 

Despite the diversity of America's 39,000 states, 
counties, townships, and municipal ities, certain 
deficiencies and opportunities for improvement can 
be identified that are common to a large proportion 
of their governments. 

Strengthened Management. The greatest opportunity 
for improved government productivity lies in strengthened 
management. Deficiencies in management derive largely 
from the absence of political pressure for productivity 
on top elected officials (governors, mayors, county 
executives, legislatures, and councils) and from the 
failure to link the performance of agencies directly 
to the salaries and promotions of responsible managers. 

Improvements can be made in each of the three 
principal elements of government management: planning 
and budgeting. decision making, and operations. More 
effective recruitment and development of government 
managers are also required. 

Work Force. The potential of employees, which 
is critical to productivity because government opera
tions are labor-intensive, has not been fully developed. 
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This statement does not attempt a detailed examination 
of worker motivation and l~bor relet ions because these 
will be subjects of a future policy statement. However, 
three issues of prime concern should be mentioned here. 

First, collective bargaining is changing the 
relationship between publ ic managers and employees, 
raising important questions about the poiitica1 strength 
of labor in determining settlements and changing the 
climate of management through the blurring of distinc
tions between negotiable labor concerns and basic 
management prerogatives. The practices and traditions 
that are establ ished now will determine for years to 
come whether collective bargaining will enhance or 
impede government productivity. 

Second, many civil service systems show signs of 
rigidities and other tendencies that impede productivity. 

Third, changes in the educdtion, skills, and 
attitudes of workers require managers to rethink 
traditional modes of operation and personnel management, 
especially in those functions that require a high 
degree of employee discretion in carrying out policy. 

Technology and Capital Jnvestment. Much of the 
gain in productivity in industry has resulted from 
technological advances and capital investment. Numerous 
examples of innovation in cities, counties, and states 
(in better refuse collection devices, new fire fighting 
apparatus, and improved police communication equipment) 
have demonstrated that ingenuity, experimentation, and 
perseverance can produce results in the public sector 
as we 11. We bel i eve that greater use of techno 1pgy wi 11 
depend largely upon the demand created for it by state 
and local governments through better identification and 
communication of need to potential suppliers, a more 
aggressive search for existing technologies, and the 
appropriation of funds explicitly for technological 
screening, experimentation, and implementation. 

Improved Measurement. State and local governments 
should improve the measurement of their activities by 
employing existing but little-used techniques that 
provide basic management information and by developing 
and adopting newer techniques that focus on the evalua
tion of results. The indicators should focus on social 
conditions, program effectiveness, and program efficiency. 
When coupled with political and professional judgment and 
assessed against costs, a combination of indicators can 
provide a more complete understanding of the overall 
productivity of most government activities. 7 
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The success of public management-employee relations, therefore) 

requires that a secure and enlightened union leadership work 

cooperatively with a progressive governmental management in pursuit 

of greater governmental productivity. While seeking improved 

employee benefits and working conditions, the unions should not 

overlook the opportunity to strengthen management's position, 

policies, resources, and skills. The destruction of an aspiring 

and competent manager, who is seen on one issue to have hindered 

union success, is unfortunate not only for the employing agency, 

but, in the long run, for the union itself. 

While there are too often few rewards or reinforcements for 

responsible managerial performance, unions also should receive 

more than begrudging recognition for their direct and indirect 

contributions to good, responsive government. 

With diminishing resources to support the needs of a growing 

public service, the unions will be expected to change their posture 

to one of advocacy for measurement of organizational productivity 

on a variety of criteria. Thus, security programs at prison X 

can be measured or compared to prison Y. At the same time, specific 

work unit measures of disciplinary reports, property theft and 

damage by prison areas, and overtime analysis can be incorporated 

into a comprehensive program of improvements in'institutional 

operations. Too narrow or limited measurement programs in the 

past often have been used to discredit the unions. 
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There should be persistent examination of policy options, 

involving curtailment or abolishment of ineffective governmental 

programs, expansion of effective programs, and assessment of needs 

for development of neW programs. In some agencies, however, effec-

tiveness and efficiency are impossible to achieve due to excessively 

large or small size. In corrections, this is found in both very 

large prisons (ovel- 2,000 prisoners) and In the very smal 1 (under 

100 prisoners, e.g., some institutions for women). The problem is 

not so much one of absolute prison size as it is of increasing staff 

layering due to emphasis placed over the years on the closer 

coordination of work; its control for consistency and uniformity ~, 

through increasingly specific rules and administrative manuals; 

review of decisions; records of activity and actions; and use of 

functional specialists as in timekeeping, inmate records, security 

searches, property control, arsenal, locks, uniforms, employee 

relations, and so on. Each can be justified at a point in time 

but, ultimately, the whole structure of an operation which must be 

responsive to an almost infinite variety of events and interactions 

will break down. It can be almost overwhelming to the line correc-

tional officer and extremely frustrating to the prisoners in 

attempting to deal with the bureaucracy. Since union contract 

administration can add to this problem, its negative effect on 

organizational productivity could be much greater in relatively 

large institutions. If the institution has been fortunate in 

obtaining the positions requested, one may find nearly as many 
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custodial staff positions and supervisors as line personnel on the 

day shift. At that point, the organization should be in serious 

trouble in terms of productivity. 

Small prisons have the problem of comparatively high overhead 

costs in relation to the humber of pri50ners supervised. The point 

of diminishing returns on investment for staff specialists is so 

low that many line positions must have dual functions (e.g., 

correctional officer-storekeeper, sergeant-records officer, and 

lieutenant-parole officer). Such organizations consist of more 

Ilgenera 1 i sts" where management-staff consensus is cont i nua 11 y at 

work in coping with daily problems. Such organizations will be 

found, under collective bargaining contracts, to have informally 

modified many of the provisions for the convenience of all 

(e.g., seniority job and shift assignment, and steps 1 and 2 of 

the grievance procedure combined). 

None of these considerations and alternatives is precluded 

by the assertion that the principal concentration of managerial 

policy and action in corrections should be on the level of 

productivity of the organization as a whole and its components. 

The need for this existed prior to the emergence of public employee 

unions, but it is now more critical because of their existence. 

The demands of employee unions are considerably more difficult to 

accommodate because collective bargaining begins at a time in 

history when all resources, including public funds, are diminishing. 

Since unions share the problem, they should be a part of the 

solution. 
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Productivity Bargaining 

Il0nce again national interest in improved productivity is on 

the rise as a solution to our high rate of inflation, our declining 

competitive position, and our inabil ity to resist import penetration." s 

It has been stated that the concept of productivity bargaining 

has seized the imagination but not much else. Private sector 

experiences during wage control periods are not encouraging, but 

few industries are as labor-i~tensive as is government. 

Sam Zagoria is as optimistic as any professional in this field 

that the productivity bargaining concept can be highly effective 

for government: 

... At the tail-end of 1975, as the country stood 
confounded by llstagflation,ll cities found themselves 
wrestling with two formidable opponents--declining 
revenJes and soaring costs. At a time when sales tax 
revenues slumped, real estate taxes were no longer 
booming and collections were slower coming in and income 
taxes showed the pinch of a declining economy, munici
palities found that everything had gone up in price-
fuel bills for buildings and vehicles quadrupled, cost 
of capital borrowing almost doubled and costly welfare 
rolls grew, demand for health services expanded and were 
increasingly expensive to provide. In short, a dismal 
fiscal situation and a grim 1976 ahead. 

In these circumstances, the grow and grow syndrome 
is bound to taper off; indeed some communities have 
already decreed job freezes and shrinking work forces 
by attrition and a few hard-hit central cities have had 
to resort to actual layoffs. This has left them with a 
new interest In productivlty--how to provide the present 
level of services with the same or smaller work force. 

The comfortable living of the early Seventies when 
some poor performers, no-shows and sometime-'shows could 
be absorbed in the tremendous expansion without seriously 
impairing essential services is ending. 

The concept of comparability between public and 
private sectors is taking on two new dimensions. Public 
administrators have pretty well convinced taxpayers that 
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total compensation--wages and fringes--has to keep up 
with the private sector. But now there are also 
(1) growing murmurs from the public that individual 
performance has to keep up with the private sector 
and (2) in the layoffs and reduced work forces there 
are reminders that, as in industry and commerce, govern
ment jobs are not necessarily forever. 

As so often happens, the first thrusts came in 
New York City. The insistence that l~it costs in the 
public sector should compare favorably to those in the 
private sector led the government of New York City to 
begin citing the private garages l flat rate work book 
to its sanitation truck repairmen in arguing that their 
own efforts shOUld be comparable. It took time to nego
tiate performance standards, but they are working. 
Additionally, taxpayer groups highlighted the tonnage 
price charged by private cartage men for removing 
residents ' household garbage and urged either attaining 
comparability or considering the wisdom of subcontracting. 
(Some communities do employ private firms on such tasks 
as collecting garbage already.) 

Productivity--a commonplace word in the lexicon 
of business and industry---is beginning to be heard 
increasingly in government circles and with a neW note 
or urgency. Much has been started by managerial 
initiatives although even managers need to be jogged 
periodically that they have a duty to manage, not merely 
process work. • . . 

... workers are interested in the work they do 
and bring a first-hand expertise to revamping the work 
process, that they have a major stake in the changes. 
It implies a management view of workers as people, who 
given the chance would rather do a good and useful day's 
work than to dog the hours and goof off as much as 
possible .... there is a lot of unused potential in 
individual workers, and if they are part of an improve
ment plan the plan will be welcomed rather than resisted. 

This may seem like a risky experiment, but consider 
the constraints and the possibilities. Managers can 
appropriately require that any proposed changes bring 
about at least as much and as good quality services as 

o presently. This means the only way for productivity to 
go is up, and if it doesn't ther~'s always the old way 
easily remembered and reinstated. 

The possibilities are immense. This kind of effort 
can build a team spirit and lessen a we-they relationship; 
it is reorganization planned by the people on the job and 
not by outsiders or topsiders so that there is a likeli
hood of less complaints and more'cooperation; it can 
stimulate an attitUde that doing the job better is a 
matter of personal pride and achievement. s 
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There are, of course, the normal constraints on the applica-

tion of productivity bargaining, well stated by Rudolph A. Oswald. 

First, it is claimed that the c.ollective bargaining contract itself 

improves pruductivity: 

Productivity is also frequently related to the 
number of hours worked per day, week or year. The 
general reduction in hours of work has been accompanied 
by a substantial growth in output per man-hour. Studies 
of worker fatigue conducted during World War I I showed 
that long working hours not only led to declining 
marginal productivity, but to overall reduced efficiency 
as well. Thus the contract limitations on hours of work 
and overtime may often be a factor in improving overall 
productivity gains. Similarly, the vacation period 
allows workers the time to renew themselves and approach 
the job again refreshed. 

Contract clauses dealing with safety and health or 
other working conditions also affect morale and produc
tivity. An example would be a clause requiring manage
ment to provide rain gear to sanitation workers: itA 
worker who is provided with rain gear on a wet day will 
collect garbage more efficiently.1I 10 Such protection 
would most likely also cut down on illness and the 
resulting absenteeism. Other protective equipment would 
tend to reduce work injuries and the attendant loss of 
time. 

All these clauses are part of the usual collective 
bargaining agreement. Their very existence encourages 
higher morale and generally higher output per man-hour. ll 

It seems that the concept of productivity bargaining rests on 

the foundation of near-absolute assurance that existing jobs will 

be protected, as Oswald points out: 

What, then, is productivity bargaining? Sasically, 
it is just another element in bargaining dealing with 
methods for improving productivity. Frequently, the 
approach may entail some type of problem-solving or 
gain-sharing strategem. In reviewing present work 
practice and procedures, the bargaining committee may 
recommend more efficient way£ to get the tasks done. 
This may involve changes in traditional occupations, 
work jUrisdictions, job rights or establ ished customs. 
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These are very sensitive areas, and need to be treated 
cautiously, Work patterns develop a certain tradition, 
and become institutionalized as "past practice." 
Further, the changes proposed may pose a threat of 
unemployment or reduced income to the incumbent job 
ho I der. 

These threats must be allayed from the very begin
ning by guarantees against any layoffs or pay cuts 
resulting from the proposed changes. These guarantees 
are elementary threshhold conditions for effective 
productivity bargaining. Fear of losing jobs can be 
the dominant force that motivates employees to resist 
improvement efforts. Even "a single layoff can have 
devastating personal consequences for the individual 
involved and can undermine the morale of the remaining 
workers."12 If job changes require the abolition of 
certain jobs, such abolition should not be made in one 
sweeping gesture, but rather gradually, allowing normal 
forces of attrition to curtail the number of po~itions, 
as well as establishing formal retraining programs and 
encouraging transfers to areas of greater need. 
Similarly, guarantees against income loss can be 
achieved by so-called "red-circling"-a pro£,lram that 
woul d assure incumbent workers that they VJoul d not 
suffer any cut in earnings, although new hirees could 
be brought into the Job at lower wage levels. It is 
important to remember that the goal of the program is 
to improve productivity, not to cut salaries or reduce 
the work force. IS 

Pertinent Standards and Goa1s 

Standard 15.5, Evaluating the Performance of the Correctional 

System, is quoted below: 

Each correctional agency immediately should begin 
to make performance measurements 011 two evaluative 
levels--overall performance or system reviews as measured 
by recidivism, and program reviews that emphasize 
measurement of more immediate program goal achievement. 
Agencies allocating funds for correctional programs 
should require such measurements. Med5urements and 
review should reflect these considerations: 
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1. For system reviews, measurement of recidivism 
should be the primary evaluative criterion. The follow
ing definition of recidivism should be adopted 
nationally by all correctional agencies to facilitate 
comparisons among jurisdictions and compilation of 
national figures: 

Recidivism is measured by (1) criminal acts that 
resulted in conviction by a court, when committed by 
individuals who are under correctional supervision or 
who have been released from correctional supervision 
within the previous three years, and by (2) technical 
violations of probation or parole in which a sentencing 
or paroling authority took action that resulted in an 
adverse change in the offender's legal status. 

Technical violations should be maintained separately 
from data on reconvict ions. Also, recidivism should 
be reported in a manner to discern paLLerns of change. 
At a minimum, statistical tables should be prepared 
every 6 months during the 3-year followup period, show
ing the number ~f recidivists. Discriminations by age, 
offense, length of sentence, and disposition should be 
provi ded. 

2. Program review is a more specific type of 
evaluation that should entailthe~a five criteria of 
measurement: 

a. Measurement of effort, in terms of cost, 
time, and types of personnel employed in the 
project in Auestion. 

b. Measurement of performance, in terms of 
whether immediate goals of the program have 
been achieved. 

c. Determination of adequacy of performance, 
in terms of the program's value for rffenders 
exposed to it as shown by individual rollowup. 

d. Determination of efficiency, assessing 
effort and performance for various programs to 
see which are most effective with comparable 
groups and at what cost. 

e. Study of process, to determine the relative 
contributions of process to goal achievement, such 
as attributes of the program related to success or 
failure, recipients of the program who are more or 
less benefited, conditions affecting program 
del ivery, dnd effects produced by the program. 
Program reviews should provide for classification 
of offenders by relevant types (age, offense 
category, base expectancy rating, psychological 
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state or type, etc.). Evaluative measurement 
should be applied to discrete and defined cohorts. 
Where recidivism data are to be used, classifica
tions should be related to reconvictions and 
technical violations of probation or parole as 
required in systems reviews. 

3. Assertions of system or program success should 
not be based on unprocessed percentages of offenders 
not reported in recidivism figures. That is, for 
individuals to be claimed as successes, their sUccess 
must be clearly related in some demonstrable way to 
the program to which they were exposed. 14 

IMPACT ---' 

Employment in the public sector has grown rapidly over the past 

two decades. Table 6 indicates that while the population of the 

United States increased 28 percent from 1954 to 1974, employment 

in federal, state, and local governments increased 152 percent, 

as compared to a private sector growth of about 60 percent. 

TABLE 6 

GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT IN THE UNITED STATES 
--~--~~~~~~~--~--~~--~--~~~~~---~-----

1954 AND 1974* (millions) 

PERCENT'"' 
1954 1974 INCREASE 

Fede ra 1 gover n!Tl€l'lt 2.2 2.7 

State and local 22.7 

government 4.6 11.6 152.2 

Private sector 42.3 64.0 51.3 

Total 
nonagricultural 
employment 49.0 78.3 59.8 

;"Refers to wage and salary workers in nonagricultural 
es tab 1 i shments. 

SOURCE: U.S. Statistical Abstract (Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975). 
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Over the past 25 years, public employee salaries in the 

federal government and in the northeast, central, and western states 

have been establ ished on the basis of prevai 1 ing pay for comparable 

classes in other public employment and private sectors. This has 

tended to produce pay increases substantially greater than the 

increases in cost of living as measured by the Bureau of Labor 

Sta~istics. While the 1973-75 consumer price index reflected major 

increases which prevailing pay setting of public salaries has 

failed to match, this was due partly to the recession and unusual 

pressures on public agencies to hold the line on budgets and taxes. 

Under these pressures negotiated contracts provided for little 

or no salary increase, but substantial increases in other benefits: 

overtime provisions, more training time, more free insurance, retire-

ment plan improvements, etc. In real costs, some of these benefits 

may be more costly than salary increases which might otherwise have 

been made. 

In 1975-76. negotiated pay increases have not been excessive 

in terms of the prevailing pay concept--no more, possibly, than 

would have been provided without the unions. (The wage increase 

agreements widely viewed as exce~sive have occurred in city police 

and fire fighter contracts In New York City Washington, D.C., and 

San Francisco.) 

In the final analysis, uGion leaders must negotiate for what 

their members want. Employees cannot be expected to reflect 

manpgement's interests, loyalties, and responsibil ities. 
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Accordingly, management's concern for productivity offsets to new 

contract costs cannot be shifted to union leaders. On the other 

hand, union leaders may have to modify some of their attitudes 

brought over from private industry--for example, their opposition 

to increased work producti vi ty (expanded dut i es or Iispeedupsll) or 

to reorganization or new procedures which eliminate jobs. 

As recently reported in Cal ifornia, the pol itical tides are 

running heavily against legislation giving public employees the 

rights to collective bargaining and strikes. State officials told 

an AFL-CIO conference:' 

liThe public must be convinced that collective 
bargaining won1t lead to further increases in property 
taxes ,II Lieutenant Governor Mervyn Dymally bluntly told 
250 labor leaders. Dymallyls other criticism was of 
public statements by union leaders against attempts to 
eliminate outmoded governmental agencies •••. "You 
have to end statements that sound like taxpa~ers only 
exist for the benefit of public employees." 1 
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Related Issues 

1.02 - Collective Bargaining Negotiations 

1.13 - Management Rights 

1.15 - Other Important Management-Employee Relations Issues 

I 
I 
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1.08 CONTRACT RENEGOTIATION 

Issue: How does union contract renegotiation differ from initial 

contract negotiation? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

(1) Correctional managers must be better prepared with the facts 

concerning the existing contract, problems, costs, and other 

impact considerations. 

(2) Management should have adopted improvements in the conduct of 

negotiations and in the mechanisms for analysis of union pro-

posa1s and feedbacks to the state negotiator(s). 

(3) Management should act affirmatively on certain issues based on 

exper'ience with the current contract. For example, proposals 

to modify seniority requirements in assignment, promotion, and 

overtime should be ready to put on the table if they are well 

founded. 

(1.) Unions must come out of the bargaining with some gains, 

particularly if salary increases are to be minimal. Consider-

able pressure for gains in other economic and non-economic 

benefits is normal. 

(5) The bargaining issues will always reflect the major economic 

and security concerns of employees. In times of perceived 

threat to job security, negotiations will center on either 
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job protection guarantees of assurances that positions to be 

created in other correctional services, such as group homes 

and halfway houses, will be available for and under the exist

ing union. 

(6) To the extent possible, correctional management should attempt 

to ensure that approval of all neW provisions which involve 

significant additional expenditures will be conditioned on the 

availability of funds earmarked for these purposes in the 

legislative appropriation bill. 

(7) The correctional administrator can expect to reap the harvest 

of good or ill will generated during the previous year's 

experience with grievance and meet-and-confer procedures. 

IMPACT 

The negotiation process is extremely time-consuming--often 

drawn out for months--and tensions mount as the various proposals 

are put forward and studied. While it is only one of many important 

functions of the correctional administrator, it is the moment of 

self-justification for the union's chief executive and negotiator. 

It is also a trying period for the state negotiator who may have to 

go through the difficul.t, ritualistic process numerous times with 

different unions. 

The negotiation/renegotiation process usually involves several 

levels of bargaining, with some important discussions and concessions 
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between the top labor leader and the governor or director of finance; 

and others between a union leader and the chairman of an important 

legislative committee. Although the media and other observers may 

be present at all formal negotiating sessions, some points of agree-

ment will emerge without discussion and some issues will be 

unexpectedly resolved. Most of the political aspects of the 

collective bargaining process will be evident during contract 

negotiation and renegotiation. 

Related I~ 

1.02 - Collective Bargaining Negotiations 

1,05 - Funding Contract Provisions 
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1.09 CIVIL SERVICE INTERRELATIONSHIPS 

Issue: How does the civil service system relate to collective 

bargaining? In what way does this affect the correctional 

admi n i strator? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

Some union leaders have stated that collective bargaining 

ultimately will mean the end of civfl service. This is because of 

the general substitution of service and seniority formulas for civil 

service tests in promotions within a general class series and the 

recognition that the union contract provides as good if not better 

protection of job security than does civil service. The latter is 

argued on the basis that union contracts not only protect the 

individual from discharge and other advers~ actions without strong 

proof of incompetence or misdeeds, but also protect the jobs 

themselves--from abolishment, transfer, and reclassification--

which the civil service does not do. 

On the other hand, state civil service executives point out 

that while there will be a number of changes in civil service as 

collective bargaining becomes establ ished, most aspects of civil 

service will continue to exist very much as they do now. In 

particular, they doubt that legislatures or governors are interested 

in reducing central control over the quality of personnel recruit

ment, testing, and certification at all entrance levels, as well as 

at other steps in the ladders of promotion. 
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It is generally agreed that there is too much overlap between 

the appellate review powers of both the civil service commission 

and the grievanca procedure which on impasse can go to fact-finding 

and arbitration through the state office of employee relations. The 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) also may be 

involved in independent examination of prison employee working 

conditions, safety, and health. In some states, there is also an 

appeal route to the equal opportunity commission where racial or 

sexual discrimination is alleged. In nearly all cases, there is 

an ultimate appeal route to the courts. 

While all overlaps need not be eliminated, certain personnel 

actions may be best removed from the grievance procedure and placed 

under the jurisdiction of the civil service commission or similar 

agency. These would be: (1) all aspects of the position classifica

tion plan, (2) determinatiO'n of position allocations to classes, 

(3) determination of minimum qualifications of classes, (4) scope 

and administration of recruitment and examination, and (5) the 

certification of eligible lists and their abolishment. Where it is 

established this way, the unions represent their members individually 

and collectively before the civil service agency. Such appeals are 

usually faster and involve no additional costs to unions or manage

ment 1 as do arbitration and fact~flnding. 

The tension between collective bargaining and civil service 

merit systems has important impl ications for pub] Ic sector employ

ment, not only in the area of position classification systems, but 

also in job assignments and promotions. The movement from a state 
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service in which promotions are based entirely on merit and 

competitive examinations to one in which promotions are based 

largely on a seniority criterion already is occurri~g in many civil 

service systems, spurred on by collective bargaining contracts. 

The best example of this problem is provided by the state of 

California--which has not yet instituted collective bargaining for 

its employees. When it does, and if it also authorizes wage nego

tiations, the act will run head-on into another state act which 

as a matter of policy provides for determination of state employees' 

salaries on the basis of levels generally prevailing in the 

community and requires that these salaries reflect sound and fair 

internal relationships. To this end, the State Personnel Board 

(the civil service commission) is required to conduct periodic 

pay studies and to determine the amount of increase needed for 

each class other than statutory positions. 

After a public hearing, the Personnel Board recommends to the 

governor that the amount of the increase found to be needed be 

budgeted in order to keep salaries on a comparative and competitive 

basis. The governor can request appropriation of the amount, or 

he can ask for rrore, less, or none. However, only the State 

Personnel Board has the power to make internal changes in the 

salary plan--provided that funds are available to finance the change. 

But by appropriation legislation, the legislature can provide for 

special increases to some employee groups or provide a flat amount 

for across-the-board increases. 
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This plan has been very popular with state employees and 

widely praised nationally. It has helped California to maintain 

a general salary leadership among the states. If collective 

bargaining is enacted for state employees, and the pay system is 

not altered, the role of the union in wage and salary negotiations 

probably will be restricted to hearing presentations to the State 

Personnel Board on the interpretation of prevail ing rate data, 

the comparability of jobs, and the consideration of noncompensation 

factors such as fringe benefits. The difficulty with such pay-

setting practices is that the rates lag behind the private sector 

and those public jurisdictions which have introduced collective 

bargaining or adopted other pay-setting techniques. In a healthy 

economy, the state lags behind the private sector in raising 

salaries, but in a flagging economy the state also lags behind the 

private sector in pay reductions and layoffs. 

The State Salary Plan 

Wage negotiation through collective bargaining seems to have 

caused few problems for the states' general salary plans. There 

are, however, sound reasons. to expect more problems in the future. 

To permit unfettered contract salary negotiation would require 

substantial modification of the California legislation described 

above. A lTlore 1 ikely approach would be to make pay negotiations 

subject to review and modification by the state civil service 

commission after a public hearing, and to provide the right to 
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further appeal. In most classes of interest to the unions, e.g., 

correctional officers, clerk-typists, tradesmen, and technicians, 

prev,;dling wage data provide a considerable range for interpretation 

and negotiation. 

Considering the imp~rtance of maintaining reasonable pay 

differentials among managerial, supervisory, and worker classes, 

negotiated increases at the bottom will tend to produce proportionate 

increases in higher class levels. This will end whenever compaction 

begins to develop near the top where statutory ceilings establish 

a limit for top-level civil service positions. It is, of course, 

quite possible that union leaders will be among those lobbying for 

statutory salary increases on the basis that failure to provide 

these increases restricts workers' rights to a fair salary. In 

some cases, union appeals have caused subordinates to be paid more 

than their superiors whose salaries are set by statute. 

Position Classification Plan 

Personnel management orthodoxy holds that a position classifica-

tion plan is the foundation of the entire personnel system. As 

widespread in private industry as it is in government, the position 

classification plan groups together positions on the basis of similar 

duties and responsibilities so that similar qualifications may be 

required of all who are considered for employment in the class and 

similar compensation may be paid to each. 
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The plan also relates classes to others in a series (e.g., junior 

accountant, intermediate accountant, and senior accountant) and 

specific lower classes to general higher classes. For example, an 
,. 

assistant chief, accounting division, mau have the following classes 

eligible for promotion to the position: supervising accountant, 

supervising budget analyst, chief data processing technician, and 

senior cost accountant. 

These relatlonships provide a rational, albeit subjective, 

basis for construction of a salary plan which provides higher 

salaries for classes deemed to have greater responsibility and 

Huthority. Some of the common classification series in a prison 

personnel system and their relative salaries are shown in Table 7. 

The salary ranges indicated in this table refer to a series of 

several (usually five or more) monthly salary steps. Each step is 

usually about 5 percent higher than the one below it. Since the 

salary ranges overlap, it is possible for a sergeant with consider-

able seniority to be at a salary rate identical to that of a newly 

appointed lieutenant who had advanced only to the second step of the 

sergeant1s salary range before promoti~~ to lieutenant. 

Under this system, the personnel analyst or administrator will 

wish to achieve fair and sound salary relationships which, once 

they are achieved, are resistant to change--except in those cases 

based on evidence of changing prevailing pay elsewhere or change~ 

in job duties and responsibil ities. At the same time, employees in 

each group can look across such a chart and feel that they deserve 

an increase in relation to another class. 
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TABLE 7 

TYPICAL SALARY RELATIONSHIPS OF VARIOUS PRISON CLASSES 

(All titles on the same level are paid at the same salary r~nge.) 

CLASSES 

SUPERINTENDEN MEDICAL 
OFF I CER:~ 

ASST. SUPT., ASST. SUPT., ASCT. SUPT., 
18 ADM I N I STRAT I ON CUSTODY TREATI-IENT 

17 I CHIEF 
COUNSELOR 

16 
CORRECTIONAL SUPVR. OF 

" CAPTAIN EDUCATION 

I 
ACCOUNTING & CHIEF OF I SR. J 15 BUDGET SUPVR. MAINTENANCE COUNSEI,OR 

14 CORRECTIONAL 
LIEUTENANT 

PROCUREMENT & BLDG. TRADES ACADEMIC VOCATIONAL 
13 SERVICES OFF. FOREMAN TEACHER INSTRUCTOR 

12 FIRE CHIEF 
CORRECTIONAL 

SERGEANT 
CHIEF RECORDS 

OFFICER 

11 
LAUNDRY I CORRECT I ONAl I 

SUPERVISOR COUNSELOR 

10 
.,?R. 

CORRECTIONAL 
OFFICER 

9 
PLANT SR. RECORDS 

ENGINEER OFFICER . 
8 SR. PERSONNEL TRUCK DRIVER CORRECTIONAL 

CLERK OFFICER 

7 CORRECTIONAL RECORDS 
OFF. TRAINEE OFFICER 

~"',!.L, 

6 

5 
PERSONNEL 

CLERK 

*While the medical officer is organizationally subordinate to the prison 
superintendent, his salary level is equivalent. This is an example of 
competitive salaries serving as a more real istic basis than hierarchical 
relationships if the position is to be filled. Others in this group, such 
as dentists and psychiatrists, might be paid even more than the su~erintendent. 
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Where collective bargaining units are formed by the top-bottom columns, 

in relation to the chart, seven different bargaining units are shown: 

correctional officers, accounting, clerical, social services 

(counse!ors), blUe-collar trades, education-professional, and medical-

professional. These would be called horizontal units because they 

would include like classes in other departments. Accordingly, the 

union representing correctional officers and senior correctional 

officers may be successful in negotiating a one-step (5 percent) pay 

increase for its members. This probably will force a corresponding 

increase in pay of lieutenant, captain, and assistant superintendent 

classes if pay relationships among grades are to be maintained. 

If all are increased, the central personnel agency ordinarily :.' -~-- -:.: -".' I 
""r': " " _ .~ 

will not want to increase the classes related to the custody series. 

The corrections agency may argue that the fire chief and the chief 

records officer should be granted increases in order to maintain 

parity with the correctional sergeant class, since a good source 

of recruitment or backup for these positions has been from sergeant 

positions. This source will dry up if sergeants are asked to 

transfer to a lower class. In another vein, the correctional 

counselors' union may revise its plan for a pay increase request 

and get on the bandwagon of "historical relationships·· when they 

go to bargaining. 

While every union would like to obtain an increase for its 

members higher than those obtained by other unions, management 

wi 11 tend to seek across-the-board pay increases 'in order to avoid 

a perpetual struggle with each employee group and union. 
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Wage Versus Non-Wage Benefits 

While the pay plan provides the principal economic benefit for 

employees, it is obvious that other benefits such as sick leave, 

retirement, and health insurance are significant aspects of compen-

sation. There are some benefits which prison-based employment can 

provide and these tend to increase under collective bargaining. 

These may include the following: 

• Uniform allowances; 

• Shift differential pay; 

8 Some meals free or at cost (approximately ~ price); 

• Laundry service (free or at reduced rates); 

• Low-cost housing (bachelor office quarters and houses 
for families); 

• Nominal charges for shoeshines, haircuts, television 
repair, upholstering furniture, car repair, dry cleaning, 
etc., through vocational shops and assigned prisoner 
workers; 

• In-service training on an overtime pay basis; 

• Use of prison land, buildings, and utilities by employee 
associations, which facilitates an lIemployee cooperative" 
providing wholesale prices for gasoline and car services, 
auto parts and accessories, outside snack bar for staff 
and families, and catalog purchasing; 

• Employee association profits from the operation of 
institution-located vending machines used by staff, inmate 
visitors, and inmates during visiting periods. 

Hazardous Duty Pay Increase Requests 

In the past few years, there have been increasing requests by 

correctional officer groups and unions for additional pay for 
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hazardous work. As yet, there is no statistical evidence that the 

work of correctional officers has become more dangerous. For that 

matter, except for a few highly publicized events, it cannot be 

ranked as very hazardous in the first place. Whenever state occupa

tional injuries are reported (for workmenls compensation) and 

tabulated by number of injuries per 100,000 man-hours worked (or 

other rat& basis), correctional officers rank below forestry, 

parks, transportation, and highway maintenance workers; they are 

far behind pol ic.e and fire department employees. However, the 

fear of injury among staff who deal directly ~-Jith prisoners is 

undeniable. 

It was not so much fear that motivated correctional officers 

in the maximum-security cell block of the Michigan City Penitentiary 

(Indianals most secure prison) to walk out and picket. The 

danger of the assignment was cited as the basis for their demand 

for more pay than correctional officers in other assignments. 

However, while the statels pay system was not far out of line with 

pay levels in the central and southern areas of the state where 

most of the institutions were located, the real issue in this case 

was the need for higher pay for Michigan City correctional officers. 

Michigan City is located in an industrial area where prevailing pay 

rates were substantially greater and living costs commensurate. 

Wh i 'I e th is fact was appreciated, it was a re lief t;J the 

governorls personnel office to agree that a special pay allowance 

was warranted because of the hazards of the maximum-security unit 

assignment. In this manner, it was possible to avoid the unpleasant 
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issue of a special pay differential for a particular area of the 

state. 

One year later, nearly all correctional officers in the state 

were receiving the special allowance because there seemed to be no 

place to draw the I jne. First, the other correctional officer posts 

in Michigan City were found to be de~erving of parity with the 

maximum-security cell block employees; later, maintenance, clerical, 

and professional staff also were receiving the Ilhazardous duty 

allowance. 1I The policy had moved to the other adult institutions 

and in late 1975 seemed likely to be added to the juvenile institu

tions as well as the training academy. By December 1975, it appeared 

that there was justification for a special pay increase (above the 

minimum-step hiring rate) for Michigan City employees. This solution 

gave nearly all correctional employees a one-step increase. This 

occurred without collective bargaining, but with nearly all employees 

in Michigan City represented by unions. Michigan City correctional 

officers still have a good case for an additional special pay 

increase. 

Correctional officers typify the many employee classes in a 

prison. The duties and hazards are reflected in the class specifica

tion, pay comparisons, and usually by inclusion in the early, 

full retirement plan. In most states, the higher incidence of 

heart attacks has been recognized in statutory provisions as a 

presumption of service connection of cardiovascular disability. 

Counselors, culinary supervisors, and trade foremen also work with 
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most of these hazards, and they are killed or injured by prisoners 

at approximately the same rate as correctional officers. These 

other classes usually have no presumption of service connection for 

heart disabilities, and they are seldom eligible for the early 

retirement plan. 

Special pay increases for added hazards faced in correctional 

work are likely to be high on the agendas of correctional unions 

in the years ahead. Correctional administrators must ensure that 

their respective state employee relations directors are cognizant 

of the problems which can result from negotiating away small benefits 

which ultimately cause serious problems for correctional adminis-

tration and lead to additional pressures from other employee groups 

affected by comparative salary inequities. Equitable administration 

of the compensation plan is the administrator's responsibility. 

Collective Bargaining Effects on Position Classification Plans 

As already indicated, the position classification pl~n is as 

essential as the budget to public ~d~jnistration. The quality of 

the position classification plan, which varies considerablY from 

state to stdte, can 'be generally appraised by seeing how well it 

is maintained. A plan is' well maintained if there is constant 

revision of classes, new classes added, obsolete ones abolished, 

and a continuous job audit program to locate and correct 

misclassifications. 

It is a well-known fact that jobs change. Many change under 

the impact of an individual in a particular job. An energetic, 
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imagfnative employee may expand a job's scope to the point where a 

higher or new classification is warranted. For whatever reasons, 

some employees neither perform all of the required duties nor 

exercise the authority assigned to them. An employee who cannot 

handle his current assignment sometimes is reassigned to a job 

which is less complex, without reclassification of the job. 

After a few years, roughly 10 percent of all positions in a 

department or prison may be misclassified--about half of which are 

"underclassified" and should be upgraded to the appropriate class, 

while the other half should be downgraded because they are 

"overclassified." Employees usually are gratified to be upgraded 

and naturally resent being downgraded. After employee appeals are 

heard and reconsiderations given, employees who have been over-

classified for many years usually are given a no-pay-cut or 

II red-circle" rate. In other words, they are reclassified to the 

lower class grade but retain their current salary until it 

corresponds to a step in the salary range of the lower class.* 

Employees whose positions merit upgrading, on the other hand, 

may become anSry when the civil service commission concludes that 

many other employees ~re eligible for promotion to this higher class, 

or that fairness requires that an examination for the class be held 

with the incumbent eligible to compete. The employee may be appointed 

to this higher class on a provisional or temporary basis until the 

*Some recent contracts have extended the negotiated pay increase 
to the employees on "red-circle" rates. 
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examination is concluded and the position filled permanently from 

the new list of eligibles. 

Under union contracts, the employee has a spirited advocate 

regardless of the outcome of the classification audit. Through 

the union, the employee can also draw on professional staff exper-

tise to challenge the personnel classification experts. The personnel 

agency or civil service commission v/i11 be stimulated and improved, 

provided that union advocacy does not become excessive to the point 

of exhausting the personnel staff (which, of course, may generate 

the additional personnel staff needed for this work). An alternative 

response of the central personnel agency is to reduce the frequency 

and scope of the job audit program. Over a period of time, this 

will produce high rates of overclassification, causing the state to 

be overpaying a substantial portion of the work force. With the 

unions involved, the personnel agency also may become discouraged 

by appeals and by the conflicts arising from the creation of new 

classes. As a result, there is a tendency for the classification 

plan and its minimum qualifications section to become rigid and 

inflexible. 

Most state perS'emnel admi n i strators woul d agree that, given 

the considerable time and money required, their state position 

classification plans should be completely revamped. However, it 

is a protracted and expensive technical task which is administratively 

disruptive until concluded. Thus, there usually are few who support 

overhaul of the classification plan, especially since the benefits 
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of revision are uncertain compared to the known faults of the 

existing plan. 

The U.S. Intergovernmental Personnel Act, administered by the 

U.S. Civil Service Commission, has an annual appropriation primarily 

for the purpose of assisting'state and local governments in the 

development of their personnel systems. In December 1975, Indiana 

completed a two-year, grant-supported project to replace the state1s 

position classification plan. The new plan could be a model for 

all states. Based on the federal classification system, it has 

considerably more flexibility in terms of updating and operational 

appl ication. A feature of this plan is that each classification 

includes a statement of general duties which applies to all positions 

in the class. In another section, significant related duties which 

make certain positions more difficult or responsible are outlined. 

With point values for added duties, one class may have a basic 

salary range and higher salary r~nges for some positions with the 

additional duties involved. An example would be the position of 

correctional officer in the prison isolation section who is trained 

and licensed to administer emergency medications or treatment in 

suicide attempt cases, and who is required to write a special 

evaluation report to the parole board on all cases in the section 

involving self-mutilation and suicide. Any correctional officer 

who performed such duties would be entitled to one or two additional 

salary steps for as long as he was qualified for and performed 

such duties. 
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The classification plan can be the basis for as much conflict 

as the salary plan. Correctional administrators usually do not 

appreciate this fact as their personnel offices handle the technical 

work involved. On the other hand, union staff usually do under-

stand the principles of position classification because it provides 

almost unlimited opportunities to serve employees' interests. It 

is the basis for appeals to the following types of action: 

• Creating new lists of eligibles; 

• Abolishing old I ists of eligibles; 

• Determining the scope of recruitment (open or promotional; 
service-wide or departmental); 

• Modifying the scope of examination (written, performance, 
ora 1) ; 

• Modifying the weighting of examination parts (i.e., 
60 percent written and 40 percent oral versus 40 percent 
written or 40 percent qualifications appraisal--points 
for breadth and length of pertinent previous employment 
and education); 

• Challenging the appropriateness of assigned tasks to the 
given job and the authority of the job (often an issue in 
disciplinary cases); 

• Altering the comparison of evaluations of work difficulty 
from one class to another (for pay purposes). 

Correctional administrators anticipating the institution of 

collective bargaining in their states should do all they can to 

have their classification plans updated ~nd all jobs audited by 

the personnel agency, as well as to establish any new classes which 

have been in the planning stage for the past few years. 
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IMPACT 

The effects of mUltiple administrative appeal routes include 

confusion, duplication of work, and excessive costs. While the 

problem usually is recognized by legislation drafters and adminis-

trative operatives, its resolution is deferred because the solution 

is complex and controversial. The political expedient has been to 

put aside the question, agreeing that it must be dealt with at some 

time in the future, and to let the collective bargaining process 

commence. 

The ultimate impact may be more serious than estimated by most 

employee relations experts. Dealing constructively with the problem 

may be much more difficult after collective bargaining is clearly 

establ ished. This issue involving civil service conflicts and 

constraints was discussed in California's Final Report of the 

Assembly Advisory Council on Public Employee Relations: 

Civil service and similar personnel systems which 
predate the emergence of publ ie-sector bargaining 
present perhaps the most difficult problems in resolving 
scope-of-bargaining issues related to alternative 
systems. Despite the current assumption in the State's 
three basic public employee relations statutes that 
meet-and-confer approaches to public-sector bargaining 
are fully compatible with "strengthening merit, civil 
service (tenure) and other methods of administering 
employer-employee re1c3tions," no interested party, to 
our knowledge, has seriously maintained that bilateral 
determination through collective bargaining in the 
public sector can go forward from this point of develop
ment without making inroads against existing civil 
service and related personnel systems. Rather, the 
major question ..• is whether, and to what extent, 
legal frameworks designed to advance public-sector 
collective bargaining should accommodate the continuing 
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jurisdiction of civil service and other related 
personnel systems over various aspects of employment 
relationships.. .1 

A precedent case in Los Angeles was analyzed and the conclusion 

was reached that a public employee relations commission had little 

usefulness in disputes between that commission and the civil service 

commission when the enabling legislation fails to confront the issues 

of accommodation between the two largely competing or alternative 

systems of labor relations. 

The report then turns to the "merit principle" issue which is 

a fundamental tenet of civil service. It is a "vexing" issue to 

presume the merit principle as an integral part of a broader civil 

service system and still have comprehensive collective bargaiping 

without conflict between them. One way to resolve the issue could 

be to clarify or redefine the merit principle: 

... The only types of personnel matters mentioned 
in the [merit principle] definitions are those involving 
the movement of persons into, within, and out of an 
organization .... Personnel movements constitute the 
heart of the merit principJe which, In the strictest 
sense, may be defined as the belief that the criterion 
of relative competence should be the controlling factor 
in decisions involving personnel movements. 2 

The report also provided an interesting statement from the 

Western Assembly: 

There is a pervasive confusion over the meaning of the 
terms "merit principlell and "merit system." The former 
embodies the requirement that employees be recruited, 
selected and advanced under conditions of political 
neutrality, equal opportunity, and competition on the 
basis of merit. The latter, for which "civil service 
system" is commonly used as an interchangeable term, has 
come to encompass comprehensive programs of personnel 

-management, unilaterally initiated and administered by 
the government employer. s 
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The Western Assembly concluded that a merit or civil service 

system, thus broadly defined, is basically incompatible with a 

collective bargaining system, and must in time be absorbed or 

replaced by the latter! 

••• Moving into areas currently occupied by civil 
service systems will plunge the parties into some 
rather treacherous waters, unless the process is 
accomplished concurrently with the enactment of 
comprehensive labor relations legislation that eases 
the transition.~ 

The California Assembly Adivsory Council felt that, in providing 

a period for accommodations between civil service and comprehensive 

public employee relations legislation, it could be a help or a 

hindrance: 

••• The problem with publ ic employee relations 
laws that do not contain accommodation provisions, it 
should be emphasized, is not that they necessarily 
restrict the scope of bargaining, but that they almost 
inevitably result in legal conflicts between collective 
bargaining and local merit systems that only the courts 
can effectively resolve ••• ,5 

The California Assembly Advisory Council went on to explore 

transitional changes. Cogent arguments were presented in support of 

the position that the substitution of seniority for relative campe-

tence as the controlling factor in promotions) transfers, and layoffs 

was not essentially inconsistent with the merit principle. For 

example, most civil service qualification criteria for promotion 

already include and recogniZe length of service as a relevant 

factor. Three conclusions were made concerning vlhat to do in the 

face of the dilemma of policy planning--to resolve the compatibility 
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issues by comprehensive collective bargaining enabling legislation 

or not attempt to resolve these issues, enact the enabling legis-

lation, and let the solutions to the problems evolve over time: .. 

. . . At the same time, we think it would be a mistake 
to allow concerns about protection of the merit principle 
to become a vehicle for unreasonably restricting the 
scope of bargaining or for frustrating the evolution 
of constructive bilateral relationships in the public 
sector. . . . 

... under the best of circumstances, problems 
involving the degree of recognition to be given alter
native or competing systems in framing comprehensive 
public employee relations legislation are significantly 
more difficult than problems involving the constraints 
of management reserved rights on the scope of 
bargaining ...• 

We have concluded that it is not possible fully 
to reconcile all the conflicting views over these 
kinds of scope issues; for it appears that there may 
be as many approaches to handling alternative systems 
and conflicting laws as there are differing views regard
ing both the speed and the extent to which inroads 
should be made through collective bargaining against 
civil service systems, the merit principle itself, 
prevailing-rate procedures, and other alternative or 
competing methods of establ ishing conditions of 
employment .••• 6 

While the desirable relationship b~tween the civil service 

system and collective bargaining is not entirely clear, we believe 

that the basic issue should be resolved by legislation at the same 

time collective bargaining is authorized. How much weight should 

the state give to preserving its mechanisms for ensuring fairness 

in employment and effectiveness in recruiting and retaining 

personnel based On merit and fitness? Some organization, guiding 

policies, and effective procedures designed to provide fairness, 

such as equal-pay-for-equal-work, would seem to be more necessary 

than ever unaer collective bargaining. 
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In essence, the critical ussue is whether public employee 

relations should be planned o~ unplanned. MERle project staff feel 

that the results of comprehensive planning in the governor's office 

and in legislative committees would be less disruptive to government 

and to the public than the alternative of muddling through years of 

strike negotiations and arbitrator of court decisions. 

The example provided in Issue 1.02 (Bargaining Unit Deter-

mination) dealt with the comprehensive character and civil service 

capability of the Wisconsin legislation. The states of Oregon and 

Washington also have greater provisions for the compatibility of 

the tWQ systems. As a result of the experience gained in these 
'. 

states, many. improvements theoretically could have been made; 

however, the feasibility of such amendments is reduced now that 

so much time has elapsed. Unplanned employee rights have been 

established through contracts that would need to be taken away--

a prescription for explosive political controversy. 

It is obvious that most states with collective bargaining 

enabling legislation either have chosen not to take the comprehen-

sive planning approach or have virtually given no consideration to 

the issue; the latter probably has been more prevalent. 

In all states studied, union negotiations have brought about 

considerable direct and indirect compensation benefits--the total 

value of which is not excessive, except perhaps relating to some 

pension plans. At the same time, there was no evidence of any 
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attempt by unions to seek upgrading of the standards for correc-

tional officers or for their improved training. On the contrary, 

where they were factors at all, negotiations have hindered employee 

training by requiring that it all be on a paid-time basis (usually 

overtime at a premium pay rate). And union-supported seniority 

provisions have resulted in the systematic exodus of the highly 

qualified correctional officers from the most difficult to the 

least difficult job assignments. 
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1.10 TRAINING IN EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 

Issue: What is an appropriate employee relations training plan for 

corrections management, supervisors, and employees? How do 

the characteristics of prison managers affect training needs? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

A National Advisory Commission standard statesr 

All managers should receive training in the strategy 
and tactics of union organization, managerial strategies, 
tactical responses to such organizational efforts, labor 
law and legislation with emphasis on the ,)ubl Ic sector, 
and the collective bargaining process.! 

Characteristics of Prison Managers 

Line administrators are multidimensional, having many different 

strengths, weaknesses, and personality traits which bear on job 

performance. Yet some generalizations can still be made. Most 

correctional administrators have been unprepared for collective 

bargaining and essentia)ly unaware of its nature and methods. In 

addition, they have not understood the need for relinquishing some 

executive powers and prerogatives under collective bargaining. 

This tends to be more true of prison superintendents or 

wardens whose relatively authoritarian rule is sustained by the 

paramilitary structure of the prison organization. Though rarely 

trained professionally in public administration, the prison manager 

has the inherent abilities of a "generalist" administrator since 
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he has learned to direct, supervise, and control not only the 

security forces, but also the medical, educational, vocational, and 

counseling services; classification and records; recreation and 

library; religious activities; prison industries; and the maintenance 

and repair of an enormous plant and grounds, including culinary 

services, laundry, procurement and warehousing, budgeting, account

ing, and personnel office functions. All serve an operation which 

functions 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 

Obviously, the superintendent must have a practical under

standing of organization and coordination of diverse activities. 

In dealing with professional executives and with persons responsible 

for medical, educational, and other services, his style emphasizes 

leadership and tea~ork. Considerations of institutional security 

usually are more important than productivity. 

In contrast to departmental directors, who are compelled to 

adopt a broader orientation, the prison superintendent usually has 

limited and short-range objectives. Today and tomorrow are most 

important. Next year's problems are dealt with through the annual 

budget request (the "want 1 ist"), although, because of repeated 

disappointments in the past, the superintendent and his staff do 

not work very diligently at budget preparation. If something is 

desperately needed, it becomes time to "bt::nd the director's ear," 

"pass the word to a friendly legislator;' and later to do some 

"pounding on the commissioner's desk." But the focus is on survival, 

and the wo rds 010S t f req uen t I y used are: "we need it to keep con t ro I ) II 

"we are losing control," or "we have lost control." 
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Superintendents have some familiarity with the concepts of 

criminal justice and the goals of correction. But there is very 

little that the superintendent can do to ensure that criminals are 

converted into law-abid'ng citizens, despite his considerable 

authority within the institution. If the superintendent's staff 

meeting includes a discussion of rehabil itation planning and 

evaluation, it will soon return to last night's count, problems 

of contraband, the latest difficulties with Cell Block A. or the 

need for replacing broken windows or having. ti)e plumbing repaired. 

In spite of the hierarchical organization, the superintendent 

often thinks of the staff as his Iiteam" or even his "family.1I 

But the correctional officers, trades foremen, teachers, and 

counselors do not view themselves in this way. They work for 

their respective supervisors, who in turn report to the division 

chiefs. Daily accommodations are not made with great understanding, 

but they are accepted dutifully. Too many problems are solved 

(usually by a custodial supervisor or captain) on the basis of 

their authority alone. 

In addition, as in every organization, there will be a group 

of employees who are unhappy with their work, their supervisors, 

and the management. Old-timers might be inclined to say: "That's 

what kind of job it is. Take it or leave it." The current 

generation of employees, however, would be more likely to turn to 

the unions to achieve desired changes. This new context requires 
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that management obtain some training in collective bargaining and 

employee relations. 

Training Needs 

Prison superintendents must have some technical knowledge of 

the formal collective bargaining process. While some responsibilities 

will be delegated to staff subordinates and specialists, the superin

tendent should first familiarize himself with the process before 

any substantive delegation is made. Since he will be dealing with 

employees under terms covered by a legal contract, he must be 

knowledgeable about the content of union contracts, the organiza

tional and administrative mechanisms for negotiation and adminis

tration of contracts, and the ways in which contracts can be 

evaluated for the purposes of renegotiation. Finally, the superin

tendent will need to modify his management style to facilitate 

productive relationships among management and union officers, staff, 

and employee members. 

It is encouraging that a national survley reports that criminal 

justice executives appear to recognize a priority for training in 

management sciences (see Figure 3). Of particular note, it can be 

seen from this survey that adult and juvenile corrections adminis

trators have indicated an overwhelming priority for training in 

personnel management and labor relations if these two subjects are 

combined. 2 
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Recommendations of the Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower 
and Training 

Selected recommendations of the Joint Commission on Correc-

tiona1 Manpower and Training which are pertinent to solving some 

of the problems previously cited are shown below (marginal comments 

have been added): 3 

Union contracts 
may have helped 
this to happen. 

Collective 
bargaining 
seems to 
inhibit 
deve I opment. 

Ground has 
been lost in 
this are:~. 

Li ttl e p rog res s 
here. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
Patterns of supervision and administrative con
trol must be constantly reexamined to guard 
against overly restrictive supervision of 
employees. To a great extent the ability of 
corrections to attract and keep competent 
personnel will depend upon the employee's per
ception of his potential for self-fulfillment. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
Correctional agencies, especially those in the 
community, shou.ld adopt more flexible work 
schedules in order to utilize better their 
manpower and facilities. A rigid nine-to-five 
office schedule is a needless constraint on 
personnel time. Greater latitude in scheduling 
such things as conferences, contacts, home 
visits, and report writing can also result in 
a more meaningful level of service to offenders 
and the community. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
Corrections must make provIsIon for greater 
advancement opportunities in order to attract 
and retain high-quality personnel. Systems 
should be opened to provide opportunities for 
lateral entry and promotional mobility within 
jurisdictions as well as across jurisdictional 
lines. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff promotional pol icies of correctional 
agencies should be reassessed to place a greater 
stress on the possession of knowledge and 
skills in management processes. Candidates 
for promotion should also have a demonstrated 
ability to apply new knowledge and should be 
oriented toward the implementation of research 
and planned change. 
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Good progress 
with LEAA-LEEP 
funds. 

Li ttl e progress; 
such a plan may 
produce "wheeler
dealers" who 
m i gh t be mo re 
effective in 
labor relations 
ass i gnmen ts. 

Little progress. 

Little progress. 

Li ttle forward 
motion; concept 
opposed by 
employee unions. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
Correctional agencies must develop, in conjunc
tion with colleges and universities as weIr 
as the private sector, a range of management 
development programs including degree-oriented 
course wor~ in administration and management 
seminars, workshopsJ and institutes. Efforts 
should be made to incorporate the latest tech
niques and technology in these programs. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
To broaden the perspectives of promising young 
correctional administrators, staff development 
programs should facilitate experience in such 
special activities as legislative committee 
work, comprehensive planning, university 
research, community development, and adminis
trative and management consulting. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
The federal government should make funds avail
able to the states to finance management develop
ment programs. Similarly, states should subsidize 
management development activities in local 
jurisdictions. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
Correctional agencies at all jurisdictional lev(::]s 
should adopt sound management development programs. 
rn addition to a variety of training and develop
ment approaches to increase the knowledge and 
skills of present staff, consideration should be 
given to creative management trainee positions 
with on-going development activities built in. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
Correctional agencies should util ize more fully 
the resources of private industry. In areas 
such as management development, research, basic 
education, and job training for offenders, the 
private sector may be able to provide considerable 
assistance to corrections. Federal and state 
funding should be made available to correctional 
agencies to facilitate contracting for those 
services which might better be performed by 
private industry. 
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Training Plan 

The content of managerial training should be related to the 

status of collective bargaining (pending or first contract already 

concluded) and the scope of bargaining authorized. Table 8 relates 

training needs to several variables, including organization for 

bargaining, minimum time required, and status of collective 

bargaining. A summary of training topics which normally would 

be covered to some degree in any training course also is provided. 

In all cases, material and exhibits should reflect local statutes, 

contracts, organization, and related conditions. 

An appropriate training curriculum plan would cover at least 

those issues presented in Table 8. Under normal training circum

stances, with presentation and d j seuss ion of each topi c,two days 

would be required to cover the scope indicated. Review of manage

ment procedures and style for administration under collective 

bargaining contracts would reqUire a minimum of one full day. 

Special presentations of case studies, expert class lecturers, 

andsmall group discussion of special topics, such as emergency 

operations under employee strikes and related job actions, could 

lengthen training time considerably. The investment of up to one 

week on this SUbject would be justified wherever state collective 

bargaining is imminent or already in existence,' 

In situations where the state has just completed the initial 

phase of collective bargaining and a contract has been concluded, 

the: training requi rements would be much greater than those shown 
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TABLE 8 

TRAINING NEEDS PLAN ~ 

S TAT E COLLECTIVE BARGAIN I-N G ANTICIPATED 
~ 

TARGET GROUP TRAINING N!J!;EDS 
MINIMUM TIME 

ESTIMATED 

State employee relations Unique problems in corrections, desirable 1 day 
staff and other central legislation, bargaining units 
staff* 

Corrections administrators Principles and practices of collective 2~ days 
and top executive staff bargaining in tne public sector; contracts 

in other states; grievance procedures; 
impasse resolution 

I 

1st and 2nd level Same as above with greater emphasis on 3~ days 
supervisors grievance and meet-and-confer procedures 

First-line e:mp10yees Principles of collective bargaining 1 day 
(defer if un:lon (concisely) , pertinent state policies, 
organization has already practices in other states, formation of 
commenced) bargaining units, grievance and 

meet-and-confer procedures 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ALREADY E X 1ST I N G 

TARGET GR~)UP TRAINING NEEDS 
MINIMUM TIME 

ESTIMATED . 
State employee relations Prenegotiation meeting: review of 1 day 
staff and other ct;mtra1 previous years' problems with the union 
staff* contract; 

data 
review of contract evaluation 

. 
Corrections administrators Provisions of new union contracts 1 day 
and top executive st~ff (presentation by state employee relations 
(includes prison supel~in- director and staff) 
tendents and assistant~~) 

Alternative to above Provis:i.ons of new union· contracts, Wl.ttl ~ day 
for large departments: specific application to the respect:i.ve per locat:i.on 
:i.ns ti tu t:i.on-by-ins ti tu ti,on :i.nstitution or d:i.v:i.sion for each 
meetings with top and new contract 
middle managers , 

1st and 2nd level Grievance procedures and other employee 1 day 
supervisors relat:i.ons problems annually 

*May include civil service commission representative, representative from department 
of administration, personnel division, and budget division. 
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in Table 8. Depending on the scope of bargaining and the specific 

terms which have emerged, top management training could require as 

much as five days. Approximately one week of full-time training 

also would be required for first- and second-line supervisors and 

related staff (personnel office, timekeepers, and accounting 

employees). Very few departments have conducted employee relations 

training on such a scale, but most have regretted that they did not 

take the matter more seriously and provide more extensive training. 

The unions usually provide a training ~rogram for their local 

officers and shop stewards. Usually few demands are placed on 

departmental staff except the approved of time off without pay to 

attend the union training center. Additional departmental coopera

tion may be desirable, but the initiative to request it usually 

is best left to the unions. 

IMPACT 

Most correctional administrators have only belatedly prepared 

their organizations for collective bargaining. Administrators 

themselves have been inadequately prepared, generally because 

they have underestimated the significance of the process until 

they were enmeshed in it. 

For those closer to the operating levels of the orgalnizatiot., 

such as prison superintendents and their executive staffs, the new 

requirements are aln~st overwhelming. In the early period, mistakes 
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often are made on both sides. Union local officials tend to 

interpret more into some provisions than was intended, while local 

supervisors and managers tend to accept the union's interpretations 

and to resist new procedures from which they will later have to 

retreat. Confusion and frustration abound, and an enormous amount 

of executive time is diverted to trial-and-error l'~arning about 

the process and about specific new contract provisions. 

In virtually every public jurisdiction in this field, the 

stance of state correctionE'danagement has been largely reactive. 

Through prior and updated training, correctional administrators 

not only can minimize the shock of the new process on the organiza-

tion, but also can prepare for a smooth transition and development 

of an affirmative role with respect to employees' responsibilities. 

Appendix B contains a list of resources for assistance in 

staff training. 

References 

l. National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals, Corrections (Washington, D.C.: GoVernment Printing Office, 
1973), p. 459. 

2. National Planning Association, IINational Manpower Survey -
Criminal Justice System,lI Washington, D,C' 1 report prepared 
for the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, December 1976, 
Vo l. 5. 

3. Joint Commission on Correctional HanpowU" and Training, A Time 
to Act (Washington, D.C.: JCCMT, 1969), pp. 76 w 80. 
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Related Issues 

J .12 - Organization for Employee Relations 

2.01 - Grievance Procedures, Steps 1-3 

2.02 - Grievance Procedures, Steps 4 and 5 
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1.11 MANPOWER MANAGEMENT IN PRISON ADMINISTRATION 

Issue: How can prison administration efficiently depliby correctiotlat 

staff in situations where most, if not all, assignments are 

made by seniority selection? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

It is imperative that all correctional institutions establish, 

maintain, and use a post assignment plan for the deployment of all 

custodial personnel and other staff with custodial duties. It is 

no less important that all posts have post orders, a plan for 

keeping them up to date, and a plan for officers in those posts 

to review the orders on a regular basis. A record of assignment, 

day-by-day, should indicate the number of the P03t assigned. 

The post assignment plan should correspond to the approved 

budget and have the written approval of the commissioner1s office. 

The superintendent1s authority t6 change the post assignment plan 

should be restricted to periods of no more than four weeks. Changes 

of greater duration should be submitted to the commissioner1s office 

and approved in writing before they can be extended or become permanent. 

In addition, the correctional commissioner should attempt to 

negotiate (or renegotiate) seniority assignment provisions so that 

management can exercise discretion in the assignment of staff to more 

sensitive and difficult post assignments. If this change is not 

effected, management should consider the merits of dividing the 

correctional officer classification into two grades. (See Issue 

3.07, Position Classification and Pay Plan.) 
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Commentary 

The technology of prison administration long ago created the 
fJ 

means for reducing to paper the schedule of field decisions concerning 

where correctional officers should be placed and how these placements 

may vary from shift to shift and on h011days and weekends. The post 

assignment plan should be the principal working tool of the captain 

(a chief correctional officer) as men are needed to cover all posts 

(including all supervisors up to captain)) considering days lost fo~ 

vacation, sick leave, holidays, military leave, etc. Therefore, it 

is the basis for preparing the budget for custodial services and for 

controlling operations in accordance with the approved budget. 

In a majority of prisons in the United States, a post assignment 

plan can hardly be said to exist. Some supervisors remember the 

"trick charts,!' and copies sometimes can be found in the accounting 

office. These were used not as an operational plan, but as a means 

of convincing the state budget office of the prison's need for more 

officer positions. 

When post assignment plans are not used, there is no need for 

post orders. Post orders are concise statements detailing the duties 

of the officer In each post on each shift (e.g., at 3:22 P.M., lock 

the cell block gate; at 3:27, all prisoners shall be in their 

assigned cells; at 3:30, assist Post No.2 by taking count of the 

north tiers). 

Without a post assignment plan used daily by the captain or 

shift commander, and without comprehensive and up-to-date post 
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orders, it is impossible to know whether manpower is properly assigned 

or operating according to an approved plan. The result is a constant 

change of coverage and procedures, repeated irritation to prisoners 

because routine is upset t and added danger to prisoners and staff 

because irregular Coverage and procedural breakdowns provide oppor

tunities for inmate troublemakers. 

Use of a post assignment plan not only meets the needs of 

management, but also assists in abiding by the terms of the union 

contract. One function of the plan will be to determine assignment 

of officers to posts based on employee requests ranked by seniority. 

While it is desirable that designated posts will be exempt from such 

restrictions (as many contracts provide), some contracts require 

100 percent of the posts under seniority selection. Additionally, 

seniority may apply to shift selection (with similar exceptions) and 

to the offering of overtime work. Seniority in the lower class also 

is used for selection of temporary replacements of correctional 

captains, lieutenants, and sergeants who are absent for vacation, 

sickness, etc. Records must be maintained indicating the seniority 

rank of officers on duty each day, who was offered overtime and, 

if rejected, the next individual to whom it was offered. The need 

is to record management's faithful use of seniority assignment as 

provided in the contract. 

The negotiators for the state, however, may need to know how 

200 posts can be covered if 1,000 correctional officers take three 

weeks vacation a year, as well as other leaves. They may need to 
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understand how the 75 correctional officers hired for l5~OOO m:h-

days of vacation relief can be used with vacation selection deter-

mined on a seniority basis. (It can be done only if there are no 

extra offic~rs on duty after all posts are filled.) 

With minimal discussion of the subject, the American 

Correctional Association's Manual of Correctional Standards displays 

a summary of assignments or posts as a budget form, shown in 

Tab 1 e 9 be low. 1 

TABLE 9 

SCHEDULE OF ASSIGNMENTS OR POSTS 

(Rima or agenC1) 
Approved for 1958-59 P. Y. Budget 

PARt. A. ~ SUMMARY 

Ava. No. of lIo. of Pos. 
Da1- For Bequit'ing 
Relief per· Rolief (Part 

Year B, Cols. G-K) 

Col.:r: Col.:r::r: 

Han Da,.. 
Relief 
Required 
(Cols. :r: 
% II) 

Col. III 

Relief Poa. 
Required 
(Total 0 f Col. 
III I 365 -
Total of Col.I) 

Col.:r:V Pos1tions 
I. P'w StlPERVISORY CUSTODIAL ?OSITIOllS 

(Pos1tion Clas911icntion (S» 
1. ~otal No. ot Regular Positions-All Shifts (From Column F, P8rt B) ~ 
2. Ralief Positions: 

Vacations 15 
Dolida1~ 11 
S1ck LUTe 7. 
Regular Dv.]", OcrlO.f.-

•• 

40 600 
35 385 
40 280 
35 3640 

"f"'o..-ta"'Ir-",-aR"'.Inr'""ef 137 4!1U:' ~ 
3. Total, No. of Positions, Regular aod R"lier-·--
4. Total-Per latest budget (explain diff~rence.) 

112.11 
em-

n. Par lIONSuPER'lISORY PERSONNEL 
(po.Uion Clauilication (.» 

1. Total No. ot R'igular Positions-All llhifh (From Column F, Part ll) ~ 
2. ReUef Positi,ms: 

Vacation. 15 
Dolida]". 11 
Sick Leave 7. 
Regular Da18 llI'l' 104 

•• 

170 
-r;m-
-n;g--

2550, 
~-

" 1183 
14664 

=T~ot~a~l-,-R:::-a:-;l~i~ef~ --- 20003 
3. Total No. o~ P091tions, Re~u~ ao1!.t 
4. Total - Per latest budget (explaih difforenoea) 

I:r:I. Par 
T(P"'<>"'s"'"i"-U""'o<=nc-C""I'""aC::s""'u"'I"'i'ca han (s» 

87.73 251.73 

1. Total No. of Regular Positions-All Shifts (From Column P, Part B) ___ _ 
2. Relief Positions: 

Vacations 15 
!foUda]"s 11 
Siok LenTe 7. 
Regular Da1s 'llI'? 104 

, .. 
Total Hell.et ---

3. Total No. of PosnTOii's, Regu'IiiF"ii'iia" Reliel 
4. Total - Per latest budget (explain differenoes) 

.Place tit,'Ure here that giyes the beot possible esti.rnat e, and which 18= 
based on the experiences or the past year. 
Oth"r •• t •. bli~h...n rpli .. r nnAd& 01: agency (spec1fy) 

lIOrE: PREPARE SEPARATE Sb.'T OF POST ASSIGNH<:NTS FUlt PROPOSED Nb.'W POSITIONS Alm 
EACH CLASSI~~CAXION (Exoept aupervisory pos1tions may be shown aa a group) 
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The state of California and the U.S. Bureau of Prisons (and 

probably some others) use a plan such as described. The post assign-

ment plan, from which the summary is prepared, would include the details 

~hown in Table 10. 

TABLE 10 

SAMPLE POST ASSIGNMENT PLAN* 

POST POST WATCHES RELIEF 
NO. TITLE 1 2 3 TOTAL Sat. Sun. HoI. vac. I::>. L. 

i 

Ti A Wing Offi cer 1 1 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 

72 A Wing Corridor 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 

73 Control Room 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 

74 Outside Patrol 1 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 

75 Search & Escort 1 2 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 

76 Receiving & Release 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 

77 Laundry Officer 0 1 0 1 - - - 1 1 

78 Industry Officer 0 1 0 1 - - - 1 1 

79 Rec. Yard Officer 0 1 0.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

80 Ent. Bldg. Officer 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 

81 Hospital Officer 1 2 1 4 3 3 3 3 3 

82 Tower 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 

SUBTOTALS 7 14 JO.5 31.5 28.5 28.5 28.5 30.5 30.5 

'~The twelve posts shown would require 58 positions to man the posts for 
the-shifts and reliefs indicated per year. 
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The post assignment plan should include all correctional 

officer and supervisory posts as well as noncorrectionaJ positions 

which must be covered for more than one shift or must be provided 

with relief for vacation, sick leave, and other absences. Examples 

of such positions are: laundry supervisors, culinary supervisors, 

storekeepers, canteen operators, sewage plant operators, and boiler 

house stationary engineers. In many cases, correctional officers 

and sergeants are assigned to fill in for the regular employees, 

but some union contracts place restraints on this practice (e.g., a 

requirement for compensation at the higher classification whenever 

an officer performs the duty of a sergeant for more than one week 

in a calendar year, or a requirement that employees be offered such 

assignments on a seniority basis). In medium to large prisons, the 

captain will need an administrative lieutenant or sergeant to stay 

on top of the post assignment plan and the record of assignments. 

The relief schedule must be updated yearly to keep up with 

actual use. For example, where sick leave was once only an average 

of six days per year, it may now be twelve days. Thus, the 31.5 

employees will require 365 days of relief for sick leave alone. 

When added to the relief requirements for Regular Days Off (RDO) and 

holidays, an additional 26 officer positions will be required, 

total ing approximately 58 positions. 

The post assignment schedule probably also will require a new 

column for relief for authorized absences for union business. 

Whatever the manpower divisions are, they must be budgeted as shown 
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or there will be a number of posts to be covered on an overtime basis. 

As employee benefits are further expanded to include more vacation 

days, election time off, time off for civil service examination and 

appeals, time off for grievance hearings and appeals, and so on, 

their replacement costs will increase proportionately. 

IMPACT 

Typical contract provisions will require a substantial increase 

in timekeeping records. In one state prison with less than 125 correc-

tional officers, one sergeant and one officer were required on a 

full-time basis to keep up the assignment plan, the seniority listing, 

and timekeeping records. Before the terms of the contract went 

into effect, one sergeant performed this job on a half-time basis. 

One correctional sergeant should be able to handle all records and 

timekeeping work required if provided with a trained back-up and if 

the second and third shifts maintain good records for the shift 

(about two hou.-s ',,\ work per shift). More efficient methods of preparing 

and keeping the many records required under collective bargaining are 

needed. 

Reference 

1. American Correctional Association, Manual of Correctional 
Standards (New York: ACA, 1962), p" 183. 

Related Issues 

1.05 - Funding Contract Provisions 

2.05 - Seniority Provisions for Job Assignment 
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1.12 ORGANIZATION FOR EMPLOYEE RELATION~ 

~ Issue: To what extent does collective bargaining require organiza-

tional and staffing modifications? Should prisons have 

an employee relations staff? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

Once the state is committed to a course which will result in 

collective bargaining for state employees, one or more new positions 

wi 11 be nel=ded in departmental headquarters to provide expert central 

staff services in this area. Industrial or employee relations 

specialists usually are not available within the organization, 

although the personnel officer or one of his assistants may have 

previously performed some employee relations functions. 

~Esition identified as "employee relations advisorlf should 

be assigned directly to the office of the commissioner of corre~!.ion~, 

where direct access to the commissioner is facEI itated. The 

classification level of this position should be approximately the 

same as that of the departmental personnel officer. 

The obvious alternative is to place such a position in the 

departmental personnel office and to draw on staff time of the 

personnel office. The employee relations function thus is absorbed 

as a subfunction of personnel administration and transactions at 

the departmental level. Probably the reverse would be more appro-

priate, i.e., to create an office of employee relations and place 

the personnel office within it. 
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The structure of state-level employee relations in most states 

is instructive in this regard. Almost invariably these functions 

are performed by an office directly under the governor or an office 

under the central department of administration (which would also 

have a personnel office, a budget office, etc.). Personnel adminis-

tration is seen as a function discrete from employee relations. 

An important consideration in establ ishing a departmental 

employee relations office is the placement of the state director 

of employee relations. Typical state organization for the adminis-

tration of employee relations is shown in Figure 4. This organiza-

tion is characterized by policy-responsive, high-level staffing with 

short lines of communication, and parallel organization between 

central staff and the operating agency for close coordination. 

Seldom, if ever, is the state employee relations director 

ultimately placed under the state central personnel department, 

although this may be the initial arrangement. For example, employee 

relations in Wisconsin remained a personnel function until the 

passage of the state enabling statute. The statute itself was 

drafted by the personnel agency, and the author subsequently became 

the first national president of the AFSCME. In California, a similar 

transition is in progress with planning for collective bargaining 

assigned to a staff group Within the State Personnel Board. There 

is, however, a Tabor relations advisor on the governor1s staff. 

Once collective bargaining has been instituted, the work of 

the operating department staff consists of processing a relatively 
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FIGURE 4 
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high volume of grievance appeals, consulting with superintendents 

and other field administrators on matters raised by step 2 review, 

and considering employee grievances. Departmental staff also 

conduct the staff analysis and prepare recommendations for the 

commissioner's approval for step 3 reviews of grievance appeals, 

consulting the staff of the state director of employee relations 

as necessary. At step 4, as the grievance appeal goes to the 

state employee re 1 at ions office, correct ions employee ret ations 

staff often are consulted by the state office since these appeals 

are considered there. Central staff of the department also are 

responsible for providing continuous feedback on grievance resolu-

tions and procedural effects to the operating units of the department. 

Institutional Organization 

Most prisons lack the services of a full-time personne' 

~icer; instead, a personnel office under a high-level clerk is 

responsible for personnel transactions, employee benefit records 

and transactions and, in many cases, revi~w and consolidation of 

timekeeping records. This office rarely can adequately handle 

the new employee relations functions because slaff skills are 

not fully appropriate, and the added workload cannot be absorbed 

unless a new position is created. 

Many institutions place staff responsibility for employee 

relations functions directly on a high-level executive of the 

superintendent's staff--often the business manager, sometimes the 
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assistant superintendent for operations (which includes custody 

functions) and, less frequently, the training officer or the 

executive assistant to the superintendent. 

If a new position can be added to provide this service, it 

probably would be best to expand the training officer position to 

employee relations and training officer, reporting directly to the 

superintendent, ;and to make the new position an assistant employee 

relations and training officer, assigned primarily to the in-service 

training function. This has the advantage of assuring adequate 

training follow-up to the resolution of employee grievance problems. 

Any individual to be assigned the duties of institutional 

employee relations officer must have substantial training in the 

job. An appropriate plan would be 3~ to 5 days of training with a 

group of designated institutional employee relations officers. If 

the positions are filled on a full-time basis by assignment from 

the custodial classes, they would merit the classification level 

of lieutenant in a series where this grade is a shift commander. 

Personnel Administration Organizations 

The functions of several agencies and commissions related to 

state employee relations~ civil service, and personnel administration 

have become excessively overlapping as well as fragmented without 

any discernible benefit to the state employee reiations or personnel 

system. While it is to be expected that in many discretionary 

matters involving personnel actions there will be provisions for 
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administrative as well as judicial appeal, it is typical to find two 

or three administrative appeal routes. Intensive study will be 

needed to resolve this problem in most states. 

~Ihi le the terminC)logy varies in minor ways~ it is typical to 

find the following agencies performing the indicated functions: 

Civil Service Commission (or Personnel Board): Conducts or 
supervises recruitment and examination processes and certifies 
lists of persons eligible for appointment to t~; various job 
classifications. Provides the basis for employment status 
(temporary, probationary, permanent) and receives and acts 
on employee appeals regarding status issues. Also hears 
employee appeals on job classifications and disciplinary 
actions. Some commissions will also assume most of the 
functions indicated below for the personnel department. 

Personnel Department: Often an office or division of a 
department of administration and finance. Has responsibility 
for approving the duties of and classifying positions. 
Administers the pay plan and conducts periodic studies to 
keep the plan current by preparing modifications for approval 
by the legislature. Conducts administrative review hearings 
on complaints regarding the classification plan, position 
allocation and staff decisions relating to salary step 
assignments, transfer rights, and reimbursement for reloca
tions. Usually, there is no provision for higher considera
tion of appeals denied by this office. 

Appointment Secretary, Governor1s uffice: Usually concerned 
only with assistance to the governor in filling positions 
which are exempt from civil service. As such, no overlap 
is involved. Some offices, however, acquire functions 
involving investigation of employees and participation in 
some other policy-level activities of the personnel depart
ment or office of employee relations. 

Office of Employee Relations (Director of): This office either 
reports to the governor or to the director of administration. 
The director of employee relations is responsible for arranging 
the bargaining units (subject to Public Employee Relations 
Commission approval), conducting ejections, negotiating and 
renegotiating contracts, interpreting the provisions of con
tracts to state agencies, and conducting steps 4 and 5 of 
grievance or impasse procedures (appeals from the decisions 
of department heads [step 3] and use of fact-finding or 
arbitration procedures required by contract for resolving 
impasses). Represents the executive branch in presenting 
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matters before the Publ ic Employee Relations Commission (labor 
Relations Board). Usually this office is the top advisor to 
the governor and represents him in dealing with department 
heads and union leade~s in such matters. 

Public Employee Relations Commission (PERC): Reviews and makes 
final determination on suitability of bargaining units, certifies 
elections, maintains 1 ists of fact-finders, negotiators, 
arbitrators, and mediators for selection by union and management 
in impasse resolutions. Reviews legal issues involved in 
interpretation of the collective bargaining act and complaints 
of unfair labor practices by management or unions. 

In addition, there may be a state training officer or division, 

an association or committee of departmental personnel officers, and 

another association for employee relations officers. 

Because the basic personnel functions already exist, it is 

typical to find departmental employee relations added to the activities 

of the departmental personnel office. Some personnel officers are 

competent to direct the employee relations function. However, 

involving both the personnel office and the training office in the 

employee relations function is more logical and mirrors the general 

practice in priva~e industry. 

r MPJ\CT 

The organizational solution to staffing departmental and 

operating units for new employee functions will affect the quality 

of these services. High-level placement of these new functions 

assures access to top executive decision-makers and more effective 

relations with union locdl and state officials, as well as with 

the stat~ office of employee relations. 

Table 11 lists the sixteen research states and the administrative 

agency for state employee relations applicable to each. 
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TABLE 11 

ADMINISTERING AGENCY FOR STATE EMPLOYEE LABOR RELATIONS 

Ca 1 i forni a Governor1s Office of Employer-Employee Relations 

Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations 

Fl or i da Publ ie Employees Relations Commission 

111 i noi s Office of Collective Bargaining 

Indiana Education Employment Relations Board* 

Louisiana No specific administrative agency 

Massachusetts - Labor Relations Commission 

Michigan De~artment of Civil Service 

New Jersey Publ ic EI,,11oyment Relations Commission 

New York Publ ic Employment Kelations Board 

Ohio No specific administrative agency 

Oregon Employment Relations Board 

Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board 

Rhode Island State Labor Relations BORrd 

Washington State Personnel Board 

Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission 

*In Indiana the Education Employment Relations Board is designated 
to administer the Indiana Publ ic Employee Labor Relations Act. 
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Related Issues 

1.06 - Contract Administration 

1.09 - Civil Service Interrelationships 

1.13 - Management Rights 

2.01 - Grievance Procedures, Steps 1-3 

2.02 - Grievance Procedures, Steps 4 and 5 
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1.13 MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 

Issue: What are management rights under collective bargaining? 

How can they be protected from erosion through the bargain

~, grievance, and impasse resolution procedures? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

While some enabling legislation specifically restricts certain 

management rights, a survey of nineteen state statutes revealed 

that sixteen had no limitations on the scope of bargaining. The 

exclusions expressed were concerned with protection of certain 

aspects of the civil service system. l 

The issue is somewhat controversial, but the consensus seems 

to be that collective bargaining begins with management possessing 

all rights (except as restricted by other statutes, such as civil 

service restrictions on employee selection and discharge), and 

that the bargaining process proceeds to develop other restrictions 

on management rights by conferring certain rights on employees. 

Some additional restrictions on the scope of bargaining are 

needed in state corrections, especially with respect to bargaining 

which affects the rights of prisoners. Such provisions could be 

stated as management's a priori position at the bargaining table 

with employee unions. 

A basic concern is the extent to which management allocates 

employee rights excessively. The fact that state management may 
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be unduly generous at the bargaining table may be explained in three 

ways: 

1. Management probably also will benefit from the improved 
economic benefits provided employees. 

2. Management obtains a political gain--the protection of 
their own jobs--which sometimes has a higher priority 
because it is more immediate than the manager's 10ng
range interests in effective public administration. 

3. Public sector management has long been conditioned to 
assume that where their actions are reviewable by the 
legislature, they can expect a critical and conservative 
analysis of the issues. Thus, management responsibility 
is labso1ved" because it is shifted to the legislature 
through its approval of the contract (whether pro forma 
or not). 

The checks and balances on allocation of rights actually are 

uncertain. Legislative review of state-union contracts is limited, 

especially as compared to the reviews most new benefit items would 

receive if submitted as part of a separate legislative bill to 

increase employee benefits. Such a bill usually would pass through 

at least two committees, civil service and finance in each house. 

In contrast, union contracts generally are reviewed by a legislative 

committee on state labor relations, the membership of which is 

predictably loyal to the union and its causes. As a result, problems 

involving reduced management rights and increased employee rights 

are not subject to very rigorous scrutiny. 

Standard Provisions in Union Contracts 

The union contract usually contains a declaratory statement 

on management rights. For example, the Wisconsin contract with 

AFSCME provides: 
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Management Rights 

It is understood and agreed by the parties that 
Management possesses the sole right to operate its 
agencies so as to carry out the statutory mandate 
and goals assigned to the agencies and that all manage
ment rights repose in management; however, such 
rights must be exercised consistently with the other 
provisions of this Agreement. Management rights 
include: 

1. To utilize personnel, methods, and means in the 
most appropriate and efficient manner possible as 
determined by management; 

2. To manage and direct the employees of the various 
agencies; 

3. To transfer, assign or retain employees in 
positions within the agency; 

4. To suspend, demote, discharge or take other 
appropriate disciplinary action against employees 
for just cause; 

5. To determine the size and composition of the 
work force and to layoff employees in the event 
of lack of work or funds or other conditions where 
management believes that continuation of such work 
would be ir.efficient or nonproductive. 

6. To determine the mission of the agency and the 
methods and means necessary to fulfill that mission 
including the contracting out for or the transfer, 
alteration, curtailment or discontinuance of any 
goals or services. However, the provisions of this 
Article shall not be used for the purpose of under
mining the Union or discriminating against any of 
its members. 

It is agreed by the parties that none of the 
management rights noterl above or any other management 
rights shall be subjects of bargaining during the 
term of this Agreement. Additionally, it is recog
nized by the parties that the Employer is prohibited 
from bargaining on the policies, practices and 
procedures of the civil service merit system relating 
to: 

1. Original appointments and promotions specifically 
including recruitment, examination, certification, 
appointments, and policies with respect to 
probationary periods. 
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2. The job evaluation system specifically including 
position classificiation, position qualification 
standards, establishment and abolition of classifica
tions, assignment and reassignment of classifications 
to salary ranges, and allocation and reallocation of 
positions to classification, and the determination of 
an incumbent's status resulting from position 
reallocation. 

IMPACT 

The impact of certain collective barga~ning agreements, such 

as a reliance on seniority as the sole basis for job and shift 

assignments, has had the effect of substantially reducing some of 

the powers of management. The loss of power, or rights to manage, 

obviously is related to the powers, rights, or benefits given to 

employees through collective bargaining. Where ,he rights of these 

two groups later collide, as in employee grievances, resolution 

should be a matter for bilateral negotiation with impasses resolved 

by neutral parties or committees.* 

fhe loss of management rights is particularly acute for 

managers who cannot easily adapt to the participative management 

styl¢ required of administrators in the collective bargaining con-

text. There also are many situations in contract administration in 

which the administrator is misadvised of his authority with respect 

to specific provisions. In many cases, once a procedure is 

modified in accordance with the employee-union interpretation, 

~':There is some doubt that state offices of employee relations 
can or should be neutl-al since in most cases they represent the 
governor's political interest in maintaining union support. However, 
no viable alternative has yet been developed. 
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it rr.ay become a "right" if it can be considered past or current 

practice. To help avoid these situations, a statement of management 

rights frequently is written Into the union agreement. Such a state-

ment tends to reflect the validity of the re~~rved rights doctrine: 

This doctrine states that in the first instance 
(before collective bargaining), except as restricted by 
law, management1s authority is supreme in all matters 
affecting the employment relationship. Collective bargain
ing then introduces three broad restrictions on managerial 
authority: first, is the negotiated written instrument; 
second, is the employer's implied obI igation to maintain 
for the life of the agreement those employee benefits of 
long standing neither mentioned in written instrument nor 
discussed in negotiations; and finally, there is the rule 
of reasonableness whereby managerial action is subjected 
to the threefold test that it is neither arbitrary, capri
cious, nor discriminatory .... I t must be stressed that 
the doctrine of management-reserved rights is separate 
and distinct from the management prerogative clauses 
usually found in statutes, executive orders, and collective 
agreements. The prerogative clause does not confer on 
management any reserved rights; such rights exist indepen
dently and apart from the bargaining contract. 2 

Management rights thus are reduced in scope by agreements, court 

orders, and legislaticn relating to the articulation of both employee 

and prisoner rights. Implied but not usually stated is the fact that 

whatever rights are accorded: employees or prisoners, and at whatever 

cost, management remains fully accountable for the performance of the , 

corrections agency, regardless of the effect on these rights. The 

correctional administrator can be required to deal with a difficult 

situation resulting from the actions of the state negotiator, the 

governor, or an aide. 

There have been very few instances in which the correctionat 

administrator actually has been denied his essential powers under 

collective bargaining. However, most administrators do not make 
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fUll use of the management rights and techn~qoes available to them. 

For example, in many correctional agencies under civil service 

systems, discharge or demotion after the i~itial probationary period 

is a rare event, except in cases of criminal behavior. Under union 

contracts, rates of disciplinary discharge or demotion have 

diminished virtually to zero. Union contracts are almost universally 

blamed by administrators for employee indifference or resistance to 

management efforts to develop and maintain work standards and to 

enforce them through disciplinary actions. 

Union management meetings tend to slow down management 

decision making, but they appear to offer advantages to management 

in terms of (1) avoiding unnecessary mistakes which union review 

might reveal and (2) assuring employee acceptance, if not full 

support, in implementation. 
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1.14 UNION ACTIVISM IN CORRECTIONAL PROGRAM POLICY 

Issue: Can union activism which goes against state and correctional 

policy be restrained? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

Generally, it is not practical to restrict union interests or 

actions in any aspect of political, social, or economic policy. 

With a few exceptions, the standards expected of public sector 

employee unions should be no higher than those set for private 

sector unions. 

Some protection for the state and for prisoners seems desirabie 

in matters such as: 

1. Releasing confidential case files on a prisoner, including, 
but not limited to, medical records, social history, and 
psychological evaluations, which could adversely affec~ 
a prisoner's right to fair consideration by institutiol1 
administrators and parole boards; 

2. Agitating prisoners and disturbing the tranquility of the 
prison by public complaint concerning prisoner behavior 
and working conditions prior to exhaustion of administrative 
remedies of the contract; 

3. Presenting any official position of the union, as opposed 
to the personal opinions of officers and members, on the 
retention or selection of the state commissioner of 
corrections or the prison superintendents. 

Background of the Problem 

Correctional employee organizations resort to various tactics 

to increase their bargaining power and achieve the demands of their 

membership. These efforts are designed to influence not only the 
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formal collective bargaining process and contractual agreements, 

but also areas of administrative and legislative discretion not 

formally negotiated at the bargaining table. Correctional employees 

often feel the need to irifluence administrative and legislative 

policy in areas outside the scope of the formal collective bargain

ing process. Issues not satisfactorily resolved at the collective 

bargaining table also may become targets of employee organization 

actions independent of the process and schedule of formal state 

employee collective bargaining. 

In the priVate sector, there is a time of relative harmony 

between the employer and employees during the effective period of 

a negotiated agreement. This is not the case in the public sector, 

where there is no moratorium on informal bargaining over employee 

concerns. Efforts to achieve employee demands continue throughout 

the period of contract administration as correctional employee 

organi~ations engage in activities which increase the ability of 

correctional employees to win their demands at the bargaining table 

and in the larger political arena. These activities include lobbying, 

publicity techniques, and legal actions. 

Lobbying 

Lobbying is not unique to employee organizations. State 

governors and their agency directors actively engage in ongoing 

lobbying with state legislatures. Private individuals and organiza

tions lobby with both the executive'and legislative branches of 
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government for policies and programs favorable to their interests. 

Thus, it is not surprising that state employee organizations lobby 

in behalf of their membership with the executive and legislative 

branches. 

Lobbying by employee organizations may be concerned with issues 

r I 
which run the gamut from employee salaries, the location of new 

correctional facilities, or the revision of the state1s criminal 

code, to the development of collective bargaining legislation more 

favorable to employee groups. Lobbying occurs prior to the implementa-

tion of state labor relations legislation as employee organizations 

seek to influence the leg!islative outcome; it occurs during the 

collective bargaining process in an attempt to exert pressure on 

the state1s labor relations negotiator and to ensure the legislative 

funding of contract provisions; and it occurs between collective 

bargaining periods in an attempt to increase correctional officer 

benefits and to achieve: demands not won at the bargaining table. 

In some instances, correctional administrators and employee 

organization officials form a united front to lobby before the 

executive and legislative branches for iss~es of joint concern~ 

including increased correctional officer wages, early retirement 

for correctional pel;sonnel, and increased institutional staffing. 

However, correctional employee organizations and correctional 

administrators also frequently lobby at cross-purposes. For 

example, while a correctional administrator is lobbying for increased 

community program funding, correctional employee organizations may 
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be lobbying against community programs and for allocation of addi

tional resources to institutional staffing and security programs. 

The effectiveness of correctional employee organization lobby

ing is increasing with the dramatic growth in membership of public 

sector unions. Hundreds of thousands of state employees currently 

are members of such organizations. The support of employee organiza

tions and their membership for political candidates in terms of 

votes, campaign workers, and campaign funds can affect the outcome 

of elections. Not surprisingly, public employees are haVing an 

increased impact on pol itical processes in the nation. 

An example of the pol itical involvement of public sector unIons 

is reported in a July 1975 article in the Trenton Times which 

publicized statements by employee organizations during stalled 

wage negotiations. In this case, AFSCME vowed to use political 

muscle to push for employment benefits for its membership. 

New Jersey AFSCME Executive Di rector Al Wurf "promised to make 

public a Ilegisl~tive enemies list l and criticized [New Jersey 

Governor] Byrne, who got $17,000 from AFSCME when he ran for 

governor." The article also r~ported that the State Employees 

Association coalition in New Jersey had decided to set; up a political 

action committee and that the president of a Service Employees 

International Union local declared "if we have to, wei re going to 

elect our own governor." l 

Lobbying in the political sphere is a prevalent and effective 

mechanism for both the achievement of employee organization objectives 
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correctional employees' union, New York Governor Hugh L. Carey 

ordered that the Adirondack in~trtutron not be closed. 

Another example of the use of the pub1 ic media by correctional 

employee organizations occurred in December 1975 in New York City. 

The leadership of the Correction Officers Benevolent Association 

announced at a news conference that""trey had sent a telegram to 

Governor Carey indicating that t~e latest riot on Riker's Island 

caused 11m ill ions of do 11 a rs in damages and placed the 1 i ves of five 

officers in dire jeopardy." Governor Carey was called on t6 inves-

tigate the riot and to provide guidel ines. Correction Officers 

Benevolent Association leaders indicated to the news media that 

"our men will not risk their lives in a criminal justice system 

that is all too quick to make a correction officer a victim and 

let the inmate go unpunished.'1 The union leaders went on to advocate 

the need for a ,departmental pol icy ;'t nonnegotiation with inmates 

during a riot situation.' 

Along With press conferences, correctiona 1 employee organ i za-

tions frequently use attention-getting procedures such as picketing 
~'I 

and marches to i,ncrease publ ic awareness of their concerns. In 

1973, the wives of Massachusetts I cOr'rectional officers marched on 

the governor's office to protest the allegedly dangerous conditions 

under which their husbands worked. Such a march is designed both 

to achieve increased media coverage and public support of the 

correctional employees' demands and to exert political pressure 

on elected and appointed officials. 
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Clearly the use of the media to influence public opinion is 

not unique to correctional employee organizations. Correctional 

administrators, state labor relations officials, and other appointed 

and elected governmental personnel routinely use the public media 

to present their programs and policies and to sol icit public support. 

;'It is only natural that correctional employee organizations also 

should turn to the media in an attempt to obtain their demands. 

In the 19705, press conferences by prison employees and their 

representatives are the rule rather than the exception, and the 

process has become an integral part of the env; ronment of correc-

tiona! employee labor relations. 

Legal Actions 

One of the more significant developments affecting corrections 

in the 1970s is the increased use of municipal, state, and federal 

courts by correctional employee organizations. The following 

examples are representative of such legal actions. 

In New York City in 1975, the Correction Officers 
Benevolent Association sought a preliminary injunction 
in the New York State Supreme Court to prevent the city 
from firing 300 correctional officers. At a press conference 
discussing the suit, the president of the Correction 
Officers Benevolent Association indicated that New York 
City1s financial crisis 11will be replaced with a security 
crisis in the institutions which will inevitably cost the 
city money, property. and even lives" if more correction.a1 
officers were not hired.? 

In New York State in 1975, AFSCME Council 82, repre
senting correctional officers, authorized its legal counsel, 
under the Freedom of Information Act, to seek from th~ 
Department of Cor~ectional Services information 1;)(1: 
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the number of correctional officers who had been Injured 
slnce.the Attica riot in 1971; the number of inmates 
who had been injured by other inmates; the number of 
critical posts, such as wall towers, that were being 
closed as a result of budget cuts; the number of riots 
that had taken .p lace s I nee Att i ca; the number of escap\~s; 
a copy of the departmental budget; and salaries and fringe 
benefits of the administrators. The union planned to use 
this information to sue the Depal"tment of Correctional 
Servi ces to upgrade the state r s correct lona! system. 
Citing the $6.5 million paid out by the.pepartmentof 
Correctional Services in forced overtime in the last 
fiscal year as representing the need for 600 additional 
offi cers I n the system" AFSCME Counci 1 82 "1 ashed out 
at poll ci es lead i ng to' dangerous deteri orat ion of morale 
and discipline in the state's 'prison setu~1 and asked 
its local union offJcials to get documented proof of 
such poi icies to be'used.+i'1 a lawsuit against the 
department. 8 

The organization of correctional personnel into unions and 

.associations has enabled thEhaccumulati.on of funds to sustain 

group and individual legal actions. Prior to,the 19705, indi

vidual or collective suits by correctlonai persDnnel against a 

department of corrections were virtually nonexistent4 The 

proliferation of suits by correctional emp10yees against their 

employees is but another reflection of the changed 'administrative 
I . ~ 

environment in corrections. Legal actions by. correctional employee 
~~ 

organizations are used not only to inf\(uenc~ correC::i;ional condi-
of ~ , 

tions and polfcies, but'to also assist membership in disciplinary 

hearings, to argue against court injunctions prohibiting correc-

tional,employee job actions, and to fight suits brought by inmates 
'.' 

against correctional personne I . 

II 
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IMPACT 

Correctional administrators around the country have been 

disturbed by union political activism in which the following has 

occurred: 

• Correctional unions in Washington, D.C., called for the 
administrative transfer of the prisons from the juris
diction of the city to the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

• In several states, correctional unions have opposed 
correctional half'way house programs on the basis of 
exaggerated charges of community risk, when their real 
concerns were with the potential loss of jobs in-prisons. 

• In several states, correctional unions have opposed 
legislation supporting sentence reductions, increased 
parole eligibility, and work release programs. Their 
opposition was phrased in terms of community risk, but 
it was clear that protection of prison jobs was the 
real concern. 

• Correctional unions have opposed the recognition of 
prisoner unions (e.g., in Massachusetts and California). 

• Correctional unions have consistently opposed contracting 
out to the private sector the operation of correctional 
functions such as food service, laundry, halfway house 
operation, and prison industry operations. 

For the most part, union self-interest in the political issue 

was clear to the responsible decision-makers--in most cases, the 

legislature. That these issues could be threatening to the 

security of many employees and their unions is a fact which should 

be known to those who must pass on such policies. 

Exactly how such matters may be dealt with differently is 

unclear. Could some be covered under specific grounds for a charge 

of unfair labor practices since meet-and-confer procedures have not 
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been used and the organizational plan for disputes has been bypassed? 

P ro ba b I y no t. 

There is no legal or ethical way the state can muzzle its 
\', 

employees on polley and pol itical issue~\, whether they are organized 
,', 

'or not. In many ways, the existence of E:\mployeeunions is advan-

tageous to the :state since, in the event of false or slanderous 

charges by union representatives, the union may be held accountable 

by civIl suit or unfair labor practices. 
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Standards (College Park,"Md.: ACA,.1969) and (2) Midwest Center for 
Public Sector Labor Relations, "Employee Political Act,ivity in tht~ 
Hich i gan Stad~ C I'll I Servi c~1, II Hi dwest. Moni tor, September/Oct;obei" 
1976. 
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1.15 OTHER MANAGEMENT-EMPLOYEE RELATIONS CONSIDERATIONS 

Summary 

1. Should collective bargaining in the public sector be patterned 

after the private sector model? 

2. Should state and local governments have service delivery options 

or should all functions be carried out by union/civil s6~vice 

employees? 

3. Is binding arbitration an appropriate mechanism for resolving 

employer-employee impasses in the public sector? 

4. How much should public managers know about union officials and 

staff and their organization? 

5. Can there be a code of ethics establ ished to guide management 

and union officials in their relationships? 

Issues and Discussion 

1. Should collective bargaining in the public sector be 
patterned--aft'ei- the private sector model? 

AFSCME President Jerry Wurf responds affirmatively: 

No pattern prevails among the 50 states and 
80,000 local government units, but there is a single, 
overriding theme: that public employees are nowhere the 
equals of workers in private industry. They are second
class citi.zens. 1 

Commentary: Figure 5 would seem to raise some doubt that public 

employees are "second-class citizens. 11 Since the base year of this 
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£1 GURE 5 

INCREASES IN AVERAGE ANNUAL EARNINGS Of PUBLIC EMPLOYEES 
IN .COMPARISON WITH OTHER ECONOMIC SECTORS, 1953-1973 

1111953 amo\jnts 

STATE AND LOCAL 
GOVERNME'NT'~ 

PRIVATE 
NONAGRI CULTURAL 

Contract 
Construction 

Manufac tu ring 

1 esal e- reta j 1 

Sel'V i cas 

(per full-time employee) 

01973 amoun ts 

*Excludes emp'loyees of government ~nterpri ses • 
.. . \.. ' ~ 

m1 Percent 
lUJ Increase 

.1 88% 

(SOURCES: Departmentaf Commerce, Sure03u af Econljmic Analysis, 
"Nati anal I ncomeand Product Accounts of the Un ited States, 
1929"'1965," Surveyof Current Business, July 1974, Table 6.5, 
page' 37.) , 
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comparison was 1953, some could argue that the inequity was so 

great that it has taken government workers twenty years to close 

the gap. The figure reveals that in 1973 the average state and 

local government worker received less than workers in mining, 

contract construction, and manufacturing. 

Jerry Wurf's affirmative answer regarding the private sector 

model as a pattern for public sector labor relations merits further' 

discussion. It would seem that if, in fact, the private sector 

is or was a model fo\" publ ic sector employer-employee relations, 

then most of the public sector problems associated with it would 

not be present today. 

Private sector unions are particularly active in one aspect 

of enterprise: production costs. While employee wages, benefits, 

and workin~l conditions constitute signi,l_ .... nt costs and major 

production problems for c61'porate manag.:ment, management functions 

and powers as a whole are hardly disturbed. Using domestic car 

manufacturers as an example, while labor production cost elements 

become equalized, cost changes are shifted to consumer price 

changes--limited to the degree that foreign c;~r competition and 

consumer resistance become marketing factors. 

The corporate manager remains alwost totally free from union 

involvement in product selection, product design and pricing, 

marketing, new capacity production plans and decentralization, sub-

contracting, corporate organization (including the selection of 

directors), capital expansion, and profit distribution. 
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Comparison of the private sector model with that of the public 
, 

sector reveals that there have been many unique features added, 

such as the union's power to elect and to ~irectly influence the 

government's officers. If these public sector elements existed in 

the private se~ctot", General Motors would be negotiating with the 

automobile unions on car design, safety fE~atures, advertising and 

marketing plans, sales prices, dealer comrnissions, bont;;ses, discounts, 

rebates, and so, on. In addition, the unibns would not only be 

voting its stock, but they would be seeking proxies as well and 

attemptj'n.g to select directors, .name corporate officers, ahd deiter-

mine dividends. 

Accordingly, since the publ ic sector' model of employer-~mployee 

relations is uniqu~, how, then, could it be said to be patterned 
. .:i 

after the pr.iva'te model? It could bear!~ued that t~e privi!ltEf,~I~ctor 

model has proved un5ui.table for the publ lc:secto'r;'t;-,at anot~er 
.. :;~y.:.~,::<~/ '." , "1;,"',- ,I ,"._ 

model alreadye~ists, and that extensive modifi'cationsln' it ar'e 

necesspry in order to achieve more compatibil"rty with Amerlcc.l'n 

govern~ental organization, political ~';!ructure, and the public 

interest. ' .( ,. 

Jerry Wurf goes on to state: 

The absence of decent bargainililg laws to CQver 
relationships between governments alndgovernment 

" emP.loyee un i.onsfrequen)l y 1 ead~;; ,to' ah unhea I thy· 
coziness between publiJ offici!'lls. and the leaders 

. of those un ions. • . .' ,. , 
Big city political machines have sometimes draWn 

upon a power alliance between public officials. and 
the unionr, that represent public workers. This.sort 
of arrangement works to the detriment of,thepubl ie. 
~ervices and the public interest. 2 

J.9 ) 
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Commentary: The "unhealthyl' relationships observed by the MERIC 

project team were found just as frequently in those jurisdictions 

with comprehensive collective bargaining as in those without such 

bargaining. 

Wurf conti nUes: 

There is a critical need for developing a workable 
body of law for assuring equitable labor-management 
relations in the public services. The need ~s not 
being met, and in my view cannot be met, by state and 
local governments.! 

Commentary: This should be a point for national convergence of 

support. 

2. Should state and local governments have service delivery 
options or should all functions be carried out by union/civil service 
employees? 

AFSCME President Jerry Wurf states: 

Much more commonplace [than political patronage] 
in 1976 America, however, is a new kind of patronage-
a more subtle form of scratch-my-back government in 
which whole service delivery programs are doled out 
by contracts with private companies. Frequently those 
companies have executives who are friendly to the 
political leadership, but even when that iSh't the 
case the potential for corruption runs high.. 4 

Commentary: The potential for corruption runs high in both forms 

of program service delivery--that is, by contract and civil service! 

union employees. The major question is whether the advantages of 

flexibility and economy of service delivery oontracts should be 

ruled out for consideration in the public agencies. 

Private sector contracts often make it possible to institute 

almost immediately a program which could take years to establish 
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under direct governmental ope.ration. Private sector. contracts c.in 

be readily terminated if the contractor's performanc,,', does not m(~et 

contractual terms. Yet government management must vi rtually abalndolil 

the idea of closing down a poo'rly perfo'r'ming public agency's direct 

service program. Union contracts seriously reStrict responses to 

governmental policy and administrative failures. Direct govern-

mental program costs are often significahtly greater than those 

costs under private sector contracts. 

? 

3. Is binding arbitration an appropriate mechanism for 
resolving employer-employee impasses in the public seetor? 

Wurf makes the following remarks: 

Our union has been suggesting for some time that 
we favor the use of voluntary, binding arbitration in 
employer-employee impasSe\~i,in the public sector •••• 

Recently, AFSCME endorsed compulsot'y binding 
arbitrati.on in publ ic safety strikes. t •• It would 
eliminate the danger that communities sufrer from 
the disruption of vital services-- ••. 

The objective, obviously, of using ,a form of 
arbitratlon to resolve impasses in the publfc sector 
is to ward off strikes:. The objective is to get the 
two parties to agree to voluntary binding arbitration 
before the strike is called, rather than ,after, when 
both parties may be in no mood to submit their mutual 
problems to an outside third party .... 

,The most intransigent opposition to binding 
arbitration comes fn:;nn managemel"lt:organ~Jzatjons-"" 
••• These organizat'iohs have always had a mO.rbid 
fear of· sharing responsibility with publ ic e~ployees. 
They have. had an irrational dread of letting an 
impartial third party enter into Tabor relations abd 
examine employer policies. They fear unreasonable
ness more than they fear strikes. s 

Commentary: Portiol1s of a statement by Charles C. Mulcahy and 

Denn is W. Rader are presented here: 
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oinding arbitration can only work to the detri
ment of local government and the citizenry it must 
serve. With this tool, unions would be ablF to 
effectively hamstring the decision-making process 
in local government; also, this would allow outside 
third parties to establ ish the fiscal priorities in 
the community. Binding arbitration moves beyond a 
voluntary settlement and imposes awards on both 
parties, which are often not acceptable to either 
side. Arbitration is a substitute not only for 
strikes but also for the whole process of collective 
bargaining and the management of local government. 

Under binding arbitration, the arbitrator acts 
as a third party neutral whose decision is final, 
absolute, and unchallengeable in the courts. The 
only positive result of arbitration is that it can 
bring a temporary end to a specific dispute. 
Whether it really works to solve the underlying 
problems between the parties is another question. 
The value of reaching a final decision must be 
balanced with the price the local community pays 
for such decisions through loss of control over 
its own policy and fiscal priorities. 

Some simplistic illusions have been built up 
by proponents of binding arbitration. The procedure 
is proposed as the final guarantee against aTl public 
sector strikes. And yet, experience has shown that 
unions have engaged in illegal strikes when dissatis
fied with fact finders' recommendations and have 
demonstrated that they will strike when dissatisfied 
with arbitrators' decisions. (The Montreal police 
strike of several years ago, for instance, took place 
under Canada's binding arbitration law.) Most binding 
arbitration legislation in the public sector covers 
protective services personnel, and the relatively 
few strikes in those occupations can be attributed 
as .much to a reluctance to endanger public support 
as to any respect for arbitration awards. There 
is no absolute guarantee against strikes, and 
certainly binding arbitration has not demonstrated 
its powers to eliminate all strike activities •.. 

••. How has the availability of arbitration 
affected the actual negotiation process? The threat 
of arbitration can result in a voluntary settlement, 
but under those conditions negotiating becomes less 
a means of resolving problems than of trying to 
jockey for a settlement offer which would have been 
acceptable had the issue come before an arbitrator. 
Many contracts can be resolved by arbitration or 
under the threat of arbitration, but the real test 
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of the negotiating process is whether that process 
resolves the problems of both parties. Arbitrated 
contracts or contracts entered into under threat of 
arbitration, to the extent that they are the result 
of forced negotiations, will always be more difficult 
to administer. Language interpretations will vary 
between the parties and the parties will be tempted 
to attain in grievance arbitration what was not 
obta i ned th rough ba rga in i ng. • . • : 

The alternative of binding arbitration is often 
presented as being "cleaner" and less complicated 
than public employee strikes. It is argued that 
arbitration leaves no community scars or resentment, 
as strikes often do, and that the procedure is a 
fair and equitable answer to labor peace in the 
public sector. The values at stake, however, must 
be carefully balanced. Arbitration provides a 
short-run solution to long-run problems and 
seriously threatens local government's flexibility 
to govern itself. When a substantial portion of 
local government expenditures and fiscal priorities 
can be set by arb i trators rather than by the 1 oca I 
elected officials, local government becomes a mere 
fa~ade of democracy. While in theory binding 
arbitration appears to be fair and equitable, it 
is a Trojan horse to a local government. Arbitra-
tion will supplant grass roots governmental decisions 
~nd will stifle citizen partlcipation in government. 
Local government will be at the mercy of arbitrators 
who usurp the responsibility of locally elected 
officials in setting fiscal and governmental policies. 6 

4. How much shou I d 'publ i c m~nage rs know about un i on ofH cia Is 
and staff and their organization1 

Through access to public records, union officials and staff 
...... 

have full knowledge of the personalities, administrative styles, 

anq professional backgrounds of management as well as other 

orgcmizational facts which are of benefit in negotiations. If it 

can be found that a manager has resigned under pressure from his 

last two positions, the reasons could be useful as leverage in 

:ontested negotiations. His relatio_nships with the governor, the 
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governor's staff, and various legislative committees also may yield 

useful information which is not difficult to obtain. 

Conversely, state negotiators and managers know very little 

about the unions they work with. They have minimal or no knowledge 

of the professional background of the union officials and staff, 

how the union operates, how union staffs are organized, how much 

they are paid, etc. They do not know how the union spends the funds 

received from its members. Questions frequently on the mind of 

the state manager are: "How close is the union to certain key 

elected officeholders? How much money and manpower did the union 

invest in their campaign?" Managers sometimes have an exaggerated 

fear that the union has bought nearly all of the key political 

figures in the state when, in fact, there may be only a few who 

have benefited simply from a labor election endorsement. It is 

this "not knowing" which may frequently lead to miscalculations 

by management negotiators. 

Union members pay between $100 and $120 annually for dues; if 

the union is national in scope, approximately 60 percent of this 

amount will go to headquarters. There usually is a similar split 

on one-time initiation fees. In Pennsylvania where there arE' over 

75,000 AFSCME members, this provides the state and regional offices 

t-odth an annual income of over $3 million a year, with the national 

offices receiving oyer $5 million annually.* 

*The state organization also serves the local government and 
school district unions whose initiation fees and dues are in addition 
to the amount indicated of the state government income. 



Independent unions and employee assotiations usually receive 

som~what less than nationa(unions.' Although this income will 

remain under local control, there are usually fees to a natiorial 

organization for information services and specialized assistance 

when requested. 

From this income, the state organizations provide union 

representatives, offices, and meeting facilities, In addition, 

various consultants and special ists are employed, or are available, 

to advise on legal, actuarial, and related issues, e.g., health and 

dental insurance and retirement. 

National and in,ffbpendent unions are reluctant to provide any 

details about their operations, declining to indicate the number 

of staff employed or their categories and pay rates. Often, some 

union employees are represented by other unions, particularly 

clerical employees who organize to protect their rights and to 

receive more favorable compensation. For example, in San 

Francisco, the clerical employees of the Office and Professional 

Employees International Union, Local 3, went on strike against the 

Carpente~s, Retail Clerks, Plumbers, Laborers, and Operating 

Engineers. The major issues were reported as being (1) a response 

to what the clerks see as an attempt by employers to lengthen their 

32·-hour, 4-day workweek and (2) a pay increase of $.70 over thei r 

current hourly rate of $6.00 (from $653.60 to $747.20 a month). 7 

National office functions and activities are less evident. 

They ijre not subject to independent audit and pub I ic r.eport .. 
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A major cost item for the national offices is ~he support of 
,< ;"1",. 

organifing staff in yet unorganized state anQ·local'.~'overnment. r?f, ,,' . - ,., , , 
, , 

"Lis unk~own how much and in what form po'lit'ical sUPP,ort is 

provided by s'tate and national funds; however, a portion of the 

sum is in the form of direct campaign contributions. 

5. Can there be a code of ethics established to guide union 
and manage~3nt officials in their relationships? 

Such a pl~n does not seem feasible, and not one has ever been 

seriously presented. Public managers are held by union officials 

to the highest ethics. When a union feels that it has been misled 

or deceived by a manager, the union may complain to his superior, 

may treat him as persona non grata, and will seek to bypass him 

because of the union1s lack of confidence in his ability. 

Management is sometimes misled by union officials, occa5ionally 

by their oWn naivete. For example, in Pennsylvania in 1975, a 

general strike of prison workers was anticipated by the correc-

tional administrators. In a meeting with state union officials, 

the state asked if the union would agree to allowing striking 

employees in key positions to return to their jobs; these jobs 

ware designated as electrician, plumber, stationary engineer, switch-

board operator, hospital nurse, and culinary supervisor. The state 

union officials agreed and the department continued with their, 

emergency operations plan as if these employees would be back at 

work when called. However, the employees would not report back to 

work during the strike. The decision was theirs to make voluntarily, 



.: 

and in some ~ases the local union officers simplY refus~d to 
~ . . ' 

consider the question. 

In this case, management was unaware of (1) how the union 
, , 

operate's; (2) the powers of the localoffice,rs and of members when 

a strike is in progress; and (3) ,the fact that a union state, 

official can provide approval only to the extent that objections 

would not be raised regarding employee and officer cooperation 

with the prison administration. 

There are some types of conduct by union and management which 

could be ill-advised. At the extreme, they might be considered as 

unfair labor practices with appropriate presentation to the state 

public employee relations commission: 

1. Management should not openly or secretly attempt to 
influence the employees· election of local officers, 
or in a bargaining unit representational election. 

2. Unions should not openly or secretly influence the 
selection (or tenure) of an appointive public 
official with whom it will hegotiate. 

/ 

3. Union financial or in-kind contributions to campaigns 

4. 

of elected officials and legislators should be publicly 
reported by the unions {and by the recipient candidates}. 

Neither unions nor management should be permitted to 
harrass the other in an attempt to achieve an advantage 
in negotiations or an election. What constitutes 
uharrassment,1I holtJever, may be difficult to establish, 
with the exception of the. most blatant cases. Neverthe
less, some attention could be given, with experience 
in collective bargaining, to questions such as normative 
and abnormal levels of grievance fil ings and rejections, 
news leaks to the media, and lawsuits Initiated. 
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Personal Self-Interest Versus Professionalism 
'._ '; 0 .. 

• ;' The problem: 
, ~ . 

Correctional officers, through'the.i r ur.lioJ1~ 

a~tempt to ,influence the development of public policy \'Ihich serves 

onl, their self-interest (e.g., compensation, benefits, tenure, 

job security). Employee organizations are neither professJo!1~:fl 

(where the individual's focus is on the overall mission and his 

decisions often are unrelated to personal benefits or self-interest) 

nor managerial (where the focus is on both the overall public mission 

of the agency and the means for its achievement and decisions 

often involved with conflicting interests of emploYE-les in security 

and rehabilitation functions an,d the interests of the prisoners). 

Insistent demands by correctional officer unions, expressed 

through political action, for more security resources to ameliorate 

conditions which allegedly have resulted in prison violence and 

other problems have the following effects: 

1. Sometimes they are supportive of the management position 
and thus are helpful. 

2. More frequently, however, they represent a simplistic but 
very expensive "solution" (e.g., more positions or more 
restrictions on prisoner activities). The dilemma often 
results in the administrator being forced to accept an 
inappropriate solution because the issues have been 
polarized. Opposition to staffing increases or new 
restrictive policies is interpreted, therefore, as opposi
tion to prison security, public safety, and the safety 
of prison employees. 

Few corrections commissioners have maintained their adminis-

trative integrity during such confrontations. In justifying their 

acceptance of an inappropriate solution, some have reasoned: 
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r. ' 
"If I have to~·accept,,200 morecorr~ctiona1 officer positi.ons and 

'r .. 
reduce their work at the same time (by restricting prisoner activities 

and movements), 1111 do so now'\</hile the issue is receiving so much 

attentio~. Lat~r, 1111 be able to reprogram the funds or return a 

savings in a future budget." This plan of action almost never 

reaches the second stage, especially where union contracts exist 

and job protection is an important and grievabie issue. 

As a result, in many prisons around the couhtry, thousands of 

correctional officer positions are establ ished with little or no 

justification for their existence. And each year correction depart-

ments submi t budget requests for, new pos i t i ons--accountants, 

teacher's, records officers, dentists~ nurses, plumbers, and so on--

which are desperatelyoeeded but seldom authorized. In one medium-

sized prison, for e~ample, nearly 200 new correctional officer 

posftions were added in 1971 to relieve a serious problem of over-

crowding. Since that time, the overcrowding has been eliminated, 

but the positions acquired for that specific purpose remain. Also, 

in 1974 after overcrowding had subsided, another prisoner disturbance 

resulted in a corrective incr,ease of 100 additional correctional 

officers. The solution was approved, as it often is, without 

consideration of the previous staffing increases, how the positions 

were used, or how the new positions .would be used. In both cases 

of staffing increase, the "hidden agenda" of the correctional 

officers union was the converted use of many of these new positions 

to finance overtime compensation which had not been controlled by 

the prison management. 
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CHAPTER II 
" 

ISSUES RELATING TO EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PROVISIONS 

Correctional administrators and their organizations are ill 

equi'pped to perform the tasks for which they are responsible 

under the collective bargaining process. Quentin L. Kopp, 

president of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, has observed 

that "bargaining now has become a 'back room big labor versus 

inexperienced politicians' where a chief negotiator bargains behind 

closed doors.. 111 

The burden of the overall process is not well demonstrated 

or perceived from a review of the impact of each contract provision. 

Here, the whole fscertainly greater than the sum of its parts. 

In order to be effective in the context of collective bargaining, 

correctional commissioners and prison superintendents not only 

must be appropriately skiJ'led, but also must have management 

resources to assist them and to prevent thei r powers from. being 

diminished. While the (~bilities of correcthlli1al administrators 

vary widely, nowhere are state correctional administrators provided 

with adequate management support staff. Although this has always 

been a problem for administrators, it has'been aggravated by the 

introduction of collective bargaining for employees. Almost nothing 

in the collective bargaining process really helps the administrator 

to do his job better. The prisoners, who are the reason for the 

existence of the correctional system, are vi rtually left out--
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their interests are neglected and their welfare adversely affected 

under the new system of setting priorities for the allocation of· 

existing and new fiscal resources. 

Correctional administrators often are reduced to IIputt'ing out 

fires" or responding reactively to matters which others believe 

need attention. There is too little time, few rewards, and many 

risks for the administrator who would baJance the needs of the 

correctional system or the institution against the particular 

needs of employees, plant, and prisoners. 

Perhaps this accounts for the extraordinarJly brief service 

of state correctional administrators in the past decade. A review 

of the issues in this chapter should help management to cope more 

successfully with collective bargaining and, at the same time, to 

exercise the full range of management responsibilities expected of 

the administrator of any state agency. If administrators can do 

this, they will also serve the long-range interests of employees 

and their unions. 

Reference 

I. Bureau of National Affairs, Government Employee Relations 
Report (GERR), No. 679 (18 October 1976), p. 8-19. 
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2.00 SALARIES 

Issue: Does collective bargaining over salaries and wages result 

ins i gni fi cant imp rovements in compensa!,i on for the correc-

tional classes? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

State salary-setting practices have been discussed in Issue 1~09, 

Civil Service Interrelationships. The point emphasized was that 

salary administration Is based upon a position classificatlon plan 

and that~ because of the relationships among the various classes, 

any increase in the pay of a basic working class tends to disrupt 

the pay plan unless related classes are proportionately increased .. 

Salaries of the bargaining unit members represent the single 

most important item of negotiation ih collective bargaining. 

Whether or not salaries are within the scope of bargaining, the 

unions will devote considerable effort to securing, cmd obtaining 

credit for, pay increases grqnteci. 

Pay lncreases Through Non-Economic Settlements 

OVer the past several years, inflation and economic recession 

have caused serious.i}oblems in publ(c finance where revenues have 

. fallen wlli le expendl ture demands have increased. Under these 

conditions, most of the sixteen states and the two local juris-

dictions researched for this project had planned for minimal or 

no increases in employee pay, but in most cases ended up with 
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nominal increases in the 3 to 5 percent range. It Is unknown 

whether this would have happened without the vigorous political 

involvement of employee unions. 

In a few states, however, the correctional officer unions 

obtained pay inaeases solely for their members while other 

employees were excluded. In these cases a 5 percent p~y increase 

was achieved through a Ilnon-economic settlement." 

For example, in New Jer"sey, in lieu of a highly visible 

economic settlement which would have come under legislative and 

public review, a contract provision recently was entered into with 

correctional officers which required that they be paid time and 

a half for an eighteen-minute shift overlap period. A shift overlap 

is the additional time a correctional officer may be required to 

stay on duty during a change of shifts. Correctional officers 

can affect the amount of shift overlap time required. A shift of 

correctional officers is not officially relieved until every 

prisoner has been counted. Miscounts can add to shift overlap 

time. In New Jersey, this additional few minutes' work each day 

paid at the overtime rate resulted in an increase in correctional 

pay approximately equal to the employees I initial salary increase 

demands. However, the effective pay increase did not receive much 

publicity, nor did it require direct legislative approval. 

A similar situation in Pennsylvania produced the same results-

a "non-economi c settlementll of 5 percent over the general 3 percent 

across-the-board increase approved for all employees. 
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At issue here is the integrity of the collective barg.aining , 

process. Granting salary increaseS by changing a work rule and 

"hiding" increased salary expenditures within an increased overtime 

account clearly subverts the system of checks and balances found 

within most legal frameworks for public sector collective barga.inihg. 

Unfortunately, such administrative manipulation often is considered 

good public sector management. In a political environment of 

adversary relationships (not only among departments within the 

executive branch, but also between the executive and legislative 

branches), the pragmatic public manager often attempts to achieve 

program and political goals by taking advantage of legal and adminis-

trative loopholes. The apparent ascendancy of such an orientation 

toward program implementation rather than integrity of process is 

in need of searching review. 

Direct and Indirect Compensation in New York City 

The contract between the Correction Officers Benevolent 

Association and New York City offers some excellent examples of 

"hidden" economic benefits. From a basic salary and fringe 

benefit package won at the bargaining table, correctional officers 

in New York City have achieved more than correctional employees in 

any of the states researched. An executive of the Correction 

Officers Benevolent Association indicated that the reason for their 
I .. 

success,was that most of the benefits were not readily vis.ible .. The 

October 1975 contract set the basic correctional officer salary in 
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New York City at $17,458 annually.l The contract called for an 

automatic cost-of-living adjustment for each four-tenths of a P?int 

increase in the U.S. Department of Labor1s consumer price index for 

urban w~ge earners and clerical workers. In addition, for each 

five years of service up to twenty years, correctional officers 

receive longevity adjustments of $100 a year. They also receive 

eleven paid hoI idays"'Bt\r1u,111y; one personal leave day; un! imited 

sick leave for the full period of any incapacity due to illness, 

injury, or mental or physical defect, whether service connected or 

not; four leave days'with pay if there is a deatr in the family; 

30 days annual paid military leave, if required; and, after three 

years of service, 27 paid vacation days each year. 

In addition, New York City provides a choice of fully paid 

health and hospitalization insurance plans for each employee and a 

security benefit fund of $400 per employee every year which is paid 

to the Correction Officers Benevolent Association (COBA). COBA, 

using these funds, provides correctional officers with additional 

benefits such as life insurance, a dent,a1 plan, a prescription drug 

plan, supplemental hospital emergency room benefits, and legal 

services. 

Along with these other benefits, New York City contributes to 

a personal annuity fund for each correctional officer at a rate of 

one dollar per day up to $261 every year. The annuity fund 

contributions provide a lump-sum benefit to the correctional 

officer in the event of termination of employment for any cause or 
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as an annuity at retirement.· In addition, at the time of the 

research for this project, New York City was also picking up the 

full share of employee contributions to the reti rement fund. 

In addition to these economic gains, New York City's correc-

tional officers have won other benefits at the bargaining table. 

During contract negotiations in the early 1970s, the Correction 

Officers Benevolent Association demanded an 8~-hour work schedule 

rather than an 8-hour shift. City police recently had negotiated 

an 8~~hour shift at the bargaining table, and the correctional 

officers' union had an agreement with the city that its members 

would have parity with police officers. The director of the New 

York City Department of Corrections opposed an 8~-hour work shift, 

indicating that it would result in a need for 6.25 percent more 

personnel to cover the same number of job assignments. The correc-

tional officers insisted that New York City honor the parity agree-

mente They recognized that ~-hour shifts would result in an extra 

16 days off annually at the same salary. In addition, correctional 

officers could choose to work, at overtime pay, some or all of those 

16 additional days off, thereby increasing their annual take-home 

pay. Wi thout grant i ng the Department of Correct ions any budgetary 

relief, the city agreed to the demands of COBA. The impact on the 

operation of the New York City Department of Corrections was to 

significantly increase overtime expenditures as management attempted 

to retain previous staffi·ng levels. 



New York State Pay Negotiations 

The New York State Department of Correctional Services, recog-

nizing the serious consequences of the flight of senior correctional 

personnel from inmate contact jobs, entered into a contract provision 

with the correctional officers' representative which called for the 

bilateral development of a career development program. 2 One recom-

mendation of the union membership on the labor-management committee 

was that a differentiation should be made between correctional 

officer jobs with inmate contact and those without such contact. 

The unions recO~l1mended that correctional officers working in non-

inmate-contact positions, such as the perimeter towers, should be 

paid the current salary levels, while corr~ctional officers working 

in inmate contact positions should receive a one or two state pay 

grade raise in compensation. Although such a plan might weJ 1 

decrease the flight of personnel from inmate contact jobs, it 

amounts to a significant pay increase for a majority of correctional 

officers and, in effect, raises the level of correctional officer 

pay relative to other job titles within the state service: ' , 

The need for such an economic incentive to ensure that sufficient 

numbers of experienced, qualified officers bid into inmate contact 

positions has resulted from contract provisions allowing for job 

bidding based on seniority. Under a non-seniority system for job 

bidding where job assignments are made by correctional managers, 

personnel can be placed in positions where their experience can be 

most effectively used. With both a seniority job-bidding system 
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and an economic incentive programfo,r inmate contact jobs, such as 

the union proposed to New York State, correctional officers with 

seniority can choose to work in the more demandin~ positions for 

more pay. Since most correctiona,l officer positions involve inmate 

contact, the net result ,of these provisions would be to significantly 

increase the average correctional officer's pay. 

Police- Correctional Officer Salary Parity 

Over the past 25 years, correctional officer or prison guard 

associations have nurtured the conviction that their work is similar 

to that of the pol ice. They "pol icel' the prison and they deal with 

more criminals in a day than most city pol ice do in a year or more. 

While rarely sworn peace officers, they usually have the powers of 

peace officers in the pursuit and apprehension of escaped prisoners. 

Al though they do not caay weapons in the pri son, except in the 

gun tower or gun walk posts, many 'If not most feel justified in 

carrying side arms in their off~duty hours, as do the pollee. In 

the past, correctional management has never officially recognized 

such a need and has had only limited success in discou~aging the 

practice.* 

The significance of carrying side arms for correctional officers 

is at least partly a justification of salary parity With local and 

state pol ice. Such parity actually :~'obtained only rarely; 

'~'-'~:-~,! 

*In New York City, however, the City Counci\':has authorized 
the po~session and carrying of firearms by city correctional officers. 
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New York City;is one~xampte. In Massachusetts, due to political 

press~~e on the legislaiure expertly applied by the state correc-

tional officer unions, pay increases have bee~ granted which make 

correctional officer salaries very close to those of police in the 

state and urban areas, above those in many smaller cities, and higher 

than correctional counselors and psychologists (who must have 

college degrees, plus graduate education and prior work experience). 

There are many methods by which personnel classification tech-

nicians can evaluate different classes which are unique to publ ic 

service in terms of relative IIworth." The usual method is factor 

analysis, whereby common aspects of two classes are systematically 

compared, for example, in terms of: 

• Degree of independent action; 

• Degree of skill required to carry out typical duties; 

• The consequences of error or mistakes; 

.. The 1 ikel ihood of errors; 

Public contact reponsibility (in representing the 
employing agency to the public); 

Education and training required to exercise the most 
difficult tusks. 

Evaluations, which are expressed on a scale of, for example, 

1 to 5 (l::·.;t to highest), are made by neutral persons who are 

informed of the essential aspects of both jobs. The results are 

invariably that city police officer work is considerably more 

responsible and difficult than prison correctional officer work. 

(Factor analysis also finds the work of the fire department hoseman 
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less responsible and difficult than',tliat ~f police officer) yet 

salary parity is almost universal because a pol iticaJ solution 
... 

generally is imposed.) 

The dilemma; therefore, is that the ,typical state corree:tionai 

administrator appreciates the need for a state salary which attracts. 

and retains competent correctional officers. This usually is some-

what more than is now paid. There is a type of marketplace factor 

at work here, too. At the point of recruitment, firemen, patrolmen, 

and correctional officers are nearly equal in general qual ific,ations. 

The group that is paying the most is lik~ly to get the pick of the 

available pool of recruits. 

The administrator also is apprehensive about the impact of the 

development of a police officer role model in the prisons. The 

n(~ed for securi ty already hCls forced pri sons to adopt many of the 

characteri sti cs of a IlpO 1 ice state"; and reforms genera lly have been 

directed toward changing that image. Efforts have been made to 

operate and to modify the role of the correctionCll officer by 

increasing his involvement as a counselor or supervisor of prisoners. 
I" 

Acknowledging the similarities between correctional officers and 

pol\ic!;1 may tend to work against such -reforms. 

~er I ncome Concept 
~ .! 

\\This app.roach is both the most log.ical and the most difficult 
",\ ' .. !t 

means.\of establ ishing long-term comparisons between unique publ ic '\ .; ~. 

\\ 
Ii 
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service positions and private sector counterparts. From the union's 

perspective, it provides the broadest latitude for negotiation. 

Basically, the idea is to estimate the earnings in the private 

sector which a person entering state work would have achieved over 

five, ten, and fifteen years. An analysis of the desirable type 

of recent recruit (e.g., a correctional officer) might include 

high school graduation; I.Q. in the 100-110 range; a vocational 

aptitude (using a standardized test) indicating strong interests 

in sales, mechanical servlce industries, and public service; a 

mildly extroverted personality; and moderately conservative life 

goals. (Of course, many other factors can and should be included.) 

Private sector occupational groups then are searched for at least 

several individuals who compare closely with the profile developed. 

They must be of substantial numbers in each group and be drawn from 

numerous employers. With a reasonable match, on a confidential 

basis, actual salaries. are tabulated by the number of years worked. 

Thus, an inter-quartile range of rates and the median rate are 

determined from the grouped data for each five years of service: 

o 5 years - includes all with 4-6 years of experience 

e 10years - includes all with 9-11 years of experience 

e 15years - includes all with 14-16 years of experience 

The data can then be estab1 ished as the salary rates (range) 

for a correctional officer where: 
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1); The 5-year range matched with the nearest state salary 
range; 

2;>. The 10-year range matched with the state range fer the 
senier carrectienal efficer class, if there is one. 
Otherwise 1 beth the 5- and 10-year rates must be merged 
to. apply to. the base class; 

3. The 15-year range is matched with the state range for 
correctienal sergeant ar, in seme cases, lieutenant. 

Once established, the rates are adjusted annually by the percent-

age intrease tn a stable benchmark, such as the annual earnings ef 

factery werkers as reperted by the Bureau ef Labor Statistics. 

Many y'ears age, this technique was used to. derive pal ice efficer 

salaries in Les Angeles. It is likely to. be used much mare exten-

sively in the future. 

Other Salary Campafisen Bases 

In public service wark, preductivity rarely is a facter in 

calculating cempensatien. In cerrectional work, fer example, there 

are enly a few activities susceptible to. such measurement 

(e.g., cui inary, launpry, and prisen industries); with ethers, 

such as security and ceunsel ing, the activity itself rather than 

its preduct is all. that can be measured. Inceunseling and casework, 

ene ef the few ways j r. wh i ch a pes i t i on can be i ncrea sed in va I ue 

is to. reduce the size of the caselead--thus reducing the amount ef 

werk..;-so that the caseworker can perferm more in-depth, prefess iena I 

casework mere frequently and with fewer cl tents. 

Cerrectienalefficer pay increases ever the past 50 years have 

been tied primari 1y to. the shi ft in job centent--frem "pri sen guard" 
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to "correctional officer" as prison management has sought to 

upgrade the qualifications of the correctional officer to permit 

broader, more constructive use of this class in prisoner supervision 

.and co~nseling. During this period, increases were quite substan-

tial but seldom produced a significant change in the educational 

and intellectual capacities of correctional officer recruits. 

Significant exceptions occurred in the late 1930s and in the early 

1970s in certain areas where high unemployment levels brought an 

influx of college graduates to some prisons. 

In 1941 Kenyon Scudder opened the California Institution for 

Men at Chino, near Los Angeles, with an extraordinary group of 

correctional officers who, within ten to fifteen years, were the 

core of the reformed and revitalized California Department of 

Corrections. Si\mllarly, the high unemployment rate in the Boston 

area in 1972-73 attracted substantial numbers of college graduates 

into the Massachusetts Department of Correcti.on. In this case, 

however, poor management and powerful unions in the prisons soon 

discouraged most of the new correctional officer recruits who left 

as fast as they came in and had no discernible impact on the service. 

Multi-tiered Bargaining 

The concept of multi-tiered bargaining was presented in 

Chapter I (Issue 1.02, Collective Bargaining Negotiations). In 

direct salary negotiations at the bargaining table, correctional 

unions will present various supporting data, particularly those 
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which will Justify the largest increase. Such data normally 

include: 

~ Other state/city comparisons, eliminating jurisdictions 
with lower salaries~ 

• Salary comparison with cost-of-living changes; 

61 Various data indicating a loss of ground in comparison 
with other noncorrectional classes (e.·9., loca·l and 
state pol ice); 

• Tabulations of prison disturbances, assaults on personnel, 
etc., to demonstrate that the \'JOrk has become more 
~azardous and more difficult; 

~ Recapitulation of unusual working conditions, such as 
shifts, weekends and holidays, overtime, callbacks, 
and shift overlaps, which individually or as a package 
are deserving of a rrcre generous pay aJ1oWi'lnce. 

The state negotiator responds with data which tend to refute 

the union's claims. Concurrently, at a higher level, private union-

management discussions probably will be held to develop a compromise 

solution involving a mutually acceptable across-the-board increase 

with union support of the financing plan. Also, the governor's 

staff and union officials may be meeting privately with several key 

legislators to obtain their support of compromises in bc.)th pay 

increases and revenue-raising plans .. 

When a pay increase demand is finally Jlwon" at the bargaining 

\\ table, few people there--and none of the outside observers--will 
.. , 

have any idea of how the negotiating impasse was broken. There is 

little to suggest that it might be different in better econbmic 

times, except that the dollar range of negotiations could be 

considerably higher. 
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IMPACT 

Correctional unions negotiate for many types of salary and 

"'economic benefits. In cases where the economic gain is highly visible 

and submitted as a package to the appropriate legislative body, 

adverse operational effects on the correctional system are minimized. 

Although increasing expenditures on correctional personnel~-the 

majori ty of whom are correct iena 1 off; cers--tends to reduce the 

state resources available for other correctional budgetary categories, 

the decision-making process is basically governed by the checks and 

balances of the pol'itical system. 

Nonetheless, economic settlements entered into by the executive 

branch and approved by the legislative branch often are not clearly 

unders tood by the pub 1 i c. Fa r eJ.amp 1 e, an elected offi cia 1 may 

announce that the state has firmly'rejected a salary increase for 

state employees without drawing attention to the fact that one 

component of the contract settlement was the state1s assumption of 

. employee contributions to a retirement plan. The ass8mption of 

employee retirement contributions is an indirect pay increase since 

it reduces employee expenses and increases take-home pay; however~ 

'it is less subject to public scrutiny and its full effect on tax 

rates may not be felt for years. 

Successful union lobbying for higher salaries for correctional 

officers can be very trying for the correctional manager if 

achieved results distort internal pay relationships, make it diffi

cult to attract workers in needed specialty classes, and cause a 

shift in prison climate to one of domination ~y a single employee 

group. 
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2.01 GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES, STEPS 1-3 

Issue: From the administrator's perspective, what problems are 

involved in the standard management-union grievance procedure?* 

How could they be avoided? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

All managers and supervisors should fully understand the contract, 

receive training in hO\'J to handle their respc,msibil ities in making the 

grievance procedures work, and know who and when to consult on inter-

preting the contract Hnd departmental policy and how to recognize and 

deal with matters of significant fiscal impact or preced~nt. 

The grievance procedure is the heart of the continuing management-

union relationship once negotiation of the contract has been concluded. 

'While there are always some variations of the specific grievance 

procedures from state to state, most are composed of five steps** 

which, in corrections, are as follows: 

Step - Immediate supervisor of grievant 

Step 2 - Prison superintendent 

*The discussion here is limited to grievance steps 1-3; steps 
4 and 5 are covered in Issue 2.02 . . 

)brAn exception ca,n be found in the Wisconsin-AFSCME contract 
which calls for four steps (compressing steps 2 and 3). There are 
some advantages to a fl)ur-step plan since it is the predominant 
practice of the unions to continue to appeal grievance rejections 
at any level short of the last step. In a well-trained and 
experienced organization, it would be unlikely that the department 
head would want to negotiate a grievance since his pol icies in 
most cases could have been considered at step 2. 
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Step 3 - Corrections commissioner 

Step 4 - State director of employee relations 

Step 5 Fa~t-finder, mediator or arbitrator 

The Pennsylvania-AFSCME contract provide5 a straightforward 

statement of grievance steps 1-3. The first section is extremely 

useful in avoiding the problem of parallel appeal routes. 

A Civil Service employe may process his grievance 
through either the Civil Service appeal procedure or 
the contract grievance procedure. I f an appea 1 j 5 

filed under the C·ivil Service appeal procedure while 
proceedings are taking place under the contract 
grievance procedure, then the contract grievance 
procedure shall cease and shall not be permitted to 
be reinstituted. If an appeal is filed under the 
Civil Service appeal procedure, the employe shall 
not be entitled to institute proceedings under the 
contract grievance procedure, all right~ to do so 
being waived by the exerc.ise of an option by the 
employe to utilize the Civil Service procedure. 

Any grievance or dispute which may arise concern
ing the application, meaning or interpretation of this 
Agreement shall be settled in the following manner: 

Step I .:;The employe, either alone or ac;compan i ed 
by the Union representative, or the Union where 
entitled, shall present the grievance orally or 
in writing. to his immediate supervisor within 
12 days of the date of its occurrence, or when 
the employe knew or by reasonable diligence 
should have known of its occurrence. The super
visor shall' attempt to resol ve the matter and 
report his decision to the employe, orally or 
in writing, within seven days of its presentation. 

Step II. In the event the grievance is not settled 
at Step I, the appeal must be presented in writing 
by the employe or Un i on representative to tIne head 
of his division, bureau, instttution, or equivalent 
organizational unit within seven days after the 
supervisor1s response is due. The official 
receiving the written appeal, or his designated 
representative, shall respond in writing to the 
employe and the Union representative within seven 
days after receipt of the appeal. 
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Step 

Step.1 I I. An appeal from an unfavorable decision 
at Step II shall be presented by the employe or 
Union representative ••. within seven days after 
the response from Step I I is due. The agency 
head, labor relations coordinator or labor relations 
officer shall respond in writing to the employe and 
Union representative within seven days after receipt 
of the appeal. 1 

Normally, step I is handled as an oral communication and the 

written process begins at step 2. It is difficult to determine 

the extent to which step I is productive of grievance resolution. 

Nonetheless, it is desirable that this step be undertaken In some 

convenient manner--such as a note in the shift log--which could be 

recapped monthly or quarterly for a captain's report to the superin-

tendent. In some cases, however, the supervisor may not even 

recognize the employee's question as a grievance. 

Step 2 

Step 2 is formalized in writing and, in many cases, discussion 

with the superintendent will involve a union officer as well as 

the employee. Some preliminary discussions may be held with the 

superintendent's representatives (such as the assistant superintendent-

operations, busi ness manager, or personne.l offi cer) before meet i n9 

with the superintendent. The .participation of these staff members 

is useful to all concerned since It enables the superintendent to 

appreciate the relevant aspects of the issue before attempting to 
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solve the problem. Frequently, staff reviews produce a recommel"lda-

tion for favorable resolution even before the superintendent ha~ 

become involved. However, it is generally advisable that an 

officia'i meeting with the superintendent take place, so that the 

slIp:t;:dntendent is p_~rsonally aware of the grievance and can respond 

directly to any dissatisfaction of the employee with the solution 

offered. 

At step 2, an employee relations officer may have called the 

departmental specialist in this area for comment, information, 

or counsel on the problem. While this contact may be perceived 

as a prejudgment of the is~ue before it reaches the departrl1E:\~>t head 

at step 3, it may provide assurance to the superintendent regarding 

any precedent set for other institutions or other bargaining units. 

The data collected in prisons on the disposItion of step 2 

grievances is inadequate in most states. One of the union techniques 

for retaliation against an uncooperative management is to flood the 

grievance system. This would, of course, be noticed without better 

step 2 records and analysis. On the other hand, areas of low employee 

morale and aggressive local officers may be pinpointed by inter-

institutional comparisons and trend analysis. 

Meet-and-Confer 

While meet-and-confer between management and union is not 
;I'>,: 

,usuallydescri bed as a part of the grievance procedure, it can be 
// 

used as ~;ess formal process in grievance resolution. Under this 

~ystem, with the agreement of local union officers, a regular 
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(once or twice monthly) meet-and-confer session of officers and 

representatives and the superintendent's staff is held. (It m~y 

,take the place of the superintendeht l 5 regular staff meeting for 

that v/eek.) Meeting and conferring on institutional affairs, p1.ans, 

and problems and general information-sharing can take place with 

time allotted for presentation and brief discussion of step 2 

grievances. Step 3 will remain to deal with appeals to step 2 

deci s ions. 

Many grievances can be resolved immediately through the meet

and-confer process, while others will be reserved for further 

staff review and disposed of at the rr::...~t meeting or sooner. The 

seven-day requi rement for wri tten response may not b€ adhered to 

under this arrangement, as long as union officers agree that this 

procedural modification is in everyone1s beJt interest. It is 

advisable, however, to obtain agreement in writing on this procedural 

modification after a month of trial with this system. 

Success in meet-and~confer and grievance resolution depends 

upon developing cooperative and tn:~~tlng relationships. Deceptions, 

game-playing, procrastination) or promising more than can be delivered 

on either side will seriously hamper resolution of problems. The 

immediate solution is return to the form:l1 procedure of the contract 

and strictly adhere to the time schedule. 

Step 3 

Step 3 involves the commissioner or director of the corrections 

office. While the appeal is to the department head, it is usually 
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routed to the executive who acts as th.e departmental director of 

employee relatl~ns. In this office, appeals are logged in and 

then assl'gned for review and recomm'endation. The seven-day time 

schedule for response is almost invariably met; when it is not, 

the ,employee, local, union officers? and state/t"egional union 

officers are nDtified and the reasons for,delay as well as the 

anticipated completion date are specified. 

In nearly all cases, some addltional information on the appeal 

is needed. The department employee relations di rector or his 

assistant may call the superintendent directly or his counterpart 

on the superintendentfs staff. Where there are substantial tech

ni~al concerns in step 3 (e.g., the effect of a post asslgnment 

or post order modification necessary to deal affi rmatively with 

the grievance issue), the departmental supervisor of institutional 

or security operations may make the step 3 review and recommendation. 

In other cases, the personnel officer, accounting officer~ or food 

manager may be consulted. If there are questions which need 

clarification from the employee, the best line of communication is 

through the local president or the officer who represented the 
----;:-~ 

gri evanf. His name will be on the appeal fO'rm, 

The analysis and recommendation on each appeal is presented to 

the commissioner. A few may be approved immediately and a meeting 

with the unioh will not be necessary. Since there are likely to be 

many that will be denied, union representatives and employees 

generally are scheduled for meetings with the commissioner. Each 

case is taken up in turn. The union is provided an opportunity 

(; 
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to make a brief presentation; the commissioner may ask a few 

pertinent questions, and his decision announced before the next 

case is taken up. In a few cases, an additional perspective on 

the case may justify the commissioner's putting the case aside 

for later decision. 

The description of the relatively obvious nature of step 3 

procedures is intended to highlight certain ritual aspects of the 

process. It is important to perceive the need for visibility to 

employees of the activities of union elected officers and salar:ed 

staff in the furtherance of employee interests and the defense of 

negotiated contract provisions. Winning a grievance issue is mDre 

satisfying where there is some confrontatjon of management authority. 

A case in point: In 1975 in New Jersey, the cottage supervisors 

(female employees) and the correctional officers (male employees) 

in the now-coed Women's Correctional Center grieved the inequity 

of the women employees who performed identical tasks to those of 

the maie employees but ... ,ere paid two salary steps (10 percent) less. 

The superintendent forwarded the grievance, supporting it but 

properly recognizing that relief required either classification 

consolidation or a salary range change for the women's cottage 

supervisor class--an action for the Civil Service Commission. The 

commissioner agreed fully with the recommendation and was prepared 

to submit the matter to the Civil Service Commission. As this was 

a grievance, however, a copy went to the union president \'.Jho discussed 

the matter with the state employee relations director. His response 
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was to advise the commissioner to hold up his approval and submission 

to the eivj 1 Servi ce C(lmmi ss ion so that the gri eVance cOllI d be taken 

up for tradir.~ at the next cqntract barga ining sess ion (over a year 

in the future). When interviewed only a few days later, t.he 

commissione.r was in a quandary; he faced loss of t:onHdence of the, 

employees involved for failure to take prompt administrative action 

in their behalf, and therebY' would let the union receive credit for 

getting the prob 1em corrected. 

As grievance appeah:steps 4 and 5 are considered in the following 
I: 

issue, it may be apprecU,ted why such a high proportion of step 3 
"./ 

appeal rejections are further appealed to the hi gher steps. 

I HPACT 

The impact of the grievance system may be the formalization of 

an adversary relationship between, managemenJ;.and employees. Such a 
~;:.".~/' 

struggle can be distress,l'ng, to ,the organization; for the superin-
'. ' ' . 

tendent, it can entail a 'g-r:eat' diver?ion of his time. If the internal 
~ . . . '" 

j •••• 

discipline of ~he organization breaks down, the function of the 

prison is weakened. Manipulative prisoners engender suspicions and 

antagonisms, while other prisoners who ;are adversely affected by 

changes in staff attit,-!cles and demeanor or minor changes in activity 

and programs become more discontented anq vulnerable to agitation 

by mil itant prisoner elements. 
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2.02 GRIEVANCE. PROCEDUReS, STEPS 4 AND 5, 

Issue: What determines how these appeal steps work out? What could 

be done to reduce the operational impact of Ilpooril decisions 

at these levels which are well beyond the control of the 

corrections department? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

The contents of appeal steps 1t ahd 5 are represented by the 

PennsyJ varJi a-AFSCHE contract provi s ions. 

Step IV. In the event the grievance has not been 
satisfactorily resolved in Step 11.1 ~ written appeal 
may be made/;>y the employe or Union representative 
wi th in seven days of the Step III ded slon to the 
Secretary of Administration ... and shal J contain 
a copy of the Step II and Step II I decisions. The 
Secretary of Administration . ~ • or his designee, 
shall issue a decision in writing to the Union 
within 12 days after receipt of the appeal. 

Step V. An appeal from an unfavorable decision at 
Step IV may be initiat~d by the Union serving upon 
the Employer a notice in wri.ting of the intent to 
proceed to arbitration within seven days after the 

)'~" response from Step I Vis due. . . . 

,\. The arbitrator is to be selected by the parties 
~iointly within seven days after the notice has been 
gliven. If the parties fail to agree on an arbitrator, 
e"ither party may request the Bureau. of Mediation to 
submit a list of seven possible arbitrators. 

The. parties' shall within seven days of the receipt 
of said list meet for the purpose of selectIng the 
arbitrator by alternately striking one name from the 
list until one name remains. The Employer shall 
strike the fi~st name. 

Each case sha 11 be cons i dered on its merits and the 
c6llective bargaining agreement shall donstitute the 
basis upon which the decision shall be rendered. The 
decision at Steps I. II. and III shall not be used as 
a precedent for any subsequent case. 
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The arbitrator shall n~ither add to, subtract from, 
hor modi.fy the. prav! sions of this Agreement. The 
arbitrator shall confine himself to the precise.issue 
submitted for arbitration and shall have no authority 
to determine any other issues not so submitted to him. 

The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and 
binding on both parties, except where the decision 
would require an enactment of legislation, in which 
case it shall be binding only if such legislation is 
enacted. The arbitrator shall be requested to issue 
his decision within 30 days after the hearing or 
receipt of the transcript of the hearing. 

All of the time limits contained in this Section 
may be extended by mutual agreement. The granting of 
any extension at any step shall not be deemed to 
establish precedence. 

All fees and expenses of the arbitrator shall be 
divided equally between the parties. Each party shall 
bear the costs of preparing and presenting its own 
case. Either party desiring a record of the proceedings 
shall pay for the record and make a copy available 
without charge to the arbitrator. 

An employee shall be permitted to have a repre-' 
sentative of the Union present at each step of the 
grievance procedure up to and including Step IV. 

The results of arbitration are binding and final on the parties 

unless otherwise stipulated. 

The ultimate problem in steps 4 and 5, where arbitration is 

involved at step 5, is that major issues of correctional operational 

policy or major expenditures could be at risk in the hands of an 

arbitrator. The fact that the arbitrator is neutral may be dis-

quieting since it may be felt that only a person with correctional 

administrative experience could appreciate the full consequences 

of a finding against the state corrections department. Also, an 

arbitrator's finding could involve an award of several million 

dollars which could be paid only by new appropriations. Management 

may fee 1 that there a re some iss ues too Ilhotil to arb i trate--
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as discovered by lettin9 a grievance go to arbitration which might 

have been negotiated to an acceptable conclusion at an earlier stage. 

Management should have the foresight to anticipate grievances 

whi ch, as a matter of ri ghts conferred by contract and the wri tten 

grievance procedure, may not go to binding arbitration. These could 

have been defined in enabling legislation by restric.tions relating 

to the scope of bargaining. This \ .... ould add specificity to manage-

mentis rights. Such restrictions are found in both legislation 

and in negotiated: agreements. They refer to matters which (1) are 

not subject to the grievance procedure; or (2) if grievable, are 

appealable only to step 3; or (3) if grievab1e, are appealable only 

to advisory fact-finding or mediation services. 

Examples of such issues have been previously identified; 

therefore, only a few need to be mentioned here: 

o Matters involving prisoners' rights and existing programs 
and schedu1 (~s; 

• Matters invOlving position classification and internal 
pay evaluations of tla~ses in series or closely related 
classes; 

• Matters involving civil service discretion in recruitment, 
examination, certifications and selections, and civil 
service tenure (not involving disciplinary action); 

• Matters involv'lng the deployment of personnel, such as~ 
the number of p'ositions necessary to perform prisoner 
supervi s ion fun'c\t ions. . 

While it would be r'e.1atively unusual for any of these matters 

to arise directly in provisions of the management-union agreement 

(tq which agrlevance must be related), there are many issues which 

i nd i rec.t 1y i nvo 1 ve such b roade r issues. The mas t common examp 1 e 
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is found in grievances regarding safe working conditions where it 

is held that the work is unsafe unless certain changes are made. 

The changes then could involve any or all of the previously listed 

prob 1 em areas. 

In some situations, after initial consideration of a grievance 

which is determined to be beyond the scope of the union contract, 

management may conclude with union consent that it will be processed 

through the grievance procedure to: (1) advisory fact-finding; 

(2) an advisory arbitration panel; or (3) an arbitration panel whose 

findings involving any increase in appropriations to the department 

will be submitted to the legisiature and shall not be effective 

without their enactments or appropriations. 

Panels of Arbitration 

A typical provision for panels is found in the Pennsylvania 

enabling legislation: 

(1) Each party shall select one member of the panel, 
the two so selected shall choose the third member. 

(2) If the members so selected are unable to agree 
\ upon the third member within ten days from the date of 

their selection, the board shall submit the names of 
seven persons 1 each party shall alternately strike one 
name until one shall remain. The public employer shall 
strike the first name. The person so remaining shall 
be the third member and chairman. 

Whenever a panel of arbitrators is hereafter 
constituted pursuant to the provisions of ... the 
IIpublic Employee Relations Act,1I the cost of the 
arbitrator selected by each party shall be paid by 
the respective party selecting the arbi trator ... 
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Fact-f i ndi ng 

The most common alternative to binding arbitratton is fact-

finding which may be accompl ished through employment of one ora· 

pi3nel of three fact-finders, as in an arbi tration panel. F;,:tct-

finders are drawn by a procedure of management-union strike-out of. 

names from a I ist of qual ified persons. In some cases, reputable 

firms also may be listed. 

The advantage of fact-finding is that, while not binding on 

either party, the findings and recommendations will strengthen one 

side of an impasse and weaken the other in future negotiations. 

"Jhe results also can be of use in sUpporting the negotiations' 

conclusions where legislation is required to implement the agreement. 

Step 4 

The above procedures all develop out of considerations at 

step 4--the state office of employee relations. Such sensitive 

cases as ,~~iscussed above fortunately are not representative of m05t 

cases which are appealed to this level. 

Generally, all step 3 grievance appeals not approved will be 

appeaJed to step 4; similarly, all step 4 appeals denied will be 

requested for step 5. Each of the staff members of the state 

employee relations office usually will have an assignment of two 

or more bargaining units. Their reviews are not unlike those'of the 
(j 

department head's office at step 3, except they will have less 

detailed knowledge of the correctional field and related professional 
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commitment~ to'the particular' mission of the agency. A good working 

relati'onship between the state employee relations office and the 

departmental employee relatioi1S office is desirable and natural, 

considering the volume of appeals which will be handled in a year--

1,000 more or less in a medium-sized state such as Wisconsin. 

On the other hand, the staff of the state employee relations 

office seldom see their function as rubber-stamping departmental 

decisions. They tend to rule against the department in up to 

25 percent of the cases. Thi!5 is not so difficult, however, as long 

as there is some informal comrnunication between that office and 

the department regarding which cases, if approved, could cause 

management problems. 

Departmental Appeals to Step 4 Decisions 

There appear to be no procedures in effect which provide for an 

appeal by the director of the operating department to the governor 

on unacceptable decisions of the state employee rel~tions drrector. 

While it may be desirable to add a provision to permit such appeals, 

there are risks involved since this also could facilitate appeals 

by the un ions to the governo r. Un ions, of course, a 1 ready aeh i eve 

this by Ilend runs" around both the department head and the state 

,director of employee relations. However, this is rare since end

running grievance appeals tends to waste the union's political 

powers on issues which are less important than major new contract 

provisions, including salary increases. 
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Since a m~ority of step 4 appeals are rejected, the unions will 

request step 5 resolutions which uSllally involve\)inding arbitration. 

This tends to create a large backlog of cases awaiting assignment to 

arbitrators. It is generally to the union's advantage to clog the 

arbitration system so that some pressure is ~laced on the operating 

department to reopen or bargain for a compromise solution. The 

alternative in this case would be to have a basic procedure or 

activity frozen in place, for all practical purposes, awaiting 

disposition of the outstanding grievance. 

Management is fully aware that the unions will not let all 

cases go to arbitration. They know which cases they are likely to 

lose and prefer to avoid the union's share of the arbitrator's 

fees and expenses. ':\:?Jnce some of these cases will be moot by the 

time they come up (because of separation or retirement of the 

employee, for example), by waiting for arbitration assignment 

the union can reduce the number of cases in which it withdraws the 

grievance, thus disappointing as few members as possible. 

IMPACT 

The grievance procedure comprises the principal activity of 

the department of corrections in employee relations. Steps 4 and 5 

can be affected very little by correctional administrators, except 

by having a skilled employee relations advisor on the commissioner's 

staff . 
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These steps should not be taken lightly. Administrative 

burdens .and arbitration costs can be great, eYen without consider-

~ ing the costs of lmfavorable ru1 ings at steps 4 and 5. The best 

course of administrative action is to develop organization skills 

in effective employee relations, and to maintain a flexible 

position toward thEI issues and people concerned with employee 

rep resentat i on. 

The effectivenlass of employee relations is measured neither 

by the executive's popularity with the unions and members nor by 

the number of succe~;ses and failures at the top steps of the 

appeal route. A totally inappropriate grievance issue could be 

presented in differemt forms, from different employees, and from 

different institutians--and be rejected repeatedly as they should 

be--yet the tenth or' twenti eth submi ss ion cou1 d get through and 

become a celebrated, embarrassing, and unfortunate arbitrator1s 

award which the department will have to live with for years to come. 

Related Issues 

1. 02 Collective Bargaining Negotiations 

1.06 Contract Administration 

1.12 - Organization for Employee Relations 

1.13 - Management Rights 

2.01 - Grievance Procedures, Steps 1-3 
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2.03 OVERTIME AND SICK LEAVE 

Issue: What can be done about the enormous increase in overtime 

costs and use of sick leave after completion of collective 

bargaining agreements? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

The problem of excessive use of sick hiave and overtime is 
. '\\ 

II 

.ialmost universal in correctional departments under collective 

bargaining. Success in this very difficult area requires that both 

detailed and summary statistics be collected on sick leave and 

overtime hours. Such analyses should cover at least the past 

several years, or long enough to pick up the year preceding conclu-

sion of the first negotiated agreement. Totals should be. displayed 

by bargaining unit and by institution, as well as for nonunion 

employees. 

In most cases, the administrative research designed to gain 

full perspective cn the problem may require a special reporting 

system to classify leaves and overtime in terms of the various 

reasons for their use and to analyze current methods for authorizing 

and approving such leaves and overtime charges. 

The experience of many states indicates that causal factors 

other than new union contract provisions are involved. Overtime 

and sick leave are treated together here because of the constant 

correlation in the Jlise and fall of these two indicators. In most 

cases, new contracts have made little change in existing sick leave 
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provisions, but have produced generous changes in both the compensa-

tion rate of overtime and in the basis for earning it. Thus, 

contract provisions cannot account for the rise In use of sick 

leave, and account for only ~ume of the rise in overtime. 

The most common causal factor has been managerial and supervisory 

laxity or misunderstanding of policy. This is evident from use 

analyses which reveal nominal increases in some institutions and 

enormous increases in others. A secondary cause often is a poorly 

developed or implemented post assignment plan and post orders. 

Other underlying causes are: 

Retirement provisions where the rate is determined by 
the amount of gross pay (overtime included) for the 
last several years worked. Older offi~ers nearing 
retirement eligibility frequently transfer to 
institutions and posts in which there is maximum 
opportunity to earn overtime. 

2. Other overtime incentives involve situations where 
overtime is authorized after so many minutes of 
work past the shift change .. Since shift changes 
typically occur after the prisoner count clears, the 
smallest error in count reporting will delay leaving 
the shift. Two or three recounts can result in an 
hour of overtime for the entire shift. 

3. Overtime incentive is found in systematic laxity in 
performing basic security searches of prisoner~ and 
their housing and \'Iork areas. As a result of officer 
complaints about excessive <";ontraband and weapons in 
the prison, special search squads must be formed 
periodically on an overtime basis. 

4. A major reason for overt ime is the need for coverage 
of unfunded new programs. Such programs have included 
extended family visiting, work furlough, and community 
group participation in counseling, arts and crafts, 
cmd education programs. 
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5. Sick leave availabi 1 ity j s an 'incentive for employees 
to accept more" overtime than they can handle. Sick 
leave is abused when it is used not for personal illness, 
but to provide addi tional days off so that overtime 
can be worked at premium pay rates. One method of 
curtailing this abuse would be to revise the contract 
provisions so that a sick leave day could.~ot be counted 
as a day worked in computing the necessar1" ,days or hours 
required before reaching the overtime rat.e. 

At one time, correctknal administrators dealt with such 

problems directly. Under. collective bargaining, the unions must 

be consulted on'any remedial action. Their counter-suggestions 
I 

must Ibe considered, and the problem may also merit consultation 

with the state director of employee relations ~~} identify possible 
" 

problems,and responses in other departments. 

Because the amount .of supplemental earnings can be considerable 

over a sustained period, co'rrective action may be bitterly resisted 

by employees. Management frustration can be avoided only by exten-

sTve consultation before acting, supervisory training, and persis

tence and pati'ence in staying on top of the causes of the problem. 

Background of the. Problem 

In recent years, compensation pol icy has dramatically changed 
. '. 

overtime'pay. Some states (e.g.~ Indiana) still observe the 

IIno overtimell rule. If overtime is worked for any reason, it is 

taken off later, on a IIcompensating timell basis. However, in states 

with union contracts, ,the trend is toward premium pay of time and 

a half for wOI-k over 40 hours and on the sixth day of a workweek. 

In some cases, as in Pennsylvania,double time is paid for the 
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seventh consecuti ve workday. Other vari at ions provi de time and 

a half for work on a holiday plus time off at a later date. 

compensation for 'Istandby time" at home ""hen alerted that an 

employee'may be needed for emergency or relief work, and compensa-

tion at the level of any higher classification when the employee 

is temporarily assigned to such work for more than ten days. 

A NovembF 1975 memorandum of the New York State Department 

of Correctionci. Services indicated that the most prominent adminis-

trative problem contributing to excessive overtime expenditures at 

one of the department's facil ities was the abuse of sick leave as 

well as workmen1s compensation leave. This abuse robbed the day-

to-day poo1 of available security staff. On the average) overtime 

payments at this facility added $3,888 annually to the salary of 

each correctional officer. This amounted to a 30 percent increase 

in pay over the average annual salary of $12,850. 

The premium pay for overtime has been a windfall for some 

employees. The original principle for overtime pay was to discourage 

" swea tshopll operators from working employees overtime (with pay) 

without additional fringe benefits and related overhead costs, 

thereby avoiding the hiring of additional employees with additional 

overhead costs. The overtime penalty was meant to discourage over-

time and encourage more employment. In public administration, 

however, the agency can employ more persons than are budgeted by 

the use of overtime. In most state government departments, extcn-

sive use of overtime in this way would soon be dealt with by the 

central finance agency, if not by the h:~gislature. In prison 
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adininistr~tion, however, a legitima.te need for overtime to deal 

with escapes and emergencies has long existed. For years, many 

states have had an expenditure categ.Qry for overtime to handle 

escapes and emergenci es based on prior years' experi I~nce. Once 

a.dministrative controls are relaxed and the premium pay rate is 

added as. an incentive to staff, the amount of overtime has tended 

to increase at an astounding rate. 

Where it has been a long-standing practice to expect all 

correctional officers on ground posts to s1larch prisoners, shops, 

and work and housing areas for contraband (weapons, drugs, money, 

etc.), it is now more common under union .,contracts for correctional 

officers to have no time to perform this function during the regular 

work shift. Instead, it is insisted that because there is so much 

contraband In thepriso'n, it must be seized by spedal, periodic 

area searches--sometimes covering the entire institution--by 

special squads on an overtime basis. 

It should be added that this is not always an abuse of employee 

pressure or management authori ty, since under condi t ions of prison 

overcrowding many regul ar job tasks are not done or are not done 

well. Usually these conditions are not dealt with affirmatively by 

o authorizing temporary staff increases; thus, the situation can get 

out of control, providing clear just ifi cation for assess ing a 

continuing security problem as an emergency warranting increased 

overtime. This may also be extended to authorized posts often left 

uncovered in previous times of tem~orary staff shortages. 
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Nevertheless, a large proportion of overtime in 1975-76 

probably was unnecessary. Its use also causes a sharp increase in 

the amount of sick leave. Annual sick leave use in one prison 

system in 1965 was about six to seven days per year for male 

employees and slightly higher for female employees. In 1975-76, 

average sick leave use jumped to ten to twelve days for both men 

and women--about the same rate as it is earned. In an institution 

with 500 employees, this should increase th1 budget by at least the 

equivalent of 25 annual salaries. A simple frequency distribution 

curve of sick leave use and overtime will go up and down--but 

mostly up--together. 

Non-economic Compensations 

In 1975, several eastern states facing a general policy of 

no"employee salary increases for the new fiscal year negotiated 

some lInon-economi c" improvements for correct ions. These i mprove-

ments actually were camouflaged economic benefits. They included 

an overtime a110\<'Jance for shift overlap for correctional officers 

and sergeants. The "overlap·· arises from the fact that 24"hours 

is divided into three 8-hour shifts, and correctional officers 

cannot leave their posts until relieved by the next shift. In 

addition, the prison is not only large, but there are also numerous 

security points to slow an employee while coming in or going out.* 

*This makes it very difficult to have a significant rollcall 
lineup for the new shift, although it is done occasionally for 
important announcements and critical information concerning 
institutional security problems. 
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A simple code of honor, liThe Golden Rule," apparently works to keep 

the relieving officer from being late to his post; otherwise, the 

pattern will continue and the officer _to arrive late will, in turn, 

be relieved late. It is typical for an officer relieved at 4:00 P.M. 

to be at his car for the trip home at 4:.20 P.M. Recognizing 15 minutes 

of this time as overtime yields 22~ minutes extra of straight time 

daily, or 82.5 hours per year in a 220-day work year. If the 

average correctional officer earns $13,000 in base pay, he will 

receive an approximate increase of $600 a year or approximately one 

salary range step from the overlap provision . 
. ~,.:..::.::' 

Commissioners and superintendents often are appall~d at such 

a development. In no case where an overlap provision has been 

negotiated was the commissioner consulted. Once accompl ished, the 

line of new neg0tiations is set and the time considered as overlap 

tends to be extende-d. It is sound and standard practice that no 

shift is relieved until it completes the prisoner count--which usually 

starts about 30 minutes prior to shift change. Without incentive 

and wi. th a penal ty of stC!ying over without pay unti 1 the count 

clears, a delay in count clearing of a few times per week is 

considered normal. With the negative incentive, however, counts 

can be expected to become much more difficult to clear withollt 

overtime. 

Additionally, many other employees also have unique working 
h :"di?: 
~~}tditi6ns. Farm supervisors,. hog ranch operators, and culinary 

supervisors must be at work by 5:30 A.M. or earl ier. The cul inary 



crew will have some relief by noon to supervise the supper meal, 

but most culinary and farm crew employees will be able to leave 

by 3:00 P.M. These are merely examples of what most job classifica-

tion and salary-setting officials, as well as the employees 

themselves, bel ieved were accepted characteristics of the work. 

IMPACT 

The immediate impact of leavt~ and overtime abuse is the curtail-

ment of discretionary (lower priority) programs in order to finance 

these new costs of operation. Failing to reallocate funds for this 

purpose for whatever reason will require supplemental flmcis--either 

those available to the state director of finance or funds allocated 

by the legislature by supplemental appropriation during the year or 

deficiency funding at the end of the fiscal year. 

In addition to the adverse impact on other desirable prison 

programs, such abuses of overtime and leave nurture discontent 

among employees without similar benefits, whose work also may be 

made more difficult because of abuses of overtime and leave. For 

example, as steps are taken to speed up the clearance of slow counts, 

it is common to move up the time at which prisoners are moved to 

the cell blocks and other count locations. This can reduce the 

workday in industries and maintenance departments, shorten the 

teaching or training period in the classrooms and vocational 

shops, etc. 
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Such developments usually affect the pri soners; thei r movement 

Is curtailed, length of family visits reduced, less recreation time 

is provi.ded, and special athletic programs are cancelled for lack 

of funds to pay. for custodial supervision. 

Related Issues 

1.09 - Civil Service Interrelationships 

l.ll - Manpower Management in Prison Administration 
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2.04 JOB SECURITY 

Issue: How do unions deal with the protect~on and preservation of 
l 

jobs for employees? What problems are associated with this? 

PRINCIPLES FOR AOMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

While state-union contracts rarely contain provisions relating 

to the performance of jobs, as opposed to an employee's rights to 

the job or a similar job, all unions place high priority on the 

protection of jobs which their members holo. 

One aspect of this is simply a matter of lIun ion securityll 

(covered in Issue 3.01) or protection of its membership and related 

income to the union. 

Under management ri ghts, the cluthori ty is reserved for the 

state to create and abolish positions and to organize and reorganize 

the work. If, however, management \'Jants to reorgan i ze the work so 

that groups of employees will fall into another bargaining group 

represented by a different union, meet-and-confer procedures will 

need to occur. All possible grievances will be submitted to resist 

an undesirable change, and all possible political pressure will be 

exerted to abandon or modify the plan. If the plan goes forward, 

precise arrangements must be made for retraining, new position 

appointment, and seniority righ'ts, without loss of compensation. 

Similarly, management has no absolute right to rearrange the 

organizational work plan so that discrete functions may be contracted 

out to private organizations (such as the medical clinic, food service, 
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or a prison industry). All procedural steps must be exhausted, 

including legal chal1enge~ (if any can be made) and challenges to 

efficiency of the new arirangements for services. 

A typical provisiorl is found in the Wisconsin-AFSCME contract: 

When a decisJon is made by the Employer to contract 
or subcontract work normally performed by Employees of 
the bargaining u~it, the State agrees to a notification 
and discussion with the local Union not less than thirty 
(30) days in advance of the implementation. 

Public sector unions often attempt to negotiate more restrictive 

provisions on contracting out state work, but none are known which 

provide an absolute prohibition. 

Union I re was aroused in the early 1970s when many states, most 

notably Massachusetts, began shifting substantial portions of prison 

populations fl(om institutions to community-based programs. Such 

prograrns" halfway houses and group homes in particular, usually 

can be operated by private groups with economic as well as social 

advantages. The jobs involved in operating such programs are seldom 

of the same classification requirements as those being replaced in 

thecprisons or youth training schools. Even if comparable, they 

would require employees to relocate and work in an urban neighborhood 

environment. 

Similar cqrrectional reforms have involved the concept of 
II 

revital izing B;Hson work programs by contracting them out to private 
,) 

firms. Cbntrl~cting for the operation of laundries, auto shops, and 
,', 

foodservi ce;l is common i npub 1 i cand private hospitals, universities, 

. andcollegeij. In opposing similar arrangements in prisons, the unions 
il 
j/ 
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have had their most obvious successes through political action; 

for example; (1) throwing suspicion on alleged economies and 

"sweetheartll arrangements with private enterprises; (2) challenging 

the Ilexcessive risksll to the public involved in alternative or 

early release programs; and (3) challenging the competency of the 

departmental director for the previous reasons. The acrimony of 

management-union discourse does little credit to either side when 

profound issues of public policy and public safety are in the 

balance. To some extent, union responses to contracting out have 

discouraged attempts to institute such reforms elsewhere. 

IMPACT 

The prIncipal impact of union concern over its members I job 

security usually is overlaid on various civil service protections 

(e.g., salary retention if the position is reclassified to a lower 

class, reinstatement rights in the event of layoff for any reason). 

Thus, the union can act most vigorously where civil service is 

quiescent (e.g., layoffs due to reorganization or reduction of the 

work force). 

The union represents a political force for expansion of the 

existing work force and union membership. In pressing for additional 

correctional officer coverage of certain ~rison areas, success may 

result by substituting a union priority item for an item which 

management feels is more important when a choice of new expenditure 

is n~stricted by the amount of funds available. In negotiating 
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sess ions, mana.gell'lent may have to 'accept the premi se that fi fteen 

neH correctional officer' posts for particular assignments would be 

des i rab 1 e if they coul cI be p rovi ded. 

At the same time"however, management may have submi tted in 
;' \~~\-

its budget request fUllds for three neW vocational classrooms, equip-

ment, and instructor~i,with no additional correctional officer 

" 
posts indicatrd. If approved and submitted to the legislature, 

there will be two substantial neW expenditure items before them. 

In arguing for the new correctional officer coverage, the union can 

cite the department's concurrence, while indicating grave reserva-

tions about the need for the new shops, or thei'r location, or the 

specific kinds of shops if, for example, they present new security 

problems because of the materials and tools available. This may 

occur even if the union raised no objections during previous meet-

and-confer sessions. 
() 

.Where this occurs, prison administrators may interpret the 

final appropriation df fifteen new correctional officers, and the 

denial of the new vocational shops, as a betrayal by the union. 

EVen if the union had agreed not to oppose the shops, what it could 

not say in public hearings ii;s representatives could say in private. 

Such situations can be handled mqre successfully if management 
,:, 

is more .skillful in its techniques in the future. 

In summary, -the unions, through negotiations and political 

efforts to obtaig.contract approval, can help correctional adminis

trators to meet the problems of prison overpopulation and the 



need for new resources. However, the unions cannot be expected to 

assist in the diminishment of their own powers. 

Related Issues 

1.09 - Civil Service Interrelationships 

1.13 - Management Ri ghts 

3.01 - Union Security 
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2.05 SENIORITY PROVISIONS FOR JOB ASSIGNMENT 

Issue: -l1bW far should management go in neQotiating on seniority 
-;, 

Drp~isions? What are the consequences of various levels 

of use of assignment selection DY seniority? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

Management must expect to negotiate on seniority provisions 

since a substantial majority of Fositions in corrections are so 

covered and it is a prevailing practice under union contracts. 

It is also a prevailing piactice for many, if not most, assignments 

of correctional officers, even where there is no collective 

bargaining.* 

"Ass i gnmentsll consi st of determini og the correctional post and 

shift on which the individual officer or sergeant will work. Most 

unorganized departments or prisons have followed the practice of 

periodic shift rotation in which all employees work posts on 

all shifts. The frequency of rotation varies widely from one state 

to another. In some, rotation occurs once a month; in others, once 

every six mcmth$. Quarterly rotation is considered l1average." 

There are many states, particularly those with collective 

bargaining, in which shift assignment is permanent, ~lthough shift 

changes can he bid on by seniority at various intervals {at least 

annuallY}.'lThe results of this practice vary greatly, since 

*Since the predominant problem is in the area of correctional 
officer and correctional sergeant assignments, discussion of this 
subject refers exclusively to these classes. 
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institutional characteristics, location, and age of staff are all 

involved in shift selection decisions. In high-security prisons, 

the desirable posts tend to be those without inmate contact; thus, 

the first watch (midnight to 8:cc A.ri.) is most po",tllar. In other 

more favorable situations, most third-watch employees tend to be 

the new employees. Tower posts and a few o~her minimum-contact 

posts on the ground are often selected by senior vfficers on all 

sll! fts. 

The racial comp~' ;ion of prisoners and staff also has an 

impact on shift and post selection, particularly in institutions 

of medium or greater security, located in rural areas, and with 

substantial overcrowding. In these situations, the work force is 

predominantly white and the prisoners are predominantly nonwhite. 

The majority of white officers with seniority will avoid most 

second- and third-Watch assignments where there IS a maximum amount 

of prisoner movement and activity. Minority officers may prefer 

day shifts and find inmate contact work somewhat less onerous 

considering the alternatives, since these officers usually have 

less seniority. 

Management Implications 

Prison managers are seldom disadvantaged under any deployment 

plan except where they are denied full right of selection of officers 

for the most sensitive or difficult posts. Generally, managers 

want the right of selection without regard to seniority for the 

follOWing types of correctional posts: 
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1. All housing area posts, especially the second and third 
shifts (8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. and 4100 P.M. to midnight); 

2. Corridor and s~lly ports; 

3. Dining room and activity areas such as classroom areas, 
vocational shops, laundry, recreation yard, and the visiting 
room (these are mostly day shift posts); 

4. Posts requiring administrative qbil ity aryd judgment such 
as control room, receiving and release, and canteen 
(particularly second and third shifts). 

(f 

Contract Provision§ 

The Pennsylvania-AFSCME contract contains an unusual provision 

on seniori ty: 

Seniority unit for the purposes of this unit is 
limited to those employes within each Institution 
who are in the same classification series. 

This provision has the effect of restricting transfers and promotions 

between institutions since the employee carries over no seniority 

into another institution. 

The Pennsylvania-AFSCME contract goes on to provide the follow-

ing statement on job assignments: 

The Employer agreesto post any vacancy in a 
permanent job assignment (i.e. not involving promotion) 
15 days prior to the filling of such vacancy unless an 
emergency requires a lesser period of time. Employes 
at an institution who are in the eligible job' classi-

"fication will,be given an opportunity to bid on such '. 
a vacancy and preference shall be granted on tl seniority" 
basis unless it is necessary br desirable to assign 
otherwise in order to protect the efficiency of opera
tions. Whenever the vacancy is filled by a person other 
than the most sehior eligible employe bidding on the 
job, the institution superintendent or his representative 

"will explain to the most seniorel igible employe the 
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reasons for selecting a less senior person. A grievance 
under this section may be pursued only through Step IV 
and the decision of the Secretary of Administration 
shall be final and binding. 

In this provision, the third sentence appears to allow manage-

ment the discretion to make some assignments in exception to the 

seniority rule. This is used infrequently in some institutions 

and not at all in others. One small, minimum-security institutIon, 

by agreement of the union local, has totally ignored the seniority 

requirements in favor of the more informal system previously in 

use there. Such exceptions are permitted but not recognized by 

the union or the state. 

Despite management expectations regarding discretion to bypass 

the seniority rule in post assignments, in actual practice it has 

been difficult when almost every exception made in post assignment 

resul ts in a grL:wance by an employee. To some degree, management 

has brought this about by making few attempts to avoid the seniority 

rule during th.e initial months of the first contract. 

The seniority provision of Wisconsin's contract with AFSCME 

includes some different approaches: 

Seniority for Employees hired after the effective 
date of this Agreement shall be determined by the 
original date of employment with the State of Wisconsin. 
Seniority for existing bargaining unit Employees shall 
be their seniority date as of the effective date of 
the Agreement. Seniority for Employees who become 
members of the bargaining unit during the term of 
this Agreement shall be their adjusted continuous 
service date as of the time they became members of 
the unit. When the Employer becomes responsible for 
a function previously administered by another govern
mental agency, a quasi-public, or a private enterprise, 
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the seniority of Employees who become bargaining unit 
members as a result of this 'change of responsibility 
shall be their date of accretion tnto State service 
unless the legislation or the Executive Qrder causing 
such accretion specifies differently. Such seniority ~; 
will be changed only where the Employee is separated 
from State service by discharge, resignation or layoff. 

The Employer shall notify the Union, as soon as 
the 'Emp 1 oye r becomes awa re of fo rma 1 con side ra t i on~ 
being given to State assumption of functions currently 
administered by another governmental agency, a quasi
public or private enterprise by Executive Order, or 
aware of any legislative hearings scheduled to discuss 
such State assumptions of functions. 

Where separation has occurred and the Employee 
is subsequently rehired, the date of rehire will begin 
the seniority date except where an Employee is laid 
off and recalled or reinstated from layoff within five 
years thereof, he shall retain his original date of 
employment for the computation of seniority. 

I n the event b/o Emp loyees have the same sen i 0 r i ty 
date, seniority of the one as against the other shall 
be determined by age with the oldest Employee considered 
having the greatest seniority. 

The Employer shall prov1de a semi-annual seniority 
1 ist ... for Employees in units covered by this 
Agreement. ,Such list shall contain each Employee's 
name, classification and seniority date. Employees 
shall have thi rty:, (30) calendar days from the date 
this list is provided to the Union to correct errors 
except that in cases of layoff the time available for 
correction of errors shall be the 1 ife of that list. 

The main difference is that the Wisconsin-AFSCME contract 

provides for determination of seniority based on total continuous 

state service. Seniority for post assignm~nt$ also appears to be 

entirely discretionary. In most institutions, however, these 

negotiations have resulted in almost total seniority determination 

for post assignments, as in PennsYlvania. 

Where discretion is needed to make appropri<;lte assignments to ' 

sensitive or~difficult posts, one solution would be to name the 

posts, types of posts~ or percentage of posts to be excluded from 

seniority bidding. 
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IMPACT 

Seniority provisions for post and shift assignments can 

present problems for the prison superintendent when the procedure 

results in a mass flight of senior officers from inmate contact 

posts to non-inmate-contact posts, as has occurred in several states. 

New problems and solutions have been identified where this 

~flight occurs to a significant degree. A position classification 

is based on an analysis of all typical duties of positions in the 

class group. The level of a position is ultimately determined by 

the highest responsibility and most difficult task regularly 

performed, although the time spent in such an activity may consti

tute a relatively small portion of the employee's total time on 
~ 

the job. Since the correctional officer class includes both 

less and more difficult assignments, where direct prisoner super

vision and interaction is involved and it is understood that newer 

officers will be assigned the less difficult tasks, the pay plan 

of salary steps provides for recognition of employee growth and 

assumption of more difficult tasks. Correctional officers thus 

move to pay steps 2, 3, 4, and 5 on the basis of expanded respon

sibilities and increased benefit to the employer. 

Where the most difficult work is performed by less experienced 

officers, the entire concept of the class should be co~sidered for 

_ restructure. The solution most commonly used is to create a 

correctional offlc~r I and II series, with class II about two 
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salary steps higher than class I. In this way, incentive is 
(;. 
,,...1 

restored for senior officers to take the more difficult assignments 

involvi6g prisoner contact and the more active shifts where such 

positions are found. 

Related Issues 

1.09 - Civil Service Interrelationships 

1.11 - Manpower~anagement in Prison Administration 

3.07 - Positior; Classification and Pay Plan 
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2.06 SENIORITY PROVISIONS FOR PROMOTIONS AND TRANSFERS 

Issue: What are management1s concerns regarding seniority provisions 

as they apply to promotions and transfers? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

Appl ications of seniority to promotions and transfers can 

severely restrict management efforts to promote employee development 

,. for advancement and supervisory development for future managerial 

assignment. They can be restrictive, as in Pen1sylvania and 

Massachusetts. where seniority is calculated only on the service 

in the institution of current assignment. 

This would not be enough to restrict promotions, particularly 

if time in grade were the basis for seniority computation, since a 

newly promoted person would be the lowest in the class regardless 

of the institution to which he Is assigned. It becomes restrictive 

when the promotional examination provides (as in Pennsylvania) that 

the civil service certification of eligibles for each institution 

(on a service-wide or department-wide examination) shall give 

special consideration to employees of that institution. Thus, it 

is almost impossible to promote to another institution. The 

language of the Pennsylvania-AFSCME contract elaborates this point: 

For civil service employes the Employer, for 
promotions and filling of vacancies, shall recommend 
the following: 

a. In case of promotions and filling of vacancies 
without examinations within a seniority unit 
where it is determined that skill and ability 
are relatively equal, the employe with the 
greater seniority shall prevail. .•• 
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b. In case of promotions and fillii1g of vacancies 

by examination within a seniority unit the 
senior most employe who is within 5 points 
of the highest ranking seniority unit employe 
shall be promoted unless a person outside the 
seniority u~it receives a grade placing him 
at least 10 points higher than the highest 
ranking seniority unit employe in which instance 
the person from outside the seniority unit' 
may be appointed •..• 

Where' such a provision applies to the promotion of correc-

tional officers to sergeants, management should expect no inter-· 

institutional transfers or promotions up through the sergeant 

rank. Since the agreement does not appJy to classes not in the 

bargaining unit, lieutenants and higher classes may be transferred 

and promoted without restriction, other than those imposed by 

normal civi 1 .servi ce procedures. 

In many cas'es, transfers and promotions to other institutions 

also are frustrated by a lack of funds or highly restricted allo~\,i 

ances for reimbursement of relocation expenses. States which have 

no funds for re16:cation expenses, SUCr."'ClS Massachusetts, have 

vi rtually no movement at any grade level. 

Planned experience for employee development need not confer 

Ilcrown prince" status on the employee; neither should it, however, 

penalize the employee who seeks self-improvement by such means. 

Th,e Wisconsin-AFSCME agreement on transfers is typical in its 

provisions: 

Sect ion 
Tranifers within employing units: When a 

permanent vacancy occurs in a permanent position 
in an employing unit or when the Employer becomes 
aware of an impending permanent position in an 
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employing unit, unless mutually agreed to othet"Wise, 
the Employer shall notify the local Union indicating 
the classification, any special requirements (including 
training and experience), the shift, shift rotation 
(if any), work schedule and the work location, and the 
local Union shall notify the Employees of the bargain
ing unit in the employing unit. Interested permanent 
Employees assigned to the same or other shifts in the 
employing unit who are in the same classification and 
who have completed their probationary period in the 
classification of the vacancy shall indicate their 
desire for a transfer by notifying the Employer within 
five (5) calendar days of notice to the Employee or 
within seven (7) calendar days notice to the Union 
whichever is greater. During the period while the 
selection process is being administered or for a 
maximum of six (6) months, whichever is less, the 
Employer may temporarily fill the'vacancy to fulfill 
operational requirements. The Employee selected to 
fill the permanent vacancy shall be the Employee 
with the most seniority, unless he/she is not 
physically or emotionally fit for the job or cannot 
perform the work in a satisfactory manner. 

Section 2 
When a permanent vacancy occurs or the Employer 

becomes aware of an impending permanent vacancy, the 
Employer will review those requests from any Employees 
in the same employing unit who are in the same 
classification as the vacancy and have indicated an 
interest in the vacancy. 

Any Employee who is selected for transfer shall 
have three .(3) work days in which to decline the offer. 

In the event the most senior Employee is not 
selected to fill the vacancy, the Employer shall notify 
the Employee in writing of the reason(s) if the Employee 
or. the Union so requests. 

Whenever a vacancy is created involving a new 
position and the duties are substantially different or 
involve a different geographic location, the Employer 
will announce the vacancy in the employing unit in 
which the vacancy exists. The announcement shall be 
in the same manner as the announcement for promotional 
exams as provided [below] ..•. 

Section 3 
In the event that the vacancy is not filled by 

transfer of an Employee under provisions of Section 
of this Article the Employer shall consider interested 
qualified Employees from other employing units of the 
department following the seniority requirements of 
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Section 1 of this Article. 1n the event the vacancy 
.~ is not filled by transfer, the Employer may fill the 

vacancy in accordance with the Wisconsin Statutes. 

Section 4 
For purposes of this Article, a permanent vacancy 

is created: 

1) When the Employer has approval to increase the 
work force and dec i des to fill the new 
positions; 

2) When any of the f0110\-ling personnel transactions 
take place and the Employer decides to replace 
the previous incumbent: terminations, transfers 
out of the bargaining unit, promotion or 
demotion; 

3) If no Employee has indicated a desire to transfer 
to a vacancy and the Emp loyer fi 11 s such vacancy 
by transfer of an Employee from another classi
fication in the same salary range and determines 
that the vacated pos It i on .~s to be fill ed, such 
position shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 1 of this Article; 

4) Transfers within the bargaining unit resulting 
from either (1), (2) or (3) above. 

Section 5 
1) The appl ications of the procedures in this 

Arti cle shall be. limi ted to a maximum of 
three. (3) transfers resulting from any given 
original vacancy. 

2) Employees may not transfer under the provisions 
of Section 1 of this Article more often than 
once every six (6) months. 

3) Employees transferring under the provisions of 
this Article shall not be eligible for payment 
of moving expenses by the Employer. 

4) fn cases of involuntary transfers, the Employer 
wi 11 reimburse Employees in accor.:dance wi th 
Wisconsrn State Statute 20.916 .. 

Because employee requests for transfer to a vacancy in other 

locations will result in a forfeiture of reimbursement for moving 

eKpenses, employees are unlikely to use this procedure. In the 
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absence of requests for transfer, management has consid~rable 

discretion to offer transfers to those whom it wishes to occupy 

vacated positions and to reimburse their moving expenses. 

IMPACT 

The geographical dispersion of correctional institutions is 

sufficient to discourage many employees from seeking the broad and 

varied experience to be obtained by working in several institutions. 

Some union agreements further discourage such movement by attempting, 

through the civi,l service commission, to have promotional examina-

tions limited to competition within each institution; to build a 

point value for years of service into the examination score; to 

have union observers present during the oral examination phase 

(to assure relevant questions); to resist the abolishment of lists 

of eligibles in order to establish new ones; and to reduce the 

weight of the oral and performance evaluation portions of the final 

examination score in order to put more emphasis on the written 

segment. In so doing, the unions represent the preferences of 

their members, and have been effective in relieving employees' 

suspicions about the civil service system. 

Because the unions also represent employee interests in 

reducing the length of probationary period for new employees, 

weakening the basis for termination of unsatisfactory employees 

during the probationary period, eliminating probationary periods 

for promotions, and further restricting the basis upon which 
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employees can be demoted or discharged, unions contribute heavily 

to the general deterioration in the quality and motivation of the 

pub 1 i c se·rvi ce worker. 

Another factor ccntribtlting to rising governmental costs and 

lowered productivity is the failure of management to .assert its 

influence and adapt its metnods to the collective bargaining process 

without relinquishing th~ policies, issues, and tools it needs. 

In collective bargaining states, very few competent administrators 

are willing to assert their rights because of their fear of the 

retaliation which often is turned against those who are marked as 

!lanti-union.1I Usuc;llly it is an unfair charge, except that a 

manager's job necessarily pits him against ,some of the interests 

of employees and the.ir unions. Even the most competent manager, 

highly specialized in his occupational area, in his middle years 

or older, a1so needs his job. Finding comparable work elsewhere 

is very difficult outside of government, especially at his age, 

and espe9ially if it is reported that he h~d to leave because he 

could not get a19ng with employee unions. The situation can be 

i nt imi dati ng. 

As indicated previously, the,appropriate political and 

management response to 'Isteam ro11erll union tactics is to organlze 

executives. In this way, policy issues in one depaf'tment which 

affect all government departments result in a situation where one 

or two individuals need not stand alone, but are joined and 

supported by their peers in achieving some equalization of powe'rs. 
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Management Representation in Calif~~ 

Recently there has been established in California an organiza-

tion named California Association of Management (CAM). CAH's func-

tions are stated to be: 

1. To provide an ind~pendent, nonpartisan voice to express 
views of the managers and supervisors who run California 
state government. 

2. To facilitate communication between government agencies and 
management employees on issues of importance to the Cali
fornia State Government management team. 

3. To represent State managers and supervisors as a group 
wherever decisions are made that affect their role in State 
government. 

4. To provide benefits specifically tailored to the needs of 
State managers. 

The Executive Director, Arthur H. Setnik, stated: 

"lf collective bargaining comes to state government, it 
will be even more essential for management to have their 
own organization and voice.1t 

CAM currently claims over 300 members of a potential membership of 

about 18,000. Setnik also stated that this group: 

••• is not management itself. We represent managers. And 
We will be representing those people who would be excluded 
from any kind of bargaining agreement. Traditionally, all 
across the country as moves toward collective bargaining 
progressed, it is true that a great many management preroga
tives are lost in the process. 

It does, however, stress the earlier point that managers are a 

precious governmental resource whose needs have been more or less 

neglected in the states and tn the publio safety related agencies in 

particular. The organization's bylaw5 prohibit CAM from making 

campaign contributions to politicaJ candidates, nor may it sponsor, 

endorse, support or oppose such candidates. 
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1. Sacramento Bee, 25 November 1976. 

Related Issues 

1.00 - Enabling Legislation 

1.09 - Civil Service Interrelationships 
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2.07 EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION AND IN-SERVICE TRAINING 

Issue: Should the union have any role in neVI employee orientation 

and in-service training? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

A provision from the Wisconsin-AFSCME agreement is as follows: 

Upon mutual agreement between local Management 
and the appropriate local Union, a representativJ:' iJf 
the local Union may be granted up to fiftep~ (15) 
minutes for Union orientation during scheduled group 
orientation meletings involving five or more new 
bargaining unit members. The Employer retains the 
right to prohibit or terminate any Union orientation 
presentation that contains political campaign infor
mation or material detrimental to the Employer. 
Attendance at Union orientation presentations shall 
be voluntary. 

In the absience of such an agreement, the Employee 
agrees to distribute to new bargaining unit employees 
a packet of informational material furnished to the 
Employer by the local Union. The Employer retains 
the right to review the materials and refuse to 
distribute any political campaign literature or 
material detrimental to the Employer. 

There have been no reports of difficulties in allowing union 

orientation of new employees. Since most new employees will soon 

become union members, or at least be paying dues under agency shop 

provisions, the orientation session should provide for substantial 

coverage of grievance and appeal procedures under the contracts. 

This training also should present the general scope of bargaining 

and the organizational structure for negotiating and administering 

the contracts. 
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I 
Bulletin Boards 

A form of in-service training is the posting of notices and 
--;-'~ , 

informatidn> orl\,bulletin boards. Most union agreements cite 

specific refe'~~:;[i~1~s regarding the lise of bulletin boards. The 
"\\ \.1 

" 
Wi sconsi n-AFSCME contract states: I"~ 

J\ 
'---

The Employer shall provide bulletin boards at 
locations mutually agreed upon for use by the local 
Unions to enable employees of the bargaining unit to 
see notice~,posted thereon. ~uch mutual agreement 
shall be arflved at 10cally.Jf no mutual agreement 

. is reached a.t the 1 oca 1 1 eve 1, the mat te r s ha 11 be 
cons i dered at a statewi de commi tte,e meet i ng. Such 
committee shall consist of three (3) representatives 
of the WSEU as Council 24 may designate and three (3) 
representatives of the Employer as the Employer may 
designate. The employee representative{s) will serve 
without 1055 of pay. The normal size of new bulletin 
boards will be0eight (8) square feet. The Employer 
will maintain bulletin boards provided under prior 
negotiated collective bargaining agreements and they 
need not conform to the normal size. Except in the 
Research Unit where the Employer shall provide bulletin 
boards per the above, in the event any ne'll bulletin 
boards ar~ mutually ~greed upon, the Employer shall 
pay 50% and the Union shall pay 50% of the cost of 
such new boards. A11 notices shall be post~d by the 
President of the local Union or the designee and shall 
relate to the matters listed below: 

A. Union recreational and/or social affairs; 

B. Union appointments; 

C •. Union elections; 

D. Resul ts; 

E. Union meetings; 

. F. Rulings or policies of the International 
.Un iori or other Labor Organizatidh wi th 
which the Union is affili~ted; 

G. Reports of Union standing c;ommittees; and 

H. Any other material authorized by the Employer 
or his designee and the President of the 
local Union or his/her designee. 
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Problems with union bulletin boards seldom arise except in 

cases of una,~th\djed posting or removal of notices. Such problems, 

which usually occur in large institutions, may be resolved by 

encasing the boards with keys available only to union officers. 

IMPACT 

Provisions enabling union orientation or training of employees 

have had little adverse impact on prison operations. 

Administrators sometimes have created new problems for 

themselves by diverting publ ic resources for private union business 

in such areas as: 

1. Duplicating a printing service from prison trade 
shops operated by prisoners; 

2. Providing free meals for visiting state or regional 
union officers and staff; 

3. Allocating the profits from vending machines within 
the prison, particularly ones which are used by 
prisoners' families, to a "union welfare fund ll

; 

4. Not charging for space, furniture, equipment, and 
utilities for offices provided the union; 

5. Lending the union state eqUipment, such as autos 
and audiovisual equipment, and supplies for union 
business or social activity. 
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Z.oS ~VES WITH PAY 

Issue: What new policies and benefits in leaves with pay may be 

found io state-union contracts? 

PRI NCI PLES FOR ADMI N I STRATI VE ACTION 

txisting leave practices usually 8re incorporated into the 

union agreement. This would typically include the following! 

• Vacation 

• Sick leave and bereavement leave 

• Holidays 

• Military leaves 

• Civil lea~es (citizen duties r jury and witness) 

In addition, union agreements. will tend to develop or enlarge 

some of these leaves'(~.g., vacation) to pro'Vide more leave time 

based on seniority. Unions arso may obtain for their members addi-

tional leaves called. "personal leave days." The following provision 

from the Pennsylvania-AFSCME agreement is typical: 

All permanent full-time employes shall be eligible 
for two (2) personal leave days per calendar year, 
effective July I. 1973. 

One personal leave. di3Y shall be earned the fi r..st 
half of each calel1d'ar year (January I to June ;\0) and 
one personal leave day shall be earned during the second 
ha 1f of each ca I enda r yea r (J~ ly 1 [to December ,3 1) . 

The employe must have 30 days service in pay status 
In each half calendar year to earn the-personal leave 
en tit 1 emen t. 



Personal leave shall be scheduled and granted 
for periods of time requested by the employe sUbject 
to management's responsibil ity to maintain efficient 
operations. If the nature of the work makes it 
necessary to limit the number of employes on personal 
leave at the same time. the employe with the greatest 
seniority as it relates to total years of continuous 
service in state government shall be given his choice 
of personal leave in the event of any conflict in 
selection. 

Personal leave to which an employe may become 
entitled during the calendar year may be granted at 
the Employer's discretion before it is earned. An 
employe who is permitted to anticipate such leave 
and who subsequently terminates employme'1t sh;jJ 1 
reimburse the Employer for those days of personal 
leave used but not earned. 

Personal leave days shall be noncumulative from 
calendar year to calendar year. If an emp!oye is 
required to work on his scheduled personal leave 
day and is unable to reschedule his personal day 
during the calendar year due to the demands of his 
work> the calendar year shall be extended for 90 days 
for rescheduling purposes. 

An employe who becomes ill while on personal 
leave will not be charged personal leave for the 
period of illness provided he furnishes a satisfactory 
proof of such illness to the Employer upon his return 
to work. 

In some states, negotiated leave benefits and improvements are 

not extended to nonunion employees. Most often this refers to 

~upervisory, management, and confidential staff employees. 

In Wisconsin where a special length-of-service benefit payment 

had been in effect for many years prior to state collective bargain-

ing, the provision was included in the union contract. Subsequently, 

the legislature abolished the length-of-service statute and con-

currently approved the union contracts. Thus, all nonunion employees 

a.ctua 11 y had the i r compensation reduced. 
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Leaves for union business were briefly discussed in Issue 1.03. 

Contract Evaluation. Basic policy on this subject often is stated 

as follows (taken from the Wisconsin-AFSCME agreement} ~ 

Bargaining unIt employe~s, including Union 
officers and representatives, shall not conduct 
any Union activity or Union business on State time 
except as s.pecifically authorized by the provisi.ons 
of this Agreement. 

Contract provisions generally provide for time off without pay 

(or chargeable to vacation at the employee!s option). In the 

Wisconsin-AFSCME contract, another provision permits compensation 

for most of the time up to 22 days. These provisions for time 

off without pay are discussed in Issue 2.10 (Employee Time Off 

for Union Business). 

Other leaves with pay include time for taking promotional 

civil service examinations a.nd time to present grievances and 

appeals, including appeals before the civil service commission. 

Union agreements tend to add to this list certain activities 

relating to employee representation and negotiations. 

IMPACT 

'For most positions, the impact of time off with pay in correc-

tions is a cost for replacement of the employee. Most of this cost 

should beat straight time because additional employees have been 

hi red to cover the various replacement requi rements. However, when 

a new benefit is provided, whether it is another day negotiated for 
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union members or a holiday declared by the governor in a special 

proclamation, hundreds of prison employees will go on overtime 

status. In some states, the cost is more than overtime because 

the contract provides that the employee who works a holiday often 

receives premium pay for the holiday worked plus an additional 

day off later in lieu of the holiday. Such new holidays actually 

will cost double time for the number of man-hours involved--

the cost of overtime (50 percent pay) for the day worked plus the 

cost of replacement for another day at overtime rate (150 percent 

pay). 

These uncontrollable and unbudgeted costs can play havoc with 

a tightly budgeted prison since in many cases these new costs have 

not been provided for and the superintendent is instructed to 

absorb them. 

Related Issues 

1.03 - Contract Evaluation 

1.05 - Funding Contract Provisions 

2.10 - Employee Time Off for Union Business 

2.11 - Leaves Without Pay 
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\I, 

2.09 HOLI DAYS 

\" 

Issue~ How are holidays affected by collective bargaining? How 

can management problems be avoided? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

In most state agencies, holidays simply result in a reduction 

of services to the public. For most prison employees, however, 

holidays are not days off since the work must continue and in 

fact often increases since holidays are observed by prisoners and 

their families through additional visiting. 

GeneraHy;'"'state-union contracts provide for overtime for all 

holidays worked. In many states, another day off later--or the 

same as an additional day of vacation--is also provided. Assuming·· 

that correctional employees receive at least six days of holiday 

pay at premium rat.e and six days added to vacation (where two or 

three days fallon the employees' regular days off), it might be 

simpler if the holidays were bought back by an equivalent salary 

increase or combination of additional pay and vacation increase. 

The above assumptions produce the equivalent or 4,.9~?.r 5 days of 
. '< 1 

compensation at straight time for every 100 days wor'ked'Dr 

20 percent of the total compensation annually. In mostpa): plans, 
" 

this is nearly the amount of four salary stepincre;;::ies. 
// 

;"-',<-. u 
TheWisc6nsin-AFSCME contract contains the fof'lowing provision: 
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1. The EmplQyer agrees to provide the fQllowing 8-1/2 
paid hoHdays per year: 

January 1 
Last Mor.day in May 
July 4 
First Monday in September 
Fourth Thursday. in November 
December 24 
December 25 
December 31 
Afternoon on Good Friday - the Friday preceding 

Easter Sunday 

2. The Employer agrees to provide two (2) additional 
non-cumulative personal holidays each calendar year 
to all employees who have achieved permanent status 
or who have completed the first six (6) months of 
an original probationary period in permanent, 
sessional or seasonal positions. These two (2) 
holidays may be taken at any time during the year 
provIded the days selected by the employee have 
t~e prior approval of the appointing authority. 

3. The Employer agrees that if January 1, July 4 or 
December 25 falls on a Sunday, the day following 
shall be observed as the holiday. 

4. The Employer agrees that employees required to work 
on a holiday provided in 1 above shall be compen
sated for such holiday by receiving equivalent 
compensatory time off at a later date, and if a 
holiday provided in 1 above falls on an employee's 
regularly scheduled day off, equivalent compensatory 
time off shall be granted at a later date. When 
such compensatory time off is to be granted it shall 
be taken in accordance with the vacation scheduling 
provIsIon. The appointing authority may permit 
such time to be anticipated. Such time shall lapse 
if not used in the same calendar year. 

5. The holiday of December 25, 1976 shall be observed 
on Monday, December 27. 1976. The holiday of 
January 1, 1977 shall be observed on Monday, 
January 3, 1977. ror overtime purposes for 
employees regularly scheduled to work on the 
holiday only, December 24,25, 31, 1976 and 
January 1, 1977 shall be considered holidays for 
premium pay purposes. 
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I. When an employee is requ i red by the Emp I oye r to 
\"ork the hoI idays 1 isted below, the Employer agrees 
to provide holiday premium pay at the rate of time 
and one-half the employee's regular rate for all 
hours worked between the hours of 12:00 a.m. and 
11 : 59 p. m. (not to exceed 8 hours 0 r 9.6 hours 
for those employees who regularly work 9.6 hours 
per day), on the following d€lY~: 

January I 
Last Monday in May 
July 4 
First Monday in September 
Fourth Thursday in November 
December 24 
December 25 
December 31 

2. The Employer agrees that if the hoI idays cited •.• 
fallon a Sunday and the following Monday is legally 
observed as the holiday, the day the holiday is 
legally observed shall be the day on which holiday 
premium pay shall be provided. 

Other states have more or less than the ten holidays in 

Wisconsin. Pennsylvania, for example, has fifteen; New Jersey 

also has fifteen (including "personal leave days") plus general 

election days; and New York has ten days plus election day. No 

survey ?,ata on national practice are avai lable, but the comparisons 

made in sixte>'A('} [i,t",[:Si>·intlle13te that the total number of holidays 

is about ten to twelve, which usually exceeds national and private 

sector hoI idays,by at least two or three days.~': 

Whatever liberalization of holidays and~ay rates occurs, 

corrections management should be primarily interested in seeing 

that increased costs are fully budgeted. 

*Slgnificant variations include the Virgin Islands with 
21 holidays; P{,Jerto Rico with 18 holidays; and Louisiana and 

,', Tennessee wi th 15 hoI i days each. 
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I HPACT 

In states with collective bargaining, holidays have become 

much more expensive for state corrections. Some union contracts 

have virtually doubled the costs of holidays by the provision that 

an emp loyee who VJO rks ho I i days rece i ves both p rem i um pay fo r the 

day worked plus an additional day off later. This amounts to 

compensation at triple time rate. 

Stat'e holidays and vacation plans are comparatively generoLlS 

to employees even without these add&d u~;on benefits. It is unfor-

tunate that ho 1 i days have become so ef'l::>~ns I ve to those few agencies 

which must function almost at full staff on those days. 

Perhaps more significant is the increasing amount paid for 

nonwork time (almost one-fourth of the working year of 261 days 

using a five-day week) and the increased cost of all employee 

benefits, including vacation, which now exceed 40 percent of the 

total payroll. In the private sector, these IIfringe benefi-

costs also are increasing rapidly--from 28 percent of payroll in 

1965 to 34.4 percent in 1971, and to 40.3 percent in 1975. 1 

(This is based on 152 firms whose costs have been studied since 1955.) 

Reference 

I. U.S. Chamber of Commerce Survey, Wall Street Journal, 
5 October 1976. 

Related Issues 

1.03 Contract'Evaluation 

1.05 - Funding Contract Provisions 
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2.10 EMPLOYEE TIME OFF FOR UNION BUSINESS 

Issue: What can management do to control the interruption 'of work 

schedules by employees taking time off for union business? 

PRINC.IPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

The primary interest of prison management with respect to 

employee time off for union business will be to minimize ar:d fully 

scheduJe these interruptions so that they may be maximally tevered 

by replacement positions rather than by the use of overtime. 

Management should insist on precise iteration of the individuals 

and exact times needed off in order to provide a basis for full 

budgeting of relief for this purpose. Paid and unpaid time off 

for union business should be clearly distinguished. The following 

is recommended: 

Without Pay: 

With Pay: 

;1" 

Matters of union (versus individual) affairs-
e.g., local meetings, state and national 
conventions, negotiating planning and meetings, 
legislative lobbying and committee meetings, 
membership meetings of joint committees. 

Matters of individual rights and benefits-
e.g., grievance discussions or meetings at all 
levels, as witness in an arbitration hearing, 
as a union representative in meet-and-confer 
conferences with management, as appellant 
scheduled ~itness in a civil service hearing. 

Typi cal Contract Provi s ions 

Commonly stated policy is that union business will not be 

conducted on the job or during working hours except as provided in 

the contract. 
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Wisconsin-AFSCME provisions are shown below; 

Unpaid leave 

Union Conventions, Educational Classes, and Bargaining 
Unit Conferences 

A. Conventions 

1. Duly elected Union delegates or alternates to the 
annua.l conventions of the Wi scons inState Emp loyees 
Union, CouncIl 24 and the Wisconsin State AFL-CrO 
Convention shall be granted time off, without pay, 
not to exceed a total of ten (10) work days annually 
to attend said conventions. 

2. Duly elected Union delegates or alternates to the 
biennial convention of the AFSCME, AFL-CIO, shall be 
granted time off without pay, not to exceed a total 
of ten (10) work days, to attend said convention. 

3. This time off may be charged to vacation credits, 
holiday credits, compensatory time, Qr to adminis
trative leave without pay as the individual employee 
m,::lY des j gna te. 

4. The Union shall give the Employer at least ten 
(10) work days advance notice of the employees who 
will be attending such functions whenever possibie. 

B. Educational Classes 

Employees who are elected or selected by the Union 
to attend educational classes conducted by or for 
the Union shall be granted time off without pay for 
the purpose of participating in such classes. The 
number of employees for all three bargaining units 
shall not exceed the following: 

Wisconsin Home for Veterans local--5 
Northern Colony local--5 
Central Colony Tocal--5 
Southern Colony local--5 
Mendota local--5 
Winnebago local--5 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee local--5 
University of Wisconsin-Madison local--7 
Wisconsin State Prison local-- l j 

Statewide locals--7 (each) 
All other locals--2 (each) 
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The number of work days off for such purposes sha 11 
not exceed seven (7) for each employee in anyone 
calendar year. This time off may be charged to 
vacation credits, holiday credits, compensatory 
time credits, or to leave without pay as the 
employee may designate. The Union shall give the 
Employer at least fourteen (14) calendar days 
advance notice of the employ~e(s) who will be 
attending such functions. 

C. Bargaining Unit Conferences 

Attendance at bargaining unit conferences covered 
by this Section shall be limited to the regularly 
scheduled bargaining unit conferences held in May 
and September of each year of the contract and up 
to six (6) special bargaining unit conferences for 
the duration of the Agreement. This time off may 
be charged to Vacat i on cred its , hoI i dayc red 1 ts , 
compensatory time credits, or to leave without pay 
as the employee may designate. The Union sh.all 
give the Employer at least fourteeen (14) calendar 
days. advance notice of the employee{s) who will be 
attending such functions. 

D. Schedule Changes 

~bere an employee wishes to attend a Union educa
tlonal class, Union convention, or bargaining unit 
confgrence as listed above requiring a change in 
schedule with another emplnyee capable of performing 
the work, the employer will make a reasonable effort 
to approve the change of schedule between the two 
employees providing such a change does not rt:~sult 
in overtime. 

Attendance at Local Union Meetings 

Local U~ion officers and steward~ ~ssigned to the 
1st. 2nd or 3rd shift may be granted tiJ!l~off without 
pay to attenr local Union me~·~dngs upori' 24 hours 
advi.nr.e noti ce to thei r supe'rvi sor, provi ded that 
it does not interfere With the normal operations or 
ge"erate overtime. 

Employees who are elected or appointed officials 
of the Union shall upon written request of the 
employee be granted a leave of absence withOut 
pay for the term of offi ce, not to ex::eed one 
( 1) year. ' 
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Training 

A joint Management-Union Advisory Training Committee 
may be established when impending layoffs a're verified. 
This Committee will consist of three (3) members of 
Management (two of which are Depa'rtmental representatives) 
and the third member as designated by the Secretary of 
the Department of Administration, and three (3) members 
representing the Union designated by AFSCME, Council 24, 
Wisconsin State Employees Union. Either party may 
substitute membership depending on the nature and loca
tion of the layoff. 

The Committee will review the capabilities of the 
affected Employees, departmental needs, suggest jobs 
for which training may be appropriate, and recommend 
training programs to the affected departments. Union 
members will receive time off without pay for attendancf 
at such meetings. This time off may be charged to' 
vacation credits, compensatory time, regular days off 
due, or to administrative leave without pay as the 
Employee may designate. 

Paid L.eave 

1. Union Management Meetings 

A maximum of three (3) bargaining unit Employees 
shall be in pay status for time spent in Union
Management meetings held durrng their regularly 
scheduied hours of employment. 

If Notwithstanding the above, those departments which 
currently provide that five (5) or more Employees 
will be in pay status at the Union-Management 
meetIngs and such departments do not have a Health 
and Safety Committee, a maximum of five (5) bargain
ing unit Employees shall be in pay status for time 
spent in Union-Management meetings held during their 
regularly scheduled hours of employment. Under no 
circumstances will more than five (5) bargaining 
unit Employees be in pay status at the Union
Management meetings. 

2. Health and Safety Committee Meetings 

A maximum of two (2) bargaining unit Employees shall 
be in pay status for time spent in Health and Safety 
Committee meetings held during their regularly 
scheduled hours of employment. 
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There shall be a maximum of six Health and Safety 
Committee. meetings a year for each local union 
unless mutually agreed otherwise. All other 
aspects of the aforementioned meetings including 
time and location shall be determined by the local 
Union and local Management. 

Pay Status of Arbitration Witnesses 

When an employee is subpoenaed by either party in 
an arbitration case that employee may appear without 
loss of pay if he/she appears during his/her regularly 
scheduled hours of work providing the testimony given 
is related to his/her job function or involves matters 
he/she has witnessed while performing his/her job and 
is relevant to the arbitration case. 

An unusual feature of the Wisconsin-AFSCME contract is the 

Division of Corrections' responsibility to release any three union 

members (selected by the unior) on a full-time basis for assignment 

by the union to chief steward duties. Thele three employees will 

cotninue to receive full cooperation and re1ated benefits of 

departmental employment during such periods of assignment. Such 

practices in federal agencies with union contracts are j JJegaJ as 

specifically ruled on by the General Accounting Office in 1976. 

Their legality in state systems, however, seems not to have been 

tested. 

In summary, union business specifically refers to such functions 

as those spelled out in the Wisconsin-AFSCME contract: 

• Executive Board of Union (regular monthly meetings and no 
more than six special meetings per year); 

• State Union Conventions (elected officers and representatives 
only); 

• National Union Conventions (elected officers and representatives 
on 1 y) ; 
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• Union Educational Classes (number not designated); 

• Local Union Meetings (number not designated); 

• Bargaining Unit Conferences (number not designated); 

• Contract Negotiation Mee"tings (12 union members); 

III Joint Management-Union Advisory Training Committee on 
Layoff Policies and Procedures (thr~e union members). 

Other types of union business are associated with paid time 

off: e.g., local officers, stewards, and members in assisting 

employees in the grievance procedure, in grievance meetings with 

management, in meet-and-confer meetings with management, both 

regular and speci<:l!~ in prirSehting information to management and 

to arbi trators, fact-fi nders, or med i ato rs in gri evance procedure 

step 5, and related, appeals, and in service on permanently estab
li 

1 i shed Jo i n t Ma nagemen t Ur) i on Comm i t tees •. 

Other time off for union business can be substantial where it 

involves releasing union officers or stewards from their posts to 

meet with an employeepn a possible grievance, and to meet with 

supervisors and the employee ,on such grievances. Contracts general1y 

provide for suchreliefwheneVer"leasible. To simplify relief, 

u'ni'on officers and stewards on each ,shift usually are given assign-
(, . 

ments where relief is most easily arr;ahged~:;Un{i:6n officers are 

sometimes given IIsup,e.-r-seniorityli for any shift and post to 

maximize convenience for the union as Well as pris'on management. 
, ". 
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II 
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IMPACT 

The impact of time off for union business, with or without 

pay, is a substantial diversion of staff from 0ther duties. To the 

extent that it is also paid time, it will burden the institutional 

budget unless it has been provided for by appropriations specifically 

for this purpose, which was not done. 

From the language of the provisions cited above, it might seem 

that employees could take off 20 to 30 days without payor as a 

charge to vacation time for these matters of union business. A 

sub.'}equent section, however, alters this impression: 

Loss of benefits: Employees shall receive their regular 
rate of pay for the first '174 hours of time spent per 
calendar year in authorized union activities contained 
in Article II .... 

In other words, each union official will receive 21.7 days off with 

pay, and nearly all will r'equire replacement at an overtime rate. 

The actual cost for these days off would be more than 32 days at 

straight time. Assuming an average daily rate of $44, the annual 

cost will be approximately $1,408 for each employee. 

Cost estimates for the Wisconsin Division of Corrections for 

time off with pay for union business have been made by the MERIC 

staff: 

Paid time for attending 
conventions, union meetings, 
bargaining unit meetings, 
and union training: 25 employees x 32 days 

Chief stewards· assignments: 3 employees x 365 days 

TOTALS: 1,895 man-days 
8.6 man-year equivalents 
$155,633 man-year costs at 

overtime replacement rate 
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Unless funds are authorized for such paid relief. the Division 

will have to absorb a considerable direct and indirect cost. 

Additionally, while no time studies have been made ontfiis SUbject, 

" the assignment of executive, supervisory, and operatini1'toanpower 

to Union-management relations matters .would probably be:. about: as 

great as the linan-year eqUivalents for di rect divers iono'f correc-

tionaJ offi~ers and sergeants. 

The impact of time off provis ions is greatest when t(lere are 

lar~e numbers involved at the same time, as for c9f1ventions and 
;, 

contract bargaining sessions. When this occurs, feplacem~nt is 

more difficult to schedule and will involve a sUbstantialproportioll 

requiring relief at the overtime rate. Prison management is rarely 

. hard-nosed about accommodating union requests for time off even if 

t.t is di.scretionary under the contract terms. Such a policy of 

accommodation .is advisable, but the direct'· costs should be 

calculated fOIi!' use in future contract evaliuaticm and renegotiation. 
I' ,; 

(l 
'~-<~::-,~.\, 

Re latedi ssues 

1 .03 -' Cont.ract Eva 1 uat ion 

2.0q - Leaves \}'Ii th Pay 

2.11 - Leaves Without Pay 

... 0 .. }J 
, . '.' ;: ...... y ............... . 

.. .. :;.." . ..... -.. ~ 
~'-.' 

, .. ~. ' 
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2.11 LEAVES WITHOUT PAY 

Issue: What are the trends in leaves without pay under union 

agreements? How can prison management interests be 

best served in providing these leaves? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

The variety of leaves without pay, as well as the amount 

of time off authorized, has increased extensively under collective 

bargaining agreements. Management will be concerned primarily 

with the effect of such leaves on the stabi J ity and adequacy of 

the work force. 

In Wisconsin, for example, employees may take up to 52 

months of educational leave at their own option. Employees 

can elect to go to school on less than a full-time basis, and 

their schooling does not have to be job related or for the 

purpose of professional advancement. In one Wisconsin section 

with an office of fifteen employees, eleven of them are"working 

70 percent of the time while attending school. In total, this 

is an equivalent of three man-years lost. The office Is under-

staffed but the Departmer.t of Administration (budget division) 

will not fill in behind these employees. Therefore, they will 

have to work this way (short-staffed) as lonlg as the eleven 

employees are attending school. 
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In prison operations, the; great increase. in leaves without 

pay for un ion bus iness, mateci-n i ty and pate rn i ty I eaves, educa-

tional leaves.~ plus existin~ miJitC\ry leaves and other personal 

leaves can cause serious staffing difficulties and sharp increases 

in overtime. It woilhtbe reasonable to permit the corrections 

administrator to use his own discretion i.n authorizing such leaves 

whenever state budget pol icy_does not allow replacement of those 

on leave. 

IMPACT 

As indicated in previous discussions of leave with,pay for 

union blisin,!~ss, the ful1}mpact of any type of leave can be seen 

only by reference to many sections of the agreement. For example, 

leaves '4Hhout pay are covered under "union business," "union 

securil/ty,1I Illeaves withoutpaY,11 IIchildbirth leave,11 and Illeaves 

of a,.lsence. 1I 
/' 

In Wisconsin, ,illost leaves without pay for union business 

were converted to leave with pay in the last contract by inserting 

a one-sentence paragraph stating that uRi to 174 hours of leave 

under the preceding articl.e were to ~e f.}harged to 1eave with pay. 

Varied practices are shown in Tabllr 12., 



1. 

rl. 

3. 

TABLE 12 

LEAVE WITHOUT PAY: COMPARISON OF FOUR UNION CONTRACTS 

-
NUMBER OF DAYS AUTHORIZED 

PROVISION BASIS ..... -
Penns,y1 van i a Wi scons in New Jersey 

Union Business 
( f u 11 - time 1 eave) , 2 years 1 ye.sr 4 years 

(a) Conventions 
and Meetings 4 weeks 174 hrs" paid," 130 days 

Educational Leave 1 year 52 months 1 year** 

Childbirth Leave 6 months 6 months + n.s. 
. 6 months 

di scretionary 

EMPLOYEE UNION AFSCME AFSCME PBA 

*Union conventions, educational classes, bargaining unit 
conferences, attendance at local union meetings, plus 
actual time for twelve union members of bargaining team 
at executive board meetings and in contract negotiations 

**At employer1s discretion 

PBA = Po1icemen 1s Benevolent Association 
n.s. = not specified 
LWP = leave with pay reimbursed by union 

Related Issues 

1.03 - Contract Evaluation 

2.08 - Leaves with Pay 

2.10 - Employee Time Off for Union Business 
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2.]2 REST PERIODS A~D MEALS ~ 
" 

" ~ 
Issue: What management problems arr:Be from the provis libn of rest 

\1 

periods and meal~ to employ~es? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINI'STRATIVE ACTION 

Rest Periods 

A fai rly common provision can be,! seen in the Wi scans in-AFSCHE 

agreement: 

All e~ployees shall receive one (1) fifteen minute 
restperioc/ during each one-half shift except that thos,e 
employees in positions which require the unlnterrupted 
presence of an employee shall receive such re,st plsriod 
only when qual ified reI ier-is avai lable.and practicabJE;I. 
The employer tetaini the riSht to schedule employee's 
rest periods to fiHfil1 tbe qperationa] needs of the 
various w(>rk units. Rest pei-iocls', may not he postponed 
or accumuJate&-if an employee'-does not receive a rest 
period because,of"operational requirements, such rest 
period In<'!y notbe takenduringa,i!subsequent work period. 

<;- - \; , 

If the contract provision is not~:qualified:to exclude correc-
-',:" -' ,-

tional officers, the union can grleve'~he d~~artment's lna~ility to 

provide the rest period. In one staie w~ere this occurred, the 

arbitrator:fol.md the department in violation of the agreement, 

despite its claim tha~ it could not comply, and ordered the depart-

rT1ent to provide the rei~t period or to pay overtime for 
.', 

the rest peri ods 

, 'd d h d \\ h d .• not provi e. T eepattment a. to negotIate Its way 
;\ 

out of the 

impi3sse by agreeing to c~\ne additional salary step for the classes 
I', 

i nvo 1 ved. The cost of tf~e increase-~:fiea rly $2 mi 11 ion--was absorbed 
co 

by the department since the ]~g''js]c.iture refused to allocate 
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additional funds. The contract provision which caused the problem 

had never been seen by the corrections agency. since the master 

contract was negotiated and approved by the state employee relations 

director without the commissioner's review and approval. Nonethe-

less, the corrections commissioner was fired for this Ilfiscal 

irresponsibility." 

The point is clear: Corrections chief executives must see 

that they are consulted in the negotiation process and that they 

have the opportunity to review the language of contract provisions 

before they are approved by the state. Even minor' provisions which 

do not take into consideration the unique conditions of prison 

operations can later become major problems. 

Meal Periods 

There are various provisions concerned with meal periods. In 

the Wisconsin-AFSCME contract, they are as follows: 

Meal Periods 

No employee shall be requi red to take more than 
one hour as a meal period, however, this shall not be 
construed to interfere with the Employer1s right to 
schedule employees to work split shifts. 

Meals While on Duty 

A. Where facilities are available and in operation 
the Employer will provide meals without charge 
to employees who are required, as a condition 
of employment, to take meals in the performance 
of assigned duties or responsibilities. 

B. All of the following conditions must be met to 
be eligible for meals: 
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I. The Employee works a straight 8 hour or 
longer shift without an unpaid lunch 
period. 

2. Meals eaten while on duty must be taken 
at the employee,'s assigned work post. 

3. Meals are delivered to the employee's 
assigned work post or would have been 
if so requested and food service 
facilities are in operation at the 
location and at the time the meal is 
consumed. 

Since most correctional officers in prisons cannot be relieved 

for meals, they generally are required to eat on the job--usually a 

lunch which they bring with them. Provisions such as the above lead 

to a box lunch type of operation and the del ivery of lunches to th~ 

various posts. It is inevitable that officers will have food 

preferences and that there will I('g,ed to be provisions for a choice 

of food items. This adds to the cost and complexity of preparing 

and d~lrvering the lunches. Inmates'.;,generally would be ass igned to 
,0; 7~ 

the tasks of prepa~?tion"and some of the delIvery. It is necessary 

to ens'ure that foo{}f~m the prisoners' ration is not usc!'A' for 
. ..~ '. " 

staff lunches. 

Preparation of officer lunches is much more difficult for the 

first and third shifts. Wh~rf; the institution has a snack bar 

operated by the employee association or union, these lunches also 

are purchased there and payment is made monthly by the institution 

\fqr the lunches served. Otherwise, lunches usually must be prepared' 
-,-' 

on the second shift and refriger?ted untH se,rved. 

Since meal provisions can present new management problems and 

costs ,s'uch provi s ions should be 'cautiously negot iated \tIi th full 

o calculation of the operational impact,. complexity, and di rect costs. 
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IMPACT 

In addition to costs and operational problems of preparation and 

delivery of meals, ordinary employee benefits, services, and 

conveniences are not equally available in all departments. The 

specific problems of prison operations should be carefully considered 

before general provisions are made to apply to prison employees. 

Related fssues 

1.03 - Contract Evaluation 

1.05 - Funding Contract Provisions 
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2.13 UNIFORM ALLOWANCES AND REPLACEMENT 

Issue: Are there any new provisions for uniform allowances and 

replacement which cause problem....s in administration? 

PRI Net PLES FOR ADMI N I STRATIVE ACljllON 

A reasonable allo\lJance for initial purchase of uniforms and 

annual upkeep costs is a normal benefit which is widely available 

in the corrections field. Employee benefits have J<~ept these allow-

ances separate from compensation because of their tax-exempt basis. 

In some states, the official uniform has been changed to a 

more comfortable and informal combination of blazer and slacks, 

The cost of these uniforms is considerably less than the amount 

spent for more formal uniforms, but they are more likely to be 

worn off duty and they tend to less durable. The lower initial 

costs may be fully offset by greater replacement costs so that 

previously established allowances may be adequate except for normal 

price increases. 

Practices are extremely varied. In some states, uniforms 

are provided and replaced, and prisoner labor is used for alterations. 

The "I<:tual purchase price to the state under contract may be less 

than one-half of the retail price which employees would have tc 

pay to retail uniform suppliers. The direct state purchase plan; 

however, is an administrative burden which most prison administrators 

would prefer to avoid. The problems are g'reatest where uniforms 

need tailoring and include shirts, ties, a summer and winter uniform, 



safety boots, and a work uniform (khakis or coveralls) for correc-

tional officers assigned to "dirty posts" such as truck sally ports, 

work crew supervision, and special housing areas such as segregation 

and isolation units. The inventory of clothing may require the 

part-time assignment of a staff c,lothing officer. Even with such 

supervision, inventory losses may be considerable. 

Recent collective bargaining contracts show no clear trends 

in uniform issue and replacement, in terms of how supplied and the 

number of clothing items included. Some contracts (e.g., WIsconsin) 

have adopted a liberal policy on the replacement of glasses, watches, 

and other personal items damaged while on duty. Previous pol icy 

had been to authorize such replacement when approved through the 

supervisory chain of command where damage resulted from a line-of

duty incident. (Replacement extended to clothing for all personnel--

not mere 1 y correct i ona 1 offi cers.) Management's concern in Wi scons in 

with the new provision is that they may be in the business of replacing 

off-duty damag~ as well as normal wear and tear to such items. This 

practice could be costly and inequitable if applied only to cori"ec~ 

tional officers, as is currently the case. 

In addition to these problems, management is concerned with 

achieving an equitable basis for distinguishing between uniforms and 

uniform alternatives which are provided as a state expense. In 

particular, if speci~] duty work clothes are provided correctional 

officers and supervisors in lieu of uniforms, how can these same 

types of garments not be SUpplied to blu~-collar, tradesmen, 

prison industry,and farm personnel? While it is standard practice 
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to provide work "whites" for culinary and hospital personnel,.smocks 

or aprons to protect personal clothing also may be. needed by voca-

tional shop instructors, library and clerical personnel who acre 

not usually provided them. 

In states where all of tpe above classes are in different 
" 

bargaining units represente~d by the same union, a reasonable manage

-ment position on this subject would be -to-f?rma joint management';' 
(> 

union committee to explore and advise on a more consistent and 

equitable policy involving the provision of or allowances for 

special cl6thing reqUirements. 

Whatever policy is establ ished, it seems advisable that an 

aJlowarlcefor clothing be provided rather than storing. state 

clothing purchases and issuing them through the institutions. Union~ 

-or employee cooperatives may be encouraged to take a role in such 
~" 

supply, however, because even with overhead and handling charges 

added to the clothing costs; state costs probably would be less 

than the actual costs of'reimbursement to employees for retail 

purchase. 

IMPACT 

Pol icies and practices regardi.i)g employee uniforms, clothing, 
i? 

!§lnc!tP~rsona(items affect employee morale, institutional operating 

costs~ and (:,the sensitivity of other employees not receiviogsuch 

.benefits. Since. every employee incurs some costs in supplying his 

clothing for work, the benefits providecL to any group or class of 
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employees should cOVer the additional costs of clothJng, as compared 

to "norma]ll work clothing. not the actual cost of such clothing. 

Unions may argue that if management has an interest in specify

ing what an employee should wear on the job. management must take 

some responsibility for p'roviding such clothes. Thus, if management 

requires secretaries or counselors to dress in appropriate suits, 

those whose normal nonwork attire consists of blue jeans have been 

put to additional expense in meeting the employer1s attire or 

uniform requirements. 

Most correctio~al administrators are reluctant to become involved 

in such issues. It is difficult enough to deal with prisoners l 

clothing and other needs. The correctional administrator has no 

greater wisdom in this area of employee dress than administrators 

in other agencies. 

Related Issue 

1.03 - Contract Evaluation 
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2.. 14 SH I FT AND OTHER PAY D I FFERENTI ALS 

ii 
II 
11 

Issue: On what basis. should shift and othex pay differentia.~ 
o 

provided? Are union negotiations' influencin9 changes away 

from rationa 1 pol icy? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

There" are on 1 y two bases fOT speCia I compensation rates or 

lid ifferenti a I sll: 

J.Factors whic:h make some positions less desirable than 
others. (Add it lona 1 'compensat i on is prov i ded as an 
offset to make the work more acceptabJe ~.onsidering 
the undesirable features.) . ~ 

2. Factors in some job locations which adversely affect 
recruitme,nt and retention of personnel. (The problem 
coul d be're) ated to such nonwork factors as the nature 
of competitive salaries in the area, higher' costs of 
livjng,~~r inconvenience and additional cost~ to 
employees, such as pay parking~) 

\'; 

Shift Differentials 

Jo.b factors may be i nfl uenced by the average age of emp 1 clyees, 

so that where there iSa high proportion of younger correctional 

officers (frequentlywlthyoung children), night shifts are 

,j _excep'tio~ally undesiraJ:)le~ On the other hand, older and single 

off~cers often>'prefer night shUts which permit moredayli9ht hours 

for pursuit of their)eisure time interests or part-time work else-

where. 
'.,) 

If pri soner conduct has made gllard-to-prlSoner conti3cts 

v, unp~?j!'l~ant, many offi~;3.{s wi1l;seek assignments Which produce the 
'\~ 
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least contact with inmates. Where there is seniority bi'i:lding for 

job posts, there is generally a mass flight of senior officers to 

noncontact posts, including those on the two night shifts. Under 

these circumstances, there is no need to provide a differential 

for such shifts because they are inherently desirable to enough 

employees without additional benefit. This is especially true 

since most of the posts on these shifts are also Jess difficult. 

require less skill, and are less demanding physically than the 

daytime posts--with or without prisoner contact. In this situation, 

the shift differential is dysfunctional since it encourages and 

rewa rds a pract ice undes i rab I e to management. 

There are some employees in many occupations who would always 

prefer the least demanding jobs. This may account for the opinion 

of local union officers in the Indiana prison (other than the 

maximum-security prison at Michigan City) who felt that the day 

shift was the most difficult and that any differential pay should 

go to the day-shift workers. (This was stated at a time when 

there were no shift differentials in effect.) 

Where shift differentials are already establ ished, even if 

the basis for them would not be valid today, the employees affected 

could certainly disagree. To eliminate differentials would 

constitute a pay cut--something the unions would never negotiate 

unless overall compensation gains were more than enough to offset 

the losses of differential pay. Accordingly, the force of existing 

practice is very difficult to overcome even if there are sound 

technical arguments against it. 
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Correctional adminis,trators should examine the real effects of 

shift differentials and be""cautious about, if notr~esistant to; 

, establ ishing them or increas:i,,ng them. This is parti'cularly trUe' 

where there is substantial 

union agteement'. 

\\' 
\\ 

OilIer Pay Differentials 
,,~ 

'\ 

The other I)'Pst common 

, 

se~\'~,?rity bidding for post~~ under the 
\\ 

:\ 

\' 
\\ 
\\ 
\~: 

\', 

\~~\ 
'\'<. 

\\ 
'\, " 

differential 'i>,S establ ished to meet 
\~, 

unusual recruiting problems deriving from high competitive pay rates 
," "';',;-" 

or distitlctly higher costs of 1 iving,;.-as occurs in an institUtion 
':. 

located in an urban area. 
I, n 

Area sala'fy differentia'ls are difficult to establ ish, present 

many aaministrativIJ:prdo'lems, and adversely affect employee mobility. -

Ye.t many jurisdLctio~\; .have experienced no difficulty with above

minimum-step hir:jr~"§ rat~~'for specific areas. For example, it 

might be appr~pi'rate in NewYQrkCity to sta;rt state correctional 
o 

officers at the third step in the""salary range (ro{~ghly 10 percent 

higher than the st,arting rateiil AttTca) and at the 'second step 

.. inA 1 bany. These rates no rma lly would h'ave to be apr roved by 

the civi 1 service or central peGsonnel agen2~, and, may requi re a 
'<"~" 

. " 

special salary study toestabl ish thei refficacy. 

There are relatively few problems associated with above-mlnimum-

step hiring, but some employees who sL!psequently transfer to another 

institution' couid bew~rking atone or 'two salary steps higher 

thanothere'inployees wi'th the same 1 engthof service. Management 

:,,: . " 



can control this to some extent since inter-institution transfers 

nOl\mally are subject to the discretionary approval of the two 

superintendents or the commissioner's office, or both. 

Hazardous duty pay rates are seldom applicable to correctional 

officers, but may be appropriate differentials for other classes. 

Hazardous duty pay premium or differential may be warranted for 

classes whose salary ranges are based on nonhazardous conditions 

normally faced by most employees in the various classes. A cook, 

a dentist, or a secretary in a prison may merit a pay premium in 

order to attract such personnel to prison employment. 

in a.1rnost all cases, however, the work has enough other 

distinctive factors to warrant special classification. In some 

instances, merely interpreting all the job duties in the prison 

context would justify a higher grade; in others, specific considera-

tions such as involvement in prisoner supervision, counseling, and 

evaiuation are enough to justify a special class for correctional 

work. 

Hazardous Employment Status 
.\ , 

"Hazardous employment status" in some union agreements refers 

to an entirely different concept. In thi,s case, it refers to certain 

presumptions of service connection with respect to injuries which 

occur incidental to employment. Employees whose workmen's compensa-

tion claims are pending settlement thus may be paid from the date 

of· i nabi 1 I ty to work. 
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~''''''''''''''''This provis'ion also may include authorizati6.n to augmt:lnt 

lY compensation to an employee who has been awarded worl~men's compen

sa,tion. Such an employee is paid the difference between that 

coml'ensation and his last full salary rate 'for a specific perioci--
, . 

usually one year or the duratlon of disabilitYt whichever is less. 

Presumption of Service Connection of Heart Dis~ases 

The presumption of service connection of cardiovascular 

disease which occurs during employment usually is not a contract 

provision, but an amendment of the state workmen's compensation 

statute. This presumption appJ ies only to certain employees-

usually correctional officers. In mos;~tc9ses~.service connection 

of heart disease is very difficult to establish. When the legis-

lature recognizes the substantially highel r;,qte of such disability 

among correctional workers, the presumptl:on of service connection 
, ;t :s: 

,;. 1 

should not be limited to employees in fh~ correctional officer 

series, but shoulq be extended to all petsons who regularly work 

in the prison and in assignments with prisoner contact. 

Shift RotatIon 

There appears to be a trend toward permanent shift assignments 

rather than the historical pattern of periodic rotation, llsually 

at three-to-six-:month intervals. The change to permanent shifts 

may be due to the trend toward provision of shift differentials 

(which become pay in.creases employees do not want to lose) and 
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unionization where seniority is increasingly a predominant factor 

in shift selection as well as post assignment selection. 

The most unfortunate aspect of permanent shifts is that new 

employees do not readily gain the broad experience desirable for 

their development, and are not subject to evaluation of their 

performance in a variety of job assignments within the class. 

Where sergeants are also in the bargaining unit, nonrotation 

will make it difficult to qualify for promotion to lieutenant 
>1 

wh~re ability to command all posts on all shifts is necessary and :/ 

expected. A study of the effects of permanent shifts and seniority 

post selection on the quality of staff development may be warranted 

in the near future. 

The Prison Workweek Problem 

Since instItutional corrections moved from penitent isolation 

to myriad activities of work, rehabilitation services, recreation,. 

and so on, new problems emerged: too much activity concentrated in 

a period of less than eight hours, and five workdays per week. 

Security requirements are greatest when the movement is the 

greatest. The larger the institution and the greater the number of 

program locations prisoners moVe to, the more time is required to 

complete such moves. In some institutions, the actual program day 

is little more than five hours even though the prisoners are 

awakened at 5:30 A.M. with breakfast starting at 6:00 A.M. Movement 

to the work areas, schools, etc., starts between 7:30 and 3:00, 

but is usually not completed until 8:30 to 9:00. The movement to 
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lunch begins between lr:tJ~~.>and 11:30, and the return after lunch 
"~~;? 

often is not compl eted uri it 1 1: 30. The retu rn movement to the 

cell blocks starts .at 3:00 and is to be completed by 3:30 so that 

the 4:00 P.M. count will clear on time. Varia1:ions on the workday 

and count time do exist, but it is very difficult to change the 

amount of time devoted to programs. Thus, prison industry factories, 

schoo.Is, and vocational shops are all with foremen, teachers, and 

instructors wh6 deliver iheir personal service~~bout one-half of 

the i r tot a 1 wo rkday. 

The underutilization of program resources and the excessive 

idleness during the other periods bewi Ide'rs the best of superin-

-' teridents.Ahy significant change can be costly, primarily because 

mor§-ac:tivity on other shifts requires additional correctional 

officers. Bue'Co,ClIi1Y priso~s have attempted, with a re.lative degree 

of success, to ~xtend the prisoner-activity day and reduce the 

co 11 i sj on among compet i ng programs. Th i s has been acn i eved through 

various~combinations of shift changes, movement changes, and the 

scheduling of personnel to different hours .and days. Whenever 

odd shifts are established (e~g., some correctional officer shifts 

staggered to bridge the day and evening shifts, correctional 

counselors working evenings and~weekends, and teachers holding 

evening classes), the employees Involved are usually extremely 

resistive. Among the' chief problems which are presented are car pool 

arrangements, difficulty in working when the records office is 

not open, and the lack of supervisors. 
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Some extreme solutions have included putting correctional 

officers on a four-day, ten-hour shift; running prisoner industries 

on a night shift; and having prisoners take box lunches to their 

work or school location in order to el iminate the noon meal move-

mente There is much need for innovation in this area, especially 

when greater productivity in all such activities and programs is 

demanded. 

IMPACT 

Shift differential rates have not been surveyed for all states. 

The rates in a few states are tabulated in Table 13. 

I 
TABLE 13 

SHIFT DIFFERENTIALS IN FOUR STATES 

FI RST SH 1FT SECOND SH 1FT THIRD SHI FT 
STATE Midnight - 8:00 A.M. 8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. 4;00 P.M. - Midnight 

Pennsylvania $.15/hour -- $. IS/hour 

Illinois'~ $.12/hour -- $.I2/hour 

lWi scons i n $.20/hour -- $.lS/hour 

Minnesota $. IS/hour -- $.IS/hour 

~',Shift schedules by one hour earl ier than times indicated· 
(e.g .• the second shift is 7:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.) 

At $.15 an hour, the night-shift differential amounts to about 

$315 a year for each employee, and is taxable along with the base 

salary as ordinary income. The annual increased cost of 50 employees 
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working night shifts at $.15 shift differential would amount to 

$15 1 750--or somewhat less than the equivaJent of one full ... time. 

correctional officer wi th all fringe benefi ts. 

While direct costs are not hi.ghly significant, the extent to 

which differentials may be an undf\si ~ableincentive to employee 

sh,i ft se leoti on shoul d be answered by research. The unfortunate 

situation in those states already paying shift differentials is 

that their costs could be viewed as relatively nominal compared 

to either the cos ts of impact eva 1 uat ion 0 r the po 1 it i cal. costs of 

c!'ttempting to change or abol ish the practice. 

States which do not have shift differentials are in a position 

to examine the issue more fully, institution by institution. As 

indicated, the issue can assume a different character as other 

~losely reJated issues are also considered: (1) the extent of 

seniority bidding for shifts and assignments, and (2) the rotation 

of shi fts. 

Shift rotation pol icy and practice is seldom mentioned in 

union contracts so that review of contracts does not reveal current 

practices or the extent of union interest in this subject. 

Related Issues 

1.03 - Contract EValuatibn, 

1.11 - Manpower Management in Prison Administra~>ion 
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2.15 LENGTH" OF SERVICE PAY 
"" 

Issue: What is the justification for length of service pay? Are 

there any effects adverse to correctional management? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

Length of service payor bonuses can be justified in terms of: 

(1) providing a pay increase without the cost of paying all employees; 

(2) providing a pay increase for those who no longer would receive 

increases within the merit salary step planj and (3) offering an . 

incentive for employees to remain in state employment after reaching 

the salary maximum of their classification. 

As developed under collective bargaining, such increases 

reflect the strong emphasis of unions on seniority privileges and 

benefits. While it only applies to a portion of the work force 

at time of adoption, it will be seen by all employees as a benefjt 

they will receive in the future. 

The extent and nature of prevailing practice is not revealed 

by any national survey known to project staff. Some implications 

may be drawn from a summary of practices in seven states covered 

In the MERle project research (see Table 14). 

It is clear that length of service payor bonuses is an area 

of potential rather than present problems. One exception may be 

in the development of extended salary plan steps. While in some 

states the typical five-step plan has be,en increased by one or two 

steps, this is usually based on step intervals of less than the 

11 
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TABLE 14 

LENGTH OF SERVICE PAY/BONUSES IN SEVEN STATES 

STATE AMOUNT OF PAYMENT AND BASIS 

111 i nols None indicated in union ag reement 
= 

New Jersey None indicated in !:l,nion agreement 

20 days per year plus: 5 yea rs servi ce, 
New York* 5 days added; 20 yea"s, 8 days added; 

30 years, 10 days added 
. 

Oregon None indicated in union agreement 

Pennsylvania None indicClted in union agreement 

Washington Nbne indicated in union agreement 

5 years servi ee, $50/year paYment; 
Wi sconsin 10. yea rs. , $100; 20 years, $200; 

25 years, $250. 

*Many states have such in-lieu-of-pay compensation 
for length of service. New:Yo/ik is reported here because 
it. is probably more generous than most: An employee wi th 
five years seniority receives five weeks vacation annually. 
Note also that all vacation plans reviewed had some 
progression of amount of vacation earned increased in 
terms of length of s~rvice. 
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5 percent usually found in five-step plans. However, the union pay 

request in negotiations with Oregon submitted a ten-step salary 

plan with all steps at 5 percent intervals. The range of increases 

after the initial employment step is nearly 50 percent (nine incre

mental increases of 5 percent over the preceding step provide a 

progression of more than nine x 5 percent at the tenth step). If 

this were approved, the pattern of time at each step probably would 

more closely resemble the federal pay plan for civil service 

employees (general service schedule) where steps 1-6 are yearly, 

7-9 are at two-year intervals, and steps 9-10 are at five-year 

intervals. 

The concept behind extended salary steps is much like that of 

any incremental pay step plan: The employee's value to the employer 

is increased as experience is gained. Almost all plans begin with 

the basic concept of increases to satisfactory employees as a 

"performance" or "merit" increase. EVen before collective bargain

ing, success in operating such pay plans on other than a seniority 

basis was exceedingly rare. 

Union agreements have further dimini~hed management discretion 

to withhold salary step increases for less than satisfactory 

employees, although in some states merit provisions are contained 

in the union agreement. For example, the Oregon agreement with 

AFSCHE and the Oregon State Employees Association (coalition 

bargaining) contains the following provisions: 
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SALARY ADMI N I STRAT I oN 

The parties agree that salary administration shall 
be based upon a performance evaluation system uniformly 
applied in the classified service. In the interest of 
improving the performance appraisal system, it is agreed 
that suggestions and criticisms shall be sUbject to mutual 
discdssions, but that provisions of this Agreement shall 
not be modified by existing or future Executive Department, 
Per:,~onnel Division or agency pulicy unless there is agree
ment of the part i es hereto. 

Employes shall be granted annuClU; performance pay 
increases on their eligibility date provided the employe 
is not at the top of the salary range attached to his/her 
classification, and provided the employe1s performance 
is satisfactory as reflected in his/het performance 
appraisal. 

Performance shall be deemed satisfactory when an 
employe1s performance appraisal indicates that he/she 
)11eetsor exceeds all major requirements (CCltegori es A 
and B). An employe rated in Category C shall receive 
an increase unless his/her needed improvements are 
major in natur.e when related to' the work plan and/or 
position description. 

,"( 

Employe complaints resulting from failure to receive 
a performance pay increase may be processed throllgh the 
grievance p rocedu re.' 

Performance shall be ~~~ured using all of the 
followi ng cri teri a: ~ 

1. Classification specifications developed and 
promulgated by t;r,~~.{5e:-sonnel Division of the Executive 
Department. In ~:~.,hii:i:'development of neW or revised 
specifi cat ions ,thi Personnel Oi vi s ion of the Executive 
Department sha 11 ~it~ full consi deration to recommenda
tions of the Emp:lbye Representatives. 

"2. An individual position description, reduced to 
writing, which shall delineate specific duties within 
the classification specification peculiar to an Individual 
employels own job. A copy of the class specification 
shall be r,eviewed with the employe. A copy of the 
position description shall be given to and ~~~Jewed with 
the employe. A copy of the class specificatCurl's shall 
be made available to the employe at any time 'at the 
ernploye's request. The individual position description 
shall be subject to at least an annual review with the 

(:I 
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employe and any changes shall be developed by the 
employe and his/her supervisor. Nothing contained 
herein shall compromise the right or the responsibility 
of the Employer to assign work consistent with the 
classification specification. All work assigned shall 
be described within the position description. 

3. A written work plan, based upon the position 
description and developed by mutual agreement between 
an employe and his/her supervisor. Each wor~ plan 
shall delineate job requirements, job expectations, 
anticipated goals, set objectives, productivity 
expectations, and an employe development program. 
Nothing contained in this provision shall compromise 
the right of the employe during the process of reach
ing agreement on the work plan to demand a reasonable 
workload. Elements of appraisal shall be those 
specifically described by the work plan which shall 
be consistent with the classification specification 
and position description with the addition of those 
considerations contained on the Report of Performance 
Appraisal form (Form No. PD-l40). When appropriate, 
any unique problem solving or innovative work projects 
may be developed and written into the employe's work 
plan, but shall not expand employe duties beyond the 
level of the duties assigned to that classification. 
An employe shall be given a copy of his/her work plan 
at the time it i~ developed and reduced to written 
form. 

4. Periodic review of each written work plan shall 
be made by an employe and his/her supervisor. Any 
changes in the work plan that are developed by the 
employe and his/her supervisor shall be by mutual 
agreement. These changes shall be reduced to writing 
and a dated copy given to the employe. When a periodic 
review indicates an employe is not meeting the 
expectations of the work plan, such notice shall be 
reduced to a written dated statement with a copy given 
to the employe. 

The above criteria shall be the only factors upon 
which an employe's performance is judged and upon 
which annual performance pay decisions are determined. 
Salary denial based upon any factor other than those 
listed above, except those based upon statutorily 
defined authority shall be invalid. 

Any e~ploye who is denied an annual performance 
pay increase based on the above criteria shall have 
the right of appeal through his/her agency grievance 
procedure and sUbsequently may exercise the right of 
appeal to the Public Employe Relations Board. 
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E~ployes shall be eligible for salary increases at 
the following intervals: (1) Upon compledonof t.he 
initial six. months in state service or lIpon the completion 
of the tried service as provide~-;;in ORS 240.405, sub
section 4; and (2) Annually aft~"r the initial increase 
until the employe has reached the top step in his/her 
salary range. 

The initial increase of trial service increase shall 
be granted upon initially gaining regular status in 
state emp.l oymen t. 

There shall be no pre .... determined limitation imposed 
upon the number of annual performance pay increases to 
be granted or denied. or any pre-determined limitation 
on this number of performance evaluations allocated to 

( any given category. 
'\ 

The above salary administration plan shall become 
effective Ju1y 1 ~ ].975, and shall apply t9 annual 
performance pay Increases. It shall be the responsibility 
of the Personnel Division of tile Executive Depa~tment 
to administer the terms, conditions and provisions of 
thi 5 contract reI at ive to agency performance hereunder. 

EMPLOYE NOT! CE 

The Employer shall give notification in writing 
of granting or withholding of merit increases to all 
employes at least fift~en (15) days prior to the 
employe's eligibility date unless a different time 
period is specified in his agency agreement. If the 
merit increase is to be withheld, the reasons therefore 
shall be given in writing at the time of notification. 

'- Formal grievance.s resulting from the withholding .of 
a meri t increase sha 11 be presented d i rectI y to the 
top step in the agency grievance procedure. If not 
resolved at this level within the time period specified 
in the agency agreement, the grievance will be presented 
to the Personnel Division for review. The Personnel 
Division shall review ant:J give a written response within 
ten (10) working days af.t:er receiving the complaint. 
If sati~faction 1s not received, the employe or his 
representati ve may fi·l e the appropri ate further appeals 
provided for in the grievance procedure. . 

If, as a result. of such a gr~evance, a declsion 
is made to grant an increase initially withheld, the () 
effect i vedate of the increase sha 11 be retroact i ve . 
to tha original el igibi I ity date. 

,,:.:, 0 
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IMPACT 

The effects of length of service bonuses may not be what they 

are purported to be. There is no known evidence to suggest that 

employees have been retained by such benefits except that some over-

age employees eligible for retirement may remain on the job for a 

number of add i ti ona I ye~'-rs. 

I t should be in th.r,\·interest of both state management and 

union members as a whole to develop high performance standards and 

motivation throughout the entire work force. While performance 

criteria for pay advancement may be difficult to sustain, adoption 

of progression of pay basea only on seniority would close the door 

on future efforts to make performance or merit salary increases 

really workable. 

Related Issues 

1.09 - Civil Service Interrelationships 

3.07 - Position Classification and Pay Plan 
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2.16 (~ABOR RELATI>ONS NEUTRALS 

~ssue, 
\ 

Should labor r'elations neutr'als be used to avoid the pol itical 

risks in making a difficult or unpopular labor relations 

decision? 

PRINCIPLES fOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

The group commonly referred to as Iithi rd-party neutrals ll can 
;c 

play an important ro I ei npub I i c sector co 11 ect i ve bargaining. These 

labor relations professionals, who stress their neutrality toward both 

management and labor, frequently act as fact-finders or assume a quasi-

judicial role in settl ing employer-employee disputes. In the. private 

sector, they have served primarily in the settlement of rights disputes 

or grievances which usually involve the interpretation or ~pplication 

of an existing collective bargaining agreement. In the publ ic sector, 

however, neutrals are increasingly becoming .involved in the resolution 

of II interest di sputesll--di sputes over the provi si ons of a colI ect i ve 

bargaining agreement in the process of negotiation. Procedures for 

res;j;ving publ ic sec'tor interest disputes have bElen establ ished partly 

in an attempt to find an alternative to public employee strikes. 

Commentary 

The techniques for resolving interest disputes range from third-

party mediation, fact-finding, or voluntary or compulsory arbitration, 

to combinations'.of mediation, fact-,finding, and arbitration. Most of 

the collective bargaining states hav~ established some kind of 
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procedure for resolving impasses in interest disputes involving state 

employees. Virtually all jurisdictions provide for some form of 

mediation followed by some kind of fact-finding. Connecticut and 

New Jersey provide for voluntary arbitration. In Washington State, 

the Personnel Board has binding authority over collective bargaining 

disputes concerned wi th ma tte rs other than wages. I n New York and 

Florida, after mediation and fact-finding have taken place, the 

state legislature becomes the final arbitrator for impasses in the 

negotiation of contracts for state employees. 

Of particular interest are the provisions for arbitration in 

Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island. Rhode Island legislation 

provides for binding arbitration over. all interest disputes, except 

that with respect to wage disputes the arbitration decisions are 

only advisory. In Oregon and Pennsylvania, the labor rel~tions legis

lation contains special provisions for publ ic safety employees, 

including correctional officers. The provisions call for compulsory 

arbitration over all bargaining impasses involving correctional 

officers, subject to legislative approval. In Pennsylvania in 1976, 

AFSCME separated the bargaining unit containing correctional officers 

from its multi-unit bargaining so that the correctional officers l 

demands could be taken to arbitration. 

One issue related to compulsory arbitration IS the question of 

whether legislative and executive departments should be permitted 

to delegate their authority to private individuals. In no state 

studied has the legislature agreed to be bound by an arbitration 

decision; however, state legislatures have passed laws binding local 
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units of government to fund and implement arbitration decisions. 

Court challenges on this matter--in Michigan, Pennsylvania, 

Rhode Island, and Wyoming--have been rejected II •• on the ground 

that the arbitrators ~onstltute public agents or state officers 

when carrying out thei I~ arbitration function, cor that the 'presence 

of standards in the statu;f~ cior the gui dance of the a rbi trators is 

sufficient to overcome the delegation argument.lIl 

Nevertheless, third-party dispute resolution procedures 

further we'aken the authority of , the correctional administrator. 

Pa~ticularly when arbitration is compulsory, the adminis~rator 

is legally required to operate his agency according to the provi-

sions of a collective bargaining provision formulated by a neutral 

third party--a party which does not have to face the practical 

consequences of the contract provisions and may not understand 

the operation of correctional institutions. 

An interesting side effect (if using labor relations neutr;;:::!s 

in fact-findit)g, arbitration, and the frami'hg of contracts is the 

reduction of pol itical costs to both management and the leaders of 

employee organizations. An elected official who wants to increase 

public employees I .wages in a time of tight budgets might thereby 

receive unfavorable pUblicity; thus, he may readily agree to fact-

finding or arbitration proceedings in .which a third party--a labor 

relations neutral--could take the bnmt of public outrage. 
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I HPACT 

The involvement of third-party neutrals as arbitrators is 

most prevalent in grievance resolutions (see Issue 2.02 - Grievanc~ 

Procedures, Steps 4 and 5). The problem there is the same: How 

can the department or state properly delegate to an arbitrator 

or panel of arbitrators the power of making critical decisions 

.under binding arbitration rules? While this is being done to some 

extent in local government with the blessing of the courts, the 

authority of the state to commit its executive and legislative 

branches io binding arbitration has not been subject to definitive 

court review. 

The state correctional administrator's abil ity to carry out 

his legal responsibilit\~1 is diminished and diffused by the labor 

relations process. In the 1970s, as correctional problems become 

more severe as a result of rising prison populations and tightened 

budgets, and as the public becomes more concerned about the effec-

tiveness of correctional programs, the administrator's ability to 

solve major operational problems and policy issues is being reduced 

by the fragmentation of his authority. Increasingly. the courts, 

-federal and state regulatory agencies, and labor relations 

professionals are making decisions affecting the policies and 

operations of correctional institutions. To be sure, this frag-

mentation of authority has b,'ought about many favorable changes 

in program and pol icy, but it has also created many problems. 
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Problems are bound to exist when administrators are given the 

responsibility for running correctional agencies but are increasingly 

deprived of the authority to do so. 

Reference 

1. B~';,jamin Aaron et al. ':' FinaTReport of the Assembly Advisory 
Council on Public Empl'oyee Relations, State of California, 
15 March 1973, p. 216. 

Related Issues 

1.00 - Enabling Legislation 

2.02 - Grievance Procedures, Steps 4 and 5 
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2.17 TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENTS TO HIGHER OR OTHER CLASSES 

Issue: Can the flexibility built into the correctional officer 

classification series continue to permit relief or temporary 

assignments to other job classifications in the prisons? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

Few, if any, contract provisions have been unduly restrictive 

to management needs, but some have provided reasonable penalties to 

curtail some common abuses. One such abuse is for management to 

assign a correctional officer to correctional sergeant duties 

(without pay increase) for six months pending completion of the 

civil service examination for the class. Mo~t civil service systems 

have provisions for temporary or emergency appointments. 

It is typical in prison staffing to have a technician-special ist 

classification for such continuing assignments as laundry supervisor, 

sewage plant operator, boiler plant operator, culinary supervisor, 

or records officer. During short-term absences of incumbents in 

these classes, where it is essential to keep these services in 

operation, it is usually possible to find a correctional officer 

with relevant experience who can be detailed to the temporary vacancy. 

(Such positions should have their relief for regular days off, 

vacations, sick leave, and other relief bases provided for in the 

post assignment schedule.) These temporary assignments m~y be in 

the same salary range as the correctional officer class or they 

may be higher or lower. 
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Another common out-of-class assignment involves the relief or 

temporary replacement of s~rgeants, lie~tenants, and captains by 

assignment of an employee in the respective next lower class. 

Usually there is no increase incompensation for these temporary 

assignments which normally range from a few days to two weeks. 

Under nearly all union contracts, thrs is unchanged except: 

1. The selections are to be made by seniority within the 
same shift. 

2. Temporary compensation increase to the minimum pay 
step of the higher class or a one-step increase 
(whichever is higher) is required for assignments 
over two or three wee.ks duration. 

Problems can arise if the. requi rements for selection based 

on senio.rity are too strict and the demand for rel ief has been 

made without prior planning. Frequently, the need for a temporary 

replacement is sudden and unexpected. Union insistence of going 

to seniority bidding from all shifts restricts promptness of 

l replacement and is disruptive to many other work schedules. 

The solution, on the other hand, is not very difficult, 

involving prior screening anti seniority ranking of employees 

interested in such assignments by shift, or reference to the 

existing civil service list for the higher class (with seniority 
': 

o 
already credited for list order) arranged by shift. Employees 

on these 1 ists receive the opportunity to demonstrcl\tethei r 

proficiency in these higher classes. At the same time., full 

replacement schedules need to be prepared in advance for planned 

leave or other absences. 
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There should be no fiscal problems in financing temporary 

replacements in these classes, even where one-step salary increases 

are involved, if the relief is properly planned for in the post 

assignment plan. There is no adequate justification for assigning 

employees to higher classifications for extended periods for 

management1s convenience without providing a reasonable compensa-

tion increase for that period. 

IMPACT 

The impact of providing temporary replacements from various 

correctional officer ~lassifications (including classes not covered 

by collective bargaining or between classes represented by two or 

more bargaining units) should be minimal if detailed planning and 

consultation with the respective union local officers occurs. 

Related Issues 

1.06 - Contract Administration 

1.11 - Manpower Management in Prison Administration 
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2.18 SHIFT OVERLAP 

Issue: 
, (~';., 

Shift overlap and its effect on the nUrlloer of hours corrfS-

tional officers are required to be at the work site seems 

to be a problem in many states. What are the prob1emsA~ 
[" 

how can lhey be feso1ved satisfactorily? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

Three types of problems have been noted: 

1. Inherent Working Conditions 
l~\ 

No matter how the workday is divided (e.g., three 8-hour 

shifts or two l2-hour shifts), correctional officers will not 

be able to leave their posts until relieved. "Incidenta1 

overtime" always occurs in movement through the institution 

to the work location. Such overtime increases to the extent 

that wa~h-up or clothing change is needed, shift rollcall is 

practlced, and the physical size of the institution involves 

greater distance to posts. Management feels that employees 

understand these workil"\g conditions when they are employed, 

and that the pay plan has taken these factors into account. 

2. "I nc i denta 1· Overt i mel! 

Incidental overtime is defined broadly as small amounts 

of time, e.g., 1 to 15 minutes at the end of the working 

period not regularly required of the employee, which are not 
I 

considered overtime for purposes of compensation credit. 
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The definition obviously is broadened for correctional shift 

work, as it is for similar work in hospitals and other 24-hour 

institutions. 

In particular, correctional officers may be held over to 

complete their assigned tasks where the capacity to avoid 

overtime is shared by the entire shift rather than fixed on 

a single employee. Accordingly, if the prisoner count does 

not clear, recounts must be taken until all prisoners are 

accounted for or the identity of the escapee(s) is determined. 

This additional time, which may be one-half hour or more, was 

rarely treated as overtime. (It became overtime and more was 

earned j f there was an escape and some staff hel d over for 

pursuit of escapees and related duties.) 

3. "Rollcall Overtime" 

At shift change, the incoming shift was expected to report 

in ten or fIfteen minutes before actual shift change. This 

period enabled the captain to determine absences and to provide. 

any special instructions regarding shift problems, special 

schedules or activities, etc. This brief period also is used 

to distribute departmental announcements and to call attention 

to new orders from the superintendent, as well as other notices. 

Overlap Practices under Management-Union Agreements 

In initial negotiations the premium P:iJN overtime provision 

leads to the question of how much "overttme" should be allowed 



( .. 

before: cQ:('rectiQnal officers earn oNertime credUt; The anSwer' 

g,eneli'alty' has: been 25-30 minutes~, after which all time was overtime. 

S.ubs,equently), co,rrectional unions have ha.d ,the oppor-tuni ty to 

ob,tatn atjdtttona,t pay by considering the three types of overtime 

ernherent working conditions, incidental overtime, and rollcall 
II 

overtime} together as deserving, of compensation. I n New Jersey, 

sXJ:ch an agreement was considered by the employee relations dFrector 

as: a non-economi'c matter, a 1 though i t res u I ted in the eq u i va I en t 

o·f one sala,ry'step. forward by converting 2Q minutes to cash on a 

t irr.e-an d-a-half bas i. s. 

Whlle the practice ,of compensating all normal shift overlap 

h'as not yet been extended to many s ta tes, th ismay become the next 

line or union demand when current contracts are up for renewal. 

In most states, corrections management will be on solid ground if 

it is claimed that this time has been reorganized as a part of the 

basic working conditions of the classes involved. Nevertheless, 

negotiations may proceed on the basis that the overtime was not 

fully recognized and, since it also is not uniformly distributed, 

that a special provision for overtime rate or flat rate allowance 
~' 

is warranted. In such cases, correct ional management wou I d be 

better off to agree to a flat rate allowance for the specific shift 

overlaps in lieu of overtime. This would have the idvantage of 

discouragingfurther expansion o'f shift overlap time by employee 
II 

actions. 
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I HPACT 

In ad~ition to the above effectS T any shift overlap provisions 

and increased benef; ts wi J 1 requ ire .f!qu i tabl e adjustments for other 

employees whose workdays in the prison are similar, if not identical, 

to those of correctional officers (e.g., sergeants, lieutenants, 

and culinary, hospital, engineering, and other maintenance staffs), 

Related Issues 

1.05 - Funding Contract Provisions 

2.03 - Overtime and Sick Leave 
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2.19 RtTIREMENT BENEFITS 

Issue: Should retirement benefits be included in bargaining unit 

negotiations? What are the organizational and operational 

interests of correctional administrators in this area? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

It is almost a universal problem in federal, state". and local 
~ ~ v \1 

governments that !5~;,~sion program increases have 
II 

an attractive alter,('~tive to salary increases. 
</ 

been ovel;lused as 
. ,,1 

'\1 

It is a 1 so true 

tha.t nearly all of these programs have not been properly funded 

so that staggering deficits now apparent wi 11 soon become a major 

claim against public, revenues. 

Until this situation is corrected by appropriate funding 

modifications, it isa time bomb ticking away in the public 

treasuries--fromNewYork to Califo!"'r.W:~~'The explosion, if it 

occurs, iibankruptcy:the receivers will buyout existing pension 

obI igatiqns in terms of x cents per' dollar of pension, probably 

including portions of invested employee and public jurisdiction 

contribution~. 

Since these issues involve complex financial and actuarial 
" 

considerations and polftica~ concerns at the highest level, the 

corre.ctionaladministrator can be expected to be involved only 

minimally. 

Many jurisdictions have already limited collective bargaining 

to compensation matters other than retirement plans, and it is now 
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widely believed that such a policy should be universally adopted. 

However, this does not preclude union representational involvement 

with the retirement boards, legislative committees, and the 

governor's budget staffs in pressing for further benefits or 

opposing benefit reductions. The extremely high cost of such 

benefits projected over many years of retirement, and increasing 

with life expectancy and inflationary factors, means that such 

plans must be devised and modified with much more care. There is 

also rome concern that retirement plans should be more uniform 

rather than containing contribution rates, eligibility ages, and 

pension rates which vary for different occupational groups. 

IMPACT 

The correctional administrator should have two concerns about 

retirement plans: (1) the extent to which increased retir~ment 

costs will restrict the growth of the general budget, and (2) the 

extent to which early retirement may be curtailed and how that 

might affect superannuation of prison manpower. 

Correctional underfunding has been a chronic problem for over 

a century. It does not seem likely that reduction in total state 

fiscal resources due to sharp increases in pension disbursement 

could make the corrections budget any worse than it has been in 

previous periods of prosperity and recession. Yet excessively 

generous or underfunded retirement plans bear directly on the 

adequacy of the state correctional system. 
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The corrections administrator is as sensitive as any publ ic 
.:. 

~-j(ecutive to thee'social and economic impact of both extremes--

runaway taxat Lon and underfund i ng of human servi ces. Growi ng 

unemployment and deterioration of education, publ ic health, and 

welfare services can generate more crime and, at the same time,' 

decrease the likelihood of full social reintegration of the 

released offender. Correctiona1 0 administrators thus have a unique 

perspective on the importance of the entire state budget. He 

directly feels the effect of overall economic decline in the 

increase of pri.son populations. He must be able to articulate the 

paradox that state corrections budgets must be increased as other 

ar~as of state expenditures are-decreased. 

Union Role in Negotiating Pensions 

Public service unions in the past have successfully pressed for 

pension benefits or employee contribution reductions and employer 

contribution in,"reases in funding such pensions. Yet the respon-

sibi 1 ity for poor judgment in agreeing to such proposals and decep-

tion;~ or negligence in fiscal analysis, as well as in funding 

*The techniques of deception have included both the failure to 
project pensi~n payment increases due to salary inflation and the 
faiJure to make such projections known. Additionally, in some juris
dictions, the executive has not made the requi red payments to the 
pension funds or has improperly withdrawn public share funds from 
the pension fund for general budget use. This. involves employee 

'!share withdrawals on separation which are actuarially anticipated 
but w.ith the employer share left in the fund. This practice becomes 
increasingly critical when the share contributions to the fund are 
shifted from a 50-50 basis to a 90-10 (employer-employee) basis. 
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pension reserves on a current basis, falls exclusively on the 

executive and legislative branches. The fact that public unions 

have proposed and lobbied for pension plan improvements in no way 

justifies the failure of legislative and executive branches to 

estimate the fiscal impact of such changes and to keep the public 

informed. 

Among the corrective prescriptions is "full disclosurell as 

recommended recently by the California Taxpayers Association,l 

Their summary of recommendations, portions of which are reproduced 

below, appear to reflect current public concern about the problem 

and its causes. 

Full Di sclosure 

To protect the soundness of public retirement 
systems in the face of cost increases we recommend 
full disclosure of financial conditions annually. 
We also recommend that Ilactuarial assumptionsll -
projections of inflation, life expectancy, and other 
factors influencing pension costs and revenues--
be clearly defined and regularly updated to insure 
sound projections. 

Cost Evaluations 

A major cause of today1s massive unfunded 
liabilities has been adoption of benefit hikes in 
the past without projecting costs or specifying 
sources of financing. We recommend that these data 
be required before enrichments are adopted by a 
governing body. Cost data should be on a multi
year basis showing the climb until the proposed 
benefit is in full operation. 

Disability Retirement 

Disability retirement is also growing explosively, 
and police and firemen seem to be the main cause. 
Utilization of this enriched form of retirement grew 
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by 110% in. a recent five-year period even when adjusted 
for benefit increases, inflation, and growth in the 
labor force. Safety disability costs have risen at 
mor:~,than twice the overall rate. Increas,ingly, the 
cause of fet; rement has been "cumulative trauma" 
complaints such as back injuries. Generous benefit . 
formulas encourage both mal ingering and "second careerll 

abuse. The~.ti me has come to tighten up el i g ibn i ty 
determinati6n and benefit formulas for disability 
retl rement. 

Benefit Rollbacks 

Public reaction against excessive pension plans 
for government worl~ers has risen espec;.ially when 
generous benefits contribute to a local fiscal crisis. 
Voters are beginning to approve rollbacks in retire
ment programs. But the courts have held these roll
backs can apply only to future employees. In Oakland, 
for examp Te, a po T i teman or ff refighter hired on 
June 30, 1976 can look forward to a pension worth 30% 
more than sorneone hired by the city to the same position 
on Jul y 1, 1976, because of the effect i ve date on a 
cIty ballot proposition. 

The freeze of existing benefits neither creates 
equity within the publ ie labor force nor: isit fai r 

·to taxpayers seeking relief from past over-commitments. 
We recommend a constitutional amendment <to perwit a 
phased rollback i.n pension r:Jghts of current employees 
of up to 1% per year remaining in their working life, 
where such a rollback is ,:eeded to equalize their 
benefits with those adopted for future employees. The 
1% limit \>lOuld mean that persons about to retire would 
not be affected while others would have a chance to plan 
ahead. further, the reduction could onlY occur to the 
extent nl~eded to create equity amor:t"Q employees with 
respec;t to pension rights. . 

Employee Contributions 
t, 

Public fJensionplans are funded by contributions 
from employer and employees, and from i.nterest earnings. 
In an inflati.onary'economy~ interest earnings have 
soared. But the benefit of this income has b'een re,,!1 ized 
almost epti rely by employees in the form of a steadily 
dWindl jng percentage of support t.o pension funds from 
worker,contributions~and a higher fund payout of inflated 
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benefit dollars. The employer has hardly been relieved by 
the massive rise in investment income. This benefit should 
be more evenly shared between taxpayers (employers) and 
future fund r.ecipients (employees). We also believe the 
reduction or abolition of employee contributions to their 
own retirement plan is likely to encourage excessive and 
irresponsible demands for enrichment. 

Reti rement Formula' 

The service retirement formula determines the dollar 
value of a pension. It is based on final salary multiplied 
by a percentage based on years of service. This formula 
must be ~rotected in three ways. First, pensions based 
on full-time work should not be extended to part-time 
employees. Second, extensive credits should not be given 
for work wi th other employers, particularly when the work 
was unrelated. Thi rd and most important, "final 
compensationll should be computed over at least the 
highest three-year period. Using a single high years l 

pay creates the potential for abuses. 

Retirement Boards 

In some local jurisdictions, it is not the elected 
governing body but a retirement board which makes key 
decisions on extension of benefits. We believe the 
city councilor board of supervisors should make the 
binding commitment. If a retirement board has substan
tive power, we urge that in order to prevent a conflict 
of interest by beneficiaries, no more than one-third 
of its membership be composed of active or retired 
members of the pension plan. 

Safety Retirement 

We believe special attention must be given to the 
cost of safety reti rement. In order to encourage a 
young average age among police and firemen, enriched 
pension plans have been created which encourage early 
retirement. These plans appear to have gone beyond 
necessity. Safety personnel receive high average 
salaries. They also receive pensions which are a 
higher percentage of salary than other employees 
retiring at the same age. A state patrol member or 
1937 Act safety member can receive 75% of salary 
retiring at age 55 with 30 years service, while a 
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teacher 01" general worker age 60 with the same period o·f 
service will get only 60%. A PERS state or local safety 
member can retire at age 55 or later,: with 70% of salary 
after 35 years, Clnd some 50 PERS contracting local 
agE1ncies have adopted the 2% at age 50 formUla. In 
1 arge Ca 1 i forn i a .c it i es, safety ret i rees pens.i ons a Ie 
doub1e--roughly $700 per month--those for other public 
workers. 

Safety ret,i rement costs are escalating at an 
explosive rate. We bel ieve. four steps must be taken 
to prevent these costs from bec;oming a fi'scal drain 
which could short-circuit property tax re1 ief as well 
as deny adequate funding for other public pension plans. 

First, expansions of new job-classes in the safety 
member category should be capped and the 2% at age 50 
formuaa should .be abol ished for new employees. Second, 
the s~fety retirement formula should not be liberalized 
beyona prohibiting 2% at age 55 with 30 years service. 
SU.r.:h a benefi t at a younger age, or with less serv i ce, 
is, prohibitively costly. Third, local governments 
should pursue development of "career employment" plans 
enabling some safety personnel to leave hazardous work 
in their fifties and finish their career wi~h the city 
or county in a non-strenUous post. 'This would reduce 
the rate of artifjcially early retir:ements. Finally, 
public retirement plans should not pr'pvide a guaranteed 
inc:ome for persons who want two careers. Safety members 
who retire to a s.econd job should have an offset, of 
50 cents to 75 cents per dollar earned, applied against 
their safety pensions at least until the age of 60. 

f:Z 
Reference 

I.' Glenn Paschall and John Ellis, Restoring Soundness to California's 
Public Pension System, aCal':Tax research bulletin (Sacramento: 
California Taxpayer's Associatioh, October 1976), pp. vi-viii. 

Re 1 ated Issues 

l.00 - Enabl ing Legislation 

1.04 - Contract Ratification by the State Legislature 

1.05 - Fundi.ng Contract Provi sions 
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2.20 OTHER SIGNIFICANT CONTRACT PROVISIONS AND OMISSIONS 

Issue: What other provisions of state-union agreements are important 

to the correctional administrator? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

All provisions discussed under this topic should be recognized 

by correctional administrators as being unique. Each may be 

classified into one of three categories: (1) an important item to 

cover; (2) redundant but otherwise useful; or (3) interesting but 

not important in a particular state. 

In many ways, management-union agreements are a major improve

ment over the general information on employee rights and benefits 

previously provided by states. Many agreements, for example, contain 

excellent presentations of retirement plan benefits. The difficulty 

with such contracts is that the reader often cannot tell whether 

the provision app1 ies only to the bargaining unit, to all bargaining 

units, or to all state employees. 

'. 

To facilitate understanding, a periodic master agreement book 

might be developed for each state. Preparation of this material should 

include a systematic examination of all bargaining units and unrepre

sented employees in terms of the equity of restricted application 

of some provisions. When different provision applications have been 

dealt with, a "super-master'l agreement plan could be issued to all 

employees and to the public. 
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The unique agreement topics are identified below: 

STATE UNION TOPIC PROVISION 

~----------~----~~----~~----------------------------~(\~~ .. 1-", 
111 inoi s AFSCME 

New York AFSCME 

Mandatory leave of absence for Peace 
QrJob Corps. 

Leave of abd:)ce for elected office. 

Restriction in seniority shift 
assignment; s~niority may be used to 
displace no more than 10% of 
employees on shift requested. 

Restrictions in selecting scheduled 
d~ys off; seniority appl ied only to 
same shift; may be exercised only 
once per contract year. 

One month's severance pay allowed 
for employees I aid off due to 
facil ity closing. 

Starting and qUitting times, shifts, 
and rotation of shifts to be 
establ ished for each facil ity by 
agreement of employer and union local. 

S tewa rcis an d un i on rep res en ta t i ves 
shall not receive preferential treat
ment for,shift or job assignments. 

Gua ranteed death benefi t for employees 
with 90 days or more service in amount 
of 3 times annual s~lary raised to 
the next multiple of $1,000. 
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STATE UNION TOPIC PROVISION 

~-----------+------------~--------------,-----,------------------~ 
Oregon 

Pennsylvania 

Wi scons i n 

AFSCME 
et a 1. 

AFSCME 

AFSCME 

Rcilmbursement of house-hunting costs 
in employee relocation. 

Leave with pay for pre-retirement 
counsel ing. 

The employer shall pay 100% of the 
costs of life insurance coverage for 
employees, as well as dental, 
hospital, and medical insurance for 
employees and dependents. 

Jointly-administered "health and 
welfare ll fund established. The 
directors to determine benefits to 
be extended; fund to be created by 
employer contributions of 6¢ per hour 
per year for all full-time employees. 

Affirmative action statement: IIlf any 
provision of the agreement is in 
conflict with Federal Executive 
Orders 11246 and 11375, as amended, 
anq the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and 
all laws and rules relating to the 
Commissioner's Affirmative Action 
program, the prOVisions of such 
orders, laws and rules shall prevail. ' • 

Policy provisions, exceptions to 
seniority in layoff, extent and means 
of cooperation in maintaining an 
affirmative action program in employ
ment, retention and promotion of 
minority group employees in the state 
or correctional servhce. 

The employer shall pay the current 
value of all sick leaves accumulations 
to the employee or family at time of 
ret i rement or death. 
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IMPACT 

Agreements are dynamic in that they reflect virtually all past 

benefits conferred on employees, as well as the specific priority 

conce rns of management and employees. 

Omissions also are significant. In addition to the universal 

absence of affirmative action programs in management-union agreements, 

generally common provisions can be significant by their absence in 

some contracts. Such provis ions are as follows; 

1. Recognition or exclusion of mUltiple appeal routes for 
employee grievances; 

2. Provision for relocation allowances, per diem and travel 
expenses to employees transferred to another location at 
management's request; 

3. provision for mUltiple-unit meetings with management for 
meet-and-confer and general grievance issues; 

4. Provision for time off for union business (It is unusual 
to fi nd a 11 agree i ng to ti me off, wi th payor not, for 
union business in one article or section. Rather, these 
items are disbursed among other headings in addition to 
the heading "Union Business"); 

5. Provis ion for legislative enactment or appropriation 
(While a number of agreements briefly acknowledge that 
prov; s ions requi ring statutory enactment or amendment 
and appropriation do exist, none indicate how costs will 
be esti mated for provi sons with fi scal impact. I n the 
absence of speci fici ty, if the depa rtmen tl s budget is riot 
increased to cover al1 items or provisions, how can anyone 
determine legislative intent as to which were partially 
and ~hich Were fully funded?). 

II 
,!l 
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CHAPTER III 

ISSUES INVOLVING UNION ROLE 
IN STATE CORRECTIONAL ADMINISTRATION 

In 1948, E. Wight Bakke observed: liThe dominant impression 

derived from a study of industrial relations in America is that 

American management would prefer not to deal with unions." l The 

same could be said for public employee unions and American public 

administrators and political leaders in 1976. 

However, further commentary by Bakke also appl ies today: 

Present-day statements of employers I and employees I 

associations demonstrate a fairly widespread acceptance 
of the inevitability of collective bargaining and a 
decision to develop practical ways of making it a work
able process in productive enterprise (or effective 
government) .2, 

Correctional administrators must acquire a realistic under-

standing of how the collective bargaining process affects their 

own role in planning, organizing, directing, and controlling the 

state correctional agency. As in any organization, the goals of 

management and unions are mostiy congruent. Management and workers 

alike are trying to achieve certain objectives. In type, these 

objectives are the same; in context, they may be different if 

the ways of life out of which they arise are different. Managers, 

acco I'd i ng to Bakke, 

... are seeking the experience of progress forward, and 
the assurance of the society and respect of their fellows, 
economic well-being, .•. control of their own affairs, 
an understanding of the forces which affect them, 
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integrltywithin themselves and with resp~ct 't~ their 
relationship to the \tJorld and people about them. Success 
or failure in the achievement of these goals is worked 
out in the societal environment shaped by th~ several 
economic~ familial, political, religIous, and other 
social institutions of which they .re a part and the 
groups of which they are members. 3 , 

The "ways of 1 i fe, II as Bakke uses th i s t~nn, of management and 

labdr in private enterprise are remarkably dis5imilar~ in contrast, 

publ ic sector nianagement and employees have experienced simi lar 

conditions and styl~s of 1 iving. In publ i~5ervice, and especi~lly 

in corrections, management and employees tend to come from and 

currently have a life style of the mld~i~~e class. In 
J( C 

addition, correctional managers often have risen from the ranks 
,~--\. 

bf correctional workers. The correctional manager seeks approval 

from those who are now his organizational subordinates, as well 

as from his peers and superiors in the administrative hierarchy 

of government. He also gains from benefits the en\ployee unions 

~ave negotiated--especially in terms ~f pension, fringe benefits, 

and general salary increases. Thus, it would seem that management 

and labor in corrections woul d get along relatively well under 

collective bargaining. 

However, the character of the relationship between the correc-

tional administrator and employee unions ts determined almost' 

exclusively by their respective roles., The administrator's role 

is determined by his responsibil ity for the organization as ~'~!!hole, 

~ If 
for the welfare of inmates as we 11 as staff, hi s broader proJes

() 

sional view of corrections as a part of the criminal justice system, 
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and his commitment to administrative pol icies and political priorities 

of the executive branch of state government. Accordingly, the 

administrator's roles include the following: 

1. Planner and initiator of correctional policies and 
programs within the framework of the criminal justice 
system; 

2. Leader and organizer, the "coach" of the team, as well 
as a member of the governor1s team; 

3. Trustee or steward of the public funds appropriated 
for correctional services; 

4. Benefactor in creating and developing "good conditions" 
for both employees and prisoners. 

The employee union official also has acquired a broader respon-

sibility, since he holds office to provide leadership of fellow 

employees in the bargaining unit in pursuit of their collective 

interests. Employee loyalty shifts to some extent from the adminis-

trator and the organization to union leaders. The objectives of 

employees are more limited than those of the correctional manager, 

but, to the extent they are achieved, they impinge on some of the 

roles and objectives of management. For example, if funds which 

the administrator requires for a new correctional rehabilitation 

program are denied because of the new costs of employee benefits, 

the administrator loses some legitimacy as a leader as well as the 

approval of his employees. The union's power to impose political 

costs on the administration can be used, if needed, without hesita-

tion. Such power, similar to the executive1s powers to reward and 

punish subordinates, is rarely used but its availability is always 

recognized by the parties involved. 
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Early rnthe establishment of collective bargaining in the 

puhllc agency, union leade.t;:.<; I interests In achieving thei r goals 
~ . 

seem to. require that; the correctiohs admini-strator be weakened in 

terms cif as. many of his four roles as possib17.;~ This is necessary 

if un ions are to. win broad pub 1 j c and po" i ti ca 1 acceptance of the 

bargaJo/Tng process as. well as the approval of improved employee 

benefits and working conditIons, since such changes almost invariably 
;;-,~ 

diminish the admin i strator ' s powers. The correctional admi ni strator I s 

o 
leadership role. is reduced to leadership of management staff, 

prisoners, and his correctidtfal peers outside the state organiza

~ion. The desired resli'lt of this power) realignment is to establish 

that there are two equal interests in departmental administration--

that which is expressed by management and that which is expressed 

by the union(s). (A third interest, yet. to be recognized, is that 

oLthe pri~mners.) 

When these t\'iO political powers have become nearly equal, the 

aqministi~ator seems to be muth more vulnerable in confrontation. 
~::;' 

TheadministIatorls powers and his personal security are diminished 

as the union's .security and political powers are increased. Whenever 

these"two forces colI ide, the governor and other pol itical leaders 

uhave little choice regarding whom they will support since the 

political costs of replacin~the corrections administrator are 

nomi.nal compared .to the alternatives·. A replacement may be desirable, 

*It has been observed off~n in privat'e enterprise that lInion 
pressure for a larger share of the work product has forced managemeht 
to improveorganiz9tion efficiency. In the public service this has 
not been so clearly demonstrated. 
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from the union's perspective, simply to make known the risks for 

any administrator or manager who is zealously pro-manag.ernent or 

"anti-union" or who does not accept union co-management of the 

agency or institution. 

The union's risks also are minimized by management rights 

statements in legislation and the union contract. As unions acquire 

political powers and security, management may be left with few 

areas of independent decision making, but ~ith all of the account-

ability for unsatisfactory results of decisions made. However, 

unions never take too much power, since management is weak and 

ineffective if it gives up something it requires to function. 

In allocating limited funds available for correctional 

services, the prison manager must try to make wise choices. 

He must be concerned primarily with prisoner care and allocate new 

expenditures accordingly. He is also the instrument for implement-

lng the governor's policy in equal opportunity and affirmative 

action in employment practice and should seek to do so W$th the 

least effect on existing prison employees. However, he cannot 

v"llue employee security so highly that he jeopardizes prisoner 

safety or well-being. While an employee strike or job action 

should not be perceived as a personal attack on the administrator 

himself, employee actions intended to inconvenience the prison are 

something the prison manager must attempt to overcome. He must seek 

to minimize the inconvenience because it is a strike or action 

against the prisoners, whatever else it may be called. 
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\") 

This chapter is concerned with the points in collective bargain

ing at \</hich ~ortectional and general state. administration comes 

most in conflict with employee unions, beginning with the most 

dramati c events--employeestrikes and job actions. 

Referances 

J. E. Wight Bakke and Clark K~rr, Unions, Management and the Public 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1948), p. 241. 

2. Ibid. (parentheses added) 
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3.00 EMERGENCY PLANS RELATED TO STRIKES AND JOB ACTIONS 

Issue: Since adoption of collective bargaining seems to have had 

1 itt1e effect on the frequency and scope of employee strikes 

~nd job actions, what can the administrator do to reduce br 

control such incidents? 
/ 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

Departmental and institutional emergency plans for e,mployee 

strikes and the typical job actions should be fully developed prior 

to the time when such actions are anticipated. 

In light of past experience with employee strikes in various 

states, these emergency plans should include the folloWing provisions: 

1. Identification of management staff who will be expected to 
respond to work, a plan for their assignment, training 
for such assignments if necessary, and provisions for 
their 24-hour attendance on the job (indicates sleeping, 
bathing, meal and laundry service). 

2. Determination of the extent to which inmates may be rel~ased 
from their cells to perform institutional operation jobs. 

3. Determination of the extent to which inmates will observe 
the normal institutional schedule for work, school, train
ing, and recreation, etc~, under various strike and 
response options. 

'- ' 

4. Identification of t1,'e sources of external assistance and 
how they may be used (e.g., state pol ice for perimeter 
tower gates and outside grounds security post assignments, 
and special posts needed to assure ingress and egress). 
The use of state police to provide unrestricted access to 
and from the prison is most desirable (and, conversely, 
union cooperation to restrict picketing to informational 
picketing only, and the maximum number of pickets to be 
allowed on the site and its access roads). Other essential 
services which could be similarly covered by outside help 
are the fire station, the boiler house, and the hospital 
and warehouse operations. 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Determination of theext,ent to which confidential and 
unorganized workers (e.g!., clerks and switchboard operators) 
can be expected to work during an employee str ike. 

Heview of assumptiq;ns which can be made about sympathy for 
the strike on the ~art of other prison and outside unions, 
incl ud; ng telephone empJoyees and supp ly truck dri vers. 

Iqventory. of miniinum requirements for food and medical 
sl.lpplies, water,etc., iin the event of- a period of total 
isolation. Establishmen't of a plan for emergency replace
ments, repairs, and new supplies. 

Establ i shment oTa local! authority for emergency purchase 
andeX'pendi ture; authoriz:ations. 

Determination,of the ex~ent to which state of emergency 
proclamation or executive order isdesira.ble and who shOUld 
issue it. 

10. Determination of 1::h~"es'Senti:;.d specialized positions which 
must be HI ied or,,,asthe need arises, for which emergency 
replacement can bF:';Bbtc3tined. Discussions withunion local 

'officers are necessary; regarding immunity of selected 
emp 1 oyee,s from adverse un i Oil fee J i ng if they/rf'?Ort to 
work at management·s request for an emergenc:..y-need by 
ipmates or staff. Dl,scu5sions may also extend'to which 
nonunion, honstate employees (e.g;, local electrician, 
plumber, physi<::fan,dentist or nurse) may be allowed to 
pass through the picket line without demonstration or 
ovett resentment. 

1I. 

12. 

Determination of the. form;' procedure, and communications 
1 ines for requesting"'court injunction against illegal 
strike or jobactions,.~ 

Review of the emergency operation plan with th.e director 
and staff of the state office of employe~: relations. 

!,'::/ 

13.'-ldentification ofcim institutional spokesman for (t'he 
5uper"inteTident to deal with all media inquiries concerning 
the stri.ke and its i mpacton the i nst i tuti on (s) . 
f) , 

14. Determination/of a plantdkeep inmatesinforrned and, as 
-necessary, to advise their famines and friends about the 
inmates· well-beihg, possible changes in visiting schedules, 
etc. 

15. Determin~tion of ~ plah fdr holding or postponing parole 
board hearings during the strike or job action. 

,.::....,. ... 
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Pertinent National Standards and Goals 

Standard 13.4, Work Stoppages and Job Actions, is quoted below: 

Correctional administrators should immediately make 
preparations to be able to deal with any concerted work 
stoppage or job action by correctional employees. Such 
planning should have the principles outlined in Standard 
13.3 as its primary components. In addition, further 
steps may be necessary to insure that the public, other 
correctional staff, or inmates are not endangered or 
denied necessary services because of a work stoppage. 

1. Every State should enact legislation by 1978 
that specifically prohibits correctional employees from 
participating in any concerted work stoppage or job action. 

2. Every correctional agency should establish formal 
written policy prohibiting employees from engaging in any 
concerted work stoppage. Such policy should specify the 
alternatives available to employees for resolving grievances. 
It should delineate internal disciplinary actions that may 
result from participation in concerted work stoppages. 

3. Every correctional agency should develop a plan 
which will provide for continuing correctional operations 
in the event of a concerted employee work stoppage. 4 

Background of the Problem and Experience of Other Agencies 

Although correctional employee lobbying, publicity techniques, 

and legal actions significantly affect the operation of state correc-

tional facfl it ies, they are, for the most part, legitimate and legal 

avenues for the attainment of employee organization goals. This is 

not the case with correctional employee strikes and related job 

actions such as sick-outs, lock-ins, or slowdowns. In no state 

in the country except Hawaii are correctional officers granted the 

right to engage in strike activities. Correctional employees, other 

than correctional officers, mayor may not be prohibited from 

striking depending upon the jurisdiction and the specific circum-

stances. 
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Employee Strikes in Corrections 

EVen though prohibited from striking, correctional officers have 

gone out on strikes or engaged in job actions ih approximately half 

" of the states researched. Numerous job actions have occurred in 

the 1970s in the. states of Ohio, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Rhode 

Island, New York, and Pennsylvahia. Ohio has experienced the most 

correctional employee strikes ahd job actions. Strikes or sick"'outs 

(and sometimes both) have occurred every year in that state from 

1971 through 1975. 

In 1975 alone, a system-wide strike occurred in Ohio; Pennsyl-

vania had two correctional employee strikes--one involving only the 

Western Pennsylvania Correctional Institution and the other extending 

to all of the state1s correctional facilities; New York State c~rrec-

tional officers struck the Fishkill Correctional Facility: New York 
(;; 

City correctional officers engaged in a strike at Riker1s Island; 
~', .. 

and strikes were threatened in Rhode Island, New Jersey, and Michigan. 

Although most correctional employee strikes last for only a 

ffii.~l' (fays, some have cont inued for over three weeks before the 

employees returned to work. Of the correctional officer strikes 

which occurred in 1975, only one--in Ohio in Hay 1975~-lastedlonger 

\e: than one week. This strike, which involved employee organization 

repr~sentation rights,Jasted seventeen days.5 

Whether it is a strike, ~ sick-out, or a similar job action, 

departments of correction usually attempt to get an injunction 

against;: the striking organization and employees. Such injunctions 



have mixed results. Often, by the time an (njunction has been 

secured, stdking employees~ feeling they have made their point, 

are ready to return to work. In other instances, employees may 

stay off the job despite an injunction. Such a situation occur

red during a 1975 strike in Pennsylvania, where striking correc

tional officers stayed off the job for four days in defiance of 

a court order even though the state council of their union had 

asked striking employees to return to their jobs. G 

Strike Penalties to Unions and Employees 

Penalties attached to violation of court injunctions against 

strikes may include fines for the employee organization and jail 

terms for its leadership. In addition, public employee relations 

commissions in states such as New York are beginning to apply 

penalties such as loss of dues check-off to employee organizations 

fround to be in an illegal or unfair practice. Althou9h there 

Seems to be some increase in the use of sanctions against striking 

employees and their organizations, in most cases in the 1970s, only 

minor disciplinary actions have been imposed. For example, the 

penalty imposed on striking employees in Pennsylvania in 1975 was a 

one- or two-day suspension. 7 

Some departments of correction have fired striking employees. 

In 1975, 150 striking correctional officers at the Brushy Mountain 

State Prison in Tennessee were fired after refusing to return to 

work. B In 1973, the commissioner of the Massachusetts Department 
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.of Correction flred striking correctional officers at the Walpole 
! .... ·_I; . 

~?~_\ ;~:. 

State Pri so~. However, the fj dngs were overturned by the governor 

after the president of AFS:CHE Council 21, which represented correc" 
If:;::' 

tional officers, thre~tened to take~ll state employees out on 

strike and asserted: "lf they fire one employee, there will be a, 

new day in Massachusetts for public employees." 9 In 1975, the OhiQ 

Personnel Board of Review upheld the firing of 30 of the 123 correc-

tional officers flredby the Department of Rehabilitation and 

Correction for participating in a Hay 1975 strike. This was the 

first time any striking correctiona.l officers in Ohio· were fired 

for strike activi ti es even though numerous strikes have occurred 

during the 1970s. 10 

Sick-outs 

While the str,~ke is a rather straightforward job act,,:on, there 
;'1 
'1 
I' 

are other more subtle job actions sometimes used by correlCtional 

personnel. The sick-outi~ one such job action. In a sick-out, 

correctional employees alleg~ they are i II and stay homel.' from work. 
I 

Usually in such si tuations, a department of correction nlust take 

• I 

action to prove that individual employees were not, In fact, sick 

in order to institute disciplinary action. 
{j 

Although there seems to be a fine line between pubJ icly 

announced strikes and sick-outs, the sick-out general)Y is perceived 

as a Jesser job action than a strik~ and potentially/carries less 

severe legal sanctions. For example, in New Jersey in 1976, the 

un i on representl.ngcotrect i ana 1 6ffi cers ; n i ti a 11 y CJec i ded to ca II 
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a strike for their pay demands, but instead reduced the protest to 

a job action of employees calling in sick or taking vacation in 

order to minimize the possible legal actions against, and loss of 

pay to, striking employees. 11 

In the sixteen states researched for the MERle project, the 

primary disciplinary action taken against correctional officers 

engaging in a sick-out was to individually discipline officers not 

able to provide a doctor's certificate of illness. Generally, where 

a doctor's certificate indicating illness or n visit to a physician 

is provided, the employee receives pay for the sick day taken and 

is not subject to other formal disciplinary action. 

For a short-term job action, the sick-out is an effective 

employee tactic. Employees with verification of a doctor's visit 

usually are not disciplined; the sick-out is a less direct confronta

tion with antistrike provisions of state statutes and, thus, it Is 

more difficult to take legal action agains.t individual workers or 

the employee organization; and sick-outs lean be used as a more 

subtle form of job action in which small numbers of employees can 

call in sick in order to achieve a minor operational disruption. 

(In some police departments the sick-out already has been described 

in the vernacular at the "Blue Flu.") 

Lock-ins 

Another type of job action is the lock-in, in which correctional 

officers, after assuming their posts in the cell blocks, refuse to 

let the prisoners out of their cells. Often citing dangerous 
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working conditions as the reason for the lock-in, correctional 

offlcers use this tactic to put pressure on the institutional 

administrator to agree to their demands. A lock-in increases the 

tension between custodial and prisoner groups and contributes to 
JL 

the volatile atmosphere wi'tblplthe institutional setting. Clearly, 

a job action such as this not only puts pressure on institutional 

management, but is also a collective act against the prisoners by 

the prison guard force. This might well be regarded by management 

a5 a reckless ~nd irresponsible agt. It is exceedingly important 

to recognize that job actions~y correctional personnel have a 
\~;:~ 

direct impact OI'P i nma tes . lii--repo rts by the pub 1 i c med i a on job 

actions by correctional personnel, the impact on inmates frequently 

is overlooked. 

Slowdowns and Speedups 

In addition to lock-ins, there .are a variety of slowdown actions 

available to correctional personne1.ln private industry, a slowdown 
:, .. 

occurs,¥Lhen=~/orker:s decrease the rate at which they complete their 
~'j;::r . L 

assigned production jobs. Sometimes it may be "working by the 

rulesll--by every rule, safety order, and discretion option known. 

In correctional institutions, slowdONnS frequently are more complex. 

For example, one slowdown technique is fur correctiona'l",officers 
, .. ,...; 

to purposely hold up completion of the inmate count in order to 

earn overtime pay for time worked past the shift deadline. 

There are, of course, many ways to slow down the movement and 

acti.vities of inmates. For example, correctional officers can 
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slow down the notification of prisoners of visits, distribution of 

mail, or the processing of inmates going out on community furlough 

or work release. Correctional officers also can either decrease or 

increase the number of citation~ against inmates for infractions 

of institutional rules. For example, in Massachusetts in 1973, 

correctional officers, outraged over neW lqmate disciplinary pro-

cedures which included procedures by which inmates could call 

officers as wltnesses, reduced the number of formal disciplinary 

actions against inm~' l and chose to deal with infractions through 

more informal methods. Likewise, speedups can occur in the writing 

of disciplinary offense reports in an attempt to agitate the inmate 

popUlation and force correctional management to accede to employee 

organization demands in order to avoid an inmate work stoppage or riot. 

Flooding the Grievance Appeal System 

Another form of job action available to correctional employees 

is the flooding of employee grievance and disciplinary appeal 

procedures. This particular action has the effect of holding up 

the appeal process, increasing the number of men who must be away 

from their positions to attend hearings 1 and substantially 

increasing the amount of administrative time spent on hearing 

appeals to disciplinary and grievance actions. 

. I 

Job Actions over Economic Matters I 

During the early stages of correctional employee labor relations 

in the late 19605, economic issues were of singular importance in 



---~-.- .-,,-----------------.~-

the precipitation of correttio~al employee activism and job actions. 

Most notably, in New Jersey, Rhode Island, and Ohio in. 1968 and 

1969. several job actions occurred over issues which were primarily 

economic. In New Jersey in 1968, correctional office,rs engitged in 

a sick-out over salaries. The correctional officers' demand for an 

an~ual salary of $10,058 after three years of service would have 

resulted in a $2,200 annual i~crease over the eXisting salary level 

of $7,886. 12 
-> (~\: 

l:ti~Rhode Island in 1969, correctional officers voted 
II 

to postpone a s~t..:f-f)ke, but rejected the state's offlar of a weekly 

pay increase of $10. Starting salaries for correqtional officers in 

Rhode Island were $95 a week ($4,940 annually). The correctional 

officers' union, AFSCME Local 114~ was pushing fora salary increase 

of $20 per week and the implementation of a retirement plan which 

was currently before the state's general assambl)f.13 In Ohio, 

G' correctional officers at the state<penitentfary engaged in a strike 

for a salary increase of $1,500 annually. Start'ing salaries for 

correctibnal employees were $5,240 a year at the Ohio Penitentiary 

and $4",900 a year at the other state institutions. 14 

It is not surprising that the earliest job actions of correc-

tional employee organizations were designed to achieve increased 

wages. Traditionally, economic benefits ~ave been a primary focus 

i" of €!~!1P loyeebrgan r zat ions. In addi t ion, correct ional emp loyees were 
r'· 

suffering from exceedingly low pay scales in most jur,isdictions. 

In 1969, a, final report of the Joint Commission on Correctional 

Manpower and T ra i n ing i nd i cated the .fo II owing; 
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· .. The salaries of correctional employees 
provide an index to the retarded development of 
personnel policies in corrections. Position by 
position, salaries in this field are generally lower 
than those in the private sector or in 'other govern
mental occupations requiring comparable educational 
preparation and job responsibilities. ls 

Compared to employees in law enforcement and other ~riminal 

justice professions, correctional workers were underpaid in the 

1960s and they continue to be so. This pay differential has been 

a primary factor in the organization and activism of correctional 

employees and in the prevalence of correctional employee job 

actions over economic issues. A search for greater economic 

benefits, however, is not the only reason for increasing strikes 

by correctional employees. (See Issue 2.00, Salaries.) 

Job Actions over Labor Relations Rules and Regulations 

Correctional employee organization job actions have resulted 

from disputes over the legal framework of state employee labor 

relations. Most ~otably, a strike in Ohio in 1975 occurred when 

the Department of Rehabilitation and Correction announced that it 

would negotiate new contracts only with unions which could prove 

they represented 30 percent of the department's employees. 16 

In Ohio at this time, five separate unions and associations repre-

sented employees at each correctIonal faci 1 ity. For example, the 

guards at the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility at lucasville 

were represented by the International Brotherhood of Correctional 

Officers, the Ohio Civil Service Employees Association, the 
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Communications Workers of America, AFS'CME) and the International 

Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen, and Helpers of 

Amerl ca. Many emp 10yees Wer;,e members of more than one of these 

employee organlzations. 

The Ohio Department of 'Rehabil itation'and Correction's new 
Ci 

ru1 nng with respect to COl1tract negotiations would have made it 
;\'~l 

impossible for more than three employee organizations to represent" 

correctional pelisonne1. This decision by the e.xecutive branch of 

government to res'tructure the 1 aborre'lati ons rul es and regul at ions 

with res'pect to employee organizations cer'tification for bargaining 

was perceived by the employee organizations as an attempt to develop 

a mor~ a.dvantageous labor relations environment for the administration 
:' ;->;:".::;.- -.-~.:.,-..:~;;'~~ • 

and to weaken several of the employee organizations. 

Such administrative manipulation clearly is possible in juris-

dictions such as Ohio which do not have comprehensive, collective 

bargaining legislation. However, even in states such <!IS New York, 

where compretlensive collective bargaining legislation i .... ::; been in 

effect for several years, the potential exists for administrative 

changes in collective bargaining procedures. For example, New York 

State officials publicly discllssed the possib"llity of suspending 

.21 economic negotiations during the 1975 conective bargaining sessions 

due to the fiscal criiis in the state. Employee organization 

o officials responded that slJch actions by the state would result in 

() a state"employees' strike in, spite of the strict strike prohibitions 

of New York State I s coIl ectj ve bargain i ngl egi sl at ion '" 

II 
j! 

t,:1 

Ii 
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Negotiations continued. No strike occurred. The nevI contracts did 

not provide for a wage increase in the first year, but guaranteed 

a raise in the second year under a reopener c1ause. 17 

Interorganization Competition 

A third factor contributing to correctional employee job 

actions is competition among employee organizations. Such job 

actions most often occur in states such as Ohio which have not 

developed exclusive representation rules for collective bargaining 

units. For example, two short strikes occurred at the new Southern 

Ohio Correctional Facility in Lucasville in 1973. 18 At issue was 

the question of whether the department would honor seniority 

provisions relating to transfer of staff to the new facil ity which 

had been agreed to with AFSCME or those which had been negotiated 

with the Teamsters, Local 413. The Teamsters argued that they haJ 

been promised institutional seniority based on length of employment 

at the new Southern Ohio Correctional Facility, whereas AFSCME 

indicated that they had been assured of the use of departmental 

seniority at the new faci1 ity. 

Seniority became an issue at the new institution because the 

first officers transferred were from the old Ohio State Penitentiary 

where employees were primarily represented by the Teamsters. The 

Teamsters, therefore, argued tnat seniority at the new Lucasville 

facility should be institutional seniority based upon the time of 

first employment at that facil ity. AFSCME, representing all other 
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employees' (who, for the most part, were transferred lc~er than 

those represented by the Teamsters), was attempting to gain a depa.rt.., 

mental seniority provision for appointments within the new faci] ity 
,: 

which would best protect the interests of its members. 

In Ohio, the two employee organizations represented the same 

class of employees, i.e., correcti.onal officers. Interorganiz"1~'Vbn 

conflict also occurs among organizations representi.ng different 

classifications of pri~on employees. In· Pennsylyania,.AFSCME, 
,:.;:. 

-~ , 

which represented mo,st cLasses of personnel within'the state's 
!.o. 

correctional facilities, and the P.ennsylvania SocJal Services Union--

~SErU--which represented certain program staff within the institutions, 

both st.'ruck in June 1975 over stalled ,contract negotiations. 19 

AFSCME stayed on strike for only three days; the Pennsylvania 

Social Services Union stayed out for: three weeks. Although the 

reasons for this difference are complex, one of the factors behind 

PSSUfs ho.ldout in the face ofcoLirt. injunctions was interorganization 
~ , 

competition with AFSCME in Pennsylvania. 

Job Actions Over "Safety and Securi ty" 

As ide from job actions over economi c matters, the most preval ent 

cause of correctional employee, work stoppages is concern over employee 

(\ safety and institutional' s~curity.:, For example, in October 1973, 

" rr 

under the pressure of a strike deadl ine, officialS of the Michigan 

State Department of Corrections agreed to five employee "safety and 
. , 

security" demands. They included: (1) a pledge to hire 30 additional 
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employees immediately at one of the correctional faci1 ities; 

(2) the transfer of difficult prisoners to a new intensive program 

center; (3) an end to such procedures as unsupervised inmate work 

details; (4) the appointment of a second woman corrections officer 

tn search women visitors for contraband; and (5) the speedier 

prosecution of inmates who commit felonies against employees. The 

negotiations and the strike threat by correctional officers were 

tri~gered by the slaying of a guard by an inmate at the Marquette 

institution. 2o 

In 1974, guards at the adult correctiond1 institution in Rhode 

Island struck over employee safety and institutional security provi-

sions. The strike began after a prisoner allegedly fought with one 

of the guards and was confined to his cell pending a disciplinary board 

hearing. Guards contended that this violated a policy which called 

for placing such prisoners in a segregation unit for 30 days. 

State police and national guardsmen were sent to th3 institution 

when the guards refused to report for work. 21 

In May 1975, correctioha1 officers at the Western Pennsylvania 

Correctional Institution engaged in a sick-out protesting the 

closing of the prison's behavioral adjustment unit which housed 

"incorrigible ll inmates. The correctional office'rs indicated that 

closing the adjustl1l€'.nt unit would increase the danger to correctional 

officers and reduce security within the institution. 22 

In September 1973 in New Jersey, a two-day sick-out over 

security at Leesburg State Prison was settled when the correctional 

administration agreed to four major demands of the correctional officers: 
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(1) the installation of metal detectors; (2) police radios for 

prison guards; (3) more guards at the institution; and (4) ,increased 

internal securlty.2s 

In March 1973 in Mass~chusetts, correctional 6fficers at the 

maximum-security state prison in Walpole compl ied with a court order 

ending a five-day strike over refor-m policies instituted by the' 

commissioner of correction. One of the incidents leading to the 

correctional officer protest was the commissioner's ,order that 

some IItwenty prisoners in the maximum security section be released 

into the general pri son popul ati on." The co rrect iona I offi cers 

contended that this action would result in an increase in the 

volatile atmosphere within the institution and in greater danger 

to correctional officers. 24 

It is important to recognize that strike activities by correc~~ 
\ \ 
\';'" 

tional personnel Over issues of IIsafety and security" often are 

linked to other employee concerns. Institutional perso'nne.l in 

the 19705 have become increasingly concerned over: (1) the. increased 

rights of prisoners in terms of due process procedures, institutional 

" movement,~nd educational and treatment prc:grams;and (2) the 
~ 

potential re'Quctiot'l in institutional jobs due to the development 

of communi ty programs and the cutbacks necesz~Vtated by the govern-

mental fiscal crisis. Increased inmate rights and the potential for 

a reduction in correctional officer positions has increased correc-

tiona] offi cer discontent wh} ch is frequently expressed as eli ssati s

faction over "safety and security.1I 

1\, 
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Although. there is no solid evidence to suggest that assaults 

on correctional personnel have increased significantly as a result 

of these operational changes, it is certainly true that correctional 

officers perceive an increase in the potential for such attacks. 

Previously, inmates were locked in their cells most of the time 

except for specified activity periods. Today, however, in most of 

the nation's institutions, inmates can move freely within their 

cell block areas and with an escort or-pass to other parts of the 

institution duri.ng the day and early evening. For correctional 

officers, the threat of physical danger has increased. Their 

response has been to demand more severe punishment and longer 

segregation for troublemakers and increased staffing within the 

cell blocks and additional security devices. In some cases, these 

conditions lead to demands for hazardous duty pay increases, as 

occurred at Indiana's maximum-security prison in Michigan City. 

At that facility, the correctional officers of the maximum-security 

cell block walked out and briefly picketed for a special pay 

increase for such hazardous assignments. 

Increased staffing and pay, however, are very expensive and 

questionable solutions to employee safety concerns. The addition 

or one or t~~o officers to a cell block containing 100 to 400 inmates 

does not significantly change the odds or reduce the potential for 

physical attack. It does, however, act in a psychological manner 

to reduce correctional officer anxiety. 

A correctional officer's murder almost invariably draws demands 

by the correctional off{cers ' association or union--often presented 
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through some form of lIjob actionY On the other hand 1 the murder 

of nonsecurity personnel has never resulted in any visible form 

of organizational protest. Correctional counselors, prison industry 

factory foremen, librarians, recreation supervisors, ~nd teachers 

might learn from the example of the correctional officers' unions 

and in. the future demand ~nd get higher pay, early retirement, 

additionaVguard coverage in their work area, and more restrictions 

on the custody classifications of prisoners with whom they work. 

If the past is any guide,.however, this will have no effect 0/1 the 

murder rate of personnel. 

It is interesting to note that, in comparison, more than three 

times as man~ employees will die each year in avoidable automobile 

accidents occurring in the commuting drive to work. 25 

In most states, as a deterrent to staff murder by prisoners, 

o the death penalty was made mandatory. However, this apparently 

has ma~e no drf~erence in the ~urder rate or in the number of 

prisoners prosecuted or convicted of such murders. Because the 

numbers are so fe\</, the states make I ittle effort to collect statis

tical data:(jha year-to-year basis. It would be desirable to estab-

lish a national statistical center which would accumulate and analyze 

such data on a long-term basis. The benefit dr this would be simply 
I,~, 

to counteract the emotional and sometimes irrat~ional responses of 

" correctional unions to such incidents. 

A major problem with correctional officer demands for increased 
" 

staffing is that a .significant effect on correctional officer safety 
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would require financial resources so great that it is unlikely they 
~ , 

would be recommended by the executive branch or approved by the 

legislature. Employee organization job actions for increased sta'ff-

ing represent an attempt to incrementally raise the level of 

institutional staffing by coercing either the transfer of scarce 

resources from other correctional program areas or an overall 

increase in the correction department's budget. 

Other employee demands relating to "safety and security" call 

for the purchase of such devices as metal detectors and walkie-

talkies or for structural improvements within the institution. 

Correctional administrators frequently are in agreement with such 

"safety and security" demands. The problem is one of priorities. 

Capital outlays for equipment or improvements must be included 

within the departmentls annual, or sometimes biennial, budgetary 

request and must be approved and funded by the statels legislative 

bodies. As such, strikes and other job actions by correctional 

personnel for equipment and renovations are as much attempts to 

apply pressure on legislative bodies as they are activities against 

unresponsive management. 

'ISafety and security" demands are most problematic when 

utilized by correctional organizations to influence correctional 

policies or to retaliate against perceived inmate excesses. Correc-

tional employee organizations have found the public and politicians 

receptive to thei r concerns for more "safety and security" and less 

"permissiveness Jl with the prisoners, and more "punishment" rather 

than activities that "ma ke the prison a country club. 11 In many cases, 
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however, the symbolism projected by "safety and security" concerns 

does not represent either the envi ronmental real ity or the covert 

agenda of the employees. 

Often, as has occurred in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Ohio, 

and Pennsylvania, employee organization lobbying, publi(; statements, 

lC\wsuits, and job actions relatjng to "safety and secudtyll issues 

are attempts to halt progressive correc~ional policies such as 

community corrections and deinstitutionalization and to reestablish 

a state correctional system emphasizing an institutional and 

custodial orientation. Another aspect of this agenda is revealed 

by union advocacy for Tonger prison terms and more stringl~nt parole 

policies, such as increase in minimum time served before eligibility 

to be considered for parole. As. pointed out previously, (:ontract 

negotiations most often exclude such matters of pol icy frc:1m consjdera-

tion. Thus, correctional employee organizations attempt to influence 

the.se cases through methods external to the bargaining table. 

Job Actions over Other Operational and Policy Issues 

There are many other operat ional and pol icy issues wh:i ch have 

either precipitated job actions by correctional employees .r whic~. 
\I, 
l' 

have been components of a demand package. For exampl~, in March 

1972, striking correctional officers at the Ohio Penitentiary listed 

the following demands: (1) reti rement after twenty years at a higher 

pension; (2) state responsibility for legal actions growing out of 

inmate suits against guards; (3) more pay for hazardous duty; 
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(4) a better sick leave program; (5) abol ition of an inmate council 

conceded to prisoners; (6) outside trials for inmates charged with 

felonies while in prison; and (7) standardization of penalties 

imposed by the institution's inmate discipl inary board. 26 

" 

In July 1972, 150 striking correctional officers at Tennessee's 

Brushy Mountain State Prison w~re fi red after refusing to return to 

work following the discipline of two correctional officers. The 

guards walked off the job to protest the fi ring of one guard for 

allegedly verbally abusing the prison warden. l7 

In April 1974, correctional officers at the Ohio State 

Reformatory in Mansfield struck for four days to obtain: (1) a shorter 

workweek; (2) tuition for additional schooling; (3) seniority rights; 

and (4) uniform allowances. The strike reportedly arose "after a 

citizens' prison advisory committee read a list of inmate complaints 

against guards, including alleged brutal ity.1I 2S 

There are a wide range of issues which may precipitate correc-

tional employee job actions. Although strikes over labor relations 

frameworks and interorganization (nmpetition do occur, they cannot 

be considered primary causal factors in most correctional employee 

job actions during the late 1960s and the 1970s. Economic and 

"safety and security" issues appear to be the primary motivations 

for correctional employee job actions. As pointed out, the "safety 

and security" issue is most complex and laden with covert motivations 

and emotional content. 
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IMPACT 

Unlike most government employee strikes which directly affect 

the publ ic (such as stfikes bycpolice, fire and transit workers), 

the imp~ct of correctional employee strikes generally is hidden 

f rom pub 1 i c view. Although c.orrectional management is inconvenienced 
I ~ 

by employee strikes, and the s.afety of the public and of other correc-

tional \oIlorkers is somewhat reduced, the primary impact of a correc-

tional E~mployee strike is felt by the prisoners. 

During a correctional employee strike, administrators have the 

option of keeping inmates locked in their cells* ahd relying on 

nonunion supervisory staff and selected prisoners to continue vItal 

institutional services such as power plant operation. food prepara-

tion, purchasing, deliveries, medical,. treatment, and internal 

security. Where manpower is significantly reduced, the state 

pol ice, state highway patrol, or national guard may be called in 

oto man perime.ter towers, to patrol the grounds of the institution, 

add even to perform custodial jobs within the cell blocks. In many 

states, correctIonal administrators have the legal power to hold 

over a shift of employees for as long as necessary during a state 

of emergency. A declarationof a state of emergency at the beginning 

of a correctional employee strike can result in the retention of 

significant numbers of correctional officers who, if allowed to 

leave the institutional grol,lnds, would also be participants in the 

strike activities. 

*Note: The option ~ay be oversimplified. Many prisons have cells 
with two to six prisoners, and there are substantial numbers in 
dormitory housing, some with wall-to-wall cots.or Ildouble-decked" 
(bunk beds). 
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Clearly, with inmates locked in their cells for the duration 

of a correctional employee job action, an institution can operate 

with only a minimum of personnel. However~ correctional adminis-

trators today are not 1 ikely to institute a lock-and-feed operation 

during employee strikes. Although institutional activities and 

programs necessarily are reduced during employee strikes, for 

sieveral reasons many correctional administrators attempt to keep 

inm~te activities as normal as possible during the strike period. 

Ftrst, administrators are reluctant to impose on prisoners what 

might be considered a punitive sanction as a result of actions 

by correctional employees. Second, administrators generally attempt 

·to reduce the potential for increased tens ions between inmates and 

employee groups as a result of employee strike activities. Third, 

administrators are responsive to public pressures for "fair and 

humane" treatment of offenders during an employee strik~. 

Correctional administrators have adopted several methods of 

institutional operation during an employee strike. Some have held 

steadfast to lock-and-feed procedures; others initi~lly have locked 

inmates in their cells and progressively released selected inmates 

for limited activities; still others have attempted to retain as 

normal an institutional atmosphere as possible. A unique situation 

developed in Massachusetts during a correctional officer strike at 

the state prison in 1973. 29 Supervisory staff from the Department 

of Correction carried out the normal control and operational func-

tions within the institution such as inmate supervision, internal 

security, and supervision of food, recreation, and maintenance activities. 
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In addition, inmate leqders assumed responsibility for keeping 

orde".r within an inmate population which was allowed as much freedom 

of movement and normality of activity as possible. Volunteers frpm 

the general publ ic were allowed into the institution to moni tor. 

i ntet"nal ope.rat ions and to ass ist in provi ding for inmate needs. 

Wh:ile there were conflicting repo.rts about the effectiveness of 

the Massachusetts eXperiment', no inmt .. te riot or significantly 

destructive activity occurred during this lengthy correctional 
("', 

z~ { 
officer strike. In fact, throughout the nation, inmates generally 

\'-
\.\ . \~:?;: J"j 

ha';;.'!,? behaved well duri'ng correctional officer strikes, perhaps in 

an attempt to prove that they can get by without guards, or perhaps 

in sympathy with any action against the establishment. 
1, ~ 

In deciding how inmates will be handled during a correctional 

employee strike, the correctional administrator must balance the 

fair treatment of inmates, the ~ecurity and safety of inmates, 

staff, and the general pUbl i c, as well as the need for an orderly 

return ~o normalcy after the strike ~as ended. ' Onci ad~lnistrative -., 
\ ' 

action, however, clearly is reqUired., Operational plans should be 

developed well in advance of a pGtenqal strike and supervisory 
G:.:, 

personl1el should be trained in strike procedures. 

Whatever the administrative deCision regarding institutional 

activities during a strike, the impact on outside activities of 

inmateS is immense. Inmates required in court to stand trial or 

d) to act as witnesses frequently cannot be transferred, and court 

I,~l 

cases are forced to be r'escheduled or to proceed without a particular 

inm~te witness. Inmates qneducational Qr work release are r~qui red 
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to miss ~lasses or to be absent from their jobs, and inmates 

req(;~rlr'fi specialized medical care frequently are unable to be 

transferred. Also, community furlough programs for inmates may 

be terminated durfng job actions. 

Also of major concern to the correctional administrator during 

an employee strike are activities disruptive of institutional 

operations. For example, during a correctional officer stlike in 

Ohio in 1975, pickets stopped delivery trucks from entering the 

institutions and the department had to use national guard helicopters 

to bring in necessary supplies. Telephone lines to the Southern 

Ohio Correctional Facility were cut, severely limiting the ability 

of institutional management to communicate with central office and 

working employees to communiate with their families. The lines 

were not repaired until after the strike since the telephone 

repairmen--members of the Communications Workers of America--would 

not cross correctional employee picket lines. In addition, some 

of the pickets interfered with supervisory personnel entering 

the institution by threats and some violence which led to criminal 

charges. 30 

In contrast to the usual strike situation, those affected most 

by correctional employees· strikes cannot significantly influence 

the outcome. In most publ ic sector strikes: publ ic outrage over 

the inconvenience resulting from the strike acts to encourage 

settlement. In correctional employee strikes, prison inmates, 

with virtually no constituency, must suffer the effects of a job 

action without any power to influence its outcome. 
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Correctional management a1~io may have no real power to 

influence the outcome of many correctional employee strikes. This 

is particularly true with regard to strikes over economic benefits. 

E~conomic benefits, which are ri~commended by the executive and 

approved by the legislative branches of state government, usually 

are not wi-thin the administrative jurisdiction of the correctional 

administra,tor. The correctional admin/strator often is faced with 

operating a system during a job action in which employees In effect 

a~e striking not the department, but the governor and the legislature. 

Referring to a 1974 strike in Ohio, a correctional administrator 

in that state commented: lilt is veby_-f~t:LJ~trating to deal with a 
"~\\ 

strike about an issue over which the departm~nt has no control. 11 

The inability of departments of correction to respond to many 

correctional employee job actions is important. Often, the correc-

tiona] administrator must operate the institutions under emergency 

conditions in such a way as to facilitate a return to normal 

COhditions a,fter a settlel11ent has been entered into between the 

employee organization and 'the state's chief executive. 
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· Re I ated I. s.sues 

This issue cuts across almost a}} i.ssues. Wfdleantt-strtke 

requirements are fundamental to enabli.ng legislation (Iss!:le 1.00), 

this seems to have less ~lgnificance (because of lack of ~nforce

ment) than the organization for employee relations (Issue 1.12) or 

how.to deal with union political activism (Issue 1.14). 
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3.01 UNION SECURITY 

Issue: How is union security provided for and can management derive 

some benefi t from it? I s management better off with or 

without union security? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

Union security is provided for by: 

1. Formal recognition of the union as the exclusive bargaining 
agent for a group of employees; 

2. One- or multi-year contracts or agreements with the state 
to represent the bargaining unit for the services, benefits, 
and rights stipulated in the contract; 

3. Authorization of members' dues deduction from payroll; 

4. Agency shop or "fair share" provisions where nonunion 
members of a bargaining unit are required to make monthly 
payments to the union in lieu of initiation fees and dues. 

The "security" of the union derived from su~·'.' provisions is not 

only a benefit to the union, but it also is cited frequently as an 

advantage to the employee. Secure unions will be more responsible, 

it is claime~ than those which are fighting off competition for 

bargaining unit representation. Experience to date neither clearly 

supports nor refutes this contention. Representational struggles 

have been in the background of all Ohiols correctional union strikes 

and Job actions. Yet: strikes and job actions have been almost as 

common in states where union security was established some years rgO. 

Employee unions never are really "secure" and they do not act 

as if they are; they must constantly prove their worth to their members. 
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In al1but a few states, the right to negotiate agreements 

requiring emplcyees tc jcin .or pay a service fee tc a union has 

been denied in the public sector. Most state laws give public 

employees the right to not join a union, which would appear to 

make union shop agreements illegal ; and a few states have laws 

specifically prohibiting uni.on or agency shops. Hawai i and 

Rhode Island laws mandate. agency shops in state-employee organiza-

tion agreements. Wisconsin, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts laws 

permit agency shops tc be negctiated. l 

J t has been po i n ted out that: 

In vi~~ of the restrictions in most states, it is 
surprisingfo find that various forms of union security 
have been negotfated in a substantial number of con
tracts between unicns and govern'ment emplcyers ...• 
almost one;"thi rd of the state and lccal agreements 
included in a 1968 survey contained closed, union, .or 
agency shop proyis ions, the fj rst type being i 11 ega) 
ev~n in the private sector. An additional 13% contained 
such lesser forms of union security as mClintenance of 
membership or preferential hiring clauses. Some form 
of union securi ty was inc 1 udedi i1 tWQ-th i rds .of the 
Teamster agreements, half of the AFSCME contracts, 
and one-thi rd of, the SEIU and Laborers agreements .. 

:.' 

IMPACT 

2 

Union security provisions are not ordinarily a matter with 

whichccrr.ections administrators will be concerned, and :this area 

seems to have little impact on the problems which unionism can 

bring tt~~'corrections. As indicated, such prcvisions--whiJe 

desi.rable--are nct sufficient in themselves to prcduce a Jlsecure 

union." The. un.ion must still act t.o expand its pclitical pcwer 
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which is essential to negotiating substantial benefit gains in each 

contract renewal, and it must continuously resist job eliminations 

and· promote the creation of new jobs. 
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3.02 CONDrTlONS OF WORk AND EMPLOYEE SAFETY 

Issue: Gan the typical contract provision on employee safety apply 

to prison operations? If so, dues it raise the possibil ity 

of marginal expenditures and related operating policies 

seeking to achieve an unrealistic goal? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

'8pplication of General Standards ~ 

The corrections administrator must expect to bargain in good 

fa l,th on tHe issue of emp loyee safety. Th ismay inc 1 ude bas i c human 
1" 

needs such as adequate air and light, work space, rest periods, and 

facilities for personal hygiene. Heat for 9uard tower posts, for 

example, may not have been provided in the original prison construc-
" 

tion, but it is reasonable:--if not too expensive--i:o add today in 

temperate cl imate areas. It is not unusual for negotiations to be 

deeply involved in setting priorities for improvements, where the 
I'.: 

\i 
need for guard tower heat may be compared to the need for a lavatory 

of an employee locker room and shower. These priorities also may be 

related to many others in the capital improvements budget where not 

only are employee needs competing with prisoner heeds, but the needs 

of the department of corrections as a whole may be competing with 

those of all other departments for a larger share of the state budget. 

Tf;le language of the contract provision typically goes much 

further than the items discussed above s as a look at the Wisconsin

AFSCME agreement provision will illustrate.: 

// 
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Health and Safety 

Section 1 - First Aid Equjpme~! 

It is the expressed policy of the Employer and the 
Union to cooperate in an effort to. solve health and 
safety problems. Adequate first aid equipment shall be 
provided at appropriate locations. 

Section 2 - Tools and Equipment 

The Employer agrees to furnish and maintain in safe 
working condition all tools and equipment required to 
carry out the duties of each position. Employees are 
responsible for reporting any unsafe condition or prac
t ice and for proper 1 y us i ng and car i hg for the tools 
and equipment furnished by the Employer. 

Section 3 - Transportation of Tools 

The Employer agrees to provide transportation for 
necessary tools, equipment, materials and supplies 
which cannot reasonably or safely be transported by 
hand. 

Section 4 - Protective Clothing • 

The Employer shall furnish protective clothing and 
equipment in accordance with the standards established 
by the Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations. 

Section 5 - Confidentiality of Records 

To insure strict confidentiality, only authorized 
Employees of the Employer shall process or have access 
to any Employee medical records. 

Section 6 - Buildings 

The Employer shall provide and maintain all state
owned buildings, facilities, and equipment in accordance 
with the directions of the State Department of Industry, 
Labor and Human Relations. Where facilities are leased, 
the Employer shall make a reasonable effort to assure 
that such facilities comply with the directions of the 
State Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations. 

Section 7 - Medical Examination 

Whenever the Employer requires an Employee to submit 
to physical examinations, medical tests, including x-rays 
or innoculations, the Employer will pay the entire cost 
of such services not covered by the present health 
insurance program providing the Employee uses the services 
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provided or approved by the Employer. In aqciition, if 
eye examinatiohs for safety glasses are necessary~ the 
Employer will pay the entire cost for one examination 
during the life of this contract. 

Section 8 - Motor Vehicles 

All passenger cars, trucks, truck tractors, buses, 
or multi-passenger vehicles which have a date of manu
facture on or after January 1, 1968, and which are 
covered by the applicable safety standards of the , 
National Traffic and Motor VehIcle Standards issuedMby 
the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway 
Safety aureau, that are provIded by the Employer for the 
use or operation by the Employees covered by this agree
ment shall meet all applicable safety standards for 
equipment as contained in the appropriate federal 
statutes. and rules. Such vehicles will be sUbjected 
to an annual inspection (as mutually agreed locally) 
with any deficiencies revealed by the inspection to 
be corrected by the Employer. 

Section 9 - Foot Protection 

The Employer reserves the right to require the 
wearing of foot protection by Employees. In such 
cases, the Employer will provide a safety device or, 
if the Employer requires the purchase of approved 
safety shoes, the Employer will p;;w an allowance 
of $7.00 per year as an expense check payable the 
first pay per iod of the ca lendar yei3r. 

Section 10 - Safety Inspection 

When D I LHR inspects State fac i 1i ties, a Un i on 
offici~l, upon request, will be released without loss 
of pay to accompany the inspector for a maximum of 
two (2) inspect ions per year; 

Section 11 -Compliance Limitation 

The Employer's compliance with thi~ Article is 
contingent upon the availability of funds. If the 
Employer'is unable to meet the requirements of any 
Section of this Article due to a lack of funds, but 
the Employer shall make a pos it ive effort to obta i n 
the necessary funds from the appropriate legislative 
body. 

Section 12 - DILHR Regulations 
() 

The provisions of Wis. Admin. Code Chapter 
IND 1000-2000, effective Setember 1, 1975, shall 
apply to employees covered by this ag'reement. 
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State Standards 

Whereas the state corrections agency previously may have been 

an exception to state laws and administrative regulations, no excep-

tion is contemplated under the contract provision. Fewadminis-

trators will argue that the exclusion was unwarranted. Most will 

find that the effects of the change will be far-reaching. 

First, all standards and procedures for building, equipment, 

food and storage handl ing will be regularly inspected by an indepen-

dent agency for its use by prisoners as well as employees. While 

standards for prisoners and for staff in the same facility must 

be identical, what may be done to correct deficiencies may not be 

uniform for both groups. For example, substandard food handling 

procedures may be modified more easily in the officers l dining room 

than in the prisoners l kitchen or serving area. 

Bargaining on Employee Safety and Working Conditions Based on the 
Enabling Legislation and Contract Preamble 

Regardless of any particular contract provision, the correc-

tional union has an inherent right to raise a bargaining issue on a 

matter of employee safety not specifically covered under the contract. 

A typical contract will state in a preamble that the contract has 

as its purpose II. , • t.he establ ishment of rates of pay, hours of 

work, and other conditions of employment ... ,II This is usually a 

sufficient basis, if indeed any is needed, for the corrections 

union to call for changes in manpower deployment practices and 

related operational policies. Some examples of union demands are: 
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1. All prisoner movement between the .industry shops and main 
housing buildings should include an eJectronlc search 
instead of the hand search currently in use. 

2. There should be no less than two officers per cell block 
on all shifts. 

3. Tower 6 (sally port) should be manned on weekends as well 
as during the first shift (a tower usually not covered 
on the shifts or days indicated) 

4.A cell block officer should not be required to leave this 
post during the meal movement periods in order to cover an 
intermittent post in the Inmate dining room. 

These requests generally follow from employee dissatisfaction 

with adjustments to the staffing plan required by fiscal limitations. 

Management often will have ho(~reat difficulty in agreeing that the 

changes requested would be an improvement. The problem is how much 

improvement is feasible~-i.e., how much safer employees will be and 

at what cast. Management-initiated staffing and assignment issues 

involve thi setting of prioritles~assessments of costs and benefits, 

and consideration of the impact on the institution as a whole. 

If these issues cannot be resolved through negotiations, they 

should not be subject to impasse resolution procedures involvrn9 

arbitration. Impartial third parties should not be allowed to 

make important management 

the employer, could set a 

pol icy decisions w~{1ch! if adverse to 
(! 

precedent ·for other 'institutions or 

departments. An alternative at impasse in negotiations on such 

matters is to provi,cie far either mediation services or a fact-finder 

whose report is only advisory to the negotlating group. 

'. 
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IMPACT 

The effects of negotiations in these areas are: 

o Direct benefits to employees in working conditions and 
safety--generally feasible and desi~able changes with 
new, one-time costs usually involved. 

o Application of state health and safety standards-
desirable and long overdue in prisons. Problems will 
raise multi-year solutions because of budgetary impact. 

o Manpower deployment and operational policy issues--severe 
1 imitation of management rights if negotiations are 
allowed to go to arbitration. Seniority post and shift 
assignment and shift differentials are also deployment 
issues. A related proscription would be bilateral change 
of policy regarding prisoner assignments, vlsiting 
rights, custody classification for assignments, change 
of program, recreation and related prisoner activity 
schedules, etc. 

Re 1 a ted Iss ues 

1.11 - Manpower Management. in Prison Administration 
, 

1.14 - Union Activism in Correctional Program Policy 

2.05 - Seniority Provisions for Job Assignment 

2.12 - Rest PeriodS and Meals 

2.14 - Shift and Other Pay Differentials 

2.18 - Shift Overlap 
\ 
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3.03 DISCIPLINE 

Issue: How can management effectively exercise its rights to apply 

disciplinary sanctions against employees for cause under the 

grievance appeal procedures? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

The State of Wisconsin-AFSCME contract provides a typical provi-

sion on discipline: 

Section 9 - Discipline 
The parties tecognize the authority of the Employer 

to suspend, demote, discharge or take other appropriate 
discipl ihary action against employees for just cause. 
An employee who alleges that such action was not based 
on just cause may appeal a demotion, suspension, dis
charge, or written reprimand taken by the Employer 
beginning with the Third Step of the Grievance procedure 
except that written reprimands shall begin with the 
First Step of the grievance procedure. 

An employee shall be entitled to/the presence of a 
designated grievance representative at an investigatory 
interview (including informal counseling) if he/she 
requests one and if the employee has reasonable grounds 
to believe that the interview may be used to support 
disciplinary action against him/her. 

If any discipline is take against an Employee t both 
the Employee and Union will receive copies of this 
disciplinary action. 

Section 10 - Exclusion of Probationary Employees 
Notwithstanding Section 9 above, the retention or 

release of probationary employees shall not be subject 
to the grievance procedure except those probationary 
employees who are released must be advised in writing 
of the re~sons for the release and do, at the discretion 
of the Personnel Board, have the right to a hearing 
before the Personnel Board. 

With the exception indicated for probationary employees, such 
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provisions effectively transfer the employees' appeal right:fo from 
" 

the civil service commission to the grievance procedure. ;n some 
I 

states, dual appeal routes are available, but seldom are both used. 

Generally, the process which is more favorable to the employee is 

selected. In the case of disciplinary actions in which it can be 

shown that the actions were founded in discrimination based on race, 

sex, religion, or national origin, employees may elect to take the 

matter through to appeal to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-

sion. More often, however, the grievance appeal route is taken and, 

~,if successful, and EEO appeal is commenced. 
I >_. __ '_ 

Civil service protections against unfair, arbitrary discipline 

of employees from reprimands to dis~harge have long intimidated state 

managers. Many administrators would prefer to put up with an unsatis-

factory employee than to face review of their supervisory practices. , 

Wherever this problem exists, it is found throughout the administra-

tive hierarchy, since the discretion to put up with incompetence 

is implied by example from higher up in the organization. 

The reluctance of supervisors to initiate discipl inary actions 

against subordinates is even greater under collective bargaining 

agreements. The union position in defense of a member is similar 

to that of defense counsel in a criminal trial, where spirited 

advocacy is unrelated to guilt or innocence. Managers w~p succeed 

in winning support of the disciplinary action through the grievance 

procedure may need the protection of higher management from possible 

retal iation by the union and its members. 
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Correctional top management ~hould take special steps to insure 
'. 

that a high standard of performance is expected of all employees, 

and that it is measured by evidence of its enforcement through admin-

istrative acts~ special employee recognition for outstanding perform-

ance, the effective use of the employee performance rating p~an, and 

the appropriate use of disciplinary processes. Investment in thorough 

review of existing practices, clear expression of management policy, 

and training of supervisors and managers are essential. Expert central 

staff should be available to assist in review of proposed disciplinary 

actions and in counsel on notifications, written support of actions, 

etc. 

The administrator, of course, should meet and confer with the 

union before initiating a new level of performance evaluation. 

As noted, discipline and dismissal during the probationary period 

for new employees normally is excepted from appeal either to the 

civil service commission or through the grievance procedure. It is 

obvious that this probationary period must provide the opportunity 

to keep unproductive or ineffective employees from ga~ning the pro-

tections of civil service and the union contract. 

IMPACT 

Inefficient, unreliable, or inadequate correctional employees, 

not only weaken the entire team but also can endanger themselves 

and their co-workers by causing problems in the control of prisoners. 

The union should support management, in behalf of other employees, 
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by keeping such employees out of the system. On a case-by-case basis, 

however, the union is expected to hold management fully accountable 

for the exercise of reasonableness in training, counseling, and 

warning employees of their deficiencies before cc;>mmencing disciplinary 

actions. Where management has failed to document a case, and the 

discipline is overturned by a hearing officer or arbitrator, ~oth 

management and the uni9n Tose. Management cannot discard its standards 

any more than it can rewrite the rules to give itself absolute, 

unreviewable powers to discipline employees. 

Related Issues 

2.01 Grievance Procedures, Steps J-3 

2.02 Grievance Procedures, Steps 4 and 5 
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3.04 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

Issue: Can egual employment opportunity and affirmative actioti pro

grams survive under coilective bargaining? What has been d\1~ 

to assure that such programs continue? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATJVE ACTION 

It is imperative that union contracts in corrections reflect 

state equal employment opportunity (EEO) guidel ines and the principles 

of state policy on affirmative action. Most current contracts reflect 

EEO policy but are silent on affirmative action., All affirmative 

action programs are silent on the employment of former offenders. 

It is time that public service unions dealt with employment digcrimin-

ation against this group. 

Although contraets have provisions for EEO, these program~, If 

they were ever started, have slowed to insignificance in cOI"rections. 

No general prescriptions for improvement can be offered from experience 

in the field, but problems encountered in states where attempts have 

been made to incorporate a progressive pol icy in personnel recruit

ment, selection, and assignment can be )dentified. 

Pertinent National Goals and Standards 

Standard 14.2, Recruitment from Minority Groups, quoted 

below: 

Correctional agencies should take immediate, affirmative action 
to recruit and employ minority group individuals (black, Chicano, 
American lndian, Puerto Rican, and others) for all positions. 
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1. All job qualifications and hiring pol icies should be re
examined with the assistance of equal employment specialists from 
outside the hiring agency. All assumptions (impllcit and explicit) 
in qualifications and policies should be reviewed for demonstrated 
relationship to successful job performance. Particular attention 
should be devoted to the meaning and relevance of such criteria as 
age, educational background, specified experience requirements, 
physical characteristics, prior criminal record or "good moral 
character" specifications, and "sensitive jobll designations. All 
arbitrary obstacles to employment should be eliminated. 

2. If examinations are deemed necessary, outside assistance 
should be enlisted to insure that all tests, written and oral, are 
related significantly to the work to be performed .and are. not cul
tu ra I 1 y b i a sed. 

3. Training programs, more intensive and comprehensive than 
standard programs, should be designed to replace education and pre
vious experience requirements. Training programs should be concerned 
also with improving relationships among culturally diverse staff and 
clients. 

4. Recruitment should involve a community I-elations effort 
in areas where the general population does not reflect the ethnic 
and cultural diversity of the correctional population. Agencies 
should develop suitable housing, transportation, education, and other 
arrangements for minority staff, where these factors are such as to 
discourage their recruitment. 1 

Standard 14.3, Employment of Women, is quoted below: 

Correctional agencies immediately should develop policies and 
implement practices to recruit and hire more \-Iomen for all types of 
positions in corrections, to include the following: 

1. Change in correctional agency policy to eliminate dIscrimin
ation against women for correctional work. 

2. Provisionc'fu;- lateral entry to allow Immediate placement 
of women in administrative positions. 

3. Development of better criteria for selection of staff for 
correctionai work, removing unreasonable obstacles to employment 
of women. 

4. Assumption by the personnel system of aggressive leader
ship in giving women a full role in corrections. 2 

Standard 14.4, Employment of Ex-Offenders, is quoted below: 

Correctional agencies should take immediate and affirmative 
action to recruit and employ capable and qualified ex~offenders in 
c.orrectional roles. 
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1. Policies and practices restricting the hiring of ex-offenders 
should be reviewed and, where found unreasonable, eliminated or changed. 

2. Agencies not only should open their doors to the recruit
ment of ex-offenders but also should actively seek qual ified appli
cants. 

3. Training programs should be developed to prepare ex-offenders 
to work in various correctional positions, and career development 
should be extended to them so they can advance in the system. 3 

Sex Discrimination 

About 95% of inmates in adult prisons are male. A basic EEO 

policy is to require a higher percentage of women in non-traditional, 

nonclerical employee classes in prisons for men. Classification 

counselors, academic teachers, and professional medical staff usually 

are not a problem where well-qualified women are available. In some 

instances, work locations in maximum-security institutions present 

problems for women since the necessary escorts and supervision may 

not be available. In general, however, the problem is one of discrim~ 

ination; review by a mixed committee of both sexes often finds in 

favor of the women on such jobs. \ 
Since most positions in prisons are for correctional officers, 

some states have already commenced EEO appointments and assignments 

of women in regular correctional officer posts where there is no 

inmate contact, as in tower or gun walk posts. The assignment of 

women officers to such positions in San Quentin Prison in California 

is a notable example. There are, however, some problems with this 

practice. These are often the posts the senior officers are bidding 

on under seniority provisions of the union contract. Also, such 

assignments can neVer be much more than tokenism, and the practice 
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.... 
is unfair to other officers who are trained in all types of posts 

... 
and can be deployed to any post when needed in emergencies. Civil 

service job classification problems also may emerge when some 

employees perform only the more routine, l~ss difficult duties of 

a class. (See Issue 3.07, Position Classification and Pay Plan.) 

It is difficult for an experienced prison manager to imagine 
~. 

'. how a woman correctional officer with only non-inmate contact post 

experience could ever be qualified for a supervisory position as a 

correctional sergeant or I ieutenant. If so, EEO policies may lead 

r, to dead-end jobs and stagnation in individual careers. On the other 

, hand, where numbers of women have been employed in various classes 
• 

in men's prisons, the demeanor of staff and prisoners alike is reported 

to have improved significantly. 

~ial Di$crimination 

There has been a long history of racial discrimination in prison 

employment. Initial changes in the 1960s were in the direction of 

limited or fully controlled minority recruitment to avoid the resent-

ment of the majority employees. Prisons in or near urban areas, 

however, such as Trenton State Prison in New Jersey, San Quentin 

Prison in Cal, ifornia, and Virginia State Prison in Richmond, expanded 

into minority recruitment simply because it was necessary to tap a 

new labor market. 

Where there has been a convenient, non-threatening recruitment 

of blacks and other minorities, extending minority recruitment to 



other institutions has been comparatively easy. Where there have 

been no significant prior inroads to institutionalized-discrimination, 

most unilateral, management-directed affirmative action efforts to 

employ racial minorities have failed. 

In Massachusetts, for example, in the early 19705, there was a 

deeply entrenched system of racial discrimination. This was assisted 

by the state civil service agency, which permitted all new correctional 

officers to be employed provisionally, subject to passing a qualifying 

(not open) examination before the completion of one year of service. 

Only friends and relatives of present employees were hired. In addi

tion, the separate institutional unions had a C0l1tract which established 

seniority in all post assignment selection plans, with seniority to 

be determined only by length of service in the same institution. 

This precluded both transfer and promotional movement between insti

tutions, which was reinforced by the purposeful absence of state 

authority or funds to reimburse employees for relocation expenses. 

In 1972, the Commissioner of Corrections, with the aid of a 

Department of Justice-LEAA grant, attempted to iN~titute a pilot 

program for recruitment and placement of blacks in the prisons. 

The funds provided new, temporary positions so that no e)l:isting 

position loss would occur as these new employees were hired. A 

special temporary classification was established to facilitate 

selection. Fifteen hi~hly qualified blacks were recruited (where, 

in the past, almost none applied); these were considerably better 

educated and possessed more vari ed and pert i nent exper i ence than 



the typical Caucasian correctional officer recruit. The problem 

was that the department's recruit training academy also was under 

direct control of one of the prisons. Training consisted of military 

and police drills and rituals (e.g., dawn roll call and calisthenics, 

breakfast, close order drills), and classroom lectures on specific 

security operations such as use of mace, gas, weapons, gas masks, 

and handcuffs.) The academy was certain to discourage many recruits 

and to eliminate those viewed by the all-white academy staff as non-

conformists. The Commissioner's plan, therefore, had to be concerned 

with improving the training cl imate and content. First, the academy 

was relocated to the available site--the recently abandoned boys 

training school at Shirley~': (an unfortunate reminder to many of the 

old guard staff that correctional reform could mean loss of jobs.) 

The training staff was directed to broaden the training and 

was provided with a black training consultant {with experience gained 

from the U.S. Bureau of Prisons.} More emphasis was to be placed on 

the social and personal characteristics of prisoners, the operational 

organization and structure of the prison, prisoner programs, parole 

board, etc., as well as on the role and duties of a correctional 

officer. After one week of this training, the trainees were to be 

deployed for two weeks of assignment in the various institutions--

subsequently to return for one additional week of training reinforce-

ment in areas of need. 

*Coincidentally, the Massachusetts juvenile correctional system was 
undergoing a massive shift of operations from institutions to 
community-based contracted services during this period. 



This was a critical error since there were insufficient staff 

to ~onitor the trainee assignments in all of the institutions, and 

all eventually left the program. The original plan, unfortunately 

later modified for institutional convenience, w_;; to place all 

trainees in one institution so that more supervision of their on

the-job training could be provided and any staff hostility could be 

absorbed by the total trainee group. Thus, training all 15 trainees 

on one shift was considered necessary to reduce the isolation and 

vulnerability of the black trainees. and to encourage a more positive 

introduction of the new offic~ers to the prison. In the end, the 

entire project was a demoralizing failure, which makes more difficult 

any subsequent project with similar objectives. 

Where there is an established pattern of minority employment 

in prisons, eVen if in only one of several institutions, the future 

of EEOis relatively certain. Over time, with blacks, Chicanos 

and other groups advancing to sergeants, lieutenants, captains, 

and superintendents, and with their transfer to other institutions, 

total racial integration of personnel will probably occur without 

special efforts of top management to protect the minorities: 

Union Roles in EEO and Affirmative Action 

State-union contracts are decidedlY supportive of minority 

employees in prisons. This ts~because minorities benefit from the 

detailed rules on post assignment selection-~mostly by seniority-

which reduce discretion by 1st and 2nd line supervisors in this 
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area. In high-security institutions, instead of anticipating the 

first several years of night shift assignment in isolated tower 

posts, minority employees often find themselves assigned to busy day 

shifts--inmate contact posts--which provide the most difficult work 

at a time when the employee is most work-motivated. Minority employee 

survival, therefore, is assured as minority prisoners are more 

satisfied with I'relevant" supervision, and as minority officers with 

experience in the most difficult positions are advanced to the 

supervisory ranks. 

Other Practical Considerations in Minority Recruitment and Assignment 

• In an urban area prison, the minority correctional officer will 

find himself living in a neighborhood where he may be acquainted with 

or be known to former prisoners and families of prisoners, as well as 

to the victims of prisoners he supervises. This poses the unusual 

problems of possible unpleasantness and risk to the employee and his 

family. vHthout financial assistance--also unlikely for a ghetto 

family--the correctional officer will need to save diligently for 

many years to afford the move to the suburbs as is common among 

police. Minority officers thus have joined with rural whites in 

union demands for the authority to carry hand guns off duty as peace 

officers • 

• Sexual stereotyping of women employees cannot bt totally rejected 

in the abnormal environment of a sexually segregated prison; neither 

can the stereotype of the sexually-crazed prIsoner for the exceptions 
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there may be. The "convict-code" will not be broken in order to 

support or protect the welfare and safety of a popular female correc w 

tiona! officer who may be seen as mother-figure, sister-figure or 

a sex symbol by the prisoners and staff. 

6) Positive recruitment efforts for highly qualified women and 

racial minorities also should be directed to the commissioner's staff 

in departmental headquarters. This is much more valuable and produc-

tive of policy-by-example than concentration of departmental effort 

in a ~ingle position of "Equal Opportunity Coordinator" or other such 

position isolated from the mainstream of operations. 

o A department of corrections should use the union grievance 

procedure as the preferred mechanism for dealing with employee a.ppeals 

to EEO enforcement. 

m EEO should be redefined to include positive action directed at 

discriminatory practice~ in inmate assignment and employment pra~tices 

in the prisons. 

There is an extensive body of law, court decisions, and informa-

tive literature O~ these subjects.* 

While it may appear that the historical over-representation of 

~linor!ty races within prison populations would be conducive to 

recruitment of minority employees, the facts are otherwise. Token 

--------------------------------------------.----~ 
*See especially: Midwest Monitor, July/August, 1976, School o~ 

Pub 1 i c and Env j ronmenta 1 Affairs, I nd tana Un i vers i ty, a 100m j"ngton, 
Indiana. ~ 

1C, "';;.,'~ 
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employment efforts produce virtuallY no impact on the social struc-

tLln~ of prison personnel. The token black, for example, will more 

than likely find it undesirable 1 if not impossible, to find local 

housing and will continue to commute from an urban area. Only when 

substant~aJ numbers are involved and where inter-family supports can 

help in housing location, schools, and recreation, will the recruit-

ment of minority races be a totally successful effort. 

It is unlikely, however, that avoidal'lce of last-hire layoffs, 

whenever needed, will ever provide ar ~xception for minority hires 

under state-directed EEO or affirmative action programs. This tends 

to lend support for a long-term program of increasing minority recruit-

ment rather than short-term IIcrash" programs for fastef"_~s~tch-up. 

References 

1. National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals, Corrections (Washington, D.C.! Government Printing Office, 
1973), p. 474. 

2. Ibid., p. 476. 
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2.20 - Other Contract Provisions and Omis~ions 
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3.05 FITNESS FOR DUTY STANDARDS AND MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS 

Issue: How do union contracts provide for fitness for duty standards? 

What should be done to make it less difficul~ to institute and 

apply such standards? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

Most correctional systems have been seriously negligent in esta

blishing minimum physical and mental standards for continued work in 

correctional officer and supervisory positions. The requirement for 

annual medical examinations grew out of practices preceding collec

tive bargaining. In contracts where medical examinations are tequired, 

the provision is concerned with who pays for the examination and with 

employee rights in the event that management interprets the results 

in a manner adverse to employee interests. 

Ex i st i ng Stan~ar:.9E. 

Existing health standards deal with the issue of public health-

protecting the employee (as well as other staff and prisoners) from 

infectious diseases, especially tuberculosis. 

As long as an employee can walk, stay awake and cl j';"jD the steps 

to a gun tower, he is considered physically qualified to continue 

to work in most systems. When he is unable to perform even these 

tasks, and if he has reasonably high seniority, management usually 

will find an assignment he can handle~-in the mail room or low

activity ground post. 
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Every system has made internal provisions for previously satis-, 

factory employees who have become "sick, lame or lazy." While, in 

many cases, disability retirement would be appropriate, these indi-

vidua1s prefer to maintain the earning level of their current posi-

tion. At the same time, there usually are as many or more able bodies 

who could work, but instead are on workmen's compensation and disability 

retirement becatlSe they cannot meet the "official" physical standards 

of the classification. 

The fraternal structure of prison staff relationships tends to 

perpetuate present practices and to reject the idea of minimum stan-
~-'. 

dards which correctional officers should meet~for appointment and 

continued employment. Such standards follow from the concept of 

"fitness for dutyll, but in fact, this concept has almost no consis-

tent meaning, especially since it is employed so infrequently. In 

some states, annual "qua 1ification l
' on the prison rifle range is a 

r i tua 1 wh i ch a 11 go through, but none fa i 1. There is no "fa i1 i ng" 

score, although scores are kept and posted on the bulletin board and 

bets are paid off. Nothing goes into ~h~~frsonne] folder--good or 

bad. _,"'~~,,~~ CyJi 

The problem, however, is not that reasonable men could not agree 

on reasonable standards of health, eyesight and hearing, strength 

and dexterity, mental alertness and stamina. On the contrary, they 

could; yet they will not do so unless there is a reasonable plan 

for dealing with those who no longer qual ify. 

As long as nothing is done, "official standards'! may be established 

and stringently applied in the initial employment examination process, 
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never again to have relevance to the physical, mental, and emotional 

conditions required of employees on the job. The consequences of 

this policy can be enormous to an institutional budget if the costs 

of compensation or the state share of temporarily and permanently 

disabled employees is carried by the corrections budget. These costs, 

added to the costs of positions wasted by the assignment of physically 

incompetent employees~ have been found to exceed 10% of the total 

correctional officers' payroll. 

Positive Action 

Where contracts ex i st, an independent mattagenient study of present 

practi~es is warranted. The results of such cl\study should be re

ferred'to a joint management-union committee created for the purpose 

of reviewing and actinif6i;, results. 

Where no contracts exist, the corrections agency should request 

a special management study of the problem by the departments of 

finance and personnel, wlth the assistance of an independent manage

mentconsultant if necessary. The recommendations should be considered 

by the governor or the responsible agency for service-wide application. 

IMPACT 

In many areas of correctional operations, management negligence 

creates a "current practice" which may be difficult to chan§e under 

collective bargainr'ng. For example, when make-work has been provided 

for employees unable to work, it can be a precedent which makes it 



\,-
\\ ~ 

1.'1 '." 

\' 

difficu1t to institute changes even for new employees--'let;'alone 

those already, enjoying the benefit. 

Such "hidden benefits" aie seen by other employees v<\lriouslyas 

management favoritism or successful thievery by employee~ that is 

to be evaluated whenever the opportunity arises. Either perception 

is corrosive of desirable employee attitudes, especially in correc-

tions. Also, prisoneis observe the ways in which employees and 

supervisors conspire, with management acquiescence, to obtain benefits 

which they do not recilly deserve. It is a poor role model for 

prisoners where corr1ectional employees get something for nothing. 

References 

No references in this area haOle been found in current 1 iterature. 
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3.06 NONCUSTODY CLASS.ES 

Issue: How can tore persona 1 and profess1 ona 1 interests of employees 
"\', 
\;. 

ip noncustod\~l classes, often in other bargaining units, be 
-,-I \'\ ,", 

given proper ~eight in the collective bargaining process? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 
'I -'r' 

( 

\, I '~. 

Correctional ac!ministrators with y~~rs of experience in attempting 
I \, 

to introduce programmatic c.hanges into th~\ institutional system 
,-

should be especially sensitive to policies c't- practices arising from 
" ,. 

,collectiVE\' bargaining which adversely affect these,pr:pgrams. 
\\ -,'_. i: 

Stron~ and effective security systems are fundamental to prison 

operation,~~rjmaril:y as a prereqUisite for effective human development 

programs. The polItical pow~r of the correction,~l officers union 

should not be permitted to determine departmental policies where they 

involve service areas such as: 

$ Education services; 

It Vocational training; 

It Prison industrre-?and prison work assignments for inmates; 

e Health care, sanitation, and safety of inmates; 

e External relationships of prisoners to family, and reinte
gration support services; 

It Recreatio~t use of leisure time, decent meals, and pleasant. 
meal times; 

It Fair evaluation for release decisions, and the ability of 
the institution to aSSeSS trustworthiness and self-control 
of prisoners by status changes and to provide activities 
which enable demonstration of growth in these traits; 
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~ ~ Operations research. and evaluations. 

The job classifications involved inthe previous functions 

include the following generic groups: 

(1) Academic and vocational instructors; 

(2) Industrial, plant operations and maintenance journeymen 
and supervisory classes; 

(3) Supply and laundry services supervisors; 

(4) CuI inary supervisors; 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Medical professionals and sub-professionals; 

Professional recreation and hobby craft supervisQrs; "i 

Social science, counselor's, psychologists and researchers; 
(' . 

Administrative staff, accountants, budget analysts, and 
administrative assistants. 

These employees, although small in number, are critical to the 

achievement of a balanced and comprehensive prison pro~ram. Their 

existence can be threatened by alienat.ion from institutional manage-

ment \"ihen correctional officers' work and benefits become compara-

ti~ely distorted (e.g., when pension benefits for correctional 

officers are made significantly superior to those of other classes.) 

In addition~ the correctional officers' contract and the 

continuing relationship of the unioh~to the prison superintendent 

can restrict the access of prisoners toih?se other institutional 

services. Because} inherent confl icts between!:;e<:;urity and service 

operations are so senstitive, only the prison super(nte,ndent can 

;~thorize the changes which must occur almost continuously--
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expanding and contracting security while contracting and expanding 

sllpport and treatment programs. Management discretion to do this 

for the benefit of the entire institution would be severely ;.::ripp]ed 

if changes were made permanent through the collective bargaining 

process (such as custody class1flcations, determined only by security 

personnel, as a criterion for the programs and prisrin areas to which 

prisoners could be assigned) or the nc)rmal flexibility (security 

. expansion and contraction) is first subject to meet-and-confer nego-

tiations and/or grievance appeals. 

IMPACT 

',' 

\,:, The b i 1 atera 1 ba t'ga i n i ng away of management I sri ghts does not 
\, 

precl~de the issues involved in multilateral negotiations or in meet-

and-con'\er discussions of sl1ch topics. Management will not easily 
\, 

deal wit~\challenges to current practice by arbitrary authority. 

Such chall~~ges, whether justified or not, should almost always be 

faced with th~ presence of union officers or principals from the 
\. 

other prison s~rvices. Management is more likely In the future to 
\ 

institute such chcmges on a trial basis, and with greater review by . '\ 

,:)nmat,e le~dd~s, b~~ore new policies and procedures recommended by 
" \. 

any source are full y\ imp 1 emented. 
\\ 

Related Issues 
~. 

\ 
1.07 - Increasing Pr6\~uctivity With Management-Union Cooperation 

\. 

1,13 - Management Rights 
\~ 

1\ 

of Work~ and Employee Safety 3.02 ~ Conditions 

3.07 Position Classification ~nd Pay Plan 

'.~\ , 
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3.07 POSITION CLASSIFICATION AND PAY PLAN 

Issue: ~ow is the position classification and pay plan adversely 

affected by union negotiation~7 What options should management 

consider in resolving these problems? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMiNISTRATIVE ACTION 

Management has the right to determine the duties and responsi-

bilities of the positions which involve the performance of correc-

tional functions for which management is accountable. 

Since the position classification plan is a device established 

for management convenience, management has the inherent authority to 

revise the classification plan to reflect the duties and responsi

bilities assigned to positions under management direction. (A posi-

tion is defined as a set of duties and responsibilities which requires 

the full-time services of one employee.) 

There are various ways, however, in which management's rights 

are circumscribed or controlled: 

• Position classification invariably is approved and supervised 

by a control staff organization where both specialized skills 

alld a statewide management perspective can be brought to 

bear on classification decisions . 

• Once established, position classifications are difficult to 

change. Changes in tasks or duties assigned to positions 

where they 10volve possible effect on classification, 
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compensation, and organization should be approved by the 

central finance agency before reclassification is determined • 

• Union contracts usually provide the union with rights to dis

cuss duties assignment and classiffcation impact. The con

tract will have detailed procedures to protect employee job 

rights in the event of reclassification and reorganization. 

~ ~orrections departmental considerations also may control 

the extent to which individual institutions are allowed to 

develop unique task assignments to positions in existing 

classificiations. 

The term Ilmanagement il in this context thus includes all those 

agencies and persons with management roles involved in the process 

of controlling the discretion of an individual subordinate manager of 

a prison. This fragmentation of authority and the inherent delays 

in accomplishing any changes are often so discouraging to a prison 

manager that he voluntarily limits his own planning to operational 

problems which do not involve position classification changes. Some 

union contracts, however, cause prison managers to look for more 

drastic solutions. 

Seniority Job Selection/cos a Classification and Salary Issue 

The salary range is meant to recognize the increased value of 

an employee as experience is gained in the particular class. Employees 

with the most experience are expected to perform the more difficult 
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positions in the class (the inmate contact positions), the least 

experienced officers tend to end up with the least difficult assign-

ments. Where the seniority incentive results in the more senior 

officers taking the least difficult positions, the most difficult 

posltrcins tend to be performed by the least experienced officers. 

Many plans provide for an extra salary step or two, or flat 

dollar amounts regardless of the sa1a'I"Y level, based on long senior-

ity on the job (15 years and over). Here again, there may be no 

basis for these additional payments in terms of more responsible or 

more diff1cult work performed. In other classifications, where 

eVen with seniority job assignments there are few no-contract posi-

tions, the senior employees often select the assignment with the 

greatest difficulty and prestige. 

Classification analysts, in determining the \,Iork of correctional 

officers under seniority assignments, would have to conclude that 

there are two classes where formerly there was one. 

FORMER CLASS 

CORRECTIONAL OFFICER 

Outside Patrol Officer 
Maij Room Officer 
Tower Officer 
Farm Offi cer 
Recreation Yard Officer 
Control Room Officer 
Industries Area Officer 
Hospital Officer 
Housing Officer 

401 

NEW CLASS 

CORRECTIONAL OFFICER 

Mail Room Officer 
Tower Officer 
Outside Patrol Officer 
Farm Off i cer 

CORRECTIONAL OFFICER II 

Recreation Yard Officer 
Industries Area Officer 
Hospital Officer 
Housing Officer 
Control Room Officer 



The distinguishing characteristic of the Correctional Officer II 

position is that of direct prisoner contact (for example, body 

searches at criti~al movement points). Officers in this class are 

involved in law and procedure enforcement and must write reports on 

face-to-face disciplinary contacts as well as evaluation reports on 

prisoners assigned to his area of work. Th~s, the officer is under 

some risk of prisoner retaliation. 

Correctional Officer lIs would be compen:3ated at one or two 

steps (one or two salary ranges) higher thal1 the Correctional Officer 

position. 

Such a change might be a controvers1al issue among correctional 

officers. Few of the senior officers would oppose the move unless 

the pay advantage was too little; some of the younger officers might 

oppose it because the indicated assignments of the Correctional 

Officer II position may appear more interesting. Furthermore, this 

type of contact post often is a prerequisite for eligibility for 

promotion to Sergeant. Division of this clasS also would yield some 

additional administrative complications in e::;tablishing post assign

ments. 

In any event. on a purely technical basis, the proper classifi

cation and salary administration actions would be the following. 

In a large system where there is some cross-comparison of correctional 

officers with state or city police, the Correctional Officer II 

position would be most comparable. On the basis of job task analysis, 

personnel analysts almost invariably find correctional officers, 

where the two classes are combined, to be lower in overall 
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responsibility, difficulty, skills required, and individual and 

social risk as compared to pottce positions. Thus, where the class 

is divided, there would be more merit to salary parity for the 

Correctional Officer It position. As part of both the internal 

administrative process and the political process, the responses of 

unions to these salary parity issues cannot be predicted. At parity, 

for example, police officer salary increases would necessarily 

pull correctional officer salaries with them, thus considerably 

raising the total cost of any future polley pay increases. And, as 

indicated, correctional officer pay Increases have a direct effect 

on many other prison classes. 

Area Pay Differentials 

There are considerable differences in costs of living and 

amenities between urban and rural areas. The majority of prisons are 

located in rural areas, but some prisons are in or very near a large 

city. Thus any s~lary level appropriate for one area is inappropriate 

for the other. Cost-of-living adjustments by area are fully warranted 

in these cases. While such differentials are common in private industry, 

they are rarely if ever found in government, primarily because of the 

administrative problems involved and the diverse representation of 

all areas in the legislature. It might seem that legislators in 

lOWer-cost areas wOlJld rather that state employees in that area were 

overpaid and content and would tolerate local employer complaints 

about unfair salary competition from the state. Dn die other hand, 
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where state salaries are at a level more approprialte for low-cost, 

non-urban areas, urban prisons will be seriously handicapped in their 

ability to recruit and retain competent pen:onnel. The few competent 

recruits too often stay to obtain civil service status and then 

transfer to rural locations where the state salary provides a higher 

standard of living. 

The administrative difficulties arising from area pay differen

tials are formi.9able. For example, what critera could be used to 

define the areas and to calculate the appropriate adjustment? And 

what could be done to prevent the differential trom restricting employee 

transfers and promotions from high to low areas? The Federal Civil 

Service Commission has dealt with this problem effectively by dropping 

the first and sometimes the second step in entry classes in high-pay 

urban areas. Thus, new employees start at a 5% or 10% higher rate, 

but are still in the same salary range as others hired elsewhere 

at the first step.· Once appointed, the correctional officer will 

keep his higher step even if tr'ansferred to a narr"a1 or low-pay region. 

Other Clajsification and Pay Innov~tions 

Whether or not the ba~;ic OT" journeyman correct'ional officer 

class is divided, the correctional officer series may need further 

modification. The need for ~hange may be increased as a result of 

contract provisions which produce rigidity in classification use, 

for example, where previously out-of-class assignments were more 

informal and management was unconstrained by seniority assignment 

requirements. 
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In this problem of class structura, pay differentials between 

the grades of correctional off;cer may vary with the pay for ser

geants and the extent to whtch the sergeant class has been used for 

the "most difficult" corred:ional officer assignments. 

PAY 
,-

LEVELS PRES ENT CLASSES ALTERNATIVE SEJ~I ES 

13 
\'j 

12 r CORR. LT:-r-~ -~ CORR. LT. 1 .... 
11 " ~ 10 ~ CORR. SGT. J 
9 I CORR. SGT. z ~ 
8 ~ CORR, OFF. 114 f 
7 .L 

V'v 

6 l CORR. OFF. 3 ......... .. CORR. OFF. I 1 J"-. IJ'"L 
~ 

'" 5 

4 '\ l CORR. TRAI NEE51 

3 _\-. 
2 -~ CORR. GUARD 6 1 
I 

' .. ' 

Notes 

1. The Correctional Lieutenant would b,e unchanged, except that a few 
;, 

"weak" positions may be re<:\Tb~atedt~ Correctional Sergeant. 

2. The Correctional Sergeant will be reconstituted as a supervisory 

or unusually difficult/technical position (clearly above Correctional 

Offi cer II). 

3. Correctional Officers would be divided into two grades as previously 

described. 

4. Some "strong" correctional officer positions may be ~~'::/'located to 
I, . 

Correctional Officer I I. 
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5. A neW class of correctional trainee may be established with &~~ 

tWo-step saiary range. Successful trainees m~y be advanced 
1\ 

one step on completion of six months of trainee probation. 

They may advance in six months to step 2. Before the completion 

of the next year, they must either be advanced to Correctional 

Officer I or discharged for inadequate performance. 

6. The class of llsecur i ty guard" mi gnt be pl aced here. 

Administrative implementation of such a plan of class structure 

revision has obvious complexities, suth as dealing with incumbent 

moVes to new classes, the distinctions made between grades, and how 

selection for movement is made. 

In many states, under collective bargaining, creating a second 

grad~ of senior correctional officer one step above the present cor-

rectional officer class would solve many problems, possibly well 

worth the co~ts of change. If the new class is only one step higher, 

movement to this class can be by n.l!'lnagement selection, without civil 

service examination, where a prime consideration is seniority in the 

lower grade. SenIor employees who cannot or choose not to accept 

such assignments are simply not r~classified. A policy issue may 

emerge regarding senior employees raised to this new class who sub-

sequently cannot perform the more skilled and rigorous duties because 

of age and i n firm i ti es • ",Such, an employee should be demoted-- rerna i n 
,~"y""'--:' \ 

,. 

at his present pay rate but if it is the maximum step (wh i ch is 

higher than the maximum pay of the lower class) receive a !lY" or 

red circle rate until the pay schedule is raised to equal or exceed 
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that amount. However, employees rais~d to the rate of the new 

class should perform In that class for a reasonable minimum period 

of time, for example, 6-12 months. Employees who are advanced and 

reassigned to duties of the lower class within the minimum period 

should be reduced In pay by the same amount. 

Experience suggests that if careful concern is not directed to 

protecting the integrity of the new class, the new class will be 

compromised by its extensive use for senior employees without 

regard to duties assigned--or more precisely, the positions to which 

they were assigned. 

Other Classification Concepts 

Some states have been experiment i ng wi th neW concepts of 

classification in which well-educated and motivated correctional 

officers are assigned the duties of a prison classification and 

parole officer. Such classes have been called "Correctional 

Service Officers." There may be two or three levels of such classes 

based on other supervisory duties. Such classes do not replace the 

correctional officer series, but are actually a merging of basic 

duties of the two parent classes--Correctional Officer and Correc

tional Counselor or Classification Of:f1cer. Evaluations may vary 

considerably, but the first level-of correctional service officer 

is paid at about the Sergeant level; and the third level (if needed) 

is paid at the Senior Correctional Counselor or Captain level. 

Since the qualifications for Correctional Service Officer 
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may include completion of community college education in the behav

Joral sciences (corrections, education, psychology, social work, 

sociology, etc.) one or two, years experience as a correctional officer, 

'and completion of a prescrib~d in-servi.ce training curriculum, it is 

a classification which wou1d fall between two conventional bargaining 

units. While this would be a matter for negotiation with the union, 

it appears that, because of its operational functions, it is related 

more closely to the correctional officer series than to the profes-
, ' 

sional soc (;a 1 worker classes. Generally, the supervisory content 

makes it possible that all classes of this group should be e;".empt 

from the bargaining unit until a supervisory bargaining unit is 

estab 1 i shed. 

Tower Guards 

In some institutions, the tower posts are concerned exclusively with 

raising an alarm on perimeter intrusions, While some may be armed, 

firing restrictions have been ordered so tr;at weapons are used to 

warn the escapee as well as to provide some notice to others than an 

escape is imminent. Even where existing tower officers are instructed 

to fire, in some cases the general practice is to warn only; in others, 

no escapees have been hit by shotgun or rifle fire for years. Thus, 

the use of a correctional officer rather than a security guard (a 

lower paid class) may warrant discussion with the central personnel 

offtceas well as with the union. 
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Broadening the Correctional Officer Classes 

It is feasible to consider broadening corr~ctional classifications 

such as c~rrectional officer (which is a broad class to begin with) 

and narrowing the classes at the same time. For' example, by use of 

a series specification and selective recruitment and certification1 

the correctional officer series could be expanded to include many 
~ --' '<' 

other positions and classes which have substantial correctional and 

security responsibilities. This may be one way to reduce the number 

of "dead ends" in correctional work for manY. of the typical non-security II 
prison jobs. in general, while not attempting to "break" the sound 

inter-class comparisons which-may be warranted for service-wide 

compensation comparisons and service-wide career advancement programs, i 
I 

~ i 
institutional corrections is in need of better targeting of recruit-

ment for correctional work of counselors, teachers, vocational 

instructors, maintenance and engineering trades, and culinary services. 

The technical or professional content of these types of positions 

is relatively easy to determine, but the ability and desire to work 

with, supervise, and train prison inmates is more critical in on-the-

job performance. It is therefore conceivable that union staff and 

employees, working together with correctional managers and central 

personnel staff, could agree on new plans which would benefit every-

one, whereby: 

• The classification scheme will facilitate more emphasis 

on interpersonal skills in the examination process for 
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positions in a correctional setting. and the examination 

plan may place greater weight on performance testing than 

'ion written tests • 

• Specialty options may be included in broad class specifica-

tions, whereby it may be possible in correctional officer 

recruitment to provide for selective certification from a 

list of eligibles only for those who also have verified 

qualifying experience in needed technical areas of correc-

tional officer assignment: 

• Sewage and water plant operations 

Boiler house operations 

· Typing and timekeeping (captain's office) 

• Medical service operations (hospital) 

Library or medical records (prison records office) 

Retail sales/small business operations (prisoner canteen) 

Storekeeping, receiving and release (warehouse and 
commissary) 

Cul inary operations (for assignment as first-line 
supervisors of inmates as~igned to cul inary services): 

- General 

- Meat shop 

Bake shop 

Laundry operations (assistant laundry supervisor) 

It is possible that an effective prison worker or sUpervisor 

~an be recruited from a special corrections or general state class 
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I 

for each specialty indicated. At the same time, each position has 

duties which are simIlar to, and sometimes indistinguishable from, 

those of correctional officers. There is a need to recruit such 

persons on the basis of their aptitude for correctional work as well 

as their specialist skills. On employment, they would be first 

qualified by training and assignment as a correctional officer and 

subsequently assigned to the area of their specialized skills. Such 

an employee should be sensitive to security responsibilities, effec-

tive in supervising inmate crews, a good trainer, a fair discipltn-

arian--one who would rather talk than fight--and interested in inmates 

as persons in need of guidance and encouragement. These skills are 

very difficult to screen for in recruitment ar.d examining, but efforts 

should be made to do so. 

While union contracts and the management-union relationship are 

widely seen as restrictive to management IS rights to assign employees 

within the established classification plan, the opposite could be 

true as well. For example, while correctional management generally ~ 

has achieved little progress in increasing the effectiveness of the 

correctional work force, the presence of the unions could significantly 

assist in manpower improvement. Unions, as well as th\~ employees 

they represent, have much to gain and nothing to lose by cooperating 

with efforts to improve the quality of future workers and the work 

and career conditions for all employees. 
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Correctional Offi.cers as D~gnosticEvaluation and Program Agents 

Housing, work crew, recreatron, and other offIcer assignments 

tradLtional1y have focused almost exclusively on security and house-

keeping functions. Currently, there is SOme interest in expanding 

the duties of employees in such positions to include the establish-

ment of relationships with designated inmates under their supervision 

and reporting on the results. A behavioral modification plan devised 

by the prison psychologist for certain inmates could be executed 

in part by correctional officers who have the most contact with these 

inmates. Qfficers could supply important information to classifica-

tion, counseling, and training staff on inmates' general demeanor, 

attitude towards supervision, response to criticism, leisure time 

activities, associations with other prisoners, cleanliness, punctuality, 

etc. T~ii s woul d permi t the diagnost~~correctional progress assess-) , 

speculatIons about behavioral problems ment plan to depend less on 

determinec by clinical interviews, tests, and analyses of behavior 

prior to arrest. To this can be added insight on current adjustment, 

both as feedback on programs and treatments to which the inmate has 

been subjected in prison, qS well as early indications of pOSitive 

and negative changes as deduced from his conduct in the housing area, 

on the job, and elsewhere. 

Some Success with this approach has been found in demonstration 

proj~cts in juvenile institutions--for example, in the California 
<I ~ \, 

~iouth ';~uthority institutions programmed for behavir,iral modification 

and transactional analysis. The relationship between correctional 
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officer and inmate might be improved if the officer confributed to 

understanding the prisoner's problem and carrying out the treatment 

and evaluation plan. This could do much to establish the correc-

tional officer as not merely a punitive authority figure but as a 

person with direct input to the process which ultimately determines 

future ass j gnments, pr j viI eges, cond i, tiona l re J ea ses, and paro J e. 
\ 

IMPACT 

Management planning too often has eeen confined by the existing 

framework for manpower deployment contain~d in the position classi-

fication and pay plan. Many other options exist for the effective 

deployment of staff and arrangement of new combinations of job tasks 

for employee job satisfaction and growth. 

Little is gained by dwelling on the discouraging statistics on 

the effectiveness of prisons. What is needed instead is to learn 

what aspects of the prison experience c.an be made less d'estructive 

and which more favorable aspects can be emphasized. Some gains can 

be expected through policy changes (e.g., sentences and release sys

tems) and through program development (e.g., vocational guidance, 

training and planned work experience), but few experienced adminis-· 

trators underestimate the power of prison personnel to make any 

pol icy or program succeed or fail. 

Major federal assistance in this area could be provided by 

the U.S. Department of Justice (LEAA), the National Institute of 

Corrections, the Labor Department, or the U.S. Civil Service 

Commission. 
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3.08 RESPONSIBILITIES OF CORRECTIONAL MANAGEMENT IN PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 

Issue: What are the responsibil ities of correctional managers in 

personnel administration? How are these affected by collective 

bargaining? 

PRINCIPLES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

Four national standards are pertinent to this issue. They 

include: 

Standards 14.1, Recruitment of Correctional Staff! 

Correctional agencies should begin immediately to develop per
sonnel policies and practices that will improve the image of corrections 
and facilitate the fair and effective selection of the best persons 
for correctional positions. 

To improve the image of corrections, agencies should: 

1. Discontinue the use of uniforms. 
2. Replace all military titles with names appropriate to the 

correctional task. 
3. Discontinue the use of badges and, except where absolutely 

necessary, the carrying of weapons. 
4. Abolish such mil itary terms as company, mess hall, drill, 

inspection, and gig list. 
5. Abandon regimented behavior in all facilities, both for 

personnel and for inmates. 

In the recruitment of personnel, agencies should: 

1. El iminate all pol itical patronage for staff selection. 
2. Eliminate such personnel practices as: 

a. Unreasonable age or sex restrictions. 
b. Unreasonable physical restrictions (e.g., height, 

we ight) • 
c. Barriers to hiring physically ~andicapped. 
d. Questionable personality tests. 
e. Legal or administrative barriers to hiring 

ex-offenders. 
f. Unnecessarily long requirements for experience in 

correctional work. 
g. Residency requirements. 
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3. Actively recruit from minority groups, women, young 
persons, and prospective indigenous workers, and see that employ
ment announcements reach these groups and the general public. 

4. Malije a task analysis of each correctional position (to be 
up~ated periodically) to determine those t~sks, skills, and qualities 
needed. Testing based solely on these relevant features should be 
desfgned to assure that proper qualifications are considered for 
each position. 

5. Use an open system of selection in which any testing 
device used is related to a specific job and is a practical test 
of a person's abilitY,to perform that job. 

Standard 14. II, Staff Development2 

Correctional agencies immediately should plan and implement a 
staff development program that prepares and sustains all staff members. 

1. Qualified trainers should develop and direct the program. 
2. Training should be the responsibility of management and 

should provide staff with skills and knowledge to fulfill organiz
ational goals and objectives. 

3. To the fullest extent possible, training should include all 
members of the organization. including the clients. 

4. Training should be conducted at the organization site and 
also in community settings reflecting the context of crime and 
community resources. 

a. All top and middle managers should have at least 40 
hours a year of executive development training, including 
training in the operations of police, courts, prosbcution, 
and defense attorneys. 

b. All new staff members should have at least 40 hours 
of orientation training during their first week on the job 
and at least 60 hours additional training during their first 
year. 

c. All staff members, after th~,ir first year, should have 
at least 40 hour~ of additional tr~ining a year to keep them 
abreast of the changing nature of their work and introduce 
them to current issues affecting corrections. 
5. Financial support for staff development should continue 

from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, but State and 
local correctional agencies must assume support as rapidly as possible. 

6. Trainers should cooperate with their counterparts in the 
private sector and draw resources from higher education. 

7. Sabbatical leaves should be granted for correctional personnel 
to teach or attend courses in colleges and universities. 
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Standard 14.6, Personnel Practices for Retaining StaffS 

Correctional agencies should immediately reexamine and revise 
personnel practices to create a favorable organizational climate 
and eliminate legitimate causes of employee dissatisfc(:':;ion in order 
to retain capable staff. Pol icies should be developed that would 
provide: 

1. Salaries for all personnel that are competitive with other 
parts of the criminal justice system as well as with comparable occu
pation groups of the priy~te sector of the local economy. An annual 
cost-of-living adjustmenfshould be mandatory. 

2. Opportunities for staff advancement within the system. The 
system also should be opened to provide opportunities for lateral 
entry and promotional mobility within jurisdictions and across Juris
dictional lines. 

3. Elimination of excessive and unnecessary paperwork and chains 
of command that are too rigidly structured and bureaucratic in function, 
with the objective of facilitating communication and decisionmaking 
so as to encourage innovation and initiative. 

4. Appropriate recognition for Jobs well done. 
5. Workload distribution and schedules based on flexible st:~ffing 

arrangements. Size of the workload should be only one determinant. 
Also to be included should be such others as nature of cases, team 
assignments, and the needs of offenders and the community. 

6. A criminal justice career pension system to include invest
ment in an annuity and equity system for each correctional worker. 
The system should permit movement within elements of the criminal 
justice system and from one corrections agency to another without loss 
of benefits. 

Standard 14.7, Participatory Management~ 

Correctional agencies should adopt immediately a program of 
participatory management in which everyone involved--managers, staff, 
and offenders--shares in identifying problems, finding mutually 
agreeable solutions, setting goals and objectives, defining new roles 
for participants, and evaluating effectiveness of these processes. 

This program should include the following: 

1. Training and development sessions to prepare managers, staff, 
and offenders for their new roles in organizational development. 

2. An ongoing evaluation process to determine progress toward 
participatory management and role changes of managers, staff, and 
offenders. 

3. A procedure for the participation of other elements of the 
criminal Justice system in long-range planning for the correctional 
system. 
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4. A change of manpower util izat ion from traditional roles 
to those in keeping with new management and correctional concepts. 

commentary 

The standards quoted above overlap in some ways with a number 

of other issues discu~sed in this Guide. All of these standards are 

compatible with the a~alysis and recommendations offered elsewhere 

in the Guide, with one excf?ption: The recommendation to "discontinue 

the use of uniforms'l (Stc:lndard 14.1) may not be universally desirable. 

The alternative to official uniforms usually has been another, more 

informal, blazer and slacks combination made intp a "uniformfl by 

affixing a correctional patch over the breast pocket. To do less 

would be to eliminate the income tax deduction benefit for uniform 

allowances. (See Issue 2.13, Uniform Allowances and Replacement) 

for more discussion.) 

IMPACT 

These standards discourage the conscientious correctional 

adminjst~tor who accepts the need for their implementation but is 

overwhe.lmed by the scope of the many recommended changes. The 

correctio.ns manager also must consid~r many other aspects of 

correctional administration. It Is obvious that some things must be 

done first and others later, but the administrator's priorities 

may be determined by other events and parties (e.g., union officials 

and state labor relations executive). 
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CHAPTER IV 

ISSUES INVOLVING OTHER CORRECTIONAL SERVICES 

State juvenile corrections and adult parole services were briefly 

reviewed in Pennsylvania, Illinois, and Wisconsin. City corrections 

in New York and county probation services in Los Angeles, where collec-

tive bargaining is already in p1ac~also were examined. While this 

sample is inadequate for making many generalizations, it is clear 

that collective bargaining pre£ents much more serious managprnent prob-

lems in institutions than in non-institutIonal correctional services. 

There appear to be several reasons for this: (1) Social service 

correctional employees are in closely related classes; (2) they have 

long been paid substantially more than the basic social worker classes 

in welfare agencies, som~'l,:imes even more than the most specialized 

classes of child welfare services worker or psychiatric social worker; 

and (3) these employees have only limited ability to punish their 

employer by job actions or strikes, except in the function of preparing 

presentence investigation reports or intake screening at the juvenile 

hall or receiving home. 

In the latter case, siS"ice it would be against the criminal or 

juvenile courts, probation officer strikes and job actions have been 

thought to involve unusually great risks to the union. However, a 

recent strike of probation staff in Allegheny County (Pittsburgh); 

Pennsylvania, was successful in that it resulted in a substantial 

salary increase award from the arbitrator. l Final salary increases 

also went from clerks up to the court administrator and thus were of 
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benefit to all nonjudicial employees. 

4.00 JUVENILE INSTITUTIONS 

Employees in state juvenile correctional institutions generally 

are as fully organized as those in adult prisons, but their impact 

is considerably less. This seems to be due to two significant fecltures 

of juvenile institutions: 

1. They are much smaller and their more information organization 
and staffing reflects a substantially greater proportion of 
manpower assigned to the so-callt~d "treatment services", 

2. The dominant empl?yee group, typically called "group super
visors," have a m\~ture of custodial, counsel lng, and super
visory duties, ha)/e substantially more education than prison 
correctional officers, and relate to residents (prisoners) 
differently. They are seldom concerned with "public protec
tion" and "punishment" issues. The group supervisors see 
themselves more as social agents than law enforcement agents 
and do not stand in opposition to their clients. 

On the other hand, in some of the more populous states, rela-

tively large institutions for the older, more criminally sophisticated 

juveniles and youths are almost indistinguis:lable from adult security 

prisons. 

4.01 JUVENILE CORRECTIONS IN PENNSYLVANIA 

Dr. Jerome Miller recently was appointed by the Governor of 

Pennsylvania to head a reorganized department of youth services, whose 

principal function was to operate the state1s facilities for juvenile 

delinquents. This administrator became celebrated as the Commissioner 

of Youth Services in Massachusetts who successfully closed down the 
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state1s juvenile institutions in 1972, thereby earning the unmiti

gate'd enmity of the employee unions--AFSCME National :Office in 

particular. The National Office of AFSCME went so far as to publish 

a report, "Out of Their Beds and Into the Streets", which emphasized 

all possible negative outcomes of the juvenile corrections re'forms 

in Massachusetts. The booklet is intended to reinforCe union members 

elsewhere in their struggles to protect their own institutions and 

jobs from similar r'eforms. The AFSCHE National Office sent a commun-

ication to the Governor of Pennsylvania opposing Miller's appointment. 

It is hot known if the SEIU r which represents a large part of the 

Youth ServicF) Department's professional employees, also objected to 
'--'~~ 

Miller's appointment. 

To be forewarned is to be forearmed. The already organized 

employees of the Pennsylvania institutions have typecast Miller as 

one whose ultimate purpose is unchanged: to deinstitutionalize the 

juvenile justice system. Hiller asserts that he seeks to correct 

existing deplorable conditions; to reduce institutional overcrowding 

by refining the commitment criteria of the juvenile courts, and to 

remove juveniles from the worst institution, the state prison in 

Camp Hill. The latter has been done--no small accomplishment--but 

little else. This seems to be due to the broad scale of resistance 

by the unions, departmental middle management who do not trust their 

new leader or expect him to be in power very long. Inexpl icably, 

many other influential elements of the juvenile justice system, 

judges, reform leaders, and legislators, have not been as supportive 
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as would be expected, considering the poor conditions of juvenile 

systems, both state and local institutions. Miller's considerable 

abilities, his reform dedication, and great energy have been dampened 

in P6!~nsylvania in 1975-76. This has been the period immediatel'y 

following AFSCME's success in winning representation of over 75 per-

cent of the state employees under the new collective bargaining 

statute. 

4.02 CORRECT J ONAL SERV I CES I N NEW YORK C lTV 

The City of New York Department of Correction is almost unique 

among local adult correctional systems. While large in size, it is 

almost totally involved with the most limited aspects of adult 

corrections--pretria1 detention, since most of its sentenced mis-

demeanants are by agreement transferred to the State because of 

inadequate facilities in the City. 

New York City correctional officers have long been represented 

in collective bargaining ~nd have acquired one of the most generous 

employee benefit packages in the United States. One of the reasons 

for this is their union's political strength; another is the City 

ordinance providing for correctional officer salary parity with the 

police department. Since July 1975, the annual salary range for 

correctional officers has been $13,673 to $17,458, and there are 

longevity adjustments of $100 (yearly) for each five years of service 

to a maximum annual salary of $17,858. Additionally. there is a 

salary cost-of-living clause in their contract, an annual uniform 
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allowance of $265, 12 paid holidays, 20-27 days annual vacation, free 

health and hospitalization insurance, a City-paid annuity fund, a 
-:-\ 

generous pension plan, and 11 ••• leave with pay for the full period of 

any incapacity due to illness; injury or mental or physical defect, 

whether or not service connected ... ". Night differentials are 10 

percent of the officers' salary rate. Thus, a night shift officer 

with four years experience would receive an annual salary of $19,203. 

With overtime at time and one-half, nearly all correctional 

officers' annual salaries well exceed $20,000. Since their pension 

plan is based on the highest paid rate, an offic~r promoted for only 

one day will retire with that higher rate used for calculating the 

pension payments (similar to the practice in Pennsylvania and Wisconsin). 

4.03 PROBATION AND PAROLE IN PENNSYLVANIA 

The major administrative problems in state probation and parole 

under collective bargaining are the reduced work week, overtime 

provisions and seniority provisions in transfers and promotions. 

In most probation and parole agencies, the work week is a fict,ional 

40 hours. The professionalism of the job has long been established 

with probation officer trainees recruited from college graduates with 

additional pertinent graduate work or experience. Evening calls, 

late night trips to the jail, and writing reports at home at one 

time were done without added compensation or compensating time off. 

Collective bargaining in the Pennsylvania Bureau of Probation 

and Parole brought about a 37t-hour work week--the same as other 
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state white-collar workers. While the objective was higher pay, 

the state already had a higher rate t!1an Philadelphia County or 

any other probation department in Pennsylvania. The reduced work-

week was expected to produce considerably more paid overtime, which 

has failed to materialize. The contract with AFSCME covers state 

probation and parole officers, whi le the Service Employees Inter

national Uniorr (SEIU) tepresents the prison-based correctional 

counselors, as well as the youth services classes of juvenile court 

consultants, youth services consultants, youth development counselors, 

and residential group work supervisors. (This bargainlng unit 

structure is unfortunate since it divides closely related classes 

into separate units.) 

The AFSCME contract recogni zes that the workweek of probati on 

and pa ro 1 e offi cers is \lemp 1 oyee contro 11 ed." Accordi ng 1 y, such 

employees may work three l2~-hour days due to the work demands, 

thereby exhausting their 37~-hour workweek. Additional work beyo~d 

this time would require prior authorization of the supervisors, 

who also would have the rIght to review the regular week's work. 

Since there were limited overtime funds available, there was little 

overtime. 

The effect of this workweek change, however, should have been 

more apparent since the actual time worked by the probation and 

parole staff had been substantially reduced, particularly since it 

occurred during a period of rapidly increa~ing caseloads. A deeper 

examination of this question is warranted. 
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The geographical dispersion of state probation and parole staff-

here as elsewhere--tends to hold many to their present work area with 

its social and economic ties. Promotional (·')pportunities, therefore, 

are often voluntarily limited by the employee himself to his present 

area. Seniority problems are otherwise typical and would apply to 

special training and staff assignments in a given area where more than 

one employee is interested. In Pennsylvania, the two years of unioniza

tion of the state probation and parole officers has not produced any 

unusual improvements in ciirt;'ct compensation benefits, which remain 

relatively low in comparison with other industrial states. 

4.04 PROBATION SERVICES IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

The Los Angeles County Probation Department has long been 

regarded as one of the leading probation departments in the nation. 

Its operations involve over 5~200 employees, including both adult 

and juvenile cases, making it the largest such agency in the United 

States including all levels of government. It also operates a 

variety of juvenile institutions. 

The 2,100 deputy probation officers (DPOs) have had un employee 

association for approximately 25 years. With the other departmental 

bargaining units, there is a total of 23 collective bargaining 

contracts involved. Currently, AFSCME represents the DPOs and most 

other groups, but the DPO supervisors belong to the "Supervisory 

Deputy Probation Officers Union ll which is a unit of the County 

Employees Association. 
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In this large governmental bureaucracy, which also involves 

the central staff agencies of the county and particularly the county 

personnel department, management-union problems are extraordinarily 

complex, and union contract administration imposes continuously 

expanding demands on management resources. For example, since the 

union contract in 1964, three additional positions were required 

in the department personnel office for increased union contract-

related workload. The principal problem areas are: 

1. Seniority transfers from less to more desirable 
parole district offices; 

2. Provisions for appointment of women (every third 
appointment) and minority probation officers 
(varies); 

3. Political end runs successfully executed by union 
leaders to the members of the County Board of 
SUpervisors (the unions have already given testi
monial dinners for two members); 

4. Disciplinary action can be grieved through both 
the civil service system and to compulsory arbitra
tion throug(1 the union contract; 

5. Separate, county-wide ne90tiations with unions over 
economic issues and between each department and 
union on working conditions; 

6. Efforts to secure legislation and other commitments 
through contracts to "protect the current probati on 
officer rolell (in the face of the recent state pol icy 
to curtail parole to a I imit of one year of super-
vi s ion) . 

A description of the Los Angeles County Probation Department is 

less revealing of the problem than consideration of the organization 

of the Countyls central personnel agency, the director of which 
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reports immediately to the Board of Supervisors and to the Civil 

Service Commission. The organization chart of this Department 

provides no reference to its relationship to the Chief Administrative 

Officer whose management functions presumably are primarily in the 

fiscal area--that Is, budgeting, accounting, revenue, and the over

seeing of disbursements. The key po.sitions in terms of labor relations 

in this agency are shown in Figure 6, The particular factors to high~ 

light are: (1) Unions provide political support to members of the 

Board of Supervisors and have ready access to those members. 

(2) The Board of Supervisors has both executive and legislative powers. 

(3) The Board of Supervisors can formally and informally through 

individual members give policy directions to the Director of Personnel. 

(4) The Director of Personnel has both collective bargaining powers 

and the direct power to implement many negotiated items involving 

classification and compensation. And (5) primary responsibility for 

employee relations is carried out by a person four levels below the 

Director of Personnel. This could severely restrict the teamwork 

of central staff where several deputy directors, branch chiefs, and 

division chiefs are involved peripherally in the collective bargaining 

process. It may be unfortunate that the Chief of Employee Relations, 

Research and Standards, does not report to the Employee Relations 

Administrator and to the Director of Personnel. 

In extensive interviews with probation and central personnel 

executives and union officials, nearly all reported that the system 

was operating well, that they had no great problems, and that most 
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problems mentioned were related to some other office or official's 

functions in this process, Management in probation feels that the 

major problem has to do with the seniority bidding system which was 

", , , given away with the first contract,lI Since problems in 

employee relations appeared to be very difficult for officials to 

discuss, it is likely that they were much greater than stated. 

I NPACT 

Robert N. Kharasch described the problem with his Law of 

I nva ri ab 1 e Accomp 1 i shment: "An i nst i tut ion w ill always accomp Ii sh 

its internally-perceived purpose,II2 tn this case, the purpose of 

the agency seems to have been largely directed toward its bureau

cratic survival through employee relations at the expense of its 

responsibilities to clients and to the committing criminal and 

j uven i le courts. 

Not only in the Los Angeles County Probation Service is there 

considerable evidence of the "crushed individual'l where ", •• the 

machinery of state is seen as grinding remorselessly and mechanically 

to destroy all resistance to--what? Resistance, simply. to the 

further operat ion of the remorseless mach inery of the state ,11
3 

The political powers of the unions, combined with the phalanx 

of "neutral" operatives and minor bureaucrats in the public agencies, 

can produce we i ghty confl i cts for the goa I-ori ented profess ional 
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administrator. He, too, needs the job; he has financial ties 

to the agency's ~etirement plan; and his savings often are 

modest. Our system of government has checks and balances seldom 

discussed in managemant literature. In other words, when political 

or higher executive directives contradict sound principles of 

management, public accountability, or professional convictions, 

the "classic" administrator refuses to carry out the orders by 

resigning. Most, however, fail to do this. Rationalization is 

ascendant, and the compromised executive becomes even more ready 

for the next compromise. 

The public employee unions have become a major factor in 

th is moral issue. The successful admi'n."!strator is prepared 

and equipped to \'Jork and live at the confluence of political 

and executive pO\'/ers. Seldom, however, has resistance to pol itical 

pressures been so obviously dangerous to management's own future 

as it is under conditions of employee organization for collective 

bargaining. 

A high priority must be placed on goveinment planning for the 

future, under employee collective bargaining, to protect the 

integrity o! the professional administrator and to more firmly 
", 

establisn in administrative processes a primary focus on fulfillment 
n 

of the agency's purpose. 
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CHAPTER V 

FUTURE ISSUES 

American public sector unions may be thought of as being in an 

adolescent period of their deVelopment, while the mature state correc-

tlons agencies are in "future shockll~~ from their initial experiences 

with collective bargaining. Both may be expected to change consider~ 

ably over the next decade and many forces and events will help to 

shape these changes. 

There is no way to predict the effects of all the changes wryich 

will occur in both state corrections and the correctional union • 
.. ;y, 

While the future of the two are int('~rdependent, there are other )'ola-

tionships wbich influence the state correctional function: 

8\ The economy of the United States and elsewhere; 

& The crime rate; 

Q Evolution in law enforcement and judicial policies and 

pro:::edures; 

e New correctional policy by legislation and court decisions; 

& Serendipity or unexpected new conditions (including political 

developments). 

What can be expected is that many problems or issues in this field 

will be resolved--some for the first time and others as a planned 

*The speedup of technological and social change that causes severe 
personal and organizational dislocation. Described by Alvin Toffler 
in Future Shock, Random House, 1970, New York. 
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change from CUf.:G!1t pol icy or practice. 

Ten Future Issues - Summary 

I. How shall the need for prisoner representation be handled? 

2. Will service-wide unions be recognized and how will that affect both 

collective bargaining and the state government? 

3. How can a realistic, workable plan be devised for the necessary 

discipli~e and discharge of unsatisfactory public employees? 

4. (a) What mechanisms can be used to efficiently reorganize and reshape 

public agencies where the el imination of large numbers of jobs is 

involved? (b) How can policy options be kept alive and encouraged 

to permit the use of service delivery systems based on contracted 

service~ to other governmental agencies and the private sector? 

5. Can equal employment opportunity and affirmative action programs 

continue until they are no longer needed? 

. ':~ 

6. Can the role of the union in formulating correctional policy be 

clarified? Can a share of accountability for results be fixed on 

the unions? 

7. How can the productivity of state corrections be substantially 



and continuously improved? Will unions h2lp or hinder these efforts? 

8. When and how will public employee unions be subject to publ ic fiscal 

accountabil ity? Public audit? Disc)~sure of contributions of financial 

and in-kind services to political candidates, officeholders, or pol it-

ical parties? 

9. How will unfair practices of labor and public management be defined 

and reported and appropriate sanctions imposed on the organizations 

or agents involved? 

10. Will management dispute resolution procedures be instituted to enable 

the operating agency department head to appeal matters negotiated 

by the state Jabor relations executive? 

Future Issues - Commentary 

1. How shall the need for prisoner representation be handled? 

While prisoners probably should have the benefit of a collective 

bargaining system for representation of their rights, benefits, and 

working conditions, this may not necessarily be beneficial to the 

prison or to prisoners in the short run. But in the long run, 

accommodations must be made. It is hoped that existing correctional 

employee unions will be constructive in devising an independent' 

prisoner representational plan which is relatively compatible with 

union and prison management interests. (The alternative, unfortunately, 
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is to allow the encroachment of lawyers and ombudsmen into an ever

expanding adversary role in prisoner representation.) 

2. When will service-wide unions be reco~nized and how will that affect 

both collective bargaining"and the state government? 

In some states 1 one union (AFSCME) already includes more than 

70% of all state employees in its membership, but in various bar

gaining units. In such cases, negotiations involving the dominant 

union normally set the outer limits of what the minor unions can obtain 

from negotiations. These states are virtually unuer a service-wide 

union similar to its precursor--the state employee association--and 

these unions would be only nominally stronger if they had total 

representation rights. It is speculated that these giant unions 

necessarily would be more responsive to overall state needs. nn 

a unit-by-unit basis, certain functions or services are given more 

attention than others by virtue only of the skill and power of the 

union which represents them. 

3. How can a realistic, workable plan be devised for the necessary 

discipline and discharge of unsatisfactory public employees? 

This remains a chronic problem of publ Ic. administration. As 

more and more persons are employed for lifetime positions in public 

service, it is essential to raise the quality of their performance 

over time. Even where it can be demonstrated that managerial neglect 

has resulted in large numbers of lncompetent persons passlng their 
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probationary periods and acquiring civil service status, as well as 

union membership, permanent immunity from reasonable performance 

standards should not be provided--as it is now. 

4(a). What mechanisms can be used to efficiently reorganize and reshape 

public agencies where the elimination of large numbers of jobs is 

involved? 

In the private sector, ineffective and inefficient organizations 

go out of business. In government, the life of an agency seldom 

depends on quality of performance. The high costs of government 

reflect, to some extent, an irrational preservation of those agencies 

which should be aliowed to die or to go out of busines~. The state 

could make arrangements for retraining a,nd placemeryt assistance to 

employees displaced as a result of agency lldeath". 

4(b). How can policy options be kept alive and encouraged to permit the use 

of service delivery systems based on contracted services to other 

governmental agencies and the private sector? 

Generally, contracting out of governmental services is anathema 

'to the public service unions. However, interests seeking more produc

tive and responsive governmental services should not be prevented 

from evaluating and selecting on that basis the best means of service 

del ivery. 

5. Can equal employment opportunity and affirmative action programs 
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continue until they are no longer nee~ed? 

These programs experience greatest difficulty in state prison 

organizations and they must be continued longer to achieve the 

desired penetration of under-represented groups. 

6. Can the role of the union in formulating ~orrectional policy be 

clarified? Can a share of accountability for results be fixed on 

the unions? 

The problem with a unEon's effective representations with regard 

to a public policy matter is that the union is not accountable for 

results. For example, union representations to the effect that 

prisoner excapes will be reduced by legislatively authorizing substan

tial new staffing levels should be tested by experience. Practices 

should be abolished where the new expenditure has been found to be 

needless. 

7. How can the productivity of state corrections be substantially and 

continuously improved? Will unions help or hinder these efforts? 

This question presumes that the goal is union cooperation in 

achieving increased productivity. Progress will be difficult if that 

cooperation is lacking. Private sector arrangements beh-Ieen manage

ment and unions have tended to provide a two-level arrangement for 

planned reduction in manpower demands. For example, as the maritime 

shipping industry went to container loading of ships, the longshoremen 

and warehousemen unions received: (1) the benefits of temporary 
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levels of overstaffing in the transition and special retraining and 

severance compensation for those laid off; and (2) a special benefit 

fund created by annual payments by the companies of a share of the 

cost reduction realized due to the new loading system. 

Would it be feasible for the state to "buyout" obsolete agencies 

by some equivalent arrangements for the employees displaced? 

8. When and how will publIc employee unions be subject to public fiscal 

accountab i 1 i ty? Public audit? Disclosure of contributions of financial 
"" .... 

and in-kind contributions to political candidates, officeholders. or 

political parties? 

It would appear that greater disclosure of political activity 

and lobbying by unions will evolve on a state-by-state basis. Similar 

activities by other lobbying organizations have come under gQvernment 

regulation and publ ic disclosure to varying degrees in m~"st states. 

National legislation also may be anticipated in this area as a 

part of a national public employees labor relation act. 

Unions have many concerns about such regulation and cOfitrol, 

particularly where governmental review of their affairs may be used 

to harass the unions and frustrate their legitimate relations with 

employees. 

9. How will unfair practices of labor and public management be defined 

and reported and appropriate sanctions imposed on the organizations 

or agents involved? 
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Unfair practices occur with sufficient frequency to be recognized 

as a problem. However, the nature of political relationships serves 

to encourage de facto amnesty for such practices once the disputed 

issues are resolved. 

It would seem that the public interest would be better served 

by establishing a means whereby reporting to the public employees 

relations commission or other agency for review and disciplinary action 

regarding an unfair, improper, and perhaps illegal activity which may 

take place during labor negotiations and disputes would not depend 

on the judgment of a state executive. 

This might obtain by a statutory requirement that all actions 

which are illegal (by definition), such as an illegal employee strike, 

regardless of how the dispute is resolved, should be investigated 

and brought before an appropriate court or commission. Without such 

regulation, blatant violations of the public laws by pUblic.safety 

employees result in little or no disciplinary action against the 

employees or unions involved once a new agreement or settlement is 

reached between the disputants. It is particularly distressing in 

the corrections field for prisoners to observe de facto approval of 

the state for the illegal acts of striking prison employees! striking, 

destruction of public property, providing false reports (ir. "sick-

outs"), conspiracy, extortion, or misappropriation of government 

property. 

10. Will management dispute resolution procedures be instituted to enable 
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the operating agency department head to appeal matters negotiated 

by the state labor relations executive? 

Many state governors may be unwill ing to referee disputes between 

the employee relations director and all of the line agencies of the 

state. Neither the employee relations director nor the employee union 

officials will want to encourage the practice, unless equal appeal 

rights for the unions are provided. If that were the case, the governor 

would become the state negotiator. The problem thus appears almost 

insoluble. The solution is a delicate matter, but appropriate arrange-

ments must be made to correct the deficiencies in a sometimes divided 

executive branch. Multi-unit bargaining by a single management repre-

sentative is a logical, efficient means of administering the process, 

but the state negotiator needs to function in a "chief of staffl! role, 

with the department heads comprising the staff, and not as the governor!s 

exclusive agent in this activity. 

EXPECTATIONS FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYEE RELATIONS REFORM 

It seems likely that some additional regulation of collective 

bargainin? in the public sector will occur. The forms or frequency 

of abuse which have occurred do not seem to diminish with the passage 

of time or growing experience with state-employee union relations. 

Court rulings and future legislation prospects are unusually dynamic. 

Even if diminishment of criticized practices can be expected 

in the future, the public losses may be irreversible. For example, 

a Ilhorse-tradell of increased state contributions to an employee pension 
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plan.for a no-pay increase contract may provide a thousand times 

greater benefit to the empioyees and will not be subject to change 

in the future. 

The present situation protects the fruits of illegal negotiating 

procedures to the same degree as those obtained by a proper or legal 

negotiating and ratification process. There are too many incentives 

for the concealment of state-union contract deals. At the moment, 

where they are already established as a major representative of the 

state's employees, the unions' power can be greater in their limited 

area of interest than that of the governor or the legislature and 

can be used to the special advantage of certain groups of public 

employees {and to the disadvantage of others)--all usually without 

public visibility or accountability for results. 

p. System Going Out of Control 

In state corrections the public unions have created greater 

power for correctior·.:.l officers than other prison employee groups. 

Such power sometimes is used to the disadvantage of state prisoners 

and the criminal justice system as a whole. The abuses of correc

tional union powers seldom are widely publicized since those who 

perceive them are silent because they are vulnerable to retaliation 

by the unions (acting through the governor or other officials) and 

those who cooperate with the unions are rewarded for their efforts. 

In other words, the state's management negotiating team at the 

outset is always a direct and indirect beneficiary of mar.y of the 
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benefits and working conditions under negotiation for the employees. 

At the same time 1 the chief executive (governor) and the top state 

labor relations officers too often are beholden to the union leaders. 

Additionally; the traditional checks and balances of state government 

have been eroded by the direct influence of public labor union le,aders 

on legislators. While many legislators do not actively seek labor 

approval, they are reluctant to incur labor's opposition. 

Remedy 

It is time to organize and convene the national commission neces

sary to commence the studies and considerations which would lead to 

the introduction and passage of a national public employee relations 

act. Such legislation would be designed to authorize public sector 

collective bargaining and to define processes and sta[~ards more unique 

to the peculiarities of government whose integrity and ability to make 

and carry out public pel icy is paramount. 

The Complexity of Management and Systems Growth 

The field of corrections--embedded in both the complex relation

ships of the criminal justice system and the larger systems of the 

urban community (family, employment, health services, education; and 

welfare)--copes poorly with the dynamics of 1970's inflation, reces

sion, rising crime rates, greater ske~ticism of correctional efficacy, 

rapidly increasing prisoner populations, and public emp10yee unionism. 
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This point is close to Alvin Toffler1s discussion of the emerging 

"Eco-Spasmll: 

In even the sl~plest division of labor workers 
must expend energ,y on two different functions: one 
is actually doing'the job; the other is maintaining 
liaison with others who participate in the process. 
The ditchdigger, the weaVer, the spinner, the 10ng
shoreman--not to mantion the research chemist or 
stress engineer--must devote some time and energy 
to this liaison. The digger may say to his buddy, 
"Hey, a little deeper on the leftll or, HTime to get 
started again!1I Even these abbreviated, seemingly 
simple messages are absolutely essential to coordi
nating the work of any group. 

As the society grows more differentiated, the 
balance between these two compohents of work-
Ilproduction ll and III iaisonll--shifts, and more energy 
must go into the liaison component, which is why we 
have today so many millions of people racing around 
with pieces of paper--clerks, expediters, supervisors, 
assistant vice-presidents, coordinators, and bureau
crats. More and more human energy must flow into 
the process of information exchange in order to 
maintain equilibrium in the work system as a whole. 
As a result, there is a fundamental change, not 
merely in the occupations of people (a decline in 
blue-collar employment, an increase in white-collar), 
but a shift in the kinds of personalities preferred 
in the work force t?)eople who I1get along" with 
others). 

This process of white-col1arization and the 
push for what David Riesman termed 1I0ther-directed
ness ll are both related, however, to rising levels 
of social, as distinct from purely economic) 
diversity. Advancing technology requires more 
labor division; this, in turn, fosters variety in 
the population. But simultaneously the new profu
sion of life-styles, subcultures, ethnic groupings, 
regional specialties, recreational "affinity groupsll 
all generate demand for a proliferation of varied 
goods and services. 

This demand for varied new products and services 
brings with it a proliferation of varied new work 
processes, alternative work toutines for both blue 
and white collars, so that we wind up with more 
differentiSlted, individual ized people doing more 
diverse tasks. And this vastly escalates, once 
more» the costs of coordination, laying a hidden 
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tax, as it were, on the economy and contributing 
to v/hatever inflationary pressures arise from 
other sources. The problem involves more than 
money, however; it involves control as well. 
Thus .•• it becomes increasingly difficult to 
model the labyrinth of variables in such a web 
of social ~nd physical systems and any system 
that cannot be modeled cannot be managed ••. 

It may be getting harder, in both human and 
in economic terms, to get anything done. It is 
as though there were an extra barrier of inertia 
to get through--a rise in internal friction that 
translates into inflationary cost. Thus, the 
system, just by trying to hang together a little 
longer, finds itself faced with a new economic 
dilemma ... The proportion of gross national product 
that must be spent in mediating conflicts, con
trolling crime, protecting consumers and the 
environment, providing ever more com~rehensive 
bureaucratic coordination, and generally trying 
to maintain {social homeostasis' begins to grow 
exponentially.* 

In these broad terms, the problems of government, not corrections 

alone, seem beyond comprehension or resolution in the future. The 

public employee unions, however, are not the cause of the problem 

but a significant factor in dealing with it. 

Administrative Problems; Pol itical Answers 

The concerns of all Americans with the problems of crime, jus-

tice, and corrections know no political home. In running for elected 

offices, members of both major parties have devised attractive policies 

and postures. However, such policies have very little correlation 

with post-election affairs of either the executive or the legi~lative branch. 

*Alvin Toffler, The Eco-Spasm Report, pp. 30-33, Bantam Books, 
March 1975. 
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Currently, the reform components of both political parties are 

almost always found at the left of the mainstream. Reform, it seems, 

is not always radical or "social istid'. According to social ist 

Michael Harrington, 11 ••• every change in the system has to be presented 

primarily as a prop for the status quo, The inherent value of a 

reform--the fact that it ~ a reform--has to be carefully ignored. 

The obligatory conservative rationales for liberal ideas then influence 

the actual draft of legislation and the practice of government policy.* 

National labor organizations are active in electing liberal, 

Democratic party candidat~ and in supporting more collective bargainihg 

rights (private sector and public) and the Humphrey-Hawkins Bill to 

create a national economic planning capability and foster a national 

full-employment program. At the same time, both liberal and conserva

tive state correctional admini:strators are beinH thlt/arted by the "status 

quoism" of state and local unions, The only direction that corrections 

may go by consensus is tc reform the reform developments: Discontinue 

efforts to reduce the unnecessary use of incarceration; stop expanding 

the resources for community supervision and tt"eatment of offenders; 

and decrease the use of existing community resources, including con

tracting for certain correctional services. The thrust of every 

state-union contract is to expand the institutional security elements 

of corrections while increasing its costs of operation and decreasin!l 

the areas of opportunity for future changes desfgned to improve the 

~1:Michael Harrington, "Two Areas for Social ismll , Harpers, October 1976. 
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p~rformance of the state correctional system. 

Aspects of this situation are paradoxical. Ullion members suffer 

. as many losses to criminals as any other social groun, except the 

lowest income ghetto residents. Also, union members pay a proportion

utely higher percentage of their income in taxes than any other employed 

group. Still, the results of their state collective bargaining efforts 

to date may have reduced the cap~Gity of the correctional services to 

prevent future crime by proven and committed offenders. They also have 

increased th~ costs of financing the correctional services, which appear 

to correct less and less and actually may increase crime by previously 

incarcerated persons. 

The moral of this commentary? That planning is not planned. 

That any attempt to conceive a rational publ ic employee relations 

policy must b~ one which is compatible with the development or evolu

tion of pOlicies and practices which are more effective in meeting 

their social purpose. The overriding fact is that 11 ••• it is not an 

idea which penetrates and shapes reality when its time has come. It 

is a process in which the major actors--politicians, worker's, conserv

atives and liberals, intellectuals and the rest--behave in a manner 

that is predictable after the fact but difficult to anticipate. There 

is a rationality in the confusion ... described. The plan is determined, 

not by the dictates of social reason, but by the power configuration 

of the society .•. I1* 

Such realizations, considered with the empirical findings of the 

,.~ Ibid. 
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MERle research in 16 states, tend to provide independent support to 

Sam Zagorlals conclusions In 1972 on the future of collective bar-

gaining in government: 

While there will continue to be large islands 
of nonrepresentation and numerous subjects verboten 
for discuss ion, the growth pattern of pub 1 i c<un Ion i sm 
of the 1960s will continue unabated in the seventies. 
This development will have far-reaching consequences 
for publ ic employers, publ ic workers, and the public 
generally. The pattern of government employer-employee 
relations, once like father to 5011, is more likely to 
become that of partners, usually pulling together in 
mutual interest, but periodically fall ing apart as 
bitteG adVersaries. For the old-time public adminis
tratolr, the change will appear so drastic, it will 
seem like a revolution in traditional government. 

Public employee unions seek to be and will soon become full 

partners in state and local governmental operations in those 

functions w~ere direct services are provided (e.g., education, 

police, hospitals, prisons) as distInct from control and regulatory 

functions (e.g., state revenue and finance, banking, insurance, 

real estate, vocational standards, land Use planning, and economic 

development). These powers ar'e concentrated in those government 

services which not ~nly directly affect the most people, but also 

comprise the major portion of total state expenditures. The 

unions' powers include the sele.::tlon and tenurF.. of the top execu-

tive gubernatorial appointments. Yet the unions seem to have 

~ political accountability for the consequences of their policies 

and actions. 
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Political Reaction 

It is too soon to assess the long-term impact of alleged union 

excesses in New York City and San francisco, where u~ion activities 

are blamed for great economic harm to the city governments through 

their negotiation of excessive benefits and political activiry to 

effect them through the process of legislative ratification. Much 

of the reaction may have been misdirected to a curtailment of the 

scope of negotiations (e.g., confine pay negotiations to prevailing 

pay survey data from independent sources), whereas the more logical 

response would be to deal with political and management processes 

which obviously were inadequate. As has been previously recommended, 

state union-enabling legisJatlon should be amended to provide for 

more public visibility of the process: What has been negotiated, 

what are its costs and other effects and who approved it? (See 

Issue 1.04, Chapter 1, for discussion of this topic.) 

While it may seem a serious problem with which a democratic 

government must cope, public agency collective bargaining ultimately 

may prove to be the greatest political reform since the United States 

Constitution. The government--from its political leadership and 

representatives through its administrative organizations for execu-

tion of public policY"-may become responsive through the greater 

participation of the nation's workers in these offices. In correc-

tions, collective bargaining has raised tke financial costs of 

prisons to a level more close to what they should have cost many 

years ago. Now both the funds to be saved by successful offender 

diversions from prison, early release, and decriminalization of some 
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of thE' so-called "victimless crimes ll
, and the full costs of corec

tional programs certainly is encouraged by cost/benefit analysis 

where costs keep increasing and benefits or performance continue 

to decrease. 
I 

/ 

The Relationships of Private and Public ~nions 

The demise of the union in private industry may not be as indi

cated--the emergence of public ownership of i'10re private production 

and heretofore non-governmental servIces. A more likely outcome, it 

is speculated, is union and employee ownership of these private 

firms. The unions, through their pension fund investments, own an 

increasingly large portion of the largest corporations in America. 

Additionally, the rapid growth in the 1960 l s and 1970's of profit

sharing plans via stock distribution to employees accelerates. 

If the unions together owned more than 50% of a private corpora

tion, it would have great difficulty in doing more than it does now 

when its ownership is involved; it does not vote its stock. To do 

otherwise would bring about a situation in which the unions would be 

negotiating with themselves and with other unions. For example, 

hypothetically, how would the majority union--say, the United Auto 

Workers (UAW)--in negotiating with General Motors which it owns with 

other unions, bargain in "good faith" with GM management and the 

other subsidiary uni.ons? The interests of the unic\n to (1) preserve 

the viability of the organization it depends on as a provider of 

jobs and (2) negate the impact of cost-of-living changes on workers' 
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real income, probably would lead them to provide a corporate manage

ment independent of the unions. 

In the pub] Ic sector, how close the unions are to ha~,ng the 

power to "pull the string" on the state executive and many in the 

legislature is speculative. However, the unions are private or9ani

zations and competition continues between them and with local Inde

pendent unions and employee associations. Union power. therefore, 

finds itself in the uncomfortable position of not only negotiating 

with itself, but also eventually being held accountable by the 

majority of workers (and others) who are not organized, for high 

taxes and the inequity of public workers' compensation and benefits 

when they gross 1 y exceed that of non-governmenta 1 workl~rs. 

LEGAL AND LEGISLATIVE OUTLOOK 

The United State Supreme Court made a fullng in 1976 in National 

League of Cities v. Usery that has rocked the field of public sector 

collective bargaining. In effect, this ruling found unconstitutional 

the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) which were 

previously held to apply to state and local government--in this case, 

minimum wage standards. 

Michael S. Gordon describes National. League of Cities v. Usery., 

in which the court held that Congress exceeded its authority under 

the Commerce Clause of the Constitution, as casting grave doubt on 

the ability of the Federal Government to regulate state and local 

government pension plans under the Commerce Clause. This uncertainty 
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could in turn create a question regarding the jurisdiction of Coo-

gressional labor committees to write such legislation as the 

Employee Retirement Income Secutity Act (RISA) for public employee 

plans. These committees up to now have llsidestepped the explosive 

issue" of public employee pensions. ERISA, enacted in 1974 over 

private pension plans, exempted government pensions from the law 

and designated the matter for further study.* 

In the past year several significant public labor law issues 

were resolved or created by court decisions and some cases now 

before the court may result in others. 

The American Bar Association held an Imtitute on Labor Rela-

tions Law i~ the Pub 1 ic Sector, November 18-19, 1976, in Chicago. 

Selections from the many presentations, as produced in the Govern-

ment Employee Relations Report*, are presented below. 

":Michael S. Gordon, liThe Polittcs and Perils of Reforming Publ ie 
Employee Pension Plans", .smployee l'eneftts Journal, Fall, 1976. 

'~GERR, No. 68S, B-7-18, Nov. 29.1976, Bureau of National Affairs, 
Washington, D.C. 
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Harry T. Edwards, Harvard Law Sc~ool: 

1/ ... desp i te the I cEiHa i n un i que problems I associated 
with co11ective bargaining in the public sector, most parti
cipants in the field accept bargaining as a reality. And 
they are now reappraising this reality ... jn light of the 
recent periods of fiscal crisis. 11 

That reappraisal stems from several causes and 
effects, including the right to strike debate t which 
continues to simmer. However, strikes have become a 
cost-saving phenomenon during fiscal crises because 
salaries donlt have to be paid and there is a larger 
labor force from which to draw replacements. 

Theodore Sacks, general counsel Michigan State AFL-CIO 

Re: National League of Cities, "Who would have 
suggested that in this Bicentennial Year the Tenth 
Amendment would be born again?" In recent years 
Congress has enacted major legislation affecting the 
public sector--1966 Amendments to the Fair Labor 
Standards Act, the Economic Stabilization Act of 1970~ 
Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, 1974 FLSA 
amendments and the Equal Pay Act and Age Discrimin
ation Act. 

IICongress has long granted funds to the states, 
and nobody supposed there was a serious constitutional 
problem. 

HBoth sides are writing with considerable 
vigor and wr~tlng with considerable doubt as to 
where we go from here." Further, decisions issued 
subsequent to the National League of Cities case 
have upheld the 1972 extension of Title VII to public 
employees. District court decisions since that case 
have held that the Equal Pay Act is not affected by 
National League of Cities. That decision, however, 
"clearly precludes" congressional regulation of 
minimum wage and overtime provisions under the 
commerce clause and would appear to also "equally 
preclude" state publ ic sector bargaining laws. 
What the decision means for collective bargaining 
in the public sector is "not clear". 

Post-National League of Cities, therefs 
the question of whether Congress can exercise its 
constitutional spending power by conditioning the 
receipt of money by states on their meeting certain 
standards. Historically, Congress has been given 
livery broad authority" under the spending clause 
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in Article I of the Constitution .•. until National 
League of Cities the commerce clause "was believed 
to have greater force" than that granted under the 
spending clause . 

•.. cities and municipalities will now, in 
effect, ask for a reversal of the decision, because 
they are "happyl1 to get federal funds. 

"There are certainly going to be very prac
tical pressures in a direction contrary to National 
League of Cities." The decision itself "reflects 
a drastic change" in the Supreme Court, and where 
it will go from here is IIquestionable". 

Donald E. Elisburg, general counsel for the Senate Labor and Public 
Welfare Committee: 

National League of Cities is unprecedented 
as it affects labor standards in the public sector. 
Options for legislation in public sector bargaining 
lido exist," but they are apparently Iisomewhat 
1 imited. '1 An outright extension of Taft-Hartley to 
the public sector or the creation of a separately 
administered law IIwould require the Congress to walk 
a slippery constitutional road. 1I 

Congress could enact a series of standards for 
state and local government agencies, but unless that 
approach to bargaining is an Iladvisory" one, it is 
not clear how the National League of Cities decision 
can be surmounted with the court as it is constituted. 

Another approach would be to use the Congres
sional purse strings--to condition receipt of revenue 
sharing funds on state and local governments I meeting 
certain standards. 

I'Thus, the renewed interest in publ ic sector 
bargaining will likely be focused on a series of 
procedures that state and local agencies would have 
to follow In order t() qual ify for the federal funds. 1I 

Congressional proponents of public sector bar
gaining still believe that some form of standards 
is necessary to el iminate the IIhodge-podgell of laws. 
Any statute would have to include provisions for 
enforcement, scope of bargaining, unit determina
tions, and unfair labor practices. None of these 
provisions would be controversial, "once the deci
sion has been made to strike, and if so, for whom. 

III would venture to sayi-hat any congressional 
enactment in the form of standards approach would 
inevitably provide for some form of judicial relief 
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with respect to limiting or prohibiting work 
stoppages in the public safety labor disputes. 

But Congress is not at present IInecessarily 
sympathetic" to passage of public sector legis
lation. And in view of National League of Cities, 
it "hardly matters" that President-elect Carter, 
rather than President Ford, will be occupying the 
White House. 

The out look for 'I some form ll of pub Ii c employee 
legislation is thus Iidifficult but not hopeless." 

Constitutionality of S~mpulsory Interest Arbitration 

June Weisberger, University of Wisconsin Law School: 

There is an l~pparent lack of current activity 
on the judicial front,1f reflecting in part the 
Supreme Court's National League of Cities ruling. 
That decision "has given renewed comfort to supporters 
of broad sovereignty concepts." 

There are three basic approaches to the consti
tutionality of such legislation: (1) the "old-line 
traditional ist" view that treats any type of publ ic 
sector bargaining as a threat to public management 
sovereignty; (2) new style traditional ists, who 
believe it1s necessary to have a strike threat to 
make bargaining work in the public sector, and thus 
oppose compulsory arbitration schemes; and (3) experi
mentalists who like to explore all possibilities of 
binding third-party arbitration and believe in 
interest arbitration as "a matter of enlightened 
publ ic policy." 

Harold Newman, director of conciliation for the New York Public 
Employment Relations Board: 

While the best type of settlement in collective 
bargaining in the public sector is obviously a volun
tary one, compulsory interest arbitration is valuable 
and amounts to "nothing new" in a situat.ion; IIwhere 
the parties are ready for extreme unction or' SOme
thing else." 

Public sector bargaining statutes provide for a 
['great variety" of compulsory arbitration schemes. 
And studies have shown that the kinds of arbitration 
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awards are strongly influenced by the types of proce
dures which precede them. In addition, the ?roportion 
of cases going into interest arbitration and the 
liability or willingness" to settle theimpasse before 
that point depends on the kind of arbitration that 
awaits the parties. In New York, fact finding is 
treated as a procedure of "special importance," and 
arbitrators are encouraged to use tIle arbitration 
hearing as a "show cause" procedure. 

New York "seeks to discourage the use of interest 
arbitration just because it is there. If there are 18 
steps in the impasse procedure they'll use it." 

He is l~onvinced that the only effective fact 
finding 'l takes place when the fact finder has "mediated 
directly or by osmosis. '1 And fact finding itself Ilis 
a misnomer,1I because lithe parties know what the facts 
areY Rather, fact finding serves as a 'I] ightning rod 
for certain issues" in dispute resolution. 

Binding interest arbitration should be reserved 
until other conciliation methods fail and "shouldn't 
be used unless it is the last arrow in the quiver'" 

Responsibilities in Arbitration 

Arnold M. Zack'.Ebitrator 

Arbitrators in public sector disputes usually 
spring from lithe old guard private, sector,1l and have 
had long experience as contract interpreters, or 
they are some of the "new breed of public sector
spawned med i ators and fact finders .'1 Both types 
have been I'steeped in acceptabi 1 ityll and may be 
found "pushing the parties toward voluntary settle-
ment. 

liThe convent i ona 1 wi sdom dictates that the 
parties at the hearing will present all the perti
nent evidence through testimony and exhibits; that 
the arbitrator will fill in the few gaps in his 
own knowledge of the situation by incisive ques
tioning of the witnesses and challenging of the 
documentation; that the parties will supply concise, 
competent, po t gnan t. and tho rough! y pen,uas i ve 
briefs to turn the arbitratorls head in their 
favor; and that the qrbitrator having been given, 
and having understood this mass of information, 
will then prudently examine the respective posi
tions of the parties. Then, by involving ability 
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to pay, comparability, cost of living increases, or 
other wage criteria, he will apply that standard 
which he finds to be most applicable to the situation 
and most compatible with his statutory mandate. The 
parties have recognized the ultimate wisdom of this 
criterion, will then hail the neutral and his award 
for a masterful job of conflict resolution, drop 
their picket signs, unlock the public buildings, and 
go forward hand in hand to a new era of economic 
and emotional reapproachment. 

"I suggest that the inadequacies of the arbitrator 
when coupled with those of the parties result in a 
practi~e of arbitration that is quite different from 
\.'Jhat the pub] ic expects." 

But the practice of arbitration strays from the 
expectations. The parties are responsible for pro
viding the data, but to the neutral there are some
times so many deficiencies in the presentations that 
the result is a "warped viewll--a gap between what is 
provided and what is needed. The parts of a budget 
that are relevant to the dispute may be omitted from 
the data, the parties may provide J~sts of different 
cities to support their arguments, they don't challenge 
each other's data although given the opportunity, and 
llneither trust the other with factsll such as rates 
in nearby cities or cities of equal size. 

Furthermore, the parties are often lax in ful
filling their share of responsibility for presenting 
information, and seem to have "naive assumptions tl that 
the arbi trators have other sources of information 
about the dispute. In such cases, an arbitrator 
"might wrongly conclude" that the parties don't 
unde rstand the issues, either. It wou 1 d be he 1 pfu T . 
jf the parties met beforehand to compare their infor
mation, but because of Iiour adversary tradition,1I 
those in the public sector "seem uoomed to continue 
with a 1 itigants' orientation." 

Arbitrators are thus faced with conflicting 
standards. Some neutrals are opposed to issuing an 
award--which they feel is equitable--because they 
know it will stimulate a. strike, arid thus they 
render an award that is equally acceptable to both 
parties. Besides the problem of acceptability versus 
equity, arbitrators must consider comparability 
versus ability to pay. This is an increasingly 
crucial question because of the current econom",c 
crunch. 

F i na 11 y, in the pub Ii c sector "there is the 
gnawing question of whether the neutral bears a 
greater responsibility than mere resolution of an 
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impasse between the parties." Arbitrators an~ required 
to weigh the public interest against the demands of 
reaching a settlement, and eventually must "wrestle 
with the conflicting principles and ~ome to a con
clusion that he feels appropriate,11 

Duty t,9 Ba rga i n 

R. Theodore Clark. attorney: 

Reference to "other i..t:rrns and conditions of 
employment" have been the most troublesome phrases 
in resolving negotiability disputes. Many statutes 
which recognize that phrase also provIde for manage
ment rights that are excluded from bargaining. The 
issue of class size illustrates the problem, because 
it is "certainly a working condition ll but it also 
constitutes an important element of educational 
policy. 

This conflict/overlap problem has been 
resolved by classifying a subject as mandatory if 
it is "significantly" related to wages, hours, and 
other terms and conditions of employment. 

Another approach to the problem--the balancing 
standard--takes into consideration the competing 
interests of the parties. 

The balancing test Ilacknowledges that both 
parties have significant interests at stake and that 
these competing interests should be balanced to 
determine how a proposed subject for negotiations 
should be classified. I' 

There is an "emerging national conceptual 
hamework" for determining scope of bargaining 
Issues, and the "key to this framework" is the 
establishment of a balancing approach to resolve 
overlap and confl ict situations. 

! 

Reginald All1eyne. chairman of the Cal ifornia Educational Employment 
Relations Board: 

Many tensions in the emerging public sector 
are manifested at the bargaining table--where the 
public employer may offer its llflrst line of resis
tance" to unions. In the publ ic sector, negotiations 
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implies the sharing of power by employers, and the 
discussion of wages and hours encompasses many ques
tions of negotiability which are more difficult to 
resolve than in the private sector because of the 
presence of other legislation, such as educational 
codes and budgetary statutes. 

Management rights clauses that have been 
included in public sector bargaining legislation 
tend to create more problems than if they hadn1t 
been inc1uded. The Wisconsin statute is "typical" 
in its l"lnguage, which spells out with "specificity" 
a list of management rights. Some sections in 
that 1i st conta in "except iona lJ y broad J anguagell 

that tends to Iiswallow up the bargaining obligation." 
In addition, bargaining scope may be limited 

by stotutory references to other laws which cannot 
be superseded by the collective bargaining statute. 
In Pennsylvania, the parties Ilmust omit anything'l 
in conflict with other statutes or home rule charters 
from their negotiations. 

Robert G. Howlett, chairman of the Federal Service Impasses Panel 
and former chairman of the Michigan Employment Relations Commission: 

Since dollar items are excluded from federal 
sector bargaining under the executive orders, nego
tiations focus on such topics as promotions, checkoff, 
contracting out, grievance and arbitration, parking 
lots, and desk locations. Promotions, which are a 
IIsignificanttl subject of discusc;i.on in private sector 
bargaining, are basicaJ Jy resen·· ... J for management 
under Executive Order 11491, and as a result the 
Federal Labor Relations Council, which administers 
the order, //has necessarily restricted ll bargaining 
or. promotions. However, the Council has distinguished 
between the decision to promote and the procedure 
of promoting, and has decided the latter may be 
negotiated. It is Ita fine 1 ioe between the two." 

Union Security 

Howard C. Hay, attorney: 

There are a number of pragmatic reasons for 
a public employer1s opposition to union security. 

I 
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Iffl£ n FW"'iIIII1I J 4 · ...... 
However, none of the societal interests--including 
the fear that unions will grow politically and 
successfully exert pressures on legislative bodies-
rai ses the. Fi rst Amendment question. 

The Supreme Court has just heard oral argu
ment on the constitutionality of an agency shop 
provision in th~ Detroit school boardls contract 
wi th the Oet ro i t Federa 1 of "eachers. There j s 
presently a IIwell-established premisell that public 
employees cannot be discharged for exercising their 
constitutional rights. That concept produced a 
tWo-part test by which such cases are analyzed. 
The first question posed is whether the discharge 
resulted from the exercise of constitutional rights 
and if it did, the second question asks whether the 
discharge was an infringement on employee rights 
that was justified by state interest. tlAny govern
ment compulsion" to force an employee to join a 
union is a violation of the First Amendment--as is 
a state prohibition against joining a labor organiz
ation. 1I 

As for the agency shop issue now before the 
Supreme Court, the court Ilwill have no difficultyll 

in holding that lIthe statels compell ing financial 
contributions to a labor organization does infringe 
on First Amendment rights,ll The conflict will 
focus on whether there is a state interest in 
compelling employee contributions to a labor organiz
ation of the majorityls choice I~S opposed to the 
political party" of the majority's choice. A 
labor organiZation is clearly an adversary of the 
legislature and thus would not serve any state 
interest. 

While unions will argue that expenses for 
negotiating contracts for all employees should 
be borne by all employees, the argument doesn't 
justify lithe compulsory 'full share' contribution 
which is what agency shop really iS,11 

A I'rebate programll in which part of the 
agency shop fees are refunded-win an amount equal 
to that spent in non-negotiations-related areas-
Ilputs the burden on the wrong party.11 I t affects 
the person who wishes to protect First Amendment 
rights rather than the person wishing to infringe 
on such ri ghts, I n that sense, the IIreba.te" 
approach is more restrictive than "fa i r share~" 
because in the latter case lithe employee never 
parts with the moneylt unless it is clearly a 
negotiations-related expense. In a Ilrebatell 

situation, the employee "must pay the full amount 
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A. L. Zwerdling, gene!"al counsel in Washington, D.C. for the American 
Federation of State, County, and Municipal ~mployees: 

AFSCME asks for contributions to support the 
union financially and is "sensitive" to those who 
are opposed to use of dues for political purposes. 
The un ion thus offers a "rebate" program. 

"Those who are arguing against union security 
are rea 11 y argu i n9 aga i nst the concept of stab iIi tyll 
In labor relations. 

AFSCME's rebate program is now about three 
years old. The union "really believes that non
believers" shouldn't have to contribute funds for 
pulitical pui'poses. The union determines what 
portion goes i~to political causes, and an indi
vidual may then notify the secretary-treasurer for 
a rebate. If the person wishes to challenge the 
amount, the case is turned over to a judicial panel, 
and it may be appealed further to members of the 
union at a convention, if the individual is a union 
member. Nonmembers may appeal to a publ Ie panel 
of three neutrals. 

Procedural Due Process 

Benjamin Aaron, jaw professor, University of California at Los Angeles: 

The co-existence of grievance arbitration 
provisions in contracts along with some grievance 
procedures in older civil service systems is one 
major source of the overall confl iet between 
collective bargaining and civil service systems. 
The requirements of due process are often more 
strict in the civil service than in bargainilJg 
schemes. One appro~ch to the problem of con-
f] icting sy!;;tems woulcl be to a] low employ(~e5 to 
make a binding seiection--in dlsclplinary,~nd 
discharge cases particularly--of an existing 
statutory p"clcedure or the mach i nery in the 
negotiated contract. 
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In the iast 15 years, the !!principal source l ! 
of law on procedural due process in dismissal cases 
has been the Supreme Court, but the standard in its 
decision:,,~a)r.een "neither static nor evoV,ltionary. 
It can b;<·.~ !,;:~ described as undulating." 

Ba:>ed on Supreme Court and other decisions in 
the area, procedural due process "ought in theory to 
be given greater protection in government employment 
than in the private sector.11 The present Supreme 
Court "has applied no principled or consistent stan
dards ll for protection of publ ic sector due process. 

Prospects for the Future 

Arnold R. Weber, provost of Carnegie-Mellon University and formerly 
director of the Cost of Livin9 Council: 

"Informed projections!1 on the future of 
collective bargaining in the public sector point 
toward a period of 'Irational ization of the legal 
frame'1ork,!' continued union 9rowth~ and a "hardeningll 
of the collective bargaining process. 

Bargaining in the public sector is now in "sort 
of a wa te rs hed 11 pe ri od, ha··1i n9 been a round some 15 
y~ars since the issuance of Ex~cutive Order 10988 
in federal labor relations, and the enactment of 
early state laws such as those in Wisconsin and 
New York. The parallel period in the private 
sector was from about 1935 to 1950, when the trade 
union movement experienced vast growth. But in 
the past IS years, public sector bargaining has 
been " rea l1y the hot property,lJ and has IIbeen the 
development that has marked collective bargaining 
in general ll in those years. 

The growth of public ~mployees unions has been 
coincidental with the expansion of the public sector. 
Publ ic sector bargaining was "not the child of 
adversity: dur'ing the 19605. Rather, the unions 
expanded t n "an env ironment of superabundance, II 
When I'the general economic cl imate was suffused 
with growth." That new demand for resources went 
into the pub 1 i c sector. The c iv i 1 r i r.:hts movenlent, 
the. automation debate', the baby boom, and exploding 
school enrollments were other developments pecul iar 
to the times. 
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The development of unions dUI"jng that period meant 
they were Ilchildren of affluence,1i and that particular 
environment: was one in which pub1 ic officials could 
"indulge the militancy of unions. 1I In addition, the 
unions became llvehiclles for new groups elbowing their 
way into the power system," making an impact on wages, 
working conditions, and a "wide range" of government 
decisions. The cast of characters in the public sector 
"explosion" starred "black garbagemen in Memphis'!, as 
well as "fema 1 e teachlers in New York, I! rather than the 
"brawnyll union men of the 1930s organizing drives. 

Lindsay of New York was the "perfect exponent of 
the times." He "expanded the payoff matrix to the 
lumpen proletariat of civil service professions," but 
the city of New York 1,II/aSn't paying the bill. The 
Republic was. 

Thus, the early 1960s saw several major develop
ments that encouraged public sector bargaining: a 
"superabundance in the economic sense"; the dual pro
gress of collective bargaining--which was "of dubious 
parentage,"--and political power (and the two "ran 
along tl together like horses); and the superimposition 
of collective bargaining on an "ossified" personnel 
system. In the private sector, personnel procedures 
had developed as a function in response to the "threat 
of unionism.1! However, in the publ ic sector the 
managers kept all the benefits and the old system of 
personnel management and "layered on the other good 
things" that private SE~ctor unions had developed, 
such as pension systems. So, there were "all sorts 
of benefits being layered in," creating an "incredible 
burden of costs" and making those costs "quas i-fixed .1' 

Another characteristic of the development of 
public sector bargaining, was the "piquant fiction" 
that since there was an absence of the right to 
strike, the. unions wouldnlt go out. This belief 
provided managers with "a refuge," so they could 
say public sector strikes were lIun thinkable." But 
unions struck anyway, and bargaining that developed 
in the absence of the right to strike "grew in a 
distorted way." 

The early years also saw a I~ixed pattern 
of unionism." There was AFSCME--"the biggest kid 
on the block"--and "traditional" unions like the 
Teamsters, and Service Employees, in addition to 
what Weber called "un ionoids"--NEA, the nurses, and 
the American Association of University Professors. 
These last groups were like "homcnoids or the Neander
thal man, because they walked upright, but never 
straight, and their hair distribution wash't right." 
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Thus, there were three types of unions: the public 
sector unions, the private sector unions I~etting 
in on the action,1I and the Il un ionoids,1I which 
lIultimately made the transformation ll to unionism. 

The action took place within "a highly fragmented 
legal structure. Here you just had this impossible 
melange" of executive orders, statutes, and state
ments of good intent, which IIcreated an impediment 
to the development of rational structure. 1I 

But more recently, budget ceficits and re
cession have resulted in a "sharp retrenchment" of 
resources, and everyone is asking IIwhere do we go 
from here?11 He predicted that "we will see in the 
next five years a rationalization of the legal frame
work through enactment of federal Jaws. 1I Notwith
standing the National League of Cities case and the 
Congressional cl imate, there is still "an overriding 
necessity" for a federal law providing basic steps 
and procedures and setting forth obligations while 
st ill permi tt ing lIwide experiment l

' in impasse 
resolution. 

Secondly, the changing legal framework "will 
abet ll unionization in the publ ic sector. In the 
private sector, unions hold a minority; position 
because employers have responded to the challenge 
and unions Ilean't offer more. 1I But in the publ ic 
sector there is "no evidence that publ ic management 
will provide a system of personnel administration 
as a viable alternative. 11 They have one now, and 
"it's called civil service,ll Consequently, there 
will be "no real slowdown in organizing" because 
there is no alternative to the system. 

Unions in the public sector will increasingly 
become '~ehicles for sharing of legislative 
authority~" and this new l'ole will become clearer 
as the IIsuperabundancell gives way to a period of 
nstringency and penuriousness. 1I Unions will help 
decide what services will be cut, 

There will be a greater development of 
special interest coalitions between public manage
ment and pdblic unions because of the resistance 
of their constituencies to higher taxes, and 
I'Weber's law)ll which dictates that the "coal itions 
of convenience" of unions and management, "when 
faced ",lith fiscal stringency," \<Jl11 shift the 
problem to the next highest jurisdiction: from city 
to county, county to state, and from the state to 
the federa I 1 eve 1 • 
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The lIintegration of personnel and labor relations 
systems will take place largely through the collapse 
of the civil service system,'1 which "won't survive. 11 

Finally, there \<Jill be a 'Irationalization lt of 
the bargaining structure through "special-purpose 
entitles" to carryon the bargaining, elaborating 
the structure where there has been IIpoor quality 
bargaining" and Jack of expertise. 

Bargaining During the Fiscal Crisis 

Richard Schnadig, attorney: 

Some "past failuresl''by employers have "helped 
precipitate the crisis," but the IIhigh cost of labor" 
is only one of the characteristics of the big cities 
in troubJe. 

Government salaries of state/local jurisdictions 
are usually the highest item in the expense line, 
and government employees are "highly paid on a com
parable basis.1I The civil service system, which 
"acts as a necessary restraint" on the employer's 
ability to hire and fire, suffers "ridicule" from 
publ ic sector labor unions, but the unions lIare qUick 
to utilize" the civil service laws when they need to. 

Faced with many restraints such as civil service 
systems and "multiple forums"--including grievance 
and arbitration procedures as well as the civil service 
procedure--employers also must deal with "hydra-headed" 
politics. Special interest groups and pol itics 
"constantlyl' affect those bargaining on behalf of 
the public employer. In New York, public workers 
include a ['significant group of voters," some of 
whom work for public offlcials ' election drives. 
In the 1960s, political pressure coincided with union 
growth, lower taxes, and revenue sharing, so salaries 
as well as health insurance and other benefits were 
increased. 

But IIthese kinds of giveaways" are not imme
diately visible to the public. 

To meet their fiscal difficulties, public 
employers must engage in "taut, tough" bargaining, 
and begin the process by scrutinizing their existing 
contracts lito ident ify past g iveaways" which now 
Ilcost a. fortune." These include 32- to 35-hour 
work weeks; "free time" such as preparation time, 
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roll call time, extended lunch breaks, excessive 
accumulation of sick and personal leave, and other 
Ilexpens ive fi lis"; and 'Nork rul es whi ch lid i rectly 
impair efficiency," such as provisions fOl" early 
closing, shutdowns in hot weather, and time off 
to process grievances. Employers should search 
contracts for restrictive clauses such as manning 
provlslons. There are certain lleconomic benefits 
which are not justified or rationalized." In New 
York City, there is a uniform allowance for non
uniformed personnel which costs the city $8 million 
annua lly. 

But employers should be willing, except in 
cases of financial impossibility, to "pay hard cash 
for a work force. 1I The elimination of inefficient 
work practices and excessive days off tlare worth 
their weight in municipal gold. 1I 

He urged public employers to disclose the 
II rea l costs ll of their settlements--but not by in
viting the press and the public to view interest 
arbitration proceedings. There should be a dis
closure of costs in !ldollar and cents ll terms. 
Without "an informed electorate" there are likely 
to be "more giveaways.11 

Conclusions 

The issues these distinguished attorneys deal with are similar 

to those facing the state correctional administrator. Ye~, there are 

~.' " 

differences. Other than costs there is little evidence of concern for 

the operational problems of the administrator. There is no evidence 

of the recognition that patients, prisoners, and other persons with 

rights also exist and may fare better or worse depending upon how 

these Issues eventually are resolved. 

In any case, it is evident from the legal experts that there 

is going to be less rather than more federal Involvement in public 

sector collective bargaining, and that this process, In some ways, 
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",Ji 11 re'Semb 1 e a free""for-a 11 for Some time to come. Further con'" 

straints or standards, if any, must come fr.om state legislatures 

and reform of extravagant practices by state management1s self con-

trol and tough bargaining. 
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A GLOSSARY OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING TERMS 

AGENCY SHOP 

A provision in a collective agreement which requires 
that all employees in the negotiating unit who do not 
join the exclusive representative pay a fixed amount 
monthly, usually the equivalent of organization dues. 
as a condition of employment. Under some arrange
ments, the payments are allocated to the organization's 
welfare fund or to a recognized charity. An agency 
shop may operate in conjunction with a modified 
union shop. (See Union Shop.) 

AGREEMENT 

See Collective Bargaining. A written agreement 
between an employer (or an association of em
ployers) and an employee organization (or organ
izations), usually for a definite term, defining 
conditions of employment (conditions, etc.), 
rights of employees and the employee organization, 
and procedures to be followed in settling disputes 
or handling issues that arise during the life of the 
agreement. 

AMERICAN ARBlTRA nON ASSOCIATION (AAA) 

A private nonprofit organization established to aid 
professional arbitrators in their work through legal 
and technical services, and to promote arbitration 
as a method of settling commercial and labor dis
putes. The AAA provides lists of qualified arbitrators 
to employee organizations and employers on request. 

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR
CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS 
(AFL-Cm) 

A federation of approximately 130 autonomous 
national/international unions created by the merger 
of the American Federation of Labor (AFL) and the 
Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) in 
December 1955. More than 80 percent of union 
members in the United States are members of unions 
Jlffiliatedwith the AFL·CIO. The initials AFL-ClO 
after the name of a union indicate that the union is 
an affIliate. 

1 

ANNUAL IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 

Wage increases granted automatically each contract 
year, which are based upon'increased employee 
productivity. 

ARBITRATION (VOLUNTARY, COMPULSORY, 
ADVISORY) 

Method of settling employment disputes through 
recourse to an impartial third party. whose decision 
is usually final and binding. Arbitration is voluntary 
when both parties agree to submit dh;puted issues to 
arbitration and compulsory if\equired by law. A 
court order to carry through a voJunt:.:ry arbitration 
agreement is not generally considered as compulsory 
arbitration. Advisory arbitration is arbitration 
without a final and binding award. 

ARBITRATOR (IMPARTIAL CHAIRMAN) 

An impartial third party to whom disputing parties 
submit thair differences for decision (awJrd). An 
ad hoc arbitrator is one selected to act in a specific 
case or a limited group of cases. A permanent 
arbitrator is one selected to serve for the life of the 
agreement or a stipulated term, hearing all disputes 
that arise during this period. 

AUTHORIZA nON CARD 

A statement signed by an employee authorizing an 
organization to act as his representative in dealings 
with the employer, Or authodzing the employer to 
deduct organization dues from his pay (checkoff). 
(See Card Check.) 

BARGAINING RIGHTS 

Legally recognized right to represent employees in 
negotiations with empkj'ers. 

BARGAINING UNIT 

Group of employees recognized by the employer or 
group of employers, or designated by an authorized 
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agency as appropriate for representation by 3n 
organization for purposes ot collective negotiations. 

BOYCOTT 

Effort by an employee organization, usually in' 
collaboration with other organizations. to dis· 
courage the purchase. handling, or use of products 
of an employer with whom the org:rnization is in 
dispute. When snch action is extended to another 
employer doing bUsiness with the employer in. 
volved in the dispute, it is termed a secondary 
boycott. 

BUMPING (ROLLING) 

Practice that allows a senior employee (in seniority 
ranking or length of service) to displace a junior 
employee in another job or department during a 
layoff or reduction in force. (See Seniority.) 

BUSINESS AGHNT (UNION REPRESENTATIVE) 

GeneralIy. a full-time paid employee or official of 
a local union whose duties include day·to-day 
dealing with employers and workers. adjustments 
of grievances, enforcement of agreements, and 
similar activities. (See International representative.) 

BUSINESS UNIONiSM ("BREAD·AND-BUTTER" 
UNIONISM) 

Union emphasis on higher wages and better working 
conditions through collective bargaining rather than 
pOlitical action or radical reform of society. The 
term has been widely used to characterize the ob
jectives of the trade union movement ~n the United 
States. 

CALL·IN PAY (CALLBACK PAY) 

Amount of pay guaranteed to a worker recalled to 
work after completing his regular work shift. 
Call-in pay is often used as a synonym for 
reporting pay. (See Reporting Pay.) 
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CARD CHECK 

Procedure whereby signed authorizntiol1 cards are 
checked against a list of employees in a prospective 
negotiating unit to determine if the orgUJ1ization has 
majority status. The employer may recllt:llize tile 
orKanizatiol1 Oil the basis o/tlris check without a 
/;,rma{ electioll. Card checks are often conducted by 
an outside party. e.g., a respected member of the 
community. (See Authorization card.) 

CERTIFICA TION 

Formal designation by a government agency of the 
organization selected by the majority of the 
employees in a supervised election to act as exclu
sive representative for all employee~:n the bargaining 
unit. 

CHECK·OFF (PAYROLL DEDUCTION OF DUES) 

Practice whereby the employer. by agreement with 
the employee organization (upon written author
ization from each employee where required by law 
or agreement). regularly withholds organizational 
dues from employees' salary payments and transmits 
these funds to the organization. The check-off is 
a common prJctice and is not dependent upon the 
existence of a formal organizational security clause. 
The check-off arrangement may also provide for 
deductions of initiation fees and assessments. 
(See Union security.) 

CLOSED SHOP 

A form of organizational security prOVided in an 
agreement which binds the employer to hire and 
retain only organization members in good standing. 
'Dle dosed shop is prohibited by the Labor Manage
ment Relations Act of 1947 which applies. however, 
only to employers and employees in industries 
affecting interstate commerce. 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

A process whereby employees as a group and tbeir 
employers make offers and counter-offers in good 
faith on the conditions of their employment relation
ship for the purpose of reachillg a mutually 
acceptable agreement, and the execution of a wriW:m-' 
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document incorporating any such agreement if 
requested by either party. Also, a process whereby 
a representative of the employees and their ern· 
ployer jointly determine their conditions of 
employment. 

COMPANY UNION 

An employee organization that is organized, 
fmanced, or dominated by the employer and 
is thus suspected of being an agent of the 
employer rather than of the employees. Company 
unions are prohibited under the Labor Manage
ment Relations Act of 1947. The term also 
survives as a derogatory charge leveled against 
lin employee organization accused of being 
ineffectual. 

COMPULSORY ARBITRATiON 

(See Arbitration.) 

CONCILIATION 

(See Mediation.) 

CONSULTATION 

An obligation on the part of employers to consult 
the employee organization on particular issues 
before taking action on them. In general, the 
process of consultation lies between notification 
to the employee organization, which may amount 
simply to providing information, and negotiation, 
':,.'hich implies agreement on the part of the organ
iZation before the action can be taken. 

CONTINUOUS NEGOTIATING COMMITTEES 
(INTERIM COMMITTEES) 

Committees established by employers and employee 
organizations in a collective negotiating relationship 
to keep an agreemen t under constan t review, and 
to discuss possible changes in it long in advance of 
its expiration date. The continuous committee 
may provide for third-party participation. 

3 

CONTRACf BAR 

A denial of a request for a representation election, 
based on the existence of a collective agreement. 
Such an election will not be conducted by the 
National Labor Relations Board if there is in effect 
a written agreement which is binding upon the 
parties, has not been in effect for more than a 
"reasonable" time, and its terms are consistent with 
the National Labor Relations Act. "Contract bars;' 
in state government are established by state laws 
and state agencies. 

COOLING-OFF PERIOD 

A period of time which must elapse before a strike 
or lockout can begin or be resumed by agr;::ement 
or by law. The term derives from the hope that 
the tensions of unsuccessful negotiation will sub
side in time sO that a work stoppage can be averted. 

CRAFT UNION 

A labor organization \vhich limits membership to 
workers having a particular craft or skill or working 
at closely related trades. In practice, many so-called 
craft unions also enroll members outside the craft 
field, and some come to resemble industrial unions 
in an major respects. The traditional distinction 
between craft and industrial unions has been sub
stantially blurred. (See Industrial Union.) 

CRAFT UNIT 

A bargaining unit composed solely of workers having 
a recognized skill, for example, electricians, machinis 
or plumbers. 

CREDITED SERVICE 

Years of employment counted fOT retirement, 
severance pay, seniority _ (See Seniority.) 

CRISIS BARGAINING 

Collective bargaining taking place under the shadow 
of an imminent strike deadline, as distinguished from 
extended negotiations in which both parties enjoy 
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ample time to present and di,scuss their positions. 
(See Contin\lollsbargaining committees.) 

DECERTIFICATION 

Withdrawal by a government agency of an organ
ization's official recognition as exclusive negotiating 
representative. 

DISPUTE 

Any disagreement between employers and the em
ployee organization which requires resolution in 
one way or another; e.g., inability to agree on con
tract terms or unsettled grievances. 

DOWNGRADING (DEMOTION) 

Reassignment of workers to tasks or job requiring 
lower skills and with lower rates of pay. 

DUAL UNIONISM 

A charge (usually a punishable offense) leveled at 
a union member or officer who seeks or accepts 
membership or position in a rival union, or other
wise attempts to undermine a union by helping its 
rival. 

DUES DEDUCTION 

(See Checkoff.) 

ELECTION 

(See Representation election.) 

ESCALATOR CLAUSE 

Provision in an agreement stipulating that wages are 
to be automatically increased or reduced periodically 
according to a schedule .related to changes in the 
cost of living, as measured by a deSignated index, or, 
O,ccasionally, to another standard, e.g., an average 
earnings figure. Term may also apply to any tie 
between,an elUployee benefit and the cost of living, 
as in a pimsion plant, 
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ESCAPE CLAUSE 

General term signifying release from an obligation. 
One example is found in maintenance-of-membership 
arrangements which give union members an "escape 

,., period" during which, they may resign from member
ship in the union without forfeiting their jobs. 

EXCLUSIVE BARGAINING RIGHTS 

The right and obligation of an employee organi
ization designated as majority representative to 
negotiate collectively for all employees, including 
nonmembers, in the negotiating unit. 

F ACT·FINDING BOARD 

A group of individuals appointed to investigate, 
assemble, ;md report t.he facts in an employment 
dispute, sometimes with authority to make 
recomr11:endations for settlement. 

"FAVORED NATIONS," CLAUSE 

An agreement proviSion indicating that one party 
to tl;1e agreement (empl()yer or union) shall have 
the opportunity to share In more favorable terms 
negotiated.!>), the other party with another em· 
ployer or union. ' 

FEDERAL MEDIATIONA.ND CONCILIATION 
SERVICE (FMCS) 

An independent f~deral agel~cy which provides 
mediators to assist the partites involved in nego
tiations, or in a labor disputle, in reaching a settlement; 
provides lists of suitable arbntrators on request; and 
engages in various types of "'preventive mediation." 
Mediation services are also provided by several state 
agencies. 

FREE RIDERS 

A derogatory term applied to persons who share in 
,)the benefits resulting from the activities of an em- c 

plQyee· organization but who are not members of, 
and pay no dues to, the organization. 
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FRINGE BENEFITS 

Generally j supplements to wages or salaries 
received by employees at a cost to empl(lyers. 
The term encompasses a host of practices (paid 
vacations, pensions, health and insurance plans, 
et~.) that usually add to something more than a 
"fringe," and is sometimes applied to a practice 
that may constitute a dubious "benefit" to 
workers. No agreement prevails as to the list . 
of practices that should be called "fringe benefits." 
Other terms are often substituted for "fringe 
benefits" include "wage extras," "hidden pay
roll," "nonwage labor costs," and "supplementary 
wage practices." The Bureau of Labor Statistics 
uses the phrase "selected supplementary compen
sation or remuneration practices," which is then 
defined for survey purposes. 

GRIEVANCE 

Any complaint or expressed dissatisfaction by 
an employee in connection with his job, pay, or 
other aspects of his employment. Whether such 
complaint or expressed dissatisfaction is formally 
recognized and handled as a "grievance" depends 
on the scope of the grievance procedure. 

GRIEV ANCE PROCEDURE 

Typically a formal plan, specified in a collective 
agreement, which provides for the adjustment of 
grievances through discussions at progressively 
higher levels of authority in management and the 
employee organization, usually culminating in 
arbitra tion if necessary. Formal plans may also 
be found in companies and public agencies in 
which there is no organization to represent em
ployees. 

IMPARTIAL CHAIRMAN (UMPIRE) 

An arbitrator employed jointly by an employee 
organization and an employer, usually on a long
term basis, to serve as the impartial party on a tri
partite arbitration board and to decide all disputes 
or specific kinds of disputes arising during the life 
of the contract. The functions of an impartial 
chairman often expand with experience and the 
growing confidence of the parties, and he alone 
may constitute the arbitration board in practice. 
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INDUSTRIAL UNION (VERTICAL UNION) 

A union that represents all or most of the production, 
maintenance and related workers, both skilled and 
unskill~d, in an industry, or company. Industria1 
unions may also include office, sales, and technical 
employees of the same companies. (See Craft union.) 

INJUNCTION (LABOR INJUNCTION) 

Court order restraining one or more persons, corpor
ations, or unions from performing some act which 
the court believes would result in irreparable injury 
to property or other rights. 

INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE 
(NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE, FIELD 
REPRESENTA TIVE) 

Generally, a full-time employee of a national or 
international union whose duties include assisting 
L the formation oflocal unions, dealing with 
affiliated local unions on union business, assisting 
in negotiations and grievance settlements, settling 
disputes within and between locals, etc. (See 
Business agent.) 

INTERNATIONAL UNION 

A union clairningjurisdiction both within and 
outside the United States (usually in Canada). 
Sometimes the term is loosely applied to all 
national unions; that is, "international" and 
"national" are used interchangeably. 

JOB POSTING 

Listing of available jobs, usually on a bulletin 
board, so that employees may bid for promotion 
or transfer. 

JOINT BARGAINING 

Process in which two or more unions join forces 
in negotiating an agreementwith a single employer. 
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JURISDICfIONAUPISPUTE 

Conflict between two Oi more employee organ- t,,' 
izations over the or~nization of a particular 
establishment or whether a certain type of work 
should b.e performed. by members of one organi
zation or an'?ther. Ajurisdictional strike isa 
work stoppage resultIng from a jurisdictional 
dispute. ':' 

LABOR GRADES 
(. 

One of a series of rate steps (single rate or a 
range of rates) in the wage structure of an 
establishment; Labor grades are typically the 
outcome of some form of job evaluati~n, or of 
wage-rate negotiations,: by which different occu
pationsare grouped, so that occupations of 
approximately equal "value" or "worth" fall 
into the same grade and, thus, comman,f'ilie 
same rate of pay. :) 

LABOR MANAGEMENT RELATIONS ACT OF 
1947 (TAFT-HARTLEY ACT) 

Federal law, amending the National labor Reiatio\~s 
Act (Wagner Act), i935, w4ich, among other 
changes, defined.and made'illegal a number of 
unfair labor practices by uruons. It preserved the 
guarantee of the right of workers to organize and 
bargain collectively with their employers, or to 
refrain from such activities, and retained the 
definition of unfair labor practices as applied to 
employers. The act does not apply to. employees in 
a business or industry where a labor dispute vwould 
not affect interstate commerce. Other major 
exclusions are: Employers subject to the Railway (i 
Labor Act, agricultural workers, government em
ployees, nonprofit hospitals, domestic servants, and 
supervisors. Amended by labor-Management 
Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959. See Natiorlal 
Labor Relations Act; National labor Relations 
Board; Unfair labor practices; Section 14 (b) 
Labor Management Relations Act of 1947. 

LABOR~l\-fANAGEMENT REPORTING AND 
DISCLOSURE ACTOFJ959 (LANDRUM-

GRIFFIN ACT) Ii 

A federal law designed "to eliminate or prevent 
improper practices'bn the part of labor organizations, 

\ <, ~ 
\' 
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~inployers," etc.'·Its seven titles include a bill of 
rigffts to protect members in their relations with 
unions; regulations of trusteeships; standards for 
elections; and fiduciary responsibility of union 
officers. The labor Management Relations Act 
of 1947 was amended in certain respects by this 
act. 

MAINTENANCE-OF-MEMBERSHIP CLAUSE 

A clause in a collective agreement providing that 
emplo),,"!es who are members ofthe employee 
organization at the time the agreement is 
negotiated, or who voluntarily join the orgainzation 
subsequently, Ipust maintain their membership for 
the duration of the agreement, or possibly a 
shorter period, as a condition of continued employ
ment. See \Jnion security. 

MANAGEMENT PREROGATIVES 

Rights reserVed to management, which may be 
expressly noted as such in a collective agreement. 
Management prerogatives usually include the 
right to schedule work, to maintain order and 
effi'ciency,. to hire, etc. ' 

'::~\ 

MASTER AGREEMENT 

A ~ingle or uniform collective agreement covering 
a number of installations of a single employer or 
the members of an ~,mployers' association. 
(See Multi:employer bargaining.) 

~EDIATION (CONCILIATION) 

An attempt by a third party to help in negotiations 
or in the settlement of an employment dispute 
through suggestion, advjce, or other ways of stimu
lating agreement, short of dictating its proyisions 
(a characteristic of arbitration). Most ofth~ medi
ation in the United States in undertaken through 
federal and state mediation agencies. A mediator 
is a person who undertakes mediation ofadispute. 
Conciliation is synonymous with mediation. 
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MERIT INCREAsE 

An increase in employee compensation given on the 
basis of individual efficiency and performance. 

MOONLIGHTING 

The simultaneous holding of more than one paid 
employment by an employee, e.g., a full-time job 
and a supplementary job with another employer, 
or self-employment. 

MULTI-EMPLOYER BARGAINING 

Collective bargaining between a union or unions 
anda group of employers, usually represented by 
an employer association, resulting in a uniform or 
master agreement. 

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT OF 1935 
(WAGNER ACT) 

Basic federal act guaranteeing employees the right 
to organize and bargain collectively through repre
sentatives of their own choosing. The Act abo 
defined "unfair labor practices" as regards employers. 
It was amended by the Labor Management 
Relations Act of 1947 and the Labor-Management 
Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959. 

~ATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD (NLRB) 

Agency created by the National Labor Relations Act 
(1935) and continued through subsequent amendments. 
The functions of the NLRB are to define appropriate 
bargaining units, to hold elections to determine 
whether a majority of workers want to be represented 
by a specific union or no union, to certify unions 
to represent employees, to interpret and apply the 
Act's provisions prohibiting certain employer and 
union unfair practices, and otherwise to administer 
the proyisions of the Act. (See Labor Management 
Relations Act of 1947.) 

NATIONAL UNION 

Ordinarily, a union composed of a number of 
affiliated local unions. The Bureau of Labor 
StatisticJ in its union directory, aefines a national 
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union as one with agreements with different 
employers in more than one state, or an affiliate 
of the AFL-CI0, or a national organization of 
government employees. See International union. 

NO-STRIKE AND NO-LOCKOUT CLAUSE 

Provision in a collective agreement in which the 
employee organization agrees not to strike and 
the employer agrees not to lockout for the 
duration of the contract. These pledges may be 
hedged by certain qualifications, e.g., the organ
ization may strike if the employer violates the 
agreement. 

OPEN-END AGREEMENT 

Collective bargaining agreement with no definite 
termination date, usually subject to reopening for 
negotiations or to termination at any time upon 
proper no tice by either party. 

OPEN SHOP 

A policy of not recognizing or dealing with a labor 
union, or a place of employment where union mem
bership is not a condition of employment. (See 
Union security.) 

FACKAGESETTLEMENT 

The total money value (usually quoted in cents per 
hour) of a change in wages or salaries and supplemen
tary benefits negotiated by an employee organization 
in a contract renewal or reopening. 

PAST PRACTICE CLAUSE 

Existing practices in the unit, sanctioned by use and 
acceptance, that are not specifically included in the 
collective bargaining agreement, except, perhaps, by 
reference to their continuance. 

PATTERN BARGAINING 

The practice whereby employers and employee 
organizations reach collective agreements similar 
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to those reached by the leading employers and 
empl()yee organizations in the field. 

PA ¥ROLL DEDUCTIONS 

,Amounts withheld from employees' earnings by 
the employer for social security, federal income 
taxe,,, and other govenlmental levies; also may 
lnclude organization dues, group insurance premiums, 
and other authorized assignments. (See Check-off.) 

. 0 

PICKETING 

Patrolling, usuaIly near the place of employment, by 
members of the employee organization to publicize 
the existence of a dispute, persuade employees and 
the public to support the strike, etc. Organizational 
picketing is carried on by an employee organization 
for the purpose of persuading employees to join the 
organization or authorize it to represent them. 
Recognitional picketing is carried on to compel 
the employer to recogIlize the organiza tion as the 
exclusive negotfatingagent for his employees.lnfor
mational picketing is directed toward advising the 
puplic that an employer does not employ members of, 
or have an agreement with, an empl()yee organization. 

PREVENTIVE MEDIATION 

ProCf,l,9U!eS designed to anticipate and to study 
potential problews of employmenhelations. These 
procedures may involve earIYJmtry,into employ
ment disputes before a .strike threaiens. 

PROBATIONARY PERIOP 
\) 

, Usually a stipulated period of time (e.g., 30 days) 
1, . ,. 'J 

:~uring which elL newly hired et:l1ployee is .on trial 
priOl: to establishing seniority or otherwise becoming 
a regular employee. Sometimes used in relati()n to 
discipline,e:g., a period during which .a. regular em
ployee, ~.iIty of misbehavior, is on trial. Probationary 
employee- a worker in a probationary period. Where 
informal probation is thtipractice, a worker who has 
not yet attained the status of regular employee may 
be caUeda temporaIYemployee. 

'I, 

J;. : 

i RAIDING (NO-RAIDING AGREEMENT) 
\ 

\;:, '.: \, 

\'1erm applied to an organization's attempt to enroll 
nlembers belonging 'to another organization or 
employees already coven:d by a collective agreeme~t 
negt.,tiated by another organization, with the intent\. 
to Usl\rp the latter's bargaining relationship. A no- '\ 
raiding\agreement is a written pledge signed by two" 
or more\'~mployee organizations to abstain from 
raiding arig is applicable only .to signatory organ
.izations. " 

RATIFICATIO,~ 

F()rmal approval of a newly negotiated agreement 
by vote of the organization members affected. 

'REAL WAGES 

Purchasing power of money wages, or the amount 
of goods and services that can be acquired with 
money wages. An index of r~al wages takes into 
account changes over time in earnings levels and 
in price levels as measured by an appropriate index, 
e.g., the Consumer Price Index. 

RECOGNI'rION 

, Employer acceptance of an organization as 
authorized to negotiate, ullilally for all members 
of a negotiating unit. ' 

REOPENING CLAUSE. 

Clause in a collective agreement stating the time or 
the circumstances under which negotiations can be 
requested, pdorto the expiration of the contract. 
Reopenings are usually restricted to salaries and 
other specified economic issues, not to the agree
ment as a whole. 

REPORTING PAY 

Minimum pay guaranteed to a worker who is 
scheduled to work, reports for work, and finds 
no work available, or less work than can be done 
in the guaranteed period (usually 3 or 4 hours). 
Sometimes identIfied as "call-in pay." (See 
Call-in pay.) . 
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REPRESENTATION ELECTION (ELEC1'ION) 

Election conducted to determine whether tbe 
employees in an appropriate unit (See Bargaining 
Unit) desire an organization to act as their eX· 
clusive representative. 

RIGHT·TO-WORK LAW 

lAlgislation which prohibits any contractual 
requirement that an employee join an organization 
in order to get or keep ajob. 

RUNOFF ELECTlON 

A second election conducted after the fust pro
duces no winner according to the rules. If more 
than two options were prf.lsent in the first election, 
the runoff may be limit(:'tI to the two options 
receiving the most votl:S in the first election. 
(See Representation election.) 

SENIORITY 

Term used to designate a1:l employee's status 
relative to other employeett, as in determining 
order of promotion, layoff, vacation, etc. 
Straight seniority - seniority acquired solely 
through length of service. Qualified seniority -
other factors such as ability considered with 
length of service. Departmental Of unit 
seniority - seniority applicable in a particular 
department or agency of the town, rather than in 
the entire establishment. Seniority list - individual 
workers ranked in order of seniority. (See 
Superseniority.) 

SHOP STEWARD (UNION STEWARD, 
BUILDING REPRESENT ATlVE) 

A local union's representative in a plant Dr 
department elected by union members (or some
times appointed by the union) to carry out union 
duties, adjust grievances, collect dues, and solicit 
new members. Shop stewards are usually fellow 
employees, and perform duties similar to those 
of building representatives in public schools. 
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STANDARD AGREEMENT (FORM AGREEMENT) 

Collective bargaining agr~ement prepared by a national 
or international union for Ul\e by, or guidance of, its 
local unions, designed to prol\uce standardization of 
practices within the union's bargaining relationships. 

STRIKE (WILDCAT, OUTLAW, QUICKIE, SLOW
DOWN. SYMPATHY, SITDOWN, GENERAL) 

Temporary stoppage of work by a group of employees 
(not necessarily members of a union) to express a 
grievance, enforce a demand for changes in the condi
tions of employment, obtain recognition, or resolve a 
dispute with management. Wildcat or outlaw strike -
a strike not sanctioned by union and one which violates 
a collective agreement. Quickie strike - a spontaneous 
or unannounced strike. Slowdown - a deliberate re
duction of output without an actual strike in order to 
force' concessions from an employer. Sympathy strik.e -
st,ike of employees not directly involved ~n a dispute, 
but who wish to demonstrate employee solidarity or 
bring additional pressure upon employer involved. 
Sitdown strike - strike during which employees re
main in the workplace, but refuse to work or allow 
others to do so. General strike - strike involving all 
organized employees in a community or cDuntry (rare 
in the United States). Walkout - same as strike. 

STRIKE VOTE 

Vote conducted among members of an employee 
organization to determine whether or not a strike 
should be called. 

SUPERSENIORITY 

A position on the seniorhy list ahead of what the em
ployee would acquire sol,e:ly on the basis on length of 
service or other general seniority factors. Usually such 
favored treatment is reserved to union stewards, or 
other workers entitled to special consideration in con
nection with layoff and recall to work. 

SWEETHEART AGREEMENT 

A collective agreement ex(:eptionally favorable to a 
particular employer, in comparison with other con
tracts, implying les1) favorable conditions of 
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employment than could be obtained under a legitimate 
collective bargaining relationShip. 

TAFt -HARTLEY ACT 

(See Labor Management Relations Act of 1947.) 

UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICE 

Actf.on by either an employer or employee organiza
tion which violates certain provisions of national or 
state employment relations act, such as a refusal to 
bargain in good faith. Unfair labor practices strike -
a strike caused, at least in part, by an employer's 
unfair Jabor p{actice. 

UNION SECURITY 

Protection of a union's status by a proviSion in the 
collective agreement establishing a closed shop, union 
shop, agency shop, or maintenance~of-membersftip 
arrangement. In the absllnce of such provisions, em
ployees in the bargaining unit are free to join 'or sup
port the union atwill,and, thus, in uniQn reasoning, 
are susceptible to pressurys to refrain from supporting 
the union or to the inducement of a "free ride." 

UNION SHOP 

PrQvision.in a collective agreement that requires all 
employees to become members of the union within 
aspeCified time after hiring (typically 30 days), or 
aftr,r a new provision is negotiated, and to remain 
members of the union as a condition of continued 
employment. Modified union shop -variations on 
the union shop .. Certain employees may be exempted, 
e.g., those already employed at the time the provision 

-was negotiated and who had not yet joined the union. 

I~ 

lVAGNERACT 

(See National LaboiRelations Act of 1935) 

"WELF ARE PLAN (EMPLdVEE-BENEFIT PLAN) 
. . ~~ 

.'. 1!1f 
Health and insurance pl~11S and other type of employee-
benefi~ plans. The Welfare andPensionPhins Disclosure 
Act (1958) specifically defines welfare plans for purposes 
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of complimce; but the term is often use'd loo:;eJy in 
employee relations. 

WHIPSAWING 

the tactic of negotiating with O\1e employer at a time, 
using each. negotiated gain as a lever against the next 

. employer. 

WORK STOPPAGE 

A temporary halt to work, initiated by workers or em· 
ploye;f, in the form of a strike. or lockout. This tefm 
was adopted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics to re
place "strikes and lockouts." In aggregate figures, 
"work stoppages" usually means "strikes and lockouts, 
if any"; as applied t6a single stoppage, it usually means 
strike or lockout unless it is clear. that it can only be 
one. The difficulties in terminology arise largely from 
the inability of the Bureau ofI_abol: Statistics (and. 
often, the parties) to distinguish between strikes and 
lockouts since the initjating party is not always evident. 

ZIPPER CLAUSE 

An agreement provision specifically barring any at
tempt to reopen negotiations during the term of the 
agreement. (See reopening clause.) 
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APPENDIX B 

PUBLI C SECTOR LABOR RELAT IONS RESOURCES"': 

The correctional management team (from the director to first-

line supervisors) and labor relations specialists in corrections 

need access to sources of information, 'resources for technical 

assistance, and training programs. The following section attempts 

to meet these needs for the correctional administrators. In addi-

tion to the listed resources shown, normally there are sources of 

information, technical assistance, and training programs through 

colleges and universities in each state. 

Appendix B is divided into three parts: (1) Informational/ 

L} terature Resources in Pub 1 i c Sector Labor ReI at ions, (2) Genera 1 

Labor Relations Literature, and (3) Technical Assistance and 

Training Resources. None of these listings is regarded as compre-

hensive. 

*From: Collective Bargaining in Corrections: An InstructiOnal 
Guide, by Pliny O. Murphy III, MERIC final reports, 
2/28.77. American Justice Institute, Sacramento, 
Ca 1 Horn i a. 
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Informational/Li terature Res~\urces 

in Public Sector Labor Relat'\'.lons 
,I 

\, 
\\ 

1. Labor Arbitration in Government, American ArbJi,tration Association, 
1730 Rhode Island Avenue NW, Suitt~ 509, Washin~~ton, D.C. 20036. 

/I 
A monthly summary .ofarbitration awards an\~ fact-finding 
recommendations involving governmental agencies. 

2. California Public Employee Relations. Quarterly periodical of 
employee. relations in the public sector of the Institute of Industrial 
Relations, University of California, Berkeley, Calif. 94720. 

In-depth articles de$igned to provide up-to-date, useful. 
information to those involved in employer-employee, 
relations in public employment. Includes local, state, 
and national developments, a neutral's "log," as well 
as. Gpurt decisions, ordinances and statutes. 

3. The Fe:deral Labor-Management Consultant.~iweekly newsletter published 
<'CC' by the u.s. Civil Service Commission, Offi<!e of Labor-Management 

Relations, 1900E Street NI<l, Room 7508, Washington, D.C. 20415 

4. 

A severai-pagehewsletter designed to highlight significant 
decisionE; and actions by the. Federal Labor Relations Council, 
the Federal Service Impasses Panel, the Assistant Secretary 
of Labor . . Reports procedura,l"changes and other labor rel.11:ions 
developments within the federal service. 

Government Employee 'Relations Report. Weekly subscription service 
published by the Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1231 25th Street ml, 
Washington, D. C. 20037. '\ 

~ , 

Short news articles on current q§!ydlopments, complete or partial 
texts.of"legal decisions, arbitration awards, contracts and 
legis~f,d.on. frequently excerpts significant porti0JJ.spf 
spej,dies and,Gonferences (sometimes providing the entire text). 
Reprints sho.rt. local, state, and federal articles and statistical 
data. Also keyed into two reference volumes with the following 
headings (not a complete list): 
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Q Federal Programs: Rules, regulations, major administrative 
decisions, official docu~ents and explanatory statements 
pertaining to collective bargaining by federal employees. 

Q State and local Programs: Full text of public sector labor 
relations statutes, court decisions, attorneys' general 
opinions, executive orders, reports and recommendations of 
study commissions for each state and selected local juris
dictions. 

o Issues and Techniques: Articles and other documents on 
"issues of moment," e.g., "Fact-finding--Its Values and 
Limitations" by William E. Simkin, and how-to-do-it articles, 
e.g., "How to Prepare Grievance Cases," and l1Bargain Outline 
for Management. 1I 

Q Data: Information on employment and earnings, extent of 
unionization and union membership, patterns in collective 
bargaining agreements and strike actions. 

o Contracts: Selected collective bargaining agreements covering 
employees of federal, state and municipal agencies. 

o Contract Clause Finder: An encyclopedia of actual contract 
practice with full examples of selected contract clauses. 

o Glossary 

o GERR Reference File Master Index 

Other material publisbed by the BNA include: 

Q Collective Bargaining Negotiations and Contracts 

o BNA Policy and Practices, including a Bulletin to Management 

o Daily labor Report 

o Fair Employment Practice Servi(!e 

o The Labor Relatio~s Reporter (LRR) 

o The Government Manager 

o Manpower Information Service 

o Union Labor Report 

o White Collar Report 
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5. 

6. 

-I:;': 

Institute of Public Employment. Irregular series published by the 
New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations, Cornell 
University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. 

-Major monographs on current subjects of interest relating 
to public employment. 

Journal of Collective Negotiations in the Public Sector. Quarterly 
journal published by Baywooct\ Publishing Company, 1 Northwest Drive, 
Farmingdale, N. Y. 11735. ' 

Articles on all areas relating to conditions and terms of 
employment, salaries~ fringe benefits,etc. 

7. Labor Arbitration in Government. Monthly publication of the American 
Arbitration Association, 140 West 51st Street, New York, N.Y. 10020. 

A bulletin summarizing approximately 20-25 labor arbitration 
awards and fact-finding recommendations involving government 
and educational agencies. 

II 
8. LMRS Newsletter. Monthly ri:~wsletter of the Labor-Management :Relations 

Service, a cooperative service of the National League of Cities, 
U.S. Conference of Mayors and the National Association of Counties, 
1620 Eye Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20006. 

Regular feature article on to\?ic of current interest; short 
accounts of current public sector labor-management affairs; 
bargaining; conferences; seminars; commission reports; court 
decisions; legislative developments; trends; listing of useful 
readings. 

9. LMRS Pa1llphlet Series. Published by the Labor-Management Relations 
Service, 1620 Eye StreetNW, Washington, D.C. 20006. 

Brief monographs on municipal labor relations. 

10. New Jersey Public Employer-Employee Relations. Irregular newsletter 
It. of the Institute of Management and Labor Relations, Rutgers University, 

Ryd§rs lane and Clifton Avenue~New Brunswick, N.J. 08901. 

News bulletin containing short articles on public employment, 
state bargaining developments, employment ;relations board 
decisiops/ arbitratiCi:t1 and court findings. Includes 'current 
Ii terature, listings. !" 
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11. Annual Report, New York Office of Collective Bargaining, 250 Broadway, 
New York, N.Y. 10007. 

Briefly describes case processing, legislation and important 
developments occurring under the> j.urisdiction of the Office 
of Collective Bargaining; also statistical tables ~nd lists 
of unions using OCB's services in past years. 

12. Public Personnel Administration Labor-Management Relations. 
Biweekly subscription service of Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J. 07632. 

Looseleaf containing the following: 

o Report Bulletins: New deve.lopments; short articles 
describe problems and offer solutions. 

o Cross-Reference Table: Assimilates volume material with 
new developments in Report Bulletin and New I.deas section. 

o New Ideas: Articles by professional, public labor relations 
representatives, arbitrators, etc., on how they solve 
collective bargaining problems. 

o PubJ.ic Employment Relations Law: Full text of public 
sector collective bargaining laws or laws authorizing 
or restricting some aspect of union activity. 

o Union Contract--C1auses and Analyses: Full texts of 
hundreds of clauses from selected contracts intended to 
cover all types of situations under public sector labor 
agreements. 

o Index: References to all ma.terials in volume; facilitates 
location of information. 

Biweekly reports containing Report Bulletins, Cross-Reference 
Tables and replacement pages keep volume up to date. 

13. Public Employee Relations Library. Series of books and monographs 
published five or six times annually by the International Personnel 
Management Association, 1313 East 60th Street, Chicago, Ill. 60637. 

Articles on policies and practices within the public personnel 
field. Includes book and pamphlet reviews. Frequent articles 
on labor relations are also provided. 
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14. Public Safety Labor Reporter. Monthly r~porting service of the Public 
Safety Labor Relations Center, International Assoc1ati,on of Chiefs of 
Police, 11 First Field Road, Gaithersburg, Md. 20760. 

Reports on labor problems of police, sheriffs, fire and 
corrections agencies. Contains analysis and reference 
volumes. 

The analysis volume contains: 

° Feature articles on critical issues in puhlic, safety 
labor movement 

" 

° Analysi~ of the effect of labor relations legislation 

° A review of recently negotiated agreements and contracts 

<! ° Reports, of fact-finding and arbi tration awards 

° Rulings on discipline matters 

° Employment practices and a cumulative index 
;;..-.::,~,. 

The reference volume contains: 

° Court decisions, a compilation of fed~ral and state collective 
bargaining and strike legislations, and sele:'cted important 
bargaining and strike ordinances at the municipal level 

° Collective bargaining agreements 

o Arbitration" and fact-finding awards 
,~ c 

° Administrative law division 

o Departmental rules and procedures 

° Personnel forms and comparative labor data 

15. Public Sector Labor Relations Information Exchange. Series published 
by the United States Department of Labor , Labor-Management Services 
AdministratioIl, Division of Public Employee Labor Relations, 
Washington ~ D,. C. 20006 

A series,of extensive research reviews and bibliographies analyzing 
and summarizing public sector problem areas. The following 
publications have been disseminated ~nd are upda ted per~.odically: 
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d Calendar of Events. 
symposia of interest 
issued quarterly. 

Lists conferences, conventions and 
to parties in the public sector; 

o CUrrent References and Information Services for Policy 
Decision Making in State and Local Government Labor Relations: 
A Selected Bibliography, Gilbert E. Donahue, 1971. Divided 
into five sections containing sources for: 

1. Background references for understanding the current 
situation 

2. Policy reports and recommendations by government, 
professional, business and union groups 

3. Proposed Ilmo de1 laws" 

4. Documentation of state and local experiences 

5~ Current awareness sources and retrospective searching 
and documentation sources 

o Directory of Public Employee Organizations: A Guide to the 
Major Organizations Representing State and Local Government 
Employees, 1971. 

Provides information on organizational structure, location 
a~d policies of public employee organizations which wholly 
or partially represent state and local nonfedera1 employees. 

o Directory of National Unions and Employee Associations (with 
two supplements), 1973. 

Provides information on many aspects of union structure and 
membership; divided into five sections as follows: 

1. Structure of the labor movement in the U.S. 

2. Listing of national unions and professional and 
state employee associations 

3. Summary of significant developments in organized 
labor between 1971 and 1973 

4. Membership data on unions and associations for 1972 

5. Various functions and activities which unions perform 

o A Directory of Public Emplo~~,£!...!~l~_~io~ Eoards and Agencies: 
A Guide to the Administrative . Macb:tnEl:>r for the Condnct of 
Public Employee-Management Relaticmi.¥!thin the Statc, 197L 
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o. 

o Dispute Settlement in the Public Sector:~c:"'The State-of
the-Art, Thomas P. Gilroy and Anthony .",V.'pinicropi, 1972. 

, - ,! ."" ,:;:" 

Monograph with. an annotated bibliogr-aphY:"'r.eviewing 
the state-oi-:-the-art of dispute sett1em:~p.!: in public 
el!1ployment.i 0 

o public·Secto:t: Labor Relations: Regional Series, 1973. 

Background r'eferences for public sector experiences are 
subdivided into the following regional areas: it, Midwest; 
11-, Mideast; III, Southeast; IV-; .Midatlantic. 

o Scope of Bargaining in the Public Sector - Concepts and 
Problems, Paul Prasowand others, 1972. 

c.:: 

Articles. on bargaining scope vs. the role of the Civil 
Service Commission, bargaining and professio~alism, 
negotiation practices ingo1,ernment, and bibliographic 
ma:terial on relevant 1iterature.~ . . ~ 

,0 State Profiles: CUrrent Statutes of Public Sector Labor 
Relations, 1971 

Sur&J{arization of .state statutes pertinent to public sector 
labor relations and prospects for legislation • 

. o. Summary 6fState Policy Regulations for Public Sector Labor 
Relations: Statutes,. AttoE.n~ Generals' Opinions and 
Selected Court D eClfs ions :> J973'. ') 

~~! 

\1 ,/" • ;,c:;.., 

An annotatedphblicatiou ciUng legal authority governing 
pv.blic employees--state, local, firemen, policemen and 
teachers. 

l6~ Prison EinployeeUnionism:. The' Impact on .Corrections Admiriistra.tion 

17. 

and Programs, by John M.Wynn~ Jr., Final report of ManagemeIlt-Employee 
Relations in correctiOl1s':l>rojectconducted by the American Justice 
Institute, Sacramento~Ca1if., 1..~77; supported by ~ grant awarded by 
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, U~S. Department of Justice. 

A comprehensive analysis of the trends of correctional employee 
"unions/associations and their effects upon c()rrectiorl~l ~~dJJlinistration. 

~. d 
Prison Employee Unionism: A Management Guide for Corrections Admin-

(II g,:trators, by M. RobertMonti1la, F;Lnal report of Management,..Employee 
. Relations,; iriCorrections project cOIlductedbythe American Justice' 
Institut~(, Sacramento, CaliL ~ 1977; ('upported by a grant awarded by 
the Law E-hforcement Ass;:tstance Administration, U. S. Department of Justice. 
"Iv -

A general discussion?of ':issuesc Rn state corrections with glossary, 
bibliograp~y, and service andinfcn:1llation resources. 

II 



General Labor Relations Literature 

1. From the State Capitals - Labor Relations. A monthly publication by 
Bethune Jones, 321 Sunset Avenue, Asbury Park, N.J. 07712. 

A news service sunnnarizing the latest municipal and state legis
lative and regulatory proposals and enactments. 

2. From the State Capitals - Personnel Relations. A monthly publication 
by Bethune Jones, 321 Sunset Avenue, Asbury Park, N.J. 07712. 

A news service summarizing municipal and state legislative and 
regulatory developments affecting public personnel management. 

3. Industriai and Labor Relations Review. Quarterly journal of the 
New York State School of Labor and Industrial Relations, Cornell 
University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. 

Lengthy articles on industrial relations issues, book reviews, 
current research and listing of recent publications. 

4. Industrial Relations. A tri-annual publication of the lvstitute of 
Industrial Re1atio~s, University of California, Berkeley, Calif. 94720. 

Extensive articles on all aspects of the employment relationship; 
includes research notes and criticisms, as well as comments on 
past Industrial Relations articles. 

5. Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations. Irregular series 
published by the University of l1ichigan and Hayne State University, 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106. 

Short reprints on both private and public sector labor relations 
policy. Also includes a monograph series, complete with bibliog
raphies, examining international labor relations with regard to 
public employment. 

6. Industrial Relations Research Association Annual. Series published 
seven times per year by the Industrial Relations Research Association, 
7114 Social Science Building, University of Hisconsin, Madison, Wis. 53706. 

Bound-volume publications of proceedings of the IRRA Conference. 
Short professional discussions on industrial relations issues, 
including public employment. Contains index to available IRRA 
publications, books and two-volume review of institute research. 
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',. 

·7. Labor l,awJournal. Monthly publication of the Commerce Clearinghouse, D 
4025 Peterson Ayenue , Chicago, Ill. 60646: 

.Major articles on legislative and administrative developments, 
employment news', court a~d arbitrators t decisions. 

8. c Labor Law Reports. Weekly publicition of the Commerce C1ear:!-nghouse', 
4025 Peterson. Avenue, Chicago, Ill., 60646. 

Summaries of court and NLRB de.cisions, current developments on. 
state legislation, strikes, union elections, and other news; 
also private and public sector coverage. 

Monthly Labor Review. Published l:?<s the U. S. Bureau of Labor
$tatistics, Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D.C .. 20402. 

Researc.h journal with major. articles on employment-related 
issues; complete with charts,' tables and statistics.. Also 
contai~s current domestic and foreign news developments, 
research notes., significant court decisions, book reviews and 
notes. 

10. Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the National Academy of Arbitration. 
Published by the Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.; 1231 25th Street NW, 

o Wa~hington,D.C .. 20037. . I. 

Reproduc.tions o~ confe~::C~d:S~ussions in .bound-volume form. 
Regularly conta:Lnsar1?~tr~;~on ~n the publ~c sector; also . 
cumulative author and subject indexahd appendices on special .. 
committee reports. 

1t."'i(cPUblic Affairs Information Service Bulletin. Weekly bibliographic 
"service .of the Public Affairs Information Service, Inc., 11 West 

'40th ··~$·treet, 'New Yor~, Nll..y .. 10018. ,-
"J . 

',Bul1etin listing by subject of current books, pamphlets, 
. periodic~ls, artic=!-es, 'government documents and other material 
in the field of, economics and public affairs. Covers state, 
municipal, and university developments. Publications from all 
English':::speak:i.ngcountries and. articles from other countries 
written in English are also included, as wella~ five bound 
volumes issued annually superseding week.:ly issues~; 
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Technical Assistance and Training Resources 

Correctional administrators need access to technical and training 

resources; however, the importance of developing internal expertise. cannot 
I 

be overemphasized. The debate rages over the use of external vs. internal 

consultants in the collective bargaining process. It is a perceptive 

administrator who knows ~Yhen to use either or both types of (~onsu1tants 

and uses them wisely. 

The following organizations offer a variety of technical and/or 

training services for the correctional field. This listing is not meant 

to be comprehensive eitl1er in terms of the organizations available or in 

the services offered by those that are listed. 

1. American Arbitration Association, 1730 Rhode Island Avenue NW, 
Suite 509, Washington, D.C. 20036. 

The American Arbitration Association (AAA) is a public service 
not-for-profit, membership corporation. AAA was founded in 1926 
to encourage the use of arbitration, mediation, conciliation, 
negotiation, democratic elections and other techniques of voluntary 
dispute settlement. Members include companies, labor unions, 
foundations and organizations of all kinds, as well as individuals 
who believe in an advancement of education in dispute resolution 
systems. Today, the Association is the most important center of 
education, training and research on arbitration, mediation, and 
other dispute resolution procedures. 

The AAA's Department of Education and Training (AAA/DET) represents 
the Association's capabilities in providing quality conferences 
and skill-building p~ograms on the procedures and techniques of 
arbitration, mediation, and other forms of peaceful dispute 
resolution for a variety of institutions, organizations, and 
community groups. Their experience in the criminal justice system, 
especially corrections, is extensive. AAA has a continuing training 
pl:ogram funded by the National Institute of Corrections to provide 
training for state and local correctional administrative/management 
personnel in negotiations, collective bargaining, and arbitration 
advocacy skills. For further additional information regarding 
training, contact the Association's Department of Education and 
Training. 
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2. Americ~J1 Correctional Association, 4321 Hartwick .R,oad, Suite L-20B, 
College Park, Md. 20740. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The Association offers technical assistance to state, county 
and local correctional agencies , providing a wide range of· . 
expertise through consultants: who are knowledgeable in the 
field of c.orrections. For specific 'requests of services, 
contact the ACA, Project Director, Technical Assistance Project. 

American Justice Institute, io07 7th Street, Sacramento,Cal;i.f. 95814. 

The Institute offers a variety of consultative ,.services through 
its technical assis tance program. After completing a two-year 
study of the management-employee relationship in corrections;' 
the Institute~s expertise and access to labor relations con
sultants is most current. For further ~~formation regarding 
the Institute's services, contact the Pre~ident of the American 
Justice Institute. 

LawEnforc~ment AssistanceJ}dministration, U.s. Department of Justice, 
633 Indi~na Avenue NW, Washington, D. C .,20530, 

The LEAA provldesmatching grants to implement various projects 
and programs to improve cdmip.al justice through state planning 
agencies. For further in forma tfon regarding program areas, 
eligibility and the application and award process, contact YOl,r 
state planning .agency. .. 

l~ ~ ~ 

Midwest Center for Public Sector Labor Relations, Indiana UniverSity, 
School of:Public .and Environmental Affairs, 400(East Seventh Street, 

. Bloomington, . Ind. 47401 •. , 

Th¢ Center,was established in part by a gJ;8nt from the U.S. Civil 
Service Commission, Chicago Region, under the Intergovernmental 
Persotme1 Act (P.L. 91-648). The Center provides an ongoing 

(, means through which practitioners, government officials and the 
pubiic::-at-Iarge carl exchange information and cooperatively solve 
piQbl~IilS relat:ed topuolic sector labor relations in six mid
western states :1l1inois, Indiana, Michigan; Minnesota, Ohio and 
Wisconsin. l'he Center maintains a publics.ectorlaborrelations 
,library and publishes the "Midwest Mcmitor ," provides guidance 
regardirtgtheimprovement of skills in the c:!ollective bargaining 
process,and, respo~ds to specific requests for information • 

. ,!For further lnformation, contact the Center fora full description 
of the services offered. 
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6. National Institute of Corrections, 320 First Street NW, Washington, 
D.C. 20534. 

The NIC provides a variety of services for corrections. Its 
aim is to aid in the development of a more effective, more 
humane correctional system which will contribute to the safety 
of offenders, staff, as well as the community. The Institute 
receives and. makes grants, serves as a clearinghouse and 
information center, provides consultation services, assists 
in the development and implementation of correctional programs, 
conducts and sponsors training of correctional personnel, 
conducts correctional research, and conducts programs evaluating 
the effectiveness of correctional delivery systems. 

The NIC awarded a grant to the American Arbitration Association, 
Center for Dispute Settlement,to train correctional managers 
in labor relations. For further information concerning addi
tional training in labor relations, contact the Director, NIC. 

7. u.S. Civil Service Commission, 1900 Eye Street NW, Washington, D.C. 

The U. S. Civil Service Comrrdssion provides training assistance 
to state and local governments as well as intergovernmental 
personnel grants. The Commission's objectives are to assist 
state and local governments in training administrators, profes
sional and technical personnel, and assist in the development 
and implementation of programs consistent with the merit 
prinCiple and to improve personnel administration. The Commis
sion offers, through ten regional offices, numerous training 
programs for all levels of personnel in labor relations. For 
specific information regarding IPA grants and training, contact 
your nearest U.S. Civil Service Commission regional office, 
Attention: Regional Training Center, for training; and 
Attention: Chief, Intergovernmenta.l Personnel Programs Division, 
for IPA grants. 

Various universities and colleges offer seminars, conferences, work-

shops as well as full academic programs related to industrial/labor 

relations, and may p.rovide technical assistance to management and labor. 

The following listing is only intended to exemplify the broad range of 

institutions available for such services; 
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University of California at Berkeley, Institute of Industrial 
Relations, 2521 Channing Way, Bejikeley, Calif. 94720. 

rJI 

University of Ca:lifo~ia at Los Angeles, Institute of Industrial 
R~lations, Los Angeles, Calif. 90024. 

3. University of Colorado, Center for Labor ~,ducation and R~!search, 
Boulder, CoL 80302. '." 

4. University of Connecticut, Labor Education Center, Storrs, 
Conn. 06268. -<:c,c 

() 

5. Federal City College, Center for Labor S.tudies, 425 Second 
Street NW, Washington, D.C. 

6. University of Hawaii, Institute of Industrial Relations~ 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822. 

7. University of Illinois, Institute of Labor and Industrial 
Programs, La Salle Hotel, Rm. 222, 10 N. La Salle Street, 
Chicago, Ill. 6060.2. c} 

8. Roosevelt University,' Labor EdUcation Division; 430 South 
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IlL 60640. 

9. Southern l:llinois University, Labor Iust'itute, Carbondale, Ill. 
62901. 

10., 

l; 
11 . 

H 

~~ . 

Indiana University, Labor Education and .Rese~rch Genter ,Division 
of U,niversity Extension, 201 Owen Hall, Bloomington, Ind. 47401. 

IIi University of Iowa, Center for Labor and Managerilent, Phillips 
Hall," Iowa City, IOWll 52240:. 

1\ 

". 

University of Kentucky, Development Servi~es Labor Education 
Center, College' of BusinE7ssand Economi(i::2) Lexington, Ky. 40506. 

'13:,,\; Uniyersityof Maine', Bureau of Labor Education, 94 Bedford Street, 
\Portland, Maine 04102 

~. . ':..\ 

'\" 
"~\..: ~ 

,>. 
\\ 
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14. University of Massachusetts, Labor Relations and Research Center, 
100 Arlington Str.eet, Boston, Mass. 02116. 

15. Michigan State University, School of Labor and Industrial 
Relations, South Kedzie Hall, East Lansing, Mich. 48823. 

16. .Qniversity of Michigan, -The Labor Studies Center, Institute of Labor 
and Industrial Relations:, 108 Museums Annex, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104. 

17. Wayne State University, Division of Labor Education and Services, 
5229 Cass Avenue, Detroit, Mich. 48202. 

18. University of 11innesot~, Industrial Relations Center, 
423 B.A. Tower, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455. 

19. University of Missouri, Labor Education Program, 301 Whitten Hall, 
Columbia, Mo. 65201. 

20. Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, Department of Labor 
Services, New Brunswick, N.J. 08903. 

21. Cornell University, New York State School of Industrial and Labor 
Relations, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. 

22. Ohio State University, Labor Education and Research Center, 
65 South Oval Drive, 661 Page RaIl, Columbus, Ohio 43210. 

23. Pennsylvania State University, Department of Labor Studies, 
160 Burrowes North, State College, Pa. 16801. 

24. Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Labor Education Program, Pamplin 
Hall, Blacksburg, Va. 24061. 

25. West Virginia University, Institute for Labor Studies, 
Appalachian Center, Morgantown, West Va. 26506. 

26. University of Wisconsin, Institute of Industrial Relations, 
Madison, Wis. 53706. 

27. University of Puerto Rico, Labor Relations Institute, Box BH, 
U.P. R. Station, .Rio Pedres, Puerto Rico 00931. 
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.. i ______________________________________ ~------------~ 

Filnis 

~ 
The use of films has been ::recommended in several of the units of 

training; the following film sources may be able to sug&est substitute 

tRr additional films to be used in your training program. 
C 

United Auto Workers Film Library 
East Jefferson Avenue 
Detroit, Michigan 48214 

Labor Education Division 
Roosevelt University 
430 "South Michigan Avenue 
Cnicago, Illinois 60605 

AFL .... CIO 
Catalogue listing films available: 
AFL-CIO Pamphlet Division 
815 ,Sixteenth Street NW 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

Contemporary Films (distributors for National ,Film Board'of, 
Canada films) 

330 West 42nd Strelat, New York, New York 10036 
828 Custer Street, Evanston, Illinois 60202 
l2l4,Polk Street" San Francisco, California 94109 

American Arbitration Association 
Department of Education and Training 
1730 Rhode Island Avenue NW 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS IN PUBLIC SECTOR LABOR RELATIONS 

Introduction 

Collective bargaining in the public sector is a dynamic, 
rapidly changing process. New developments require constant 
updating in terms of knowledge and skills. This glossary has 
been compiled for correctional practitioners who have already 
acquired labor relations responsibility and for those who wish 
to broaden their knowledge of the vocabulary in order to interact 
within the growing field of public sector labor relations. 

Private sector labor relations has had a significant influence 
upon public sector labor relations. For example, many states have 
modeled their collective bargaining structures after the National 
Labor Relations Act, a federal law regulating private sector labor 
relations. Many of the terms listed in the glossary originated in 
the private sector. They are included because private sector 
experience has been helpful while the public sector continues to 
gain expertise and define its needs. 

The following publications are additional resources for 
individuals who are interested in broadening their knowledge of 
labor relations terms: 

Dictionary of Industrial Relations, by Harold S. Roberts. 
Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1231 25th Street, N,W., 
Washington, D.C. 20037. 

IIGlossary of Collective Bargaining Terms,JI Government 
Employee Relations Reports Reference File No. l. Bureau 
of National Affairs, Inc., 1231 25th Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20037. 

IIlndustrial ahd Labor Relations Terms,1I by Robert E. Doherty 
and Gerald A. DiHarche. New York State School of Industrial 
and Labor Re 1 at ions, Cornell Un i vers i ty ~ Ithaca, New York 14853. 

IITerms in Public Sector Labor Relations - A Practitioner's 
Guide," by the Midwest Center for Public Sector Labor Relations. 
School of Public and Environmental Affairs, Indiana UniVersity, 
400 East Seventh Street, Bloomington, Indiana 47401. 

Thesaurus of Descriptors for Public Sector Labor Relations, 
by Shirley F. Hauser, editor. New York State School of 
Industrial and Labor Relations and the Committee of University 
Industrial Relations Librarians, Cornell University Libraries 
Printil1lg Service, Ithaca, New York 14853. 
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